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Glossary
Accessory dwelling units: unit partitioned out of a larger, say family, 
dwelling or detached dwelling alongside a larger one, aka Granny flats 
(Australia) or self-contained studio/unit/dwelling created for supple-
mentary income, independent children and caregivers.
Affordable housing: for eligibility and statistical purposes variously 
defined. In Australia typically referring to housing that costs the 
household less than 30 per cent of their gross income to live in (includes 
mortgage or rental payments, insurance, maintenance, council rates and 
property taxes but not necessarily costs of essential services, such as 
operational energy and water services). All such definitions, standards 
and measures neglect aspects and spawn anomalies such as under-used 
dwellings and ‘overcrowding’, accommodation as in-kind remuneration 
for employment, ‘energy poverty’ and precarious employment.
Apartment block: separate multi-household dwellings each separately 
owned or rented, with potential for voluntary community bonds and 
sharing of resources, goods and services.
Baugemeinschaften, ‘community building partnerships’ or ‘building 
communities’: privately owned dwellings with collective ownership of 
shared spaces.
Baugruppen: self-administering building groups of owner-occupiers 
who collectively buy land, collaboratively design, and sometimes labour 
on, a multi-household build (baugruppe).
Cohousing: purposively co-located and connected neighbourhoods 
of multiple households, each household with a private dwelling but 
sharing, with their cohousing neighbours, specific common spaces (such 
as a common house), resources (such as community gardens and cars) 
and activities (such as preparing and eating meals). Such settlements 
have formal, legal, community governance arrangements covering 
rules for entry and exit, shared access, maintenance, fees and other 
sets of mutual obligations and expectations. Legal models and names 
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for such arrangements are many and various, including cooperative, 
condo(minium) association and ‘collective house’ (Japan).
CoHousing: a generic European term for collaboratively designed and 
built housing spaces for multiple households that develop ‘self-managed 
social architectures’ to share activities and experiences, not just spaces 
and resources (see id22).
Co-housing: used, especially with respect to European models, to refer 
to multiunit housing that involves some level of self-organisation, as in 
collectively built, co-located and self-managed (collectively managed) 
housing. The comparable term in this work is the all-encompassing 
‘collaborative housing’.
Collaborative housing: a generic term for housing typically produced 
by professional and industry partners with prospective residents and, 
once established, maintained by household types that function as a 
community of residents who share amenities, facilities and spaces.
Communes: communal living with a ‘common-purse’, income-sharing, 
and making joint decisions over financial spending and numerous 
personal activities, i.e. operating as ‘one household’, sometimes a working 
and living arrangement, and/or all-under-one-roof.
Condo(minium) (NA): privately owned units on commonly owned 
land governed by an association of owners (similar to ‘strata title’ in 
Australia).
Consensual decision-making: the process of making a joint decision, 
which involves the time and space for open discussion by all participants 
of various issues and options, and an outcome that each agrees to hold 
to even despite certain misgivings. (Many groups have a modified 
consensual decision-making process where, say a 90 per cent, majority 
vote suffices in cases of deadlock or inappropriate delays.)
Cooperative housing: typically, where residents are members of a 
corporation that is the common owning body (US); where housing is 
owned by resident-members as a non-profit enterprise (Australia); 
where resident-members own shares (Germany).
Eco (prefix): projects with intentional Earth-friendly housing and 
ecologically sensitive householder practices, at the very least energy- and 
water-efficient housing, growing productive and ecologically sensible 
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plants (typically using permaculture principles) and sourcing sustainably 
produced foods.
Ecological footprint: the amount of land necessary to supply the 
resources on which a resident’s consumption relies.
Ecovillage: a relatively self-contained settlement of dwellings pursuing 
collective sufficiency and ecological balance within Earth’s regenerative 
potential and limits, both locally and globally.
Garden city: urban settlement planned to maximise green spaces, 
typically green parklands surrounding a mix of residential, commercial 
and light industrial developments.
Intentional community: a community whose members intend to 
maintain a self-governing community with self-defined goals.
Kibbutz: collective communities, both secular and religious, developed 
in the nineteenth century and initially based on agriculture, with around 
one-third still income sharing; up to two per cent of Israel’s population 
still live in kibbutzim.
Low impact development (LID): developments intended to create a 
whole-of-life equilibrium with their productively used natural surrounds 
(thus, ‘low impact communities’).
Marginal rental housing: highly managed housing, with fewer occupancy 
rights than for mainstream private and social housing tenants, and some 
degree of shared facilities and spaces. Examples include boarders in 
boarding houses and tenants in residential parks (with caravans and/or 
other types of mobile homes, including manufactured houses).
One planet development/living: applies the standard measure of 
potential and actual ecological footprints at both global and local levels 
to achieve and keep the level of resources residents consume within the 
earth’s regenerative capacity.
Over-crowded housing: an international standard is the OECD indicator, 
which divides the total number of rooms in a dwelling by the number 
of its residents; however, many countries focus instead on the number 
of residents compared with bedrooms. As with much data on averages, 
national statistics often blur considerable underuse or overcrowding 
typical of specific regional or demographic cohorts.
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Participatory decision-making: serious engagement, often involving 
multiple stakeholders, using discursive, appreciative inquiry and many 
consensual decision-making techniques but allowing voting.
Pocket neighbourhoods: clustered dwellings surrounding shared open 
space, such as a courtyard or street, where households share responsibil-
ity and enjoyment of that space.
Share(d) house(hold) – aka a collective or joint household, cooperative 
house: typically, a rented house (sometimes a mansion), where personal 
rooms are private spaces and the rest of the space is shared, maintained 
and governed in non-hierarchical ways. Rules and protocol apply to 
householder members’ monetary contribution to the collective rent 
(all equal or different, say according to room size, amenity, and single, 
couple or family occupancy), splitting bills, buying, preparing and eating 
food, visitors, and tolerance of certain activities, including noise. Sharing 
a house is sometimes called cohouseholding or coliving.
Social housing: modest housing managed by government or not-for-
profit bodies and specifically rented to those on low or low-medium 
incomes.
Squatting: inhabiting or doing other activities in a private property 
– thus making it a squat – without the permission of the owner (or 
leaseholder) whether for individualistic purposes or with a collective 
political rationale.
Tactical urbanism: applies a classic action research method and result 
for a suite of initiatives such as road calming, intersection repair, quirky 
block improvements and popup spaces (including cafes, benches, 
parklets and park-mobiles).
Tenement: separate dwellings (including single rooms) in a block of 
such, rented by tenants.
Tenant: deriving from the Latin ‘to hold’ (tener), to have use-rights over 
a property, a resident who rents their dwelling/property from a landlord 
(owner).
Utopian settlements: housing generally dominated by highly idealistic, 
well-defined and detailed plans and principles (a name emerging from 
such developments in the later nineteenth century).
note
Throughout this work, dates in brackets next to names of buildings refer 
to the year in which their construction was completed or when they 
started to be inhabited for the residential purposes in question.
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Less Is More:  
Living Closely on a Finite Planet
This introductory chapter outlines why, and how, small and shared 
housing is a stepping stone towards environmentally sustainable 
livelihoods and socially convivial lifestyles this century. After sketching 
the global challenges that small and shared housing can address, I sketch 
out what small and shared living means on a personal level. Then I 
describe the structure of this book which, selectively reads the past (Part 
I), reviews the present (Part II) and speculates on the future of collab-
orative housing (Part III) at a time when economic and environmental 
challenges threaten life as we know it, even our species-life per se. Small 
Is Necessary: Shared Living on a Shared Planet addresses those massive 
challenges in constructive ways to show how community-based activities 
could make us live more sustainably.
the challenges that face us
The enduring Great Recession following the Global Financial Crisis of 
2008 unsettled households across the world. There have been negative 
impacts on work opportunities, incomes and government support for 
affordable social housing, contributing to unstable house prices and 
unfavourable terms of credit for purchasing homes. In some regions 
precarious employment, declining incomes and fewer government 
services have driven people to cities ill-equipped to cater for rapidly 
expanding numbers of job-seekers demanding a range of basic services. 
It has become commonplace for house prices to have risen alarmingly in 
capital cities, with impacts on rental demand and costs. By the mid-2010s, 
particularly in Europe, substantial migrations had contributed to 
temporary and permanent resettlements. Finding appropriate and 
affordable housing has become a widespread challenge, particularly for 
young and elderly singles, especially women whose savings and incomes 
are typically lower than similarly aged men.
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This is a chronic crisis and, writing in 2017, the prognosis remains 
bleak. According to a Resolution Foundation Study, 90 per cent of 
18–34-year-old Britons will be unable to afford their own homes and will 
be confined to renting by 2025.1 This deterioration in housing afford-
ability is replicated across the United States (US), Canada, Australia 
and New Zealand (NZ). On the one hand, housing industry sources 
often complain that regulatory constraints on land use containing the 
boundaries of cities are responsible for rising land and home prices.2 
On the other hand, remarkably high house prices in Australia, amongst 
other nations, have been attributed to the availability of more onerous 
home loans at low interest rates, which translate into lower mortgage 
repayments, and the preparedness of owner-occupiers to devote a 
relatively high proportion of income to housing costs.3 Another upward 
pressure on prices has been international investment, responsible for a 
two-tier real estate market developing in global cities, typically in capitals 
such as London where the mean house price was roughly double that of 
other parts of England in 2014–2015.4 
Still, the trend to house price increases has been neither uniform nor 
universal in cities, regions or countries. For instance, with respect to other 
Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) 
countries, house prices and household debt multiplied remarkably in 
Sweden, Norway, France, Chile, Belgium, Israel and Denmark between 
2000 and 2015, yet dropped in Portugal, Japan and Greece over the 
same period. Where house price hikes occurred they often flowed on to 
rental increases, especially in the US, and in Australia where there is low 
competition from that minor proportion (circa 4.5 per cent) of stock that 
is social housing (modest housing managed by government or not-for-
profit bodies specifically for those on low incomes).5
Meanwhile, in terms of demand for housing and land for residential 
development, global population keeps rising. In 1800, there were just 1 
billion (bn) human residents of Earth. We grew, increasingly rapidly, to 
6bn in 1999, then to 7bn by the end of 2011. The projected 1.1bn rise 
between 2015 and 2030 is expected to swell most urban areas outside 
Europe by around 15 per cent. These averages deceive, in as much as they 
do not adequately represent places where populations will either shrink to 
leave unoccupied housing or, alternatively, increase remarkably. Indeed, 
the Australian capital of the state of Victoria, Melbourne, is expected to 
double its population to 8 million by 2050 from 4 million in 2012.6
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The challenge is not simply one of fitting in more residents on limited 
land. Mainstream housing in the Global North absorbs materials and 
energy in its construction and everyday operation, contributing signifi-
cantly to resource depletion and global carbon emissions. Settlements on 
coastal fringes and wholesale clearance of woodlands and forests have 
impacted heavily on animal habitats. In contrast to human increases, 
since 1970 populations of other vertebrate species have diminished by 
more than 50 per cent.7 The WWF 2014 Living Planet Report shows 
that our ecological footprint (the area required to supply the ecological 
goods and services we use) has increasingly over-reached the earth’s 
regenerative biocapacity since the mid-1970s.8 So much so that, by 
the mid-2010s, we were regularly consuming 50 per cent more than 
the earth could replenish. More disturbingly, the 2016 Living Planet 
Report indicates that, if we follow current trends we will exceed Earth’s 
regenerative capacity by around 75 per cent as soon as 2020.9
There are strong direct and indirect connections between housing and 
the over-use of Earth’s resources. In 2010, all types of buildings worldwide 
accounted for 32 per cent of total global final energy use, contributing 
significantly to global warming – a development which not only threatens 
multiple ecological systems across the globe but also makes the future of 
the human species uncertain.10 The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate 
Change (IPCC) has warned that increasing population, urbanisation and 
development threatens even more deleterious impacts in the future. Yet 
the IPCC also signals significant potential for reducing energy used in 
both the construction and use of residential building. Feasible low-cost 
achievements rely on compliance with strengthening government 
standards to improve building codes for construction and retrofits, 
policymakers attending to effective urban infrastructure and planning, 
and multiple voluntary lifestyle changes. How we house ourselves, live in 
our houses, and go to work and other daily activities, all have potential to 
significantly reduce carbon dioxide emissions and global climate change.
managing our future to be ‘small’ and ‘sustainable’
Given that we are struggling with affordability and breaching envi-
ronmental limits, this book explores future directions of housing and 
household consumption towards more compact and shared lifestyles to 
enhance both social and natural environments alike. Through decades of 
experimentation, activist-residents, community-oriented policymakers 
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and non-government organisations have developed successful and 
enduring models. Small Is Necessary examines the benefits and challenges 
of creating smaller and more efficient living spaces using various collab-
orative housing models, such as cohousing, ecovillages and communal 
housing in cities, suburbs, peri-urban fringes and regional areas. All 
such models refer to households that share building and outside spaces 
and facilities in self-managed ways.
The book’s title develops on a rich lineage. The classic Small Is 
Beautiful: Economics as if People Mattered by ‘E. F.’ (Ernst Friedrich) or 
‘Fritz’ Schumacher was originally published in 1973 (London: Blond & 
Briggs) and argued the environmental efficiencies of modest lifestyles 
for sustainability. Several years later, in 1981, George McRobie’s Small 
Is Possible (New York City: HarperCollins) offered a variety of small 
operations and appropriate technologies to illustrate Schumacher’s ideas 
in action. Much later, in 2008, Lyle Estill sketched another practical, 
economic and spatial dimension in Small Is Possible: Life in a Local 
Economy (Gabriola Island: New Society Publishers). Similar to Rachel 
Carson’s Silent Spring (1962, Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company) the 
emphasis in Small Is Necessary: Shared Living on a Shared Planet is on 
avoiding the consequences of business-as-usual peril.
Clearly, any focus on sustainable housing and lifestyles must engage 
with the broader social, economic and environmental contexts for 
sustainable household practices. Therefore, in this book, I ascribe 
to Edwards’ and Hyett’s simple and constructive definition of the 
contested term ‘sustainable housing’ as ‘housing that creates sustainable 
communities in a resource-efficient manner’.11 Notwithstanding the 
criticism of Guy and Moore – regarding Edwards’ and Hyett’s rather 
technical approach to sustainable housing – taken on its face value, this 
definition encompasses environmental and social aspects at a neigh-
bourhood scale, and focuses holistically on broad-scale social and 
material contexts where local cultures and government policies can 
encourage and maintain sustainable practices.12 The term ‘sustainable 
communities’ emphasises inter-generational and reproductive aspects, 
as well as local economies and cultures. Beyond a state that an individual 
or household might attain alone, say by purchasing or retrofitting their 
home and garden appropriately and adopting more environmentally 
efficient practices, the concept of sustainable communities appreciates 
sustainable housing in a dynamic context of conjoined socio-cultural, 
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political and economic environments that establish and maintain 
sustainable practices in holistic ways.
how compact and how communal?
In contrast to the economic interest of residential developers and the 
building sector to sell bigger houses to smaller households in suburbs and 
shoebox apartments in skyscrapers to investors who charge exorbitant 
rents, Small Is Necessary discusses the contradictions and challenges 
posed by current and future needs for shared and compact living. I am a 
critical advocate asking, for instance, whether high-density inner-urban 
living, as touted by many government policymakers, really does achieve 
a smaller ecological footprint than more collaborative suburban models. 
Similarly, I engage with debates on small and shared housing that 
historically separated many social and environmental movements.
The traditional left response to urban overcrowding and substandard 
housing was to call on the state to provide affordable individualised 
housing. This line failed, first, as many governments post-Second 
World War tended to respond by developing bureaucratically run public 
monuments that were neither friendly, aesthetic nor well-integrated. 
Second, under the influence of neoliberalism later in the twentieth 
century, states withdrew from direct provisioning of housing as part of 
cost-cutting and privatisation measures. Moreover, the traditional party 
and union-based left clashed in organisational ways with the diverse 
and growing ‘alternative’ movements’ emphases on agency, collectivism, 
self-sufficiency and squatting – experimenting with models of alternative 
lifestyles, including communal living, creating alternative technologies 
and techniques for building, supplying energy and water, and dealing 
with waste, and self-provisioning for food and clothing. If these 
‘alternative’ forms of living have become more central to a sustainable 
future, the traditional left maintains strong positions in asking central 
questions around the line between modest and sufficient housing, and 
cramped, noisy and insecure shelter. 
Various models of collaborative housing are examined in this book, 
from non-relatives owning a house together and sharing their lives as 
a household unit, through to ecovillages that can include thousands of 
residents. A key question across all models focuses on preserving privacy 
and individuality. Despite the challenges of making such models work, 
I argue that collaborative housing can offer social support for young 
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and old, singles and families alike, while providing environments where 
sharing networks and local cooperation can flourish. Shared housing 
encourages sharing knowledge and skills, addressing a neighbour’s 
problem cooperatively, rather than individualistically ignoring or 
competing against them, say through conspicuous consumption. 
Teasing out all the environmental and human factors that contribute 
to more sociable, liveable and sustainable neighbourhoods, Small Is 
Necessary develops a practical framework for assessing what works best 
in different contexts, to satisfy different needs and achieve the most 
appropriate solutions for residents.
Small and shared living is a sensibility and art practised in appro-
priately built, or altered built, environments within rural and city 
landscapes that remind us that we belong to planet Earth. Small and 
shared living depends on skills and knowledge that develop and balance 
our needs for gregarious sociality and privacy. Small and shared living 
is about a modest haven, fondly called ‘home’, socialising in streetscapes 
and ‘greenscapes’ nearby, working at home or in a conveniently located 
shared office space, where – thanks to the Internet and cloud storage – 
the world is our oyster.
Imagine a room of one’s own in a household where facilities and living 
spaces inside and out are shared, along with tending and harvesting from 
a collective food garden. Small and shared is about well-planned neigh-
bourhoods and good public transport, which ease the frustrations and 
irritations of everyday working and socialising. It’s about choices, greater 
equality and connectivity between us, and a more sustainable balance 
with nature.
‘That’s the sales pitch,’ I hear you sigh. ‘What about the shambolic, 
crowded and dirty joint household I lived in when I was a student? To 
avoid all the conflicts and mess, I spent as much time as possible at 
friends’ houses and dreamt of a flat of my own or a house big enough for 
a family to share with my soul-mate. I don’t want anyone telling me what 
to do in my own home. Coliving sucks!’
This is where personal skills and community knowledge about coliving 
and collaborative housing are essential. It’s why community-minded 
residents, architects, developers, builders, policymakers, regulators, 
public service providers, businesspeople, funders and financiers need 
to develop joint visions and processes for establishing built and social 
environments that incubate and facilitate modest collaborate living. In 
cultures of small and shared living, environmental efficiency is the norm 
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or ideal, and space is convivial. Residents accept household principles 
about who uses what, when and how – and benefit from joint cleaning 
and cooking schedules. Mutual support and care is at hand. The neigh-
bourhood is planned for private and group activities. Noise and pets are 
controlled. When people have differences that interfere with what they 
each want, they problem-solve for win-win results.
It is complex, but the skills of self-organised community-based living 
can be learned and applied. After all, the city has long been regarded 
as the epitome of civilisation and, equally, the community-oriented 
character of a traditional village is a widely held ideal. This book features 
successful living models and experiments in cities and rural regions 
where people have set about collectively addressing current challenges of 
affordability, environmental sustainability and yearning for community 
by establishing households and neighbourhoods that are modest yet 
‘enough’, and shared but secure and organised.
learning from experience
This research interest evolved from my life’s journey. I was brought up in 
a small nuclear family but benefited from my grandfather living with us 
for four years when I was young. When my father researched in Wales, 
we spent months at a time living with different relatives. I boarded at 
school for a short period, which was my worst experience of shared 
living because of the imposed rules and regimentation. Afterwards, as 
a young adult, I lived in joint households ‘for better or for worse’ – great 
learning experiences! Sharing homes with different partners also honed 
my skills in negotiation and conflict-resolution.
However, none of those experiences improved on living in two 
residential cooperatives for almost one decade. One was an all-under-
one-roof living and working intentional community, Commonground 
(Central Victoria; see Figure 1.1). The other was Round the Bend Con-
servation Cooperative (RBCC) on the peri-urban fringe of Melbourne, 
whose residents collectively manage a 130-hectare woodland, where 
each of the 32 shares entitles the shareholder-household to a site for a 
house built and managed under collectively developed and collectively 
monitored regulations. Effectively, this cooperative is ‘eco-cohousing’, 
which is examined in Chapter 5. RBCC resident members have few 
shared resources beyond their land but significant joint responsibili-
ties for the natural environment. There have been barriers to easy entry 
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and exit due to member approval processes and the failure of lending 
institutions to offer appropriate models for buying in and out of such 
collectively owned property. I found that two long-term experiences of 
community ‘self-management’ – a curious term given what we are really 
talking about is ‘collective management’ – were deeply empowering on 
a personal level.
Still, when I’ve lived by myself I have rarely felt ‘alone’, possibly because 
I have always been active in my immediate neighbourhood or wider 
diverse place-based community. Today, I live in Castlemaine, Central 
Victoria, Victoria being the most southern mainland state on the eastern 
coast of Australia. Castlemaine is known for its strong social and sus-
tainability values and an artistic and diverse quasi-urban culture. The 
Figure 1. Commonground intentional community, Central Victoria, Australia
Source: Mike Crowhurst, photographer
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nonmonetary, sharing, solidarity and social economy practices that have 
become subjects of much social and scholarly interest in recent years were 
always part and parcel of the way I lived and loved, gave and received.
These experiences of shared living in economic spaces – mine was the 
smallest house built on the conservation cooperative – have informed 
this text in equal measure to information gleaned from key practitioners, 
experienced professionals and academic experts, the books I’ve read, and 
the audio-visual material I’ve listened to and watched in order to write 
it. Experience is the great teacher. But, equally, following wise advice can 
minimise or prevent bad experiences. Collective living showed me that 
good planning and processes can be learned, and that adapting tried 
and true processes in flexible ways saves frustration, time and energy. I 
learned that wholesome cultures of shared living can be established, or 
be absent, and that such cultures exist as a critical form of what is often 
referred to as ‘social software’. However, I often wonder whether rela-
tionships and values are not, in fact, the very real hardware of societies? 
Experience showed me that governments and regulations, as well as 
mainstream social norms, often frustrate the smooth implementation or 
running of collective arrangements. Despite the diversity of the modern 
‘family’ household, local, state and Federal politicians, bureaucrats, 
financiers, business people, builders, developers and appliance man-
ufacturers have tended to cling to a dominant notion of the primary 
household as a nuclear-style family. For a long time in Australia, the 
United Kingdom (UK) and the US, banks have refused lending money 
for collectively purchased property unless, say, everyone guaranteed 
the repayment of the loan, which might well be smaller and offered on 
higher interest rates than for individual homeowners. The idea of sharing 
energy sources or waste-disposal schemes has often sent bureaucrats 
– with their simple sets of rules and regulations for residential neigh-
bourhoods laid out in a patchwork of private properties – into a ‘Can’t 
do’, ‘Never done’ mode. This book shows how and why the economic and 
political tide is turning in favour of ‘alternative’ collaborative housing.
My experiential observations are supported by wider reading and 
studies that I have conducted as a researcher for the Centre for Urban 
Research, RMIT University (Melbourne, Australia) in a range of projects 
– many funded by the Australian Housing and Urban Research Institute 
– on housing affordability and sustainability, mortgage default, boarding 
houses, caravan and manufactured housing parks, and developing 
‘greenfield’ suburbs. You will see, then, that all the arguments I mount 
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are framed in reference to relevant literature and supported by evidence 
mounted in endnotes. 
readership and scope
This book was written because the growth of interest in small, sustainable 
and affordable housing and shared living is increasing. While subjects 
of the popular television program ‘Grand Designs’, which is hosted by 
architect Kevin McCloud, generally spend hundreds of thousands (even 
millions) of British pounds on creating homes that fail sustainability 
criteria simply on the basis of size, viewers voted the episode on Ben 
Law’s small £28,000 sustainable hand-built woodlands house as the 
‘best ever’.13 Similarly, another popular episode focused on a modest and 
inexpensive two-roomed house and studio built in sympathy with its 
idyllic surrounds on Skye.14 Furthermore, there was great interest when 
host Kevin McCloud developed a community-oriented social-housing 
model, Haboakus, though he dropped eco-aims early on due to classic 
market-straightjackets conflicting with professional and market-led 
community-building.15
On the other side of the world, in Australia, when ideas journalist 
Michael Short wrote an article in the Victorian state daily The Age, in 
2015, on ten solutions to Melbourne’s housing crisis – namely floating 
apartments, converted shipping containers, modular and prefabricated 
spaces, neat subdivisions of land, retrofitting an old house to make two, 
or an old factory to make many more homes, rooftop gardens and tiny 
houses – his article quickly trended as the newspaper’s most read.16 
This interest is fuelled by the surge of experimentation in novel areas of 
alternative housing. In a more mainstream context, Figure 1.2 shows an 
80sq m home, a ‘backyard’ infill development on circa 180sq m created 
by subdividing a block in a Melbourne inner suburb. With sustainabil-
ity features such as the green roof, it was the first example of a ‘Less Is 
More’ home in a series of Assemble Papers (an e-journal that explores 
both ‘small footprint living’ and a ‘culture of living closer together’).17 
Similarly, in North America, the ‘tiny house’ movement has burgeoned 
with increasing models of tiny house settlements (Chapter 8) offering 
the added benefits of collective living.
Concentrating on the Global North, this book refers selectively 
to developments and scenarios in Europe, the UK, North America, 
Japan and Australia and NZ since the mid-twentieth century. Drawing 
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on existing literature and policies related to housing and planning 
developments in various settings, it poses fresh questions and offers 
some original insights. As such, this book will interest all those seeking 
more diverse, liveable and sustainable housing. It is a field-guide for 
academics, students, professionals, activists and citizen interest groups in 
a range of areas – affordable and sustainable housing and urban planning, 
architecture and design, the financing of housing and the sociology of 
everyday life – as well as associated policymakers that influence, or are 
influenced by, diverse housing choices.
book structure
This book is divided into three parts – on past developments, current 
trends and likely futures. However, even in Part I, the focus is on recent 
Figure 1.2 A modest infill development in an inner suburb 
of Melbourne (Nest Architects)
Source: Nic Granleese, photographer
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developments in as much as housing and households of the past are 
reviewed on the basis of twenty-first century themes of sustainability and 
affordability. The analysis is inclusive of a diversity of household types 
and economic circumstances but precludes specific analyses of cultures, 
gender, ethnicity and race due to lack of both space and sufficient 
relevant research. Throughout the book discussion centres, instead, on 
social movements supporting affordable and appropriate housing whose 
concerns inform and coincide with the prerogatives of small and shared 
housing. 
The book starts by reviewing the history of housing and households, 
with a special emphasis on relevant changes during the twentieth 
century. Remarkably, the typical household shrank from an extended 
intergenerational family with several children to a conventional nuclear 
family with a couple of children and, finally, a range of parent–child 
households with de facto couples, same-sex couples, step-families, 
single-parent households and blended families. Towards the end of the 
twentieth century, higher separation and divorce rates and extended 
average life spans had resulted in a diverse mixture of predominantly 
smaller households, many with single half-time parents and elderly 
couples or singles. Most significantly for housing, on average, households 
diminished from circa 4.5 to 2.5 members.
At the same time as household sizes contracted, in certain countries 
such as the US, Canada and Australia, newly built houses especially in 
outer-city suburbs grew in size right up to the 2008 Global Financial 
Crisis, significantly triggered by residential mortgage defaults. The 
trends and counter-trends to ‘McMansions’ were not as marked in 
Europe. Indeed, in Britain, the persistence of smaller houses has been 
detrimentally associated with poor housing stock. In most cities across 
the world, as populations rose depressing slum living became more 
apparent. Today, up to one-third of Earth’s urban residents (1bn people) 
still live in slums.18 So, even if for different reasons, in most countries the 
growing ecological case for smaller residential footprints was at odds with 
mainstream ideals for larger housing in spacious land developments. The 
apparent novelty of the mainly North American tiny house movement 
illustrates the distance between mainstream and alternative ideals.19 
Meanwhile, during the last few decades, an increasing range of 
residents, urban planners, architects, government agencies and activists 
have recognised – even if implicitly rather than, as here, explicitly – that 
coupling shared with small makes greatest social and ecological sense. 
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They have observed, drawn on and benefited from numerous insights 
gained from various experiments since the 1960s, when a generation 
evolved that was prepared to challenge ‘the Establishment’ by living in 
alternative ways – and from a more recent generation, many of whom 
who regard ‘green’ as an axiom. Today sustainable urban innovations 
appear in places as far apart as Barcelona (Spain) and Melbourne 
(Australia), and feature significantly in inner-city, suburban and 
peri-urban cohousing and ecovillages in Europe and North America. 
Today, the drivers range from self-organising residents and proactive 
governments to niche markets created by entrepreneurs recognising the 
demand for sustainable, community-oriented developments.
Small Is Necessary tells this story, showing the potential for smaller 
and shared models of housing to meet current and future social and 
environmental challenges.
Parts: past, present, future
Part I reviews how inner-urban housing always tended to be compact 
and remained so as more households moved to cities. While detached 
houses in North American and Australian suburbs tended to increase in 
floor space right up to the Global Financial Crisis, apartments and town 
houses in cities such as London, Tokyo and New York City had always 
been characterised by compact, high-density living, blending modern 
with traditional designs. Clever interior design appeared critical in small 
inner urban spaces, where householders incorporated technological 
advances in household appliances and furniture – from kitchen wizardry 
to sofa beds and foldaway wall beds – in symbiosis with working more 
outside the home and flourishing streetscape cultures.
However, tiny private urban spaces became socially insular 
nuclear-family pressure cookers. Moreover, while achieving valuable 
energy savings in sectors such as transport, the overall consumption 
of many households in compact cities such as New York are not envi-
ronmentally sustainable. In such locations apartments have not meant 
cheaper housing either; micro-apartments have been attractive to 
investors in the mid-2010s because they attract higher rents space-wise. 
These factors, along with deindustrialisation, the rise of information 
economies, city pollution, pockets of disadvantage, gentrification and 
suburbanisation have shown weaknesses of a simple small and compact 
urban model.
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Chapter 2 focuses on very select historical developments: reflecting 
the rise of capitalism, the home retreated from a workspace to a place 
of respite and diversions from work except, of course, for beavering 
housewives. Today, home has re-emerged as a work base for growing 
numbers of self-employed, contractors and e-workers. Many urbanites 
opted for life in a detached or semi-detached house in suburbs with 
demographic changes in household composition and size influencing, 
interacting and clashing with developments in house styles, floor plans 
and house sizes over the twentieth century. Meanwhile, owner-occupier 
dwellings have become a strange amalgam of capitalist commodity and 
asset – impacting on house and apartment prices.
Chapter 3 focuses on apartments to find that many of their environ-
mental, social and economic limitations and potential were clear very 
early on – replicated across geographies and multiplied as industrialisa-
tion and urbanisation both expanded and contracted. Green apartments, 
micro-apartments and utopian apartment living all come in for scrutiny. 
While current policies and plans for future cities favour medium- to 
high-density, compact and ‘smart’ urban developments, such apartments 
are often unaffordable, and not even environmentally sound and 
appropriate living spaces. Social inequities and ecological unsustainabil-
ity appear closely integrated in analyses involving apartment size.
Chapter 4 walks right into apartments, reviewing their interior sus-
tainability and dwellers’ sustainability practices beyond their dwelling. 
The implications of domestic technology and household consumption 
are discussed. Modest and comfortable, cleverly designed and used 
apartments, are identified and characterised. However, despite market 
forces claiming that what they offer is a response to demand, we find that 
real resident engagement might well be key to decisive improvements 
in the affordability, sustainability and sociality of residential planning 
and buildings.
In short, Part I covers the persistence of, and countertendencies 
generated by, small private household living in highly urbanising infra-
structures. These narratives highlight push and pull factors leading to 
the small and shared social and environmental developments examined 
in Part II, where a clear distinction is drawn between eco-cohousing and 
ecovillages.
The eco-cohousing Chapter 5 starts with smaller collaborative 
initiatives, such as a house, land, and farming enterprise co-owned by three 
or more non-related residents. Many and various cohousing models are 
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testimony to bottom-up pressures to escape alienated lifestyles typified 
by a career ‘rat-race’ and stereotyped male–female roles in households. 
Over the four decades since cohousing projects began, designs have 
tended towards smaller private areas, larger common facilities and 
greater eco-efficient and environmentally friendly features.20
A spirit of social empowerment, visions of shared collective housing 
and concerns about the environmental costs of mainstream urban living 
have encouraged urban and peri-urban ecovillages in the UK and Europe 
(Chapter 6). The specific ecovillages discussed show clear achievements 
in terms of ecological footprint measures. I highlight well-established 
projects that have pioneered ways of addressing the economic, social and 
environmental needs for compact housing by sharing common spaces 
and facilities through to those that integrate collective sufficiency in 
work-and-live arrangements.
By the twenty-first century, professionals, bureaucrats and politicians 
in certain countries, such as Germany, developed strategic and subtle 
responses to needs for environmental sustainability and social cohesion 
in cities. Part III examines outstanding examples of such top-down and 
bottom-up transfusions, involving sophisticated engagements between 
residents and the authorities servicing them, creating more environ-
mentally robust and socially appropriate landscapes. As such Part III 
examines developments introduced in Part II but in the broader context 
of urban landscapes, urban planning and local governance. As a way to 
consider the future scaling-up of small and shared living, and shared 
landscapes, each chapter focuses on a specific driver: the state (Chapter 
7), the market (Chapter 8) and grassroots communities (Chapter 9).
These three chapters offer models of, and principles for, extending 
smaller footprints and shared living spaces across urban and rural 
landscapes. Practical examples include European models where archi-
tectural and cultural heritage are preserved by community-oriented 
developments; an Australian environmental living zone, which evolved 
after principles established in a neighbourhood residential cooperative 
were readily adopted by local private landowners and households; and 
a post-capitalist eco-industrial village established by ex-squatters in 
the remains of a Catalan factory village replete with hacker space and 
environmental remediation projects. I discuss participatory governance 
and sharing economy initiatives to show how communities in collective 
spaces have forged skills readily transferable to urban planning and 
governance, becoming a catalyst for participatory design in cities. 
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Another theme shows how nature has been, and can be, brought into 
cityscapes with cohousing and urban ecovillages as the beating heart of 
these efforts. Alternative technology and energy sources offer new oppor-
tunities for efficiently servicing residential housing; infrastructure and 
vital service providers are developing models known as co-management 
and co-production. Here, sharing household equipment, resources and 
services meets collaborative consumption, nonmonetary swap and barter 
networks, and community-supported agriculture. There are emerging 
initiatives for household and neighbourhood collective sufficiency 
integrated into holistic patterns for city and rural living.
conclusion
In summary, small and shared housing and living is a ‘necessary but not 
sufficient’ principle for more environmentally sustainable livelihoods 
and socially convivial lifestyles. In arguing that the future direction is 
to smaller and more shared living spaces, I am not so much signalling 
a totally new future as a return to historical social norms. However, 
equally, our future will not be a simple return to the past, if only because 
other factors, such as population growth, environmental pressures, 
technological developments, and the still antagonistic trend of certain 
market forces, mean that the movement for small and shared living has 
come from various quarters as a countertrend to mainstream ideals and 
has an environmental rationale specific to our time.
In short, whether for environmental, affordability or social reasons, 
sharing is becoming a natural and necessary complement to small. Small 
Is Necessary offers constructive critiques and a state-of-the-art summary 
of a range of existing developments and future possibilities appropriate 
for various contexts, pointing out attractive, feasible housing solutions 





Once We Were Small:  
Traditional and Contemporary Homes 
In conversation and popular culture, ‘home’ is associated with a haven, 
privacy, comfort, kin and mutual support.1 A home might be inherited 
and represent ties of kinship. A house might be lovingly, or for solely 
practical reasons, owner-built. A tenant might feel either insecure and 
resentful or secure and grateful. Owner-occupiers’ houses co-exist as a 
use value, a dwelling, and as an asset, for renting out or for potential sale. 
Most significantly, in terms of mobility (say migration or moves driven 
by aspiration), notions of home assume complex associations beyond 
the ‘house’ and ‘family’ to encompass neighbourhoods, towns, regions, 
even nations, adopted homes or lost ‘homelands’. In these senses, home 
is both a landscape and a belonging to community. In short, the house 
as a ‘home’ is a socio-material concept inseparable from ‘household’ and 
set in wider spatial, socio-economic and cultural contexts. 
This chapter focuses on select developments over the last few centuries 
as the production and experience of home reflected the rise of capitalism 
in the United Kingdom (UK), Europe, North America, Australia and 
New Zealand (NZ). In this process home morphed from a workspace 
to a place of respite and diversions from work except, of course, for the 
‘housewife’ who busily maintained the home and household. The house 
succumbed to capitalist production processes, becoming a commodity 
and asset whether built by small or large building companies as a one-off 
spec home, as one amongst many in a housing estate, or as a unit in a 
multi-storey housing block. Many urbanites opted for life in a detached 
or semi-detached house in suburbs. Over the past century, demographic 
changes in household composition and size have influenced, interacted 
and clashed with developments in house styles, floor plans and house 
sizes. Most houses supplied on the market are environmentally 
unsustainable, many are unaffordable for people on average (let alone 
low) incomes, and perpetuate alienation rather than encourage genuine 
community in authentic neighbourhoods.
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In short, under significant economic, environmental and social 
challenges, the home has been subject to competing pressures and ideals 
and now presents a challenge. This chapter explores this evolution, 
avoiding generic topics associated with apartments (treated in Chapter 
3) or sustainability-specific changes in the interiors of apartments and 
dwellers’ practices within and beyond their apartments (Chapter 4). In 
the context of the argument for smaller and shared housing, this chapter 
shows how the size of dwellings has grown very quickly in a relatively 
short period of time. More modest living had been much more the 
norm during the last few centuries of human history. Similarly, history 
shows larger and more varied households than are seen to be typical in 
the Global North today. In short, such historical characteristics are 
closer than contemporary mainstream housing and lifestyles to the 
ideals and practices of smaller and shared living ‘alternatives’ explored 
in later parts of this book.
work, households and house size
In pre-industrial times, able household members worked sociably at, 
around or from home. Industrialisation relocated work away from homes 
that would, instead, turn into units of consumption, education and 
clean domesticity. Just as private housework was generally performed by 
women and servants, the productive cash economy was dominated by 
men. Data from New York City (NYC) shows a climb in numbers of men 
working away from home from fewer than 5 per cent in 1800, to 20 per 
cent by 1820, and 70 per cent by 1840.2 While this level of change was 
neither as swift nor uniform across most regions and countries, housing 
everywhere would become an appendage to commercial activities, which 
reorganised expectations and obligations between couples, and parents 
and their children. For housewives, homes were productive-cum-
consumptive units as they cared for household members, cleaned the 
house, provided meals, laundered and mended clothes – making home 
and work synonymous. In contrast, for household members working 
outside home, it became a place of relaxation, leisure and pleasure. 
Meanwhile, social changes associated with rising capitalist classes and 
power impacted differentially on house sizes, space, use and location.
The ‘family’ household
In The Making of Home, Judith Flanders argues that the romantic 
leitmotif myth of a traditional tight-knit nuclear or extended family was 
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prompted by disconcerting conditions attending the rise of capitalism, 
industrialisation and urbanisation. In reality, for centuries families 
were mobile and mixed affairs, losing and adopting (especially young) 
members because of deaths and cohabiting with other families. ‘Family’ 
gatherings at Christmas, marriage and funerals meant community as 
well as kin. In short, the ‘image of a family of the past gathered together 
around a dinner table was a novelty of modernity, and of plenty’ rather 
than historical reality.3
Similarly, a Canadian study across the twentieth century data shows 
that the percentage of children living with both parents was highest 
relatively recently, in 1961 (94 per cent). A similar number of children 
lived in single-parent families in 1931 (12 per cent) as in 1981 (13 
per cent), although most often with a widowed parent in 1931 and a 
separated one in 1981. In 2011, 11 per cent of Canadians aged up to 24 
years lived in blended (or step-) families.4 In 2011, a mere 9 per cent of 
family households contained non-immediate family members while 31 
per cent had done so in 1901. Clearly the ‘family’ household has never 
been either as complete or as cohesively kin as popular culture and 
contemporary politicians suggest.
However, Flanders does argue that, for a few centuries, a relatively 
exclusive nuclear family unit did become relatively normal across 
north-western Europe, with its women, children and household 
workers subservient to a male head. Meanwhile, in most other areas 
of Europe and its colonies, single adults lived in various multi-nuclear 
and extended-family households based on kinship, cultural norms and 
practicality. In the nineteenth century, single rooms in boarding houses 
or lodgings also became respectable homes for singles and young couples 
in Britain and the United States (US).5 Furthermore, it was not unusual 
to find houses, rooms and beds shared by family members and visitors. 
Of greatest significance to our study here, people shared living, eating 
and sleeping spaces, which were often relatively small. 
The English house of the nineteenth century
An income above £150 per annum identified middle-class English 
family households during the first half of the nineteenth century and, by 
mid-century, Burnett estimates that one in six English people comprised 
this ‘tier of middle classes’.6 Middle-class homes were located away from 
workplaces and their pollution, generally had at least six rooms, and were 
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bigger households than working-class ones partly because they included 
servants, and separated public (male) from private (female) areas as well 
as family-only areas from activities involving deliveries and door-to-door 
salespeople.7 Gendered spheres determined household experiences and 
practices.8 The genteel housewife made the home an antidote to the 
challenges, threats and alienation of commercial production; home was 
for intimacy, relaxation, religiosity, care, cleanliness and nurture. 
While middle-class households reflected managerial male authority 
in the workplace, urban geography highlighted the capitalist class divide. 
Working-class tenements and boarding houses in Britain’s industrial 
cities were close to their polluting workplaces, overcrowded, noisy, 
under-ventilated and dank, with communal water and toilets clustered 
in courtyards. In the mid-nineteenth century, one working-class area 
of Leeds had more than 200 dwellings occupied by an average of 11 
people per dwelling and more than two residents for every bed (beds 
and bedding were expensive). Even ‘back-to-backs’, replacing slums in 
the nineteenth century, had just a few rooms and three shared-party 
walls, with ‘privies’ and standpipes – along with their users – exposed to 
a courtyard or the street.9 Similarly in the US, by 1900, two-thirds of the 
residents of NYC (2.3 million out of a total of 3.4 million) lived in pokey, 
dank tenements with poor facilities that had a negative impact on health 
and mortality rates.10 Some escaped in the following decades, as urban 
areas of the US were populated with small row houses of a few ‘public’ 
and ‘private’ rooms.11
Although workers in nineteenth century Britain experienced tiny, 
crowded and poorly built housing, ‘back-to-backs’ – as in Figure 2.1 – were 
of a higher standard than the rural labourer’s cottage. Many benefitted 
from courtyard spaces where residents shared toilets, water services, play 
areas and child-care. Based on 1851 England-wide data, revealed in an 
1864 inquiry, Burnett suggests that the vast majority of residents lived 
in one or two-bedroom cottages where the average 7ft (2.13m) height 
and 10ft by 10ft (3.05m by 3.05m) bedroom would bed four or five 
people.12 Meanwhile, European house-building practices inspired tiny 
single-storey structures of one room built in colonial settlements of the 
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. Later, such modest structures were 
extended, renovated and replaced with larger houses and more rooms. 
Subdivision created the ‘bedroom’, which was ‘largely an invention of the 
late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries’.13
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‘Overcrowding’, meaning two members per room over 10 years of 
age – younger children counted as 0.5 – became the main criterion for 
assessing English housing when, in 1891, the measure of household 
members per room was substituted for one based on members per 
dwelling. Burnett characterises this as simply ‘a tolerant minimum’ 
given that it still ‘allowed a three-roomed house to contain two 
adults, four children and any number of babies without falling foul 
of the definition’.14 The inexact measure of a ‘room’ has persisted in 
Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) 
statistics where vagaries in sizes of rooms, even the ‘average room’, 
endure. This is significant because the number of rooms per resident 
is the OECD proxy for levels of overcrowding; recent data suggest that 
the average dwelling in OECD member countries (and of Switzerland) 
offers 1.8 rooms per person.15
The English house of the twentieth century
If income determined space in English homes of the nineteenth 
century, its influence diminished in the twentieth century. The standard 
was raised to 1.5 occupants per room, one that almost 17 per cent of 
Figure 2.1 Birmingham (UK) back-to-backs
Source: ©National Trust Images/Robert Morris, Image ref 153032
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households failed in 1911, but fewer than 3 per cent did in 1961. Once 
more than one member per room signified overcrowding, in 1971, 
the proportion falling short of that standard soon dropped from 6 per 
cent to 3 per cent, in 1981. Of course, averages conceal considerable 
variations in house (and household) size; a house with the same number 
of rooms often accommodated both the swelling family and, later, its 
aged ‘empty nesters’.16
During the past century house size was less related to an English 
family’s income than to tenure type and location. Owner-occupiers 
ballooned from 29 per cent in 1950 to 60 per cent in 1983. In 1962, three-
quarters of private homes built for owner-occupiers with mortgages were 
around 750–1000sq ft (70–93sq m). Owner-occupier households tended 
to have more space than those of renters mainly because the typical 
clients of council houses had comparatively larger families. By 1983, 29 
per cent of housing was rented from local authorities compared with just 
11 per cent in private market rentals (a sharp reduction from 58 per cent 
in 1947). The council house was a lower-middle-class creation which, 
by the 1970s and 1980s, offered more spacious and sanitary conditions, 
private bedrooms for boys and girls, ‘a garden which developed healthy 
children and sober husbands’, and a modest level of comfort, even if in a 
depressing environment and involving long waiting lists for applicants.17
For decades, the Parker Morris Report of 1961 remained a reference 
point for UK housing reform, emphasising space and heating as basic 
needs. Minimum standards for floor space started from 350sq ft (33sq 
m) for a one-person dwelling, including 30sq ft (2.8sq m) for storage, 
through to 950–1100sq ft (88–102sq m) for a household of six, including 
50sq ft (4.65sq m) for storage with an option for 20sq ft (1.85sq m) storage 
outside. Its recommendations meant costly improvements, which were 
only incorporated by all local authorities once they became mandatory 
in the late 1960s. Never forced on private housing providers, in 1980 the 
space standards were relinquished in the public sector in favour of cost 
limits, in line with neoliberal sentiments, and the demographic fact that 
household sizes were smaller.18
Mixed developments and high-rise flats built since the early 1950s 
were coming under increasing criticism. Similar developments char-
acterised US high-rise public housing that ‘isolated and warehoused 
poor citizens’ and suffered from a ‘deplorable lack of security and 
maintenance’.19 The 1985 Inquiry into British Housing recommended 
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greater investment, the removal of tax deductions related to mortgage 
interest, and local authorities transformed from direct providers of 
housing to facilitators and regulators of private and not-for-profit social 
housing.20 Such neoliberal trends characterised social housing in many 
other nations.
The Greater London Authority reintroduced a standard, in 2011, 
referred to as ‘Parker Morris + 10%’, although in most details and 
configurations the standard proved more spacious than 110 per cent 
of the Parker Morris Standards. In contrast to this ideal, Morgan and 
Cruickshank have shown that new builds in the 2010s tended to be 
sub-standard by this measure and that ‘the vast majority (79 per cent) 
of English homes are near or below the minimum acceptable size, as 
defined by the London Housing Design Guide’ of 2010, proof of the 
perceived smallness of contemporary British dwellings and the need for 
space labelling per householder.21 Indeed, the UK ranks low in actual 
housing space and standards in any international comparison.22
Of course, workers with higher skills and incomes enjoyed housing of 
a higher standard than casual and unskilled workers or those in sectors 
such as mining but enhanced housing conditions and size tended to 
improve all social scales, if unevenly, during the past century.23 Still, 
London remained a special case. By the 1920s, electricity, water and 
gas services along with internal toilets and baths had connected houses 
and improved English living standards. However, only half of London’s 
working-class housing had running water inside as late as 1934.24 Even 
in 1966, Greater London had more tenements than the rest of England, 
almost one-quarter of households shared their house – considered 
pejoratively – and homelessness was more likely.25 
Meanwhile, by the 1960s, fewer servants and children per family, 
and a speculative building industry determining supply led to the 
‘average middle-class house’ appropriately shrinking from six or more 
to four or fewer bedrooms. At the same time, Burnett contends that ‘the 
dwelling-house continued to be a prime indicator of social status for a 
society in which class-consciousness had not greatly receded’ and the 
building sector would play on this factor.26 A detached house in a suburb 
became the ideal. Householders wanted central heating and a place 
for the car on their plot. Most significantly, the North American and 
Australasian suburban house would swell in size during the twentieth 
century, even as household sizes fell.
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the production of housing and suburbs
The typical conurbation that we call a ‘city’ generally incorporates a 
broad area of settlements of variable density and service convenience, 
satellite cities and suburbs. In Britain, the suburb was established 
by trains: two in every five US households had a car by around 1935 
whereas just 2 million out of 46 million English residents owned a car 
by 1939.27 Nevertheless, the car spread, enabling significant suburban 
growth – expanding cities right across the globe. As such, city growth 
became a major focus of developers and builders seeking commercial 
opportunity and, in reaction, attracted much socio-cultural critique.
Moreover, urban expansion offered utopian movements an oppor-
tunity to experiment with alternative models, discussed in later 
chapters. It suffices here to point to the independent model workers’ 
villages that industrialists established, in the late nineteenth century, 
to quell revolutionary currents and guide reform within a protestant 
working-class ethic. Furthermore, a movement for ‘garden cities’ – 
green parklands surrounding a mix of residential, commercial and 
light-industrial developments – was started by Ebenezer Howard, 
associated with Chicago’s re-planning around city parks, although the 
first intentional garden city was in Letchworth, Hertfordshire (UK).28 
In the 1920s, the modernist architect Le Corbusier ventured into 
plans for entire cities that deconstructed the roomed plan of homes 
into progressive, communal spaces surrounded by functional, minimal 
and clean built-in cupboards, storage and appliances, with generous 
windows and doors opening onto gardens. But this modernist aesthetic 
and communal spirit did not extend to the real growth areas of homes 
in suburbia. When open plan did become fashionable in houses on 
developers’ estates, later in the twentieth century, its communal potential 
was contradicted by segregated spaces for children, teens and adults, 
and diluted by the alienating impacts of personal digital devices. Even 
though by mid-century, Patrick Geddes’ ‘regional city’ model gained 
attention, again there was marginal impact on mainstream inner-urban 
and suburban developments.29 
With the growth of the market society houses had become 
commodities but their particularly long life as a use value (a functional 
home) and opportunities for lease and re-sale made them a quasi-asset 
for owner-occupiers and a direct working asset for investors.30 With 
the rise of the residential construction industry creating housing on a 
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manufacturing scale, cities rippled out in suburban circles, construction 
became a major engine of gross domestic product in many countries, 
and financial sectors increased loans dedicated to mortgages.
Initially, houses designed by developers not only expressed the 
pressures of costs and availability of materials but also re-created cultural 
nostalgia. The ‘colonial’ (1870s) style spread throughout the US, just 
as Tudor replicas were rolled out in Britain, and Germans evolved a 
neo-traditional Altdeutsch gables and ornamental craftwork both inside 
and out that persisted well into the twentieth century.31 Housing estates 
featured various styles, replicas and new developments, including the 
rise – and fall – of rooms for specific activities, especially leisure, from 
playrooms and rumpus rooms to theatre rooms and games rooms.
In North America, Australia and New Zealand, average house 
sizes were larger than in the UK and Europe. Government limits 
on Australian house sizes – aiming to ration construction materials 
during the Second World War – lasted till 1952. The 1200sq ft (111sq 
m) limit for timber constructions and 1250sq ft (116sq m) for brick, 
were considered so austere that many regarded initial builds simply a 
first stage. When restrictions lifted, the maximum became a minimum 
local government standard for new builds! However, compact designs 
persisted due to labour and material costs. In the early post-war years, 
residential gardens typically included a garage for a car just off the street, 
a small paved terrace or timber deck adjacent to the house, a porch for 
the front door, lawns, a pathway to a clothes line, and substantial space 
for growing vegetables, herbs and fruit trees.32 In short, while certain 
marginal movements strove for connected, cohesive, compact, modern 
and green cities, suburbanites were making their homes and gardens a 
multiplicity of interior-centred and very private ‘castles’.
Manufacturing the suburbs
The attraction of living in detached or semi-detached homes on small 
lots, facilitated by government housing policies and owner-occupier 
financial schemes, and access and time to travel to work meant that, 
after the Second World War, suburban residential development boomed 
for a few decades in the US, Australia and Canada. Suburbs and their 
engine, speculative house-building activity, arose earlier in the UK with 
middle-class relocation facilitated by new transport options. Significant 
local authority social-housing developments between the world wars, 
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‘cottage estates in garden suburbs’, merely ‘institutionalised for the 
working classes the process of suburbanisation which the middle classes 
had followed since at least the middle of the nineteenth century’.33 By the 
1980s, a semi-detached suburban house with three bedrooms was ‘home’ 
for half of Britain’s population.34 Similarly, three-quarters of Australia’s 
population lived in suburbs by the early twenty-first century.
In the US, Levittown (Long Island, NYC) epitomised mass production 
of speculative residential construction with almost 17,500 homes 
established between 1947 and 1951.35 The ‘King of Suburbia’, building 
developer William Levitt used a small number of simple single-storey 
designs created by his brother Alfred, setting the houses across landscapes 
like tent cities. Levitt referred to his enterprise as ‘manufacturing’ rather 
than ‘building’. The interiors of Levittown houses had a TV and hi-fi 
built in, covenants excluded minorities (such as African-Americans) 
and Levitt declared their inhabitants too busy to be Communists! 
Yet, the 1948 Housing Bill, ‘a rare act of American socialism’ enabled 
home-buyers and speculative builders alike to pursue their dream of 
a home of their own and profit, respectively.36 Although the level of 
government support would wane, by 1970, US suburbs housed more 
residents than lived either in rural or in urban areas and, by 2000, more 
than half the US population were suburbanites.37
However, certain suburbs did contain, typically architect-designed, 
examples that broke commercial moulds. In the late 1930s, Frank Lloyd 
Wright started designing residential buildings in the ‘Usonian’ style. They 
proved aesthetically pleasing, environmentally friendly, comfortable and 
functional homes, but failed to live up to the intention of even middle-class 
affordability. Yet his colleague, William Wesley Peters, did design and 
realise a 552sq ft (51sq m) affordable worker’s cottage, made of simple 
materials and blending into, and set far back on, its small lot – see Figure 
2.2. Although it had only two bedrooms, it housed a family of six during 
the 1940s. The Peters–Margedant House – removed from its original 
setting to a university campus nearby in mid-2016 – demonstrates to an 
unusual degree the hard-to-achieve trio of environmentally sustainable, 
affordable and socially cosy. An exquisite diamond-pendant shape, the 
house features wide eaves and doors opening onto a paved courtyard. 
An internal brick wall had a fireplace with hood and grill to conserve 
and re-distribute heat along with hinged panels for opening to ventilate 
the house. The house was sealed with aluminium foil insulation. One, 
only now obvious, environmental blemish was the external oak boards 
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– dipped in creosote, a toxin the risks of which were not well-publicised 
and regulated against until the 1980s.38
Breaking the planning and settlement mould of suburbs, Merchant 
Builders, pioneers of architect-designed project homes in Melbourne, 
piloted clustered housing on the peri-urban fringe in the 1970s. 
Although homes in their Winter Park development occupied as much 
space as neighbouring low-density estates, ten houses on six acres were 
sited in two groups of five around a 1.5-acre central park. This model 
never got off the ground, but not due to lack of commercial success of the 
pilot case. Still, in the mid-2010s, houses there sold for 50 per cent above 
the local average despite extra operating costs in time (or gardener fees) 
to keep up their extensive native gardens.39 Indeed, the main suburban 
fare had its detractors.
Socio-cultural critique of suburbia
The lyrics of ‘Little Boxes’ – written by Malvina Reynolds (1962) and 
made famous by Pete Seeger’s 1963 hit – encapsulated the cultural critique 
Figure 2.2 Peters-Margedant House, as rendered by Adam Green
Source: Adam J. Green Architect
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of suburbia. Full of boringly similar houses, shoddily built – Reynolds 
coined ‘ticky-tacky’ – and clustered like tombstones, suburban housing 
seemed to embody ultra-ordinary mass-produced lives. US architectural 
and planning historian Lewis Mumford advised ‘vigorous countermea-
sures’ to the 1950s suburb. He saw a rational pull to the suburbs in the 
desire to live in a healthier, greener, more spacious and relaxed space 
than a city centre but pointed out that the popularity of suburbia buried 
its potential in developments that were ‘not even a cheap counterfeit, 
but rather the grim antithesis’ of their ideals. Furthermore, the car that 
enabled suburbs to exist also became a mandatory part of suburbanite 
life, ironically polluting the suburban dream of fresh air with exhaust, 
entangling their space with freeways and car parks, and causing fatalities 
on a war-scale.40 
Architect Robin Boyd has traced the evolution of the Australian 
suburban cottage as far back as the 1820s, just decades after the 1788 
invasion and subsequent settlement, declaring the suburb victorious by 
the end of the Second World War:41
Australian cities, spreading at an even single-story thickness over 
the land, were now the largest, per head of population, in the world. 
The little man could still build his own private castle, but it might be 
beyond the reach of the pipes and wires which conveyed twentieth 
century comfort, and it would certainly be so remote from his work 
that at least one-eighth of his waking hours would be taken in travel. 
The planner asked: How much longer can we go on like this? ... [W]ill 
not our big cities choke themselves out like over-stimulated weeds? ... 
How dull can life become?
Such critiques were labelled elitist. Weren’t suburbs working-class 
achievements? Estate purchases were affordable and suburban living 
simply reflected a different, not necessarily inferior, lifestyle. In contrast, 
by the twenty-first century, critiques could legitimately claim that 
suburbs typically lacked both environmental sustainability and afford-
ability. Largish estate houses on the edges of cities have become expensive 
options because of higher running costs and poor location. Houses in 
outer suburbs, peri-urban or ‘growth area’ suburbs, tend to be further 
from work and school than those living in city centres, with household 
members more dependent on cars as they travel longer distances for all 
their daily activities.
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Meanwhile, commercial pressures to keep offering a bigger-is-better 
commodity for rising prices meant that the average size of newly 
built houses in countries such as Australia and the US reached absurd 
proportions by the time of the Global Financial Crisis in 2008, especially 
once demographic shifts were taken into account (as outlined in the 
Unsustainability section below). Furthermore, neither efficient size nor 
ideal location featured strongly in commercial strategies to romantically 
promote new estate developments as quasi-communities in the early 
twenty-first century. Rather, the features of compact size and ideal 
location were reserved for marketing apartments and condominiums 
in the inner city and along rapid transport nodes (discussed in Chapter 
3). It must be emphasised that inner-city versus suburban living have 
existed in a dynamic struggle. ‘The Great Inversion’ is how urbanist 
Alan Ehrenhalt has referred to the relatively recent reversal of decay and 
poverty in the inner suburbs of US cities with central city residential 
convenience and opulence trumping suburban neglect, a trend already 
set in European and Australian cities by the twenty-first century.42
demographic shifts and affordability
Significant demographic shifts in household composition and size over 
the last 150 years have had slow, delayed and even contradictory impacts 
on house designs and construction. Irrespective of the rise and fall of 
the social housing sector as an alternative in many countries during 
the latter half of the twentieth century, market supply and affordabil-
ity have conditioned choice. Given the longevity of built housing, the 
construction sector’s drive to make profits, and umpteen individual 
choices determining renovation and extensions, the real estate market 
straddles old and new homes of great variety in terms of quality and 
context. The result has been a disconnect between households’ needs 
and what ‘the market’ offers.
Demographic shifts
At the start of the nineteenth century, the European household averaged 
around five residents. This was double the average number occupying 
a dwelling by the early 2010s.43 In 2011, the NZ average household size 
was 2.6 members, with both England and Japan at 2.4 and Scotland 2.2. 
In many countries the trend is expected to continue to even smaller 
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household numbers. For example, the average Australian household size 
diminished from 4.5 members in 1911 to 2.5 in 2001.44 Indeed, by 2026, 
the number of single-person Australian households is projected to rise 
somewhere between 57 and 105 percent of the 2001 level.45 Perversely, the 
trend in house sizes has been in the opposite direction so, in less than two 
decades (between 1984–1985 and 2002–2003), the average floor area of 
new houses leapt from 162sq m to 228sq m while other (attached) newly 
built residences such as apartments also grew from 99sq m to 134sq m. 
In New South Wales (NSW) the average house size reached 245sq m.46 
The ‘First Demographic Transition’ was related to health, charac-
terised by dropping fertility rates, falling mortality rates and improved 
management of illness, disease and disabilities, allowing residents to 
age in place, at home, alone, for longer. The result was more one-person 
households and smaller family households. A cluster of social changes 
drove the ‘Second Household Transition’. The fragmentation of nuclear 
households – divorce rates increased from the 1970s – meant more 
sole-parent families and the creation of blended families as divorcees 
remarried. One-person households rose in number as more young 
female and male students and workers lived independently and delayed 
marrying, and even after having children chose to ‘live together apart’. 
There has been greater and more open acceptance of different household 
types, from joint households and collectives to same-sex couples. Such 
a variety of demographic shifts has made more, and more frequent, 
transitions between household arrangements more likely.47
Adding to these kinds of shifts has been a rise in mobility. Increased 
mobility has increased types as well as changes in residences, which are 
made into homes, sometimes splitting households and recreating others. 
As employers offer more ‘fly-in, fly-out’ work, such workers have two 
distinct (work and home) residences; workers and managers are required 
to spend periods interstate, or to move for years at a time for work in 
other regions or countries (sometimes leading to permanent moves 
or bringing a partner back to live in their home country); work has 
become less permanent and reliable, retrenchment and unemployment 
more common, leading to movements to gain more opportunities to 
work; and young people, especially, choose to see the world by working 
casually in a range of jobs overseas. These more complicated residential 
arrangements are harder to track for policymaking purposes. 
Since the 1970s, women in industrialised regions, especially 
cities, have spent considerably more time in the workplace, despite 
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contributing comparatively greater effort than their male partners on 
household chores and care of household members, especially children. 
This has meant greater access to home loans and, generally higher levels 
of credit, for single female, heterosexual couple and family households. 
More women working outside the home has had a downward impact on 
fertility levels and pushed up levels of one-person households. Arguably, 
the existence of two working parents has increased purchases of multiple 
‘time-saving’ household devices and appliances for preparing and 
cooking food, cleaning and maintaining the home.
OECD data for distinct household formations during the early years of 
the twenty-first century shows a degree of variety according to country 
– see Table 2.1. In the US, even when the ‘proverbial “typical household” 
accounted for only 15 per cent of the population’, in 1980, ‘single-family 
homes remained a sanctified ideal, protected by strict zoning regulations, 
popular media, and government agencies’.48 The single family home 
Table 2.1 Types of household by household type (%), 2011 (or nearest 
available)
 One-person Couple without Couple with Sole parent Other household
 households children children households types
Australia 23.9 25.9 31.0 10.5 8.7
Belgium 34.1 28.4 23.1 7.7 5.0
Canada 27.6 29.5 26.5 10.3 6.1
Denmark 37.5 27.9 22.2 6.2 6.2
France 33.8 28.5 25.6 7.3 4.8
Germany 37.3 31.2 20.6 5.5 5.5
Greece 25.7 30.6 27.8 4.2 11.6
Ireland 23.7 24.5 32.7 8.8 10.3
Italy 31.1 27.8 27.1 5.4 8.6
Korea 23.9 15.4 37.0 9.2 14.5
Netherlands 36.4 30.6 25.7 5.6 1.7
NZ 23.5 28.1 28.9 11.2 8.2
Norway 39.6 23.2 25.4 7.2 4.7
Poland 24.0 23.7 28.9 7.7 15.7
Spain 23.2 29.9 30.4 5.9 10.6
Sweden 36.2 27.9 24.3 6.6 5.0
UK 30.6 28.4 22.4 8.5 10.1
US† 26.7 28.21 20.2 9.6 15.3
Source: Select data, rounded to one point, drawn from OECD Family Database, Table 
SF1.1.A Types of Household, 2011 of ‘SF1.1 Family size and household composition’ in 
Indicators, as in the 7 September 2015, pp. 3–4 – http://www.oecd.org/els/family/
SF_1_1_Family_size_and_composition.pdf
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remains a popular aspirational dream, a myth serviceable for the kind of 
housing supplied by the market and epitomised in the grand ‘McMansion’ 
of US suburbs, but a myth all the same as any semblance of the family 
household as a stereotype has, in fact, disappeared.
Tenure and affordability
To some extent, demographic shifts associated with the ‘Second 
Household Transition’ were conditioned by, and conditional on, 
affordable options related to tenure. The devastation of urban areas in 
post-war Europe had prompted governments to directly supply housing, 
subsequently influencing both housing styles and tenure. In Europe and 
the UK there were more opportunities than in the US or Australia to rent 
affordable social (public) housing during the 1950s through to the 1970s. 
The extent of social housing in the UK and Europe de-incentivised 
private investment in rental properties, which were important housing 
sectors in the US and Australia. Across most countries neoliberal 
policies since the 1980s have favoured selling off public housing stock 
(for instance in rent-to-buy programs), substituting direct supply for 
support of social housing provided by non-profit sectors, and subsidies to 
private landlords to offer properties for affordable, below- or low-market 
rents.49 In response, across all countries considered in this book, there 
has been a swing to owner-occupation and private sector provision of 
both owner-occupier and rental housing.
According to United Nations data, a century ago the proportion of 
owner-occupiers as a percentage of total national households varied 
considerably: 70 per cent in the UK, 68 per cent in the US and 66 per cent 
in Canada, the largest proportions were in Spain (82 per cent) and Ireland 
(80 per cent) whereas Germany (42 per cent) was only marginally higher 
than Sweden (40 per cent) and Switzerland (34 per cent).50 Germany has 
a hybrid private–government social housing scheme whereby individual 
landlords receive a public subsidy for offering their property under 
state rent and tenancy regulations. Similarly, Sweden developed a stolid 
social housing sector post-Second World War and maintains strong 
regulations on private landlord rental properties.51 Yet the withdrawal 
of state housing provision in most countries has resulted in growing 
unaffordability in the open market. A recent OECD study summarises 
data on affordability stressing the extent of households ‘overburdened’ 
with the cost of housing: one in seven rental households and one in 
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ten mortgagors have to reserve at least 40 per cent of their disposable 
income to cover their housing costs; one in seven households suffers 
from overcrowding, and a similar proportion has no interior flushing 
toilet; social housing is severely limited in quantity and, therefore, access 
and eligibility.52
Honing in on one tenure in England, the 2013–14 English Housing 
Survey highlighted that, although European tenants paid an average 24 
per cent of their take-home pay on rent, the English average was 47 per 
cent and in London (where 23 per cent of English renters reside) the 
proportion was 72 per cent.53 Especially given that 36 per cent of English 
renters formally live in poverty, partly attributable to high housing costs, 
saving for a deposit is extremely difficult. Furthermore, renters have 
minimal protection for stable housing; the standard contract is for just 
6–12 months (similar to Australia, where the norm is one year). While 
private rental conditions pressure residents towards home ownership, 
high rents make this kind of solution unachievable. The 2014–15 English 
Housing Survey calculated the average (mean) weekly rent for social 
housing as £99, for private rental £179 and, in London £298, and revealed 
that the proportion of private renters doubled between 2002 and 2015, by 
which time almost half of 25–34 year olds lived in private rental housing.54 
While every other OECD country has distinct levels of housing 
inadequacy – varying numbers who are homeless or in mortgage stress 
– income-related data indicate broad characteristics shared across 
OECD countries regarding household type and tenure. Not surprisingly, 
those on lower incomes are less likely to be owner-occupiers, with 30 
per cent renting through the private market and 9 per cent in social 
rental housing. While one in three sole parents occupy private rentals, 
fewer than one in seven two-parent households rent. Similarly, almost 
three times the number of sole-parent households compared with 
two-parent  households live in subsidised housing. While a significant 
minority of senior-only households continue to pay off mortgages, 70 
per cent of senior-only households in OECD countries completely own 
their home. Most young adults continue to live at home as they complete 
tertiary studies, train or start work.55
Marginal housing
The complicated tenancies and practicalities of those living in a distinct 
version of suburban-style living – in caravans, ‘trailers’, mobile or 
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manufactured homes in residential or mobile home parks – highlights 
the vulnerability to exploitation of both owner-renters and renter-renters 
and the extent of unaffordability of housing in the US. ‘Owner-renters’ 
own their mobile home, even if – like many other owner-occupiers – they 
are in debt purchasing it, yet they must, at the same time, pay rental for a 
site and associated facilities and services to locate their home. Meanwhile, 
‘renter-renters’ rent both the mobile home and their site. An Australian 
study categorises mobile homes in a suite of ‘marginal rental housing’ 
– ‘highly managed or controlled housing, with fewer occupancy rights 
for tenants than in other forms of private rental and social housing, and 
some degree of shared facilities and spaces’56 – to conclude that, where 
satisfactory living conditions were affordable and management reliable 
and respectful, this form of housing can be reasonable and an enjoyable 
experience. However, in Australia, as in the US, residential or mobile 
home parks are notorious for lack of value for money, poor physical and 
social conditions, criminality and precarious security of tenure.
In 2016 Breville reported that there were seven times the number of 
affordable mobile homes and households (8.6 million) than low-rent 
homes and households (1.2 million) in the US. The 20 million residents 
of mobile homes – 12 million in private parks where they at least rent a 
site and pay for shared facilities and services – include almost one-quarter 
of all US retirees. Fifteen per cent of housing in New Mexico is mobile 
homes. Although a site is rented and the home mobile, the size (say 
75sq m) of manufactured dwellings and the ways in which they settle 
on site make moving expensive and a lot more effort than many elderly 
residents can face.57 In Australia such parks often occupy zones – along 
coasts and rivers subject to flooding or adjacent to industry – where no 
other types of residential housing are allowed and managers can readily 
move residents on if their proposals to re-develop the site are approved 
by council.58
Given the failure of the public and private sectors on both environ-
mental sustainability and social affordability fronts, individuals, groups 
and professionals have driven grassroots experiments and partnerships, 
significant examples of which are explored in the rest of this book. It 
suffices here to point to a well-promoted professional-cum-commercial 
initiative aimed at addressing housing affordability by Chilean architect 
Alejandro Aravena (Elemental).
Aravena has re-introduced a traditional ‘incremental housing’ 
approach (and the ‘platform for change’ intent of Lima’s Proyecto 
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Experimental de Vivienda), designing simple, quality dwellings in 
well-serviced locations appropriate for expansion following household 
needs and finances. This is mainly achieved by designing porch-like roof 
structures of various sizes in the initial build, portending DIY fill-ins. 
Moreover, Aravena’s well-known Monterrey project (2010) incorporated 
‘collective space’ for up to two dozen households between public spaces 
and private households. Establishing ‘half of a good house’, a townhouse 
or apartment of 40sq m, with the medium density courtyard-style block 
leaving spaces for further stages, the completed plan for a low-storey 
complex with relatively modest 59sq m and 76.5sq m dwellings of 
four bedrooms would seem to satisfy a series of economic, environ-
mental and social standards. Furthermore, in 2016, drawings of such 
incremental residential designs were released by Elemental as an 
open-source resource.59
Nevertheless, one detractor has pointed to the neoliberal ‘more with 
less’ homeownership bias of Aravena’s projects and contends that, 
after several years, an Elemental Quinta Monroy project was worse 
for wear, even ‘scarcely better than the shanty towns they replaced’.60 
Similarly, while lauding activist architecture, McGuirk has lamented 
that an incremental approach is ‘questionable urbanism’, ‘dispiriting 
monoculture’ and ‘lacks idealism’.61
The examples in this section show that mainstream ways of addressing 
affordability tend to be marginal, neither widely accessible nor without 
risks of exploitation and insecurity. In short, statistics and trends across 
many countries show why the growing unaffordability and insecurity 
of mainstream housing, for both tenants and owner-occupiers, have 
become push factors towards collaborative housing solutions explored 
in the rest of this book.
unsustainability
The expansion of capitalism has involved extensive resource use as well 
as activities reliant on non-renewable energy. Residential buildings and 
householders contribute in active and passive ways to over-consumption 
of resources and energy. ‘Active’ contribution refers to all the direct and 
obvious environmental costs of residential construction and extensions, 
yearly maintenance and everyday operations. By the twenty-first century, 
energy-saving building and household practices were encouraged and 
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demanded through local, state, regional and national policies, plans and 
regulations. New building regulations have focused on minimum envi-
ronmental ratings for homes, educational programs and householder 
subsidies, especially to install water- and energy-saving devices and 
appliances.
‘Passive’ over-consumption refers to less direct and more insidious 
practices, such as living in a poorly serviced suburb in a larger-than-
necessary house that demands more energy and water use to inhabit, 
clean and maintain than living more modestly in a better location. 
Passive factors tend to be neglected by planners and policymakers who 
incentivise denser developments close to established infrastructure and 
services rather than regulate to constrain sprawl and set maximum house 
sizes to prevent and reverse carbon emissions.
Table 2.2 indicates the highly variable average size of newly built 
dwellings by country and certain cities. The table shows that, in the late 
2000s, Australian homes being constructed were 4.7 and 2.8 times bigger 
than new builds in Hong Kong and the UK, respectively. Indeed, per 
capita calculations show each Australian had almost 6 and 2.7 times the 
amount of space than residents of new builds in Hong Kong and the 
UK, respectively. For several years, Australia has ranked as producing 
Table 2.2 Floor space of new builds in 15 countries, 2009
Country,  Average size,  Average floor
region, city new-build dwelling space per capita
Hong Kong 45 15
Russia 57 22













Source: Statistics drawn from Lindsay Wilson, ‘How big is a house? Average house size by 
country’, April 2013 – http://shrinkthatfootprint.com/how-big-is-a-house
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the biggest new houses in the world, making it a focus of debates on the 
relationship between environmental sustainability and dwelling size.
Certain energy-efficient building studies and rating systems that focus 
on use practices in existing homes indicate that larger houses are more 
energy efficient in megajoule (MJ) per sq m than smaller ones. Such 
research fails to include the higher life cycle energy demand of bigger 
buildings, particularly embodied energy, and the efficiency of primary, 
not just thermal, energy required as well as per capita impacts. Stephan 
and Crawford have shown that the broader perspective reverses the rule 
of thumb to: ‘larger house sizes result in significantly higher embodied 
and operational energy use and associated environmental impacts’.62 
Their case study was in Melbourne, a capital growing more quickly than 
any other in Australia and in a state where average house sizes grew from 
229sq m2 in 2003–2004 to 248sq m in 2011–2012.63 They concluded that, 
if Australian houses were more modest, say 100sq m, this might more than 
halve their embodied material and energy costs over a 50-year period.
Similarly, another Australian case study, by Clune et al., has argued 
that house size is the most significant factor in addressing thermal 
efficiencies in residential buildings. Indeed, Clune et al. pointed out that 
the fact that Victorian house sizes increased between 2003 and 2009 
limited, by 38 per cent, the effectiveness of a simultaneous mandatory 
improvement in thermal efficiency whereby builders had to comply with 
a 6-star, rather than a 5-star, rating. Moreover, carbon dioxide equivalent 
(CO2-e) reduction targets of 80 per cent might be met if house sizes were 
contained, along with built-in improvements in thermal energy, with the 
added benefit of ‘significant housing affordability impacts’. To illustrate, 
if Australian houses were reduced to the size of the average UK house 
(76sq m), the savings in terms of heating and cooling would be equivalent 
to mandating builders to enhance thermal energy in a 204sq m house 
to an 8-star standard (currently considered in state-of-the-art range). 
Clune et al. drew parallels between their findings and research on US 
housing and calculations by Güneralp and Seto showing that efficiency 
gains during the 1990s and 2000s had failed to offset actual increases in 
resource consumption and CO2-e emissions worldwide. Consequently, 
Clune et al. have recommended applying a direct approach through 
restrictive building regulation setting maximum, not just minimum, 
sizes for Australian housing.64
In fact, community consultation by a housing company in the 
Australian capital city of Canberra found that participants would be 
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prepared to live in a house around half the national average provided 
their most critical, and certain desirable, requirements were met. Indeed, 
Moore et al. have pointed out that smaller homes are especially suitable 
for older Australians living as couples or singles and for 20–35 year-old 
Australians who tend to favour smaller housing conveniently located to 
their everyday activities.65 Restrictive regulations and market production 
and trade that responds more favourably to ethical and free choices to live 
more sustainably in smaller houses have special significance in Australia, 
where the number of households is increasing and projected to reach 
almost 12.7 million by 2036 – a 50 per cent increase from 8.4 million 
in 2011 – as household size stabilises or falls a few points. One-person 
households are expected to rise most, by two-thirds, while group 
households will fall marginally. Similarly, substantial falls in household 
size are expected in the UK, Japan, NZ and Japan.66
From the 1920s through to the mid-1950s, Japanese households 
averaged five members each whereas the 2010 census recorded less than 
2.5 members per average household and more than 31 per cent were 
one-person households. Two-thirds of Japanese households (21 per cent 
of total households) contained one person of 65 or more years of age, 
three-quarters of them female.67 Similarly, it is expected that 38 per cent 
of UK housing stock will be occupied by single-person households by 
2026. Because of efficiencies of scale, sole-member households can use 50 
per cent more energy per person than those living in couple-households, 
and an aging demographic means thermal performance of homes will 
be increasingly important since health and wellbeing of seniors partly 
relies on comfortable room temperatures.68 Calculations based on US 
Department of Energy data from 2001 suggest that, if household size 
is held the same, larger compared with smaller dwellings and detached 
compared with attached buildings show greater consumption, on average, 
by 17 and 26 per cent respectively.69 Furthermore, a study of Chinese 
cities concluded that household size was the main determinant of 
differences in per capita residential carbon emissions, with occupants in 
smaller households contributing disproportionately more to emissions.70 
twenty-first century flux
This chapter has examined very select characteristics of land settlement 
and lifestyles over the last couple of centuries. While homes generally 
lost their function as workplaces during the eighteenth and nineteenth 
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centuries, their location for e-working and bases for tradespersons, 
self-employed professionals, contractors and niche wholesalers has only 
grown in the twenty-first century, along with more precarious work and 
a higher proportion of semi-retirees. While the average household has 
fewer members, compared with a century ago, the average house size 
is larger, which magnifies energy inefficiencies and resource overcon-
sumption. Similarly, sprawling low-density urban development has 
increased environmental costs by clearing and other land use changes. 
Outer suburban residents require extra infrastructure and greater use of 
vehicles for transport of people, goods and services. Such environmental 
impacts have dispersed and delayed economic impacts and significant 
contributions to dangerous carbon emissions.
This chapter ignored apartments which, arguably, address all the 
shortcomings of detached one-storey homes in terms of their environ-
mental extravagance, alienation and even lack of affordability. Surely 
compact, smaller developments in neighbourly blocks are the way of the 
future? The next two chapters explore evidence supporting and contra-
dicting this conclusion found in the chequered history of the apartment 
as a built and social form, by examining the apartment as a context for 
household practices that might be more environmentally sustainable 
than those characteristic of households in detached dwellings, and by 
weighing up how socially appropriate – community-oriented, affordable, 
secure and homely – the apartment has been in reality, and in the here 
and now.
3
Apartment Living in Cities
The main type of housing that springs to mind as associated with small 
and shared living is the apartment, in an apartment block, in its natural 
social and urban environment, the city. This chapter selectively draws 
on a long-term and broad perspective of the apartment to show some 
of the weaknesses of concluding that this type of housing, apartments 
in compact cities, will solve either environmental challenges related to 
planetary sustainability or social challenges, namely affordability. In 
short, it looks at the apartment as a unit, ‘a part’ of a city – governed 
by politicians and bureaucrats and driven by entrepreneurs, specifically 
developers – whereas Chapter 4 journeys into the interior of the 
apartment and examines householders.
Many of the environmental, social and economic limitations and 
potential of apartments were clear early on in their development, to be 
replicated across geographies and multiplied as industrialisation and 
urbanisation both expanded and contracted. At the two ends of the 
spectrum stand the penthouse and the slum. Unfortunately, ‘small’ has 
been more associated with apartments of the poor than those of the 
wealthy. Similarly, sharing has remained more potential than reality in 
apartment living characterised by privacy, independence, mobility and 
absence. Developments in England and Australia are exemplary, as 
sketched out in this chapter alongside certain characteristics of European 
and North American apartment living.
Today, population growth and movements, demographic changes in 
household types, and environmental imperatives all offer new oppor-
tunities and cast new shadows on apartment developments in capital 
and global cities. This chapter explores such aspects of the real and 
actual development of apartments, in the contexts of utopian thinking 
on apartments, architectural innovation and the rise of ‘green’ and 
micro-apartments. Current policies and plans for future cities favour 
medium- to high-density, compact and ‘smart’ urban developments. 
This implies developing more apartments, as is happening in many cities.
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However, historical experiences offer lessons for policy-makers. Cities 
such as London, Tokyo and New York City (NYC) have been defined 
by high-density apartment living for centuries. In the past decade such 
development has come in for many accolades. Urbanists, planners and 
architects are apt to refer to the blending of modern with traditional 
designs, and smaller, efficient and effective living spaces of apartments 
as the way of the future. But, how far have they been affordable, environ-
mentally sound and appropriate living spaces? 
the ‘apartment’: what’s in a name?
Apartment dwellings have existed in various forms – at least since ancient 
Roman times as ‘insulae’ – to save land space and increase settlement 
density, often appearing side-by-side in a standard style. Apartment 
housing attended industrialisation and associated urbanisation as a 
product of the private market both as a necessary form of shelter for 
workers – initially often poorly built, tiny and with few facilities, adjacent 
to polluting and depressing factories (as ‘tenements’ or ‘slums’) – and 
as luxurious city habitations for work, rest and play for the rich. What 
we refer to generically as ‘apartments’ – derived from the Latin partire, 
to share or divide and, thus, appartimenta – have had numerous other 
names depending on the period, place and specific type of self-contained 
set of rooms separated, but a part of, the multi-unit and multi-storey 
residential building in question.
The Scots, whose upper class pioneered apartment living in the United 
Kingdom (UK) in the sixteenth century, referred to them as ‘flaets’ 
(a floor or storey). ‘Flat’ would become common not only in the UK 
and Australia but also in the United States (US), later in the nineteenth 
century, for distinguishing private housing from working-class 
tenements. Elevators enabled ‘apartment towers’ and, ultimately, the 
50-plus-storied ‘skyscraper’ replete with multi-dwelling units. Lush 
‘penthouses’ evolved, juxtaposed to ‘towers’ characteristic of mass social 
housing in the 1950s–1970s, which became notorious as depressing 
eyesores. The twentieth century saw suburban expansion favouring 
two-(or three) storeyed ‘walk-ups’, such as ‘garden apartments’. While 
the well-established ‘duplex’ was a unit extending over two floors, ‘loft 
units’ were created in the twentieth century out of ex-servant quarters 
and ex-factories. Specific definitions for ‘lo-rise’ and ‘high-rise’ blocks 
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vary: in Canada, for instance, ‘low-rise’ refers to buildings with four or 
fewer storeys and ‘high-rise’ to five or more storeys. 
Other names for apartments refer to forms of ownership: North 
American ‘condos’ –‘condominiums’ – where ownership of the unit is 
separate but common spaces are governed by the association of owners 
(similar to ‘strata title’ in Australia); ‘cooperative apartments’, where 
owners are members of a corporation that is the common owning body, 
are more common in Europe than North America or Australia; while 
‘tenements’ and their ‘tenants’ (renters) derive from Latin for ‘to hold’ 
(tener), to have use-rights over, a property. It is most significant that 
matters of common concern falling under legal arrangements involving 
residents in multi-unit buildings are often managed by a third-party 
private or public company or a small number of active residents, and 
generally focus much more on issues such as whether pets are allowed in 
dwellings than on communal activities. The latter are voluntary, partial 
and limited, a shadow of the shared governance and sharing considered 
in Part II.
the rise of modern apartments
Numerous types of apartments arose in different cities and countries 
throughout Europe, the UK, North America and Australia, developing 
distinctive physical and social characteristics related to the rise of new 
construction techniques, design trends and multi-unit social housing.
English working-class housing:  
from cellar-dwellers to terraces and council flats
John Burnett has created a scale of descriptors for standard English 
working-class housing in nineteenth-century industrialising cities, from 
the poorest cellar-dwellers, to lodgers and tenement dwellers – all in 
adapted cast-off housing originally belonging to the wealthy and referred 
to as ‘rookeries’ – to the more adequate multi-storied back-to-backs 
(illustrated in Chapter 2), which evolved from efforts of housing 
reformers. Some better-off workers were housed, by their employers or 
by private arrangement, in narrow two-storied ‘through’ terraced houses, 
a form of duplex more commonly held by a middle-class household, and 
benefitting from light, sanitary facilities and a patch of garden. However, 
workshop houses, philanthropic and other employer housing often took 
the form of high-density blocks of self-contained units. Speculative 
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apartment building was poorly designed, cobbled together by subcon-
tractors, often without sewerage, with tiny windows and walls that might 
be just half a brick thick.1
By 1901, some 60 per cent of English and Welsh tenement households 
lived in five or more rooms, and more than three-quarters of urban 
residents of US cities lived in apartments, from one-roomed bed-sit 
apartments, some serviced ‘catering flats’ through to larger family-sized 
apartments.2 By 1914, a three-roomed flat in inner London was likely 
to cost more than renting a four-roomed suburban cottage – probably 
more due to the costs and difficulties of living distantly from work than 
with the quality or desirability of a London apartment.3 Meanwhile the 
middle class considered flats expensive, poor quality and mostly, or even 
only, appropriate for bachelors, professionals or couples without children 
who could do without domestic help.4 
After the First World War, brighter and roomier English council 
flats – each with a kitchen, toilet and bathroom – became the norm. 
The Greenwood Act of 1930 laid the basis for replacing slums through 
subsidies per capita, with higher subsidies for flats because they proved 
expensive to build. Conservationists and ‘modern movement’ architects 
advocated flats, which increased in number from the mid-1930s. 
Typically, such ‘five-roomed’ flats had four bedrooms, a living area, 
kitchenette, bathroom and toilet. Balconies were more popular than 
courtyards. Still, during that decade, there were fewer than 100,000 
council flats (8.5 per cent of the housing stock). A Mass Observation 
study in the early 1940s revealed a small house and garden was most 
popular; only 5 per cent of participants wanted to live in an apartment.5
Given lifts and central heating systems, English mixed neighbour-
hood developments of the 1950s included high-rise and low-rise flats 
for families and singles, with public housing increasingly compact. The 
1961 Parker Morris Report recommended 320–930sq ft (30–86sq m) 
minimum floor spaces on a scale from one- to six-member households, 
with 28–35sq ft (2.6–3.3sq m) storage of which 20sq ft (1.9sq m) might 
be outside. By 1969, most benefited from heating by a central boiler yet 
85 per cent had just one or two bedrooms, compared with the interwar 
years when two-thirds had three bedrooms. In 1981, as discussed in 
Chapter 2, economic arguments led to discarding both Parker Morris 
and other existing standards.6
By 2014, the mean average floor area of an English dwelling was 
94sq m, comprising a range of averages by sector: social-sector dwellings 
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(67sq m), private rentals (77sq m) and owner-occupiers (106sq m).7 As 
discussed in Chapter 2, the average floor size of UK housing remains 
modest in international rankings, in theory making the transition to 
modest, low ecological footprint living easier than in settler colonial 
societies, such as Australia (‘ecological footprint’ referring to the 
amount of land necessary to supply the resources on which a resident’s 
consumption relies). 
The slow evolution of the apartment in Melbourne and Sydney
In the worldwide trend to create apartments by subdividing grand 
mansions, more than one-quarter of the 1200 houses with 20 or more 
rooms in the state of Victoria (Australia) in the 1890s were broken 
into flats, tenements and even hospitals. By 1921, only 569 mansions 
remained. With the Great Depression, ordinary houses were remodelled 
to accommodate an extra self-contained household with such secondary 
dwellings also called ‘flats’.8 Still, flats of all types only numbered 5 per 
cent of occupied dwellings in Australia in 1933, although they became 
more numerous during and after the Second World War.9 McFadyen 
expressed a common sentiment: ‘The flat dweller belongs to the floating 
population of the big cities and is of no value to the community, as a flat 
is not a home.’10
Indeed, religious anti-apartment lobbies convinced many Australian 
local councils to ban apartments from most residential zones. The vast 
majority of planners and academics advocating for compact living com-
promised by arguing that they were ideal for all but family households. 
So, during the twentieth century, apartments developed mainly as 
purpose-built accommodation for singles and child-free couples. 
‘Clendon’, a suite of eight middle-class bachelor flats in a two-storeyed 
U-shaped block, designed by Roy Grounds, acted as a 1940s prototype in 
Victoria’s capital, Melbourne. Each flat had a ‘compact kitchen plan, the 
glass hatch which left the kitchen open to the living-room, the folding 
wall-bed and the squared obscure-glass screen inside the front door’. 
Apartments designed by Grounds featured an important encouragement 
to sharing – ‘generous outdoor circulation’, verandas and courtyards, so 
that ‘even today they provide lessons on apartment living’.11
However, it was the New South Wales capital Sydney that boasted 
more than half of Australia’s flats in 1947. Australian apartment 
purchasers would often buy off-the-plan or purchase upfront as shares in 
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building construction after the Second World War, when governments 
started subsidising first-home buyers and caused a slump in investment 
in flats. Nevertheless, between 1954 and 1961 the increase in Sydney’s 
apartments (28.5 per cent) – nine in every 10 were ‘walk-ups’ (detailed 
below) – far outstripped its population growth (17 per cent).12
Although referred to as minimalist or modest, as in international 
modernist or ‘democratic modernist’ style, three substantial blocks 
of apartments built in remarkable locations came to epitomise city 
housing for wealthier people around the world. Aaron Bolot’s 10-storey 
Wylde Street Cooperative Apartments (1951), a building that elegantly 
curved to the north, established a precursor to strata title and associated 
common owners’ management that became norms in Australian 
real estate. Robin Boyd’s controversial Domain Park Towers (1962), 
Melbourne’s first residential high rise (20 storeys of mainly two- and 
three-bedroom apartments of 90–135sq m), sits opposite the Royal 
Botanical Gardens. The first strata title apartment in Australia, Harry 
Seidler’s Blues Point Tower (1962) was both unusually square and 
oriented on environmentally inspired north–east–south–west diagonals 
on a point close to Sydney’s famous harbour bridge, with floor sizes 
starting from 30m2.13
By 2001, just 16 per cent of Sydney’s dwellings – and a tiny 5 per cent 
of Melburnian ones – were in apartment buildings three or more storeys 
high. Ten years later (2011), they had grown in proportion to 21 per cent 
and 7 per cent, respectively, with three-quarters of Melbourne’s central 
business district (CBD) dwellings classified high-density,14 compared 
with the broader City of Melbourne where higher-density housing 
accounted for only 29 per cent of stock.15 In specific blocks where 
apartments dominate, densities are comparable with Dublin (Ireland), 
Athens (Greece) and Rio de Janeiro (Brazil), due to the rise of the 
micro-apartment (discussed below).16 In contrast, a strong backlash even 
to low-rise apartment building has been spearheaded by the Save Our 
Suburbs! Movement resulting in planning limits across substantial urban 
areas where councils only permit one- or two-storey developments.17
Californian garden walk-up apartments
Sydney’s and Melbourne’s apartments were influenced by US apartment 
housing, which benefited from a surge in investment in the 1960s in 
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the Californian garden walk-up apartment. According to Rubin, multi 
unit housing grew rapidly from 10.3 per cent to 37.3 per cent of US new 
builds 1956–1963, to accommodate baby boomer renters, studying or 
working before they settled down to family life at a later age than when 
their parents had married. Typically, two- or three-storeyed rectangular 
blocks in the shape of a U, garden–courtyard apartment buildings might 
feature a pool (Figure 3.1). Some walk-ups were built on pillars atop open 
or closed car parks, highlighting visual and functional impacts of the car 
on housing, an effect magnified because of their similarity to motels.18
Although the courtyard and pool might have encouraged shared 
activities, the car-centrism of the Californian garden walk-up 
emphasised privacy and personal sufficiency, probably exaggerating 
their occupants’ sense of alienation. In the 1960s, this type of apartment 
established multi-family housing in Taiwan’s capital Taipei and, in 2015, 
still represented more than half of all Taipei’s dwellings. Interestingly, 
there, this ‘quintessentially modernist mid-rise block with a central stair 
hall and two units per floor’ allowed for a distinctively collective form 
of urban living and evolved a unique ‘merging of modernist ideologies 
with vernacular preferences’, the latter specifically recognisable in 
their facades.19 
Figure 3.1 Schematic impression of a Californian garden walk-up apartment 
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Canada’s condos
Analysing Canadian apartments (1900–1940), yet reflecting common 
perspectives worldwide, Richard Dennis has highlighted that ‘luxury 
apartments were welcomed as evidence of metropolitan sophistication 
but more modest buildings were condemned as incipient slums, bad for 
business’ and even referred to as ‘living factories’. Apartments of the rich 
had fewer private servants than houses of the wealthy, or they replaced 
servants altogether with efficient modern appliances and onsite services. 
Many considered apartments inappropriate for families; close and 
cloistered living seeming to threaten privacy and morality and deprive 
children of space to play. Dennis reports how anti-apartment groups 
and planners prompting bylaws introduced in Toronto in 1912 viewed 
all apartments as unhealthy and anti-family, conflating tenements and 
subdivided houses with new spacious apartment blocks.20
Today, many Canadian apartments are rented or owner-occupied as 
condominiums (‘condos’) with different models of private ownership of 
dwellings, and ‘shared’ – in reality ‘delegated’ – governance and 
management of common areas and facilities for the whole property. Con-
dominium tenure is not exclusive to apartments but, in 2011, apartments 
accounted for two-thirds of Canadian condominiums. Typically, condo-
miniums are comprised of dwellings smaller than the national average, 
with fewer rooms and smaller households. Consequently, they have 
become a popular, more affordable, first-home-buyer option. Further-
more, the average size of a City of Vancouver one-bedroom apartment fell 
2008–2013 from 668sq ft (62.1sq m) to 580sq ft (53sq m). In 2011, 
Canadian women were twice as likely as men to be sole owner-occupants, 
three times as likely if they were aged over 55 years, and women accounted 
for the highest proportion of single-parent condominium owners. Despite 
the opprobrium towards the apartment a century earlier, in 2011 Toronto 
boasted half of all the high-rise condominiums in Canada. Even though 
the detached dwelling is expected to remain dominant (as in many cities 
worldwide), owner-occupied apartments are expected to lead an increase 
in all types of Canadian housing through to 2036.21
Affordable apartment living in Berlin
The histories of many European cities have reflected similar urban 
development mixes of luxury versus tiny overcrowded apartments, 
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and their councils led pressures for compact cities. In the latter half 
of the nineteenth century, Berlin expanded block by low-rise block 
in courtyard style. The wealthy occupied the street sides of buildings 
and the workers the inner courtyard-facing apartments – typically 
overcrowded, low-amenity accommodation.22 Since the reunion of its 
eastern and western halves, Berlin has been characterised by vibrant 
apartment living, a traditional renter’s city attracting young ‘creatives’ 
and professionals, initially through low rents.23
German housing policies have included a long-term standard compact 
with private landlords, subsidising affordable and secure rental for 
lower-income tenants – one of the most successful national affordable 
housing policies according to a range of socio-economic and environ-
mental criteria.24 Eligible apartments are required to be a maximum size, 
even though the subsidy is calculated per square metre. In the mid-2010s, 
85 per cent of Berliners were tenants, 100,000 apartments were being 
constructed, apartments for tourists came under greater restriction, and 
more than 10 per cent of Germans lived in public housing apartments.25
If German policies are strong in supporting affordability – Austria and 
the Netherlands achieve well on this criteria too, due to their proportion 
of social housing, 22 and 31 per cent respectively26 – there are still ways 
in which German urban apartment life could be improved. Hamburg’s 
Right to the City movement demands affordable living space, shifting 
funding from automobile to public transport infrastructure and green 
parks because compact living conflicts with elements of social justice, 
conservation of nature and common space. By way of an example, 
Nicole Vrenegor refers to contemporary high-rise estates on the fringes 
of Hamburg; developed in the early 1970s, within an area of less than 1sq 
km, Osdorfer Born houses 10,000 residents with just a bus to the centre 
for public transport.27
The Paris apartment
Apartments were built in Paris as early as the seventeenth century. By 
the nineteenth century the ‘Paris apartment’ was serviced inside by a 
concierge and outside by a boulevard, for sitting as well as walking. 
This model placed better and bigger apartments for the wealthy on the 
first floor, above retail and hospitality outlets on the street, with smaller 
apartments (initially reserved for servants) as the floors reached the 
top. In St Petersburg, a similar low rise ‘dokhodny dom’, built around a 
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common courtyard, appeared and expanded with industrialisation. The 
‘Paris apartment’ became a US favourite, especially in the mid-twentieth 
century, and the secure solidly built apartment block set on a main street 
above retail shops and professional offices remains a common model 
worldwide.28 Courtyard styles endure in many European cities, such as 
Munich and Budapest, and are favoured by urbanists for incorporating 
green and community values into compact urban densification policies.29
In short, the development of apartments shows a mixed history: ‘small’ 
has been associated with substandard and low-income; and ‘sharing’ has 
been limited generally to simple access to use restricted common areas 
under pre-determined rules. However, the apartment is not only a unit 
in an apartment building but also a dwelling in a larger block of buildings 
in a neighbourhood city precinct, and apartment dwellers invariably rely 
on multiple urban services and infrastructure managed, contracted out 
and regulated by city councils.
the state, city, apartment and class
The semi-autonomous and interdependent relationship between state, 
class and market explains certain trends in the development of the 
apartment. This section considers the negative influence of the rise of 
public housing in the form of apartment blocks, the often overlooked 
public costs of cities, the apartment’s natural home, and ways that 
income and wealth have continued to develop apartments with charac-
teristic class distinctions.
Social housing apartments
Early on in industrialisation, various governments, charitable bodies 
and reformers set up model projects or programs involving direct 
intervention in the market because the speculative commercial building 
and real estate industries failed to supply sufficient affordable and 
appropriate houses for those on lower incomes. As direct providers 
of housing in the twentieth century, governments focused on large 
construction projects, specifically apartment towers. The apartment 
tower and skyscraper relied on the inventions of a safety brake for lifts 
and steel load-bearing skeleton frames because weighty and costlier lower 
storeys had supported light higher storeys in earlier ‘tall’ buildings.30 
Such building was not only expensive in terms of project management 
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but also required massive injections of finance. The cost of public or 
social housing from a neoliberal, anti-welfare-state point of view – and 
social criticisms of the many ‘brutalist’, impersonal and depressive inter-
ventions – led to a withdrawal of direct state intervention later in the 
twentieth century. Meanwhile, apartment living per se was scarred with 
such negative associations. 
The public cost of cities
Only massive public investments in water supply, sewerage systems and 
street cleaning limited infectious disease, contagions and other ill health 
in cities. In the US, NYC was a leader in state provisioning, starting with a 
quality water system in 1842. Sewerage followed, along with the cleaning 
of streets dirtied by horse and other animal excrement, and business 
waste.31 Postal, radio, telephonic, Internet and other information and 
communications services were all easier, less costly and potentially more 
remunerative to establish in higher density urban areas with maximum 
potential users. In a similar way trains, underground rail and electrified 
streetcars (trams) and, more recently, sky/monorails have intercon-
nected urban areas. The capitalist state supported such developments 
and relocation to urban apartments to service the needs of capital. At the 
same time capital city councils have benefited from charging visitors for 
access, say to parking for cars, and from state taxes that flow from poorer 
peripheral areas to the centre, with its headquarters of financial and 
commercial powerhouses. When operating costs and benefits of urban 
apartments are tallied up there needs to be a line (or two) accounting 
for the costs of such state-funded or subsidised amenities and facilities.
The apartment and class
Especially as Paris’s population increased by 50 per cent in the 
second half of the nineteenth century, and working-class housing was 
disturbed by the reconstruction (the ‘Haussmannisation’ of Paris), 
modest, typically two-roomed working-class attached dwellings were 
disparaged as family-unfriendly.32 Yet, a recent study of court files 
and literature suggests that, in fact, the conviviality of apartments in 
well-populated areas facilitated surveillance of vulnerable children and 
meant that assistance was readily available when abuse was imminent.33 
Yet movements against multi-unit dwellings proliferated worldwide, 
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including the US National Housing Association, which was established 
in 1909.34
These essentially middle-class movements denigrating apartments 
assisted socialists and liberals to make minimal reforms to apartment 
building codes and standards. Yet the anti-apartment lobbies idealised 
suburban houses and lots in the process. Still, apartments had their 
middle-class promoters who appreciated their economic and environ-
mental benefits: referring in 1912 to Winnipeg and Edmonton, J. Pender 
West advocated apartment living for its cheaper communal heating, 
proximity to work, shops and other services, and assistance in snow 
clearance, so Canadians could better adapt to, or endure, their long 
winters.35
If, initially, the effect of the market on the form of housing for workers 
was decisive, urban historian Lewis Mumford points out another com-
plementary effect, as early as the latter part of the nineteenth century, 
on the apartments of the middle classes. It was, he says, the ‘unpremed-
itated revenge’ of workers that – under ‘the applications of capitalist 
standards’ – middle-class apartments would shrink and lose decorative 
and amenity qualities even while remaining superior to working-class 
housing.36 Yet the penthouse remains proof that the rich escaped such 
restraint. Furthermore, as urban apartment living has become more 
attractive, stock is bifurcating into larger and smaller ‘micro’ apartments.
Indeed, Redway has argued that planners advocating medium and 
high-density apartment living need to be more concerned with the 
growth in sheer size of city apartments. In the context of the average 
Australian householder’s quota of space trebling, from an adequate 
31sq m in 1933 to 91sq m in 2007 – just as houses grew 70 per cent (or 
more than 100sq m) between 1973 and 2007 – it is salutary to find that, 
in 2007, even new medium-density townhouses and low-rise apartments 
averaged 154sq m and high-density apartments 137sq m. In fact, during 
2003–2004, two-thirds of high-density dwellings built in Australia had 
three or more bedrooms with at least two bathrooms. Redway stated that 
Australian building construction company AV Jennings would favour 
national policies for greater sustainability features in homes and costs 
could be offset by reductions in dwelling size.37 Although the average 
size of new apartments had fallen to circa 130sq m in 2011, analysts 
suggest that the growth in micro-apartments (discussed below) is likely 
to have skewed the result.38
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The city was a centripetal force throughout the nineteenth and 
twentieth centuries. If the wealthy once had a secondary city apartment 
to complement a main rural residence in earlier centuries, they tended 
more towards a city residence and country holiday houses in the twentieth 
century. In the twenty-first century, many rich people have – or have 
access to – several apartments scattered across the world in global cities. 
Serviced and other apartments catering for visiting business people and 
professional advisers, those involved on cultural or government projects 
or professional development (say conferences) and tourists, all represent 
a distinct real estate niche interlocked with similar accommodation in 
similar ‘global cities’. The effect in such cities is a two-tier real estate 
market with the international market of overseas buyers forcing up 
prices that local nationals, typically, struggle to afford.
apartments as housing utopias
If the apartment seems less of a solution to collapsing our ecological 
footprints, what other ideals might it fulfil? Nineteenth-century US 
feminists dreamed about its social potential. Melusina Fay Pierce coined 
‘cooperative housekeeping’ to refer to collectives of women economising 
on domestic labour through cooperation, thereby gaining a wage via 
charging men for their services.39 Her ideas coincided with practical 
developments in apartments for the rich in the late nineteenth century, 
such as Haight House (NYC), where 20 family and 15 bachelor suites could 
take advantage of common cooking, eating and laundering facilities.40
Pierce envisaged apartments free of kitchens and laundries which, 
instead, would concentrate in separate buildings. In the twentieth 
century, such ideas of socialised domestic work were promulgated in 
various ways, for instance by Ebenezer Howard in London, as garden 
apartments and the garden city concept, and by the Heineman brothers, 
who designed a ‘double bungalow with a connecting sliding door’ to 
form either separate quarters for a couple or for joint activities of two, 
otherwise distinct, households in Los Angeles.41
Another example of the confluence of social utopias and urban design 
– explored by Dolores Hayden in The Grand Domestic Revolution – was 
proposed by King Camp Gillette in the ‘millionaire socialist’s book’, The 
Human Drift (1894), before he moved onto his fully realised invention 
of the double-edged disposable safety razor blade. This ‘skyscraper 
metropolis’, multiple 25-storey buildings established in a matrix pattern 
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for 6 million residents, was the ultimate in conservation; people resided, 
socialised and produced in a monumental steel-structured, brick and 
glass hive apparently leaving the rest of nature to proliferate unimpeded. 
Cooperative dining occupied three levels underground, superstructures 
were mainly high-rise apartment buildings while productive units were 
in food, training and entertainment clusters.42
While utopians like Gillette respected and appreciated nature, they 
were not environmentalists as we understand the term now, nor did 
they address environmental challenges that we face in the twenty-first 
century. Driven by feminist and socialist values, they did understand that 
the built environment structures and reproduces social relationships. 
They envisaged a built environment where personal space was separated 
from domestic activities, common areas were totally accessible to all, 
and domestic chores were shared – replicating industrialised cooperative 
non-domestic labour. Thus, the model of small was married with sharing 
to create, what I call, ‘efficiency squared’, efficiencies operating in two 
dimensions. However, three-dimensional efficiencies really require the 
integration of ‘green’.
greening apartments
In Part II, various examples of groundbreaking environmentally 
sustainable multi-household low-rise housing models, such as 
BedZED (London) and The Commons (Melbourne), are discussed and 
analysed. Similarly, complementary planning initiatives arising from 
grassroots action and environmental movements involving profession-
als and politicians, show how urban developments can encourage local 
economies, ‘pocket neighbourhoods’, small parks, guerrilla gardening, 
‘tactical urbanism’ and ‘smart’ sustainability. Therefore, this chapter 
centres on the commercial market and mainstream opportunities for 
apartment living today.
The challenge of reducing carbon emissions
According to the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), 
buildings accounted for one-third of energy-related CO2 and three-fifths 
of halocarbon emissions worldwide in the 2000s. Most significantly, 
IPCC researchers concluded that a transition in this sector would offer 
the simplest and least expensive reduction in greenhouse gas (GHG) 
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emissions. Even though current stock had built-in energy inefficiencies, 
the IPCC indicated that almost one-third of building CO2 emissions 
could be cut by 2020 if a transitional strategy was successfully adopted. 
Easy improvements could be made through new builds but retrofits and 
reconstruction, especially wholescale as in apartment blocks, also offered 
strong potential for savings. For instance, the relatively simple changes to 
apartments – as shown ‘before’ and ‘after’ in Figure 3.2 – are estimated 
to reap reductions in energy use of 90 per cent.43 They include pushing 
out walls to replace internal balconies with external ones shading a 
greater number of windows, placing solar panels on the roof, removing 
chimneys, and covering external doorways.
Small apartments in high-density communities have become central 
to the regeneration and intensification of global cities. Policymakers 
have seen the compact apartment as offering a context, in and of itself, 
for more or less sustainable household practices. However, holistic envi-
ronmental assessments of the sustainability of apartment households 
show less potential. To pre-empt discussions in Chapter 4, the practices 
of householders cannot necessarily be contained, constrained or even 
driven by the design and other sustainability features of their dwelling. 
Furthermore, sustainability features of commercial purchases are often 
minimal, set by council building standards, and purchasers are limited 
by cost and what is on offer.
Certainly, with respect to ‘stuff ’, the smallness of an inner-city 
apartment compared with a suburban detached dwelling seems to create 
an imperative to think twice before buying and to facilitate sharing 
appliances with neighbours. However, say in a block of mainly singles 
in micro-apartments – as discussed below – self-containment can mean 
replication of both minimal and comparatively under-used kitchen, 
laundry and bathroom facilities and appliances. Some apartments 
come with all white-goods already installed. If such appliances were all 
highly energy-efficient, this would enhance sustainability, but this is 
often not the case so the outcome might well be worse than if occupants 
self-selected white-goods.
Consuming in a city comes at a relatively high environmental cost 
once transport of goods and services is included. The measure of 
ecological footprint distance (Def) indicates the average distance natural 
resources are transported to service city needs, which is key to assessing, 
monitoring and improving environmental costs or benefits of living in 
cities.44 For instance, even if certain city dwellers save money, time and 
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carbon emissions by taking public transport rather than a car to work, 
an holistic assessment might reveal air travel for their holidays in distant 
places erodes and even reverses the sustainability and other environ-
mental gains of living a compact urban life.
Arguably, purchasing or renting an apartment offers fewer benefits, 
less diversity and options, than a detached house when it comes to sus-
tainability features, such as solar or other renewable energy use, high 
levels of insulation, appropriate siting to maximise passive solar energy 
gains, and other design features maximising use of recycled construction 
materials and gardens, including roof and vertical gardens. If walls and 
furniture (such as wardrobes) are structurally inbuilt, this minimises 
flexibility. Occupants can end up in a state of hyper-alienation, 
surrounded by aloof residential neighbours with whom they have little 
or no conversation and simply share the odd pass-by in an echoing 
hallway and lift chamber. Alternatively, they might find apartment living 
 Before: over 150 kWh/(m²a) After: 15 kWh/(m²a)
Figure 3.2 Energy savings from German apartments retrofitted using passive 
house principles
Source: Sketch based on photographs in Diane Ürge-Vorsatz, slide show on her co-
authored Climate Change Mitigation in the Buildings Sector: The Findings of the 4th 
Assessment Report of the IPCC – https://www.ipcc.ch
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facilitating a lot of sharing, from bulk food purchases to eating together, 
cooking for one another and sharing entertaining and activities.
Public transit-oriented development alongside apartment blocks 
is efficient but certainly not cost-free. Compact cities require a lot of 
attention from planning professionals and policymakers who propose, 
plan, establish, ensure finance for, and supervise the expanding or 
upgrading of all kinds of inner-urban infrastructure. Aside from 
commercial considerations and the creativity of the architect, councils 
set various building standards, many of which can work against 
sustainable practices. For instance, some councils insist on one car space 
per apartment but make a common bike rack or cage optional. Proactive 
sustainability councils offer incentives for apartment developments 
with sustainability features, such as collection and storage of rainwater 
for re-use, water-efficient tap fittings and landscaping, and collective 
grey-water systems. This might cost more upfront but saves on operating 
costs so, after some time, financial as well as carbon and other environ-
mental savings accrue.
Many city building regulations are only starting to incorporate 
standards for adaptability and flexibility. Maximising how our built 
environment can be re-used, and the adaptability of space and functions 
was recognised by early-twentieth-century modernists, such as Le 
Corbusier. They acknowledged that flexibility is a critical characteris-
tic for meeting social challenges such as aging in place and growing, 
and shrinking, family households. Such architects placed restraints 
on space, took a minimalist approach, prioritising efficiency and led, 
for instance, to folding furniture and multi-functional rooms that can 
be, say, a study in the day and dining room at night. Standardisation, 
a function of mass manufacture, called for adaptability in design and 
an aversion to the one-size-fits all or stereotypical Mr and Mrs Average. 
Adaptability can be achieved within a unit, an apartment building or 
compact neighbourhood by diversity of floor plans, enabling movement 
between habitations, housing designs, by making doors and hallways 
reasonably wide, and minimising stairs for whole-of-life, multigener-
ational use and for different needs and abilities. Common spaces for 
basic and social activities, such as laundries and roof-top gardens, also 
economise on space.45 Yet dwellings characterised by such ideals are 
limited in mainstream urban markets and their cost is prohibitive for 
most people.
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Urban affluence
Glowing sustainability evaluations of city living made by authors such as 
Glaeser in his Triumph of the City and Owen in his Green Metropolis can 
be roundly criticised for selective environmental foci.46 Holistic analyses 
find that overuse of natural resources and energy are just as or more 
associated with consumption of food and other goods and services than 
with transport, household energy and water use which are the foci of 
many sustainability audits of city residents. For instance, a 2007 study 
indicated that the operating costs of houses and transport only account 
for around one-tenth of the ecological footprint of an average Australian, 
whose consumption exceeds many in North America and Europe.47
The same study showed that household use, construction and 
renovations accounted for around 25 per cent of the average Australian’s 
total water use and 42 per cent of GHG emissions. Food, and other 
goods and services, accounted for the remaining 75 per cent and 58 per 
cent, respectively. Therefore, given its increasingly affluent character, 
urban apartment living can translate into highly unsustainable 
‘consumption hotspots’:
despite the lower environmental impacts associated with less car use, 
inner city households outstrip the rest of Australia in every other 
category of consumption. Even in the area of housing, the opportuni-
ties for relatively efficient, compact living appear to be overwhelmed 
by the energy and water demands of modern urban living, such as 
air conditioning, spa baths, down lighting and luxury electronics and 
appliances, as well as by a higher proportion of individuals living 
alone or in small households.
In each state and territory, the centre of the capital city is the 
area with the highest environmental impacts, followed by the inner 
suburban areas. Rural and regional areas tend to have noticeably lower 
levels of consumption.48
Indeed, a 2015 study found that goods and services produced from 
resources and energy sourced elsewhere, and land necessary to absorb 
related CO2 emissions, accounted for the bulk of the average Canberran 
ecological footprint, 8.9 global hectares per capita (2011–2012) or 3.5 
times the then global average! The top five most damaging impacts were 
from use of electricity, hospitality venues, petrol, gas and transport.49 
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Given that carbon efficiency cannot compensate for growth in per 
capita consumption and population, analysts of causes of global GHG 
emissions (1990–2010) have concluded that, ‘policy makers need to 
address the issue of affluence’.50
On a planetary scale, Girardet highlights the spatial and environmen-
tal perversity of parasitic cities dependent on global hinterlands – a range 
of ecosystems are stressed by flying, sailing and road-transporting basic 
needs into cities – production and distribution requiring much more 
energy than the calorie content of the transported food. He estimated 
that, by the late twentieth century, the ecological footprint of Londoners 
was 293 times its surface area, twice the surface area of Britain! A more 
detailed, and probably more accurate, City Limits study (2000) calculated 
a figure double that of Girardet.51 
This critique redirects our thinking on individualistic lifestyles that 
naturally evolve within capitalism with production for trade, profit 
and growth eroding Earth’s natural limits. Studies suggest that larger 
households living in smaller spaces, eating more communally, sharing 
and minimising consumption, and relying on locally grown and made 
basic needs, offer ways for us to achieve more sustainable practices. 
Nevertheless, innovative design and new technologies are popularly 
heralded as making urban apartment living sustainable. The next section 
shows a marred track record, especially in terms of unaffordability. 
habitat ’67 to sky habitat and sky forest
Early in his career, ‘to re-invent the apartment building’ for world fair 
Expo ’67, architect Moshe Safdie scaled down a design for an ambitious 
complex of 1000 residences with streets and shops, to a remarkable 
‘block’ of apartments that still sit Lego-style along the Marc-Drouin 
Quay of St Lawrence River in Montreal (Figure 3.3).52 As if deconstruct-
ing brutalism, three rounded hills of 352 identical prefabricated boxes 
form steps and bridges invisibly intersecting, for access, via several lifts. 
Coming in one of 15 distinct sizes (60–160sq m), each of the around 
150 apartments have access to a terrace set on an adjacent unit. The 
overall design of Habitat ’67 by this American Institute of Architect’s 
Gold Medallist (2015) created an impressive balance of simplicity and 
complexity, nature and manufacture, intimacy and community, and is 
still popular today.53 Yet the building proved an expensive construction 
and the exposed concrete walls resulted in exorbitant heating bills.54
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Some of Safdie’s original environmental intentions for Habitat 
’67 have been realised in his recent work Sky Habitat (Singapore). Its 
sloping residential towers contain 509 naturally ventilated apartments 
with balcony boxes, communal gardens and pools, interconnecting sky 
bridges, and a sunken car park.55 Yet these luxury condominiums in a 
prime location are generously-sized for Singapore and, in December 
2015, were being sold at an expensive median price of S$1.695 million.56 
Whatever environmental and economic gains in reduced operating costs, 
the high establishment costs and potential for affluent living diminish 
such work as genuine environmental and social advances.
Any discussion of green apartments cannot fail to mention ‘vertical 
gardens’, pioneered by French botanist Patrick Blanc in the 1980s, and 
prominent in recent policy discussions for contributing insulating 
effects for inhabitants and minimising the ‘heat island’ effect charac-
teristic of contemporary cities. Often Blanc uses hundreds of different 
species to develop wallscapes with insulating and cooling properties, 
recycling water naturally through percolation from the top down to 
lower plants – as in Figure 3.4. For instance, he used 7600 plants to cover 
a 25m-high five-storey apartment wall on the corner of rue d’Aboukir 
and rue des Petits Carreaux in Paris.57 Yet, ‘green cities’ and such green 
features are hardly new: in the fifteenth century, the Aztecs’ Tenochtitlan 
– a remarkable city preceding what is now Mexico City – evolved steep 
Figure 3.3 Habitat ’67 today in Montreal (Moshe Safdie, architect)
Source: Taxiarchos228, photographer
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food-producing terraces; Park Güell (Barcelona), one of Gaudí’s major 
works, is replete with viaducts and irrigation systems to prevent erosion. 
Furthermore, Despommier expanded and applied vertical garden 
techniques to conceive a ‘vertical farm’.58
A high-density residential development with adjacent apartment 
towers, both higher than 25 storeys, in Milan (Porta Nuova), is growing 
a ‘vertical forest’ (Figure 3.5). A collaboration between Boeri Studio and 
Arup, jutting ledges support 4.4 hectares of vegetation – more than 700 
trees, 5000 shrubs and 11,000 groundcover plants – absorbing pollution 
and releasing oxygen, creating bird, animal and insect habitat, creating 
dappled light and shade, and dispersing noise. This development won 
architect Stefan Boeri the biennial International Highrise Award for 
2014. Claimed to perform the same housing function as 5 hectares 
of urban sprawl, it is promoted as having ‘high energy efficiency and 
environmental sustainability standards’.59 However, in 2011, asking 
prices were reported of £560,000 to £1.7 million for a low-level 80sq m 
apartment through to a 200sq m penthouse with remarkable views.60 
Figure 3.4 Patrick Blanc vertical garden at Caixa Forum, Madrid (Herzog & 
de Meuron Architects, Basel, Switzerland) 
Source: Patrick Blanc
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Furthermore, in February 2016, a generously-sized two-bedroom 
two-bathroom apartment with a 43sq m terrace and car park in Porto 
Nueva had an asking price of €1,160,000 (£928,807) at a time when the 
average (and not insubstantial) house price in the UK was around a third 
of that (£288,000).61
Clearly, innovative architects have experimented in various ways 
to break up both the apartment block and the apartment itself – a 
self-contained, highly private and artificial unit – and to re-orient 
apartment buildings and their constituent units around community, 
neighbourhood and nature. But, given the tendency for such designs 
to prove unaffordable and generously sized – environmentally costly 
in seemingly invisible ways – we turn, instead, to more affordable and 
smaller conventional options, ‘micro-apartments’. 
 
micro-apartments
Edwin Heathcote refers to forementioned architect of Habitat ’67 and Sky 
Habitat, Moshe Safdie, as one of several ‘pod-fathers’ whose designs were 
equally organic and futuristic. Another was artist-architect Constant 
Figure 3.5 Bosco Verticale (Vertical Forest) apartments, Milan (Boeri Studio, 
Milan) 
Source: Photographer Paolo Rosselli (Milan) and Boeri Studio
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Nieuwenhuys, who made designs for an anti-capitalist city New Babylon 
(1959–1974, Amsterdam), where nomadic urbanites would play below 
stilted removable structures. Richard Rogers Lloyd’s Building in London 
(1972) features prefabricated smart micro-apartments with a porthole 
style window. Kisho Kurokawa used pods to construct beehives of 
minimalist worker-homes, the most famous of which is Nakagin Capsule 
Tower (1972) – prompting commercial capsule hotels.62
Indeed, in contemporary Tokyo, we find the most extreme examples of 
stacked ‘micro-apartment’ capsule rooms without windows or doors in 
capsule hotels. ‘The largest is 6½ feet deep by 5 feet wide,’ Kahn reported of 
one capsule hotel, ‘you can’t stand up inside.’ Initially aimed at late-night 
workers for an occasional short-night sleepover, some take up monthly 
rental in capsules where there is ‘barely enough room for an adult to 
lie down completely flat’. Reported, in the early 2010s, as sometimes 
costing US$600–700 per month, young unemployed to hard-working, 
hard-playing professionals find here ‘a shelf, perhaps a tiny television, 
and some poor lighting, and that’s your home-sweet home’.63
A range of contemporary architects have applied themselves to 
designing tiny pre-fab units, which might be hoisted into place on the 
top of existing urban buildings for owner-occupation or rental tenancies 
(Figure 3.6). In this vein, Architects Rintala Eggertson’s Boxhome in Oslo 
(Norway) created a prototype 19sq m two-storey timber and aluminium 
‘urban cave’ – Figure 3.7 – most significantly for a quarter of the cost of 
a similarly sized urban apartment.64
Given that one working definition of a micro-apartment is ‘a 
self-contained unit smaller than 350ft2 [32.6m2] often found in either 
a mid- or high-rise, a new or a converted building’, it is not surprising 
that views on micro-apartments slot into the slum and tenement mould, 
particularly when they appear en masse, say in student accommo-
dation. So, it might surprise that a 2014 study by the US Urban Land 
Institute (ULI) found that, especially in compact cities – NYC, Boston, 
Washington, San Francisco and Seattle – micro-apartments tend to have 
lower vacancy rates and higher rents per square foot compared with 
larger local apartments. This is mainly due to the attractiveness of their 
typically central location and considerably cheaper rent, around 20–30 
per cent of local larger apartments. Furthermore, a small survey referred 
to by the ULI suggested that almost one-quarter of renters in other kinds 
of apartments were attracted to micro-apartment living as an option 
despite concerns with lack of storage space.65
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Figure 3.6 Boxhome in Oslo, Norway (Rintala Eggertson Architects)
Source: Photographer Ivan Brodey (Oslo, Norway)
Figure 3.7 Sketches of Boxhome (Rintala Eggertson Architects, Oslo)
Source: Sami Rintala and Dagur Eggertson (architects) and John Roger Holte (artist) 
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The size of such apartments relies on commercial considerations, 
minimum size eligibility criterion for mortgage funds, and minimums 
set by local council regulations. Reducing minimum size rules often 
causes public controversy. In San Francisco and the District of Columbia 
that, of course, includes Washington DC, an apartment can be as small as 
220sq ft (20.4sq m) while Dallas’s minimum is 500sq ft (46.5sq m). ULI 
research indicated that a micro-apartment often needed to be 300sq ft 
(27.8sq m) to accommodate regular furniture and appliances and to be 
compliant with government standards.66
When City of Melbourne planners considered raising minimum sizes 
for apartments in 2015, local architect Michael Roper – owner-occupier 
of a 24sq m apartment in the historic 1936 modernist inner suburban 
building ‘Cairo’ – suggested that rigid standards failed to take account 
of the diversity of individual buildings and amenities. His intervention 
in the policymaking debate proposed: ‘an effective peer-review process, 
whereby trained design professionals assess the quality and liveability 
of multi-residential developments on a case-by-case basis’. Roper had a 
10sq m private garden amid other apartment gardens, access to a rooftop 
terrace, and copious surrounding public gardens. Inspired by London 
living, Best Overend designed this block of 28 ‘minimal’ one-bedroom 
and studio apartments with ‘maximum comfort’ in mind: a rooftop space 
for socialising, a communal dining room, two communal laundries, 
a shop (now defunct) and eight garages. Installing a foldout bed and 
internal curtain to divide and hide according to activities, Roper had 
found it perfectly adequate eighty years after Cairo was built.67 
Such examples appear dotted round global cities. A shared garden, 
making maximum use of high ceilings, and a fold-away bed explain how 
a NYC owner-occupier couple made a 242sq ft (22.5sq m) apartment 
a comfortable home.68 Figure 3.8 shows how an architecture firm 
converted another NYC studio into a one-bedroom loft apartment by 
inserting a central wood station – with an internal kitchen, bathroom, 
storage and mezzanine bedroom above – to effectively divide the space 
into three components.69
Many micro-apartment dwellers are professional singles under 
30 years of age. Adaptable and movable furniture, built-in storage, 
fold-down tables and beds, and mezzanine bed spaces where there 
are high ceilings can make micro-apartment living feasible. Generally, 
micro-apartment dwellers have access to numerous common facilities: 
laundry, parking spaces and bike rack, gym, game room, storage and an 
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outdoor or roof space. Furthermore, the ULI study indicated a recent 
movement to create many small meeting and leisure spaces throughout 
US micro-apartment blocks and increasing permission to have pets.70
Following MPF Research data, in the decade between 2002–2003 
and 2012–2013, US studio and one-bedroom apartments rose from 
41 per cent to almost 51 per cent of total apartment completions, sig-
nificantly accounting for a reduction in the total average apartment 
size as three-bedroom apartments increased in size! Still, small 
micro-apartments were a tiny proportion (3 per cent) of total 2012–2013 
deliveries. While micro-apartment dwellers tended to move on quicker 
than tenants of other apartments, ULI researchers found that more 
than one-third of those surveyed had showed interest in purchasing 
one. Some have flexible floor plans, utility components and walls so 
adjacent micro-apartments can be rearranged and merged to make a 
larger apartment.71
‘Small spaces come in a myriad of styles, united only by size,’ 
concludes architect Bruce Hayden. By way of examples, architect Gary 
Chang’s 330sq ft (30.7sq m) ‘transformer’ apartment in Hong Kong and 
Figure 3.8 East Village Studio NYC (Jordan Parnass Digital Architecture)
Source: Photographer Frank Oudeman (Brooklyn)
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Christian Schallert’s 24sq m apartment in Barcelona show great inven-
tiveness in making a tiny space multi-functional.72 Micro-apartments 
might make CBD infill easier. They certainly suit specific age groups and 
demographic types, but residents depend on access to common facilities 
and services within their block, and proximity to even greater amenity 
within a highly urban environment, where their overall environmental 
impact is a matter for speculation. 
conclusion
Harvard Professor of Economics Edward Glaeser, who waves the flag of 
a contemporary version of the discredited trickle-down effect, iterates 
a popular forecast of expanding and unending urbanism while fellow 
US journalist David Owen, argues that we should all live like residents 
of Manhattan.73 However, Lewis Mumford’s conclusion was far more 
pessimistic. Based on experience of the half century before his The City 
in History was published in 1961 and heralding current deep-green 
analyses pointing to the apocalypse of unabated climate change, 
Mumford suggested that ‘metropolitan civilization contains within itself 
the explosive forces that will wipe out all traces of its existence’. In short:
Those who believe that there are no alternatives to the present prolif-
eration of metropolitan tissue perhaps overlook too easily the historic 
outcome of such a concentration of urban power: they forget that this 
has repeatedly marked the last stage in the classic cycle of civilization, 
before its complete disruption and downfall.74
Indeed, forecasts of food and water shortages, mass migrations, climatic 
uncertainties and rises in ‘natural disasters’ in lieu of climate change 
all conspire to interrupt and frustrate the optimistic tone of Glaeser’s 
Triumph of the City. Even he remarks on the strange paradox that ‘in 
much of coastal America, home prices are dramatically higher than 
construction costs’.75 To add to the illogic between drivers of market 
preferences and hard reality, it is precisely coastal regions that are prone 
to the effects of global climate change, such as rises in sea levels, tsunamis 
and hurricanes.76 Here the economic and environmental dysfunctions 
of capitalist ‘progress’ clash. Furthermore, in his massive Millennium, 
Oxford scholar Felipe Fernández-Armesto forecasts that ‘cities will 
wither’ as people make use of networked technologies sited in smaller 
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village-like towns facilitating intimate face-to-face contact: ‘Today’s 
cities are in part the products of functions which technological progress 
is gradually eliminating.’77 
While the apartment does not owe its existence to the megalopolis, 
many urban dwellers do live in apartments. Despite all the reforms 
and experiments with different models over the last two centuries, the 
apartment as a generic type retains its original sub-types, highlighted 
in poorly designed and windowless micro-apartments with few envi-
ronmentally friendly features versus larger middle-class apartments and 
monstrous penthouses where over-consumption proliferates. Contra-
dictions born of poverty and prosperity, sprawl and towers, commercial 
standardisation and innovations at the margins characterise all capitalist 
societies.
The rest of this book uses this point of flux – as capitalism unapolo-
getically furthers its thrust deeper and wider than ever before, even as 
harbingers of post-capitalism spring up in all quarters to call for, and bear 
news of, relief – to explore new forms of living, which might be urban, 
peri-urban or rural, that include both detached and attached residences 
and, most significantly, address the environmental perils that challenge 
the future of every city on Earth today. A key concern is the potential for 
each of us individually and collectively to act as ‘sustainability citizens’, 
embedding the structures, systems and behaviour we need to make the 
places we live in socially just and environmentally sustainable.78 The 
next chapter, then, focuses on the area we seem to have most control 
over – our home as a nest, its interior design, functions and potential 
achievements in fostering and enabling sustainability.
4
Apartment Household Practices  
and Affordability
During the twentieth century, housing became a key sector and driver 
of capitalist economies. Owner-occupied homes emerged as a particular 
form of private property, a status symbol of personal income, worth 
and credit in a world where other forms of differentiation and identity 
were becoming vaguer and less significant. Household space had a 
price and residential dwellings defined private boundaries. This privacy 
is distinctive of the contemporary urban home: ‘For most of human 
history, houses have not been private spaces, nor have they had, within 
them, more private spaces belonging to specific residents, nor spaces 
used by all the residents in turn for entirely private functions.’1 In the 
past, sharing was more the norm.
Today many urban apartments are made from brick, concrete and steel 
and necessitate lifts and balconies. Similarly, the interior components 
and design of a contemporary apartment can heighten the unsustainabil-
ity of its residents. Growth in access to a plethora of household fittings, 
furniture and appliances, the recent explosion of digital information 
and communications technologies, and the shrinking size of households 
has resulted in duplicated facilities and services, especially if an urban 
apartment block is considered as the unit of analysis. Furthermore, 
as a divided building with distinct ownership of its separate parts, the 
apartment block fragments potential communities.
This final chapter in Part I will complete the discussion arguing for 
changes in how we build and live in dwellings in cities. I point towards 
living in smaller spaces, modest consumption and sharing resources. 
Although householders of other types of dwellings are referred to, the 
focus is the urban apartment, the planned urban environments that offer 
apartment dwellers’ services and amenity, and the environmental sus-
tainability of apartment residents’ practices. Every device and item of, 
say, soft furnishings, brought into the apartment is ultimately sourced 
from Earth, fashioned by so many hands, stored and retailed, before 
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being used. Subsequently, appliances and items are frequently tossed out 
without being fully used or appreciated to end up in landfill. Buying less, 
using everything longer or sharing its use and handing on, for re-use or 
recycling, are the best household practices.
Relevant changes in housing and households, and in the rise of the 
apartment, were surveyed in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3, respectively. This 
chapter journeys into the interior world of apartments, and dwellers’ 
practices within and beyond their apartment homes in terms of sustain-
ability. I discuss the fatal attraction of domestic technology and household 
consumption and consider cleverly designed and used self-contained 
spaces, along with practical principles for more sustainable apartment 
living. The chapter concludes that resident engagement to drive 
innovation in urban planning and developments is needed to improve 
affordability, sustainability and sociality. Such neighbourhood-based 
and community-led improvements are, of course, foci of the rest of the 
book.
dwellings and dwellers
Dwelling in apartments reflects general trends in housing towards over-
consumption as a result of reduced sharing, the plethora of high tech 
devices, long-distance travel and unnecessary purchases by those on 
above average incomes.
‘It’s mine’ and the technological turn
The spread of gas lamps, electricity and, later, central heating altered 
ways that residents occupied home spaces. Once members of households 
had congregated around the service of a candle or gas lamp, fire, stove 
or radio but, during the twentieth century, as apartments came to 
typify modern life, members of households became more atomised in 
separate rooms and alienated in private activities.2 This set the stage for 
personal mobile digital technologies, whose owners communicate most 
in ‘Internetworks’ that leap from kin and place-based relationships to 
interest-based and peer communities. Added to planned obsolescence 
pressuring residents to purchase new versions of even quite functional 
equipment, low levels of sharing for re-use, waste generation, and indi-
viduation within households results in overconsumption of floor space 
and services such as heating and cooling.
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In contrast, added to greater affordability and operating efficiencies, 
studies have found that a small dwelling occupied by at least two full-time 
residents can encourage environmentally friendly practices through 
sharing their living, socialising and relaxation spaces, storage and 
equipment. For instance, while research into all kinds of dwellings being 
built in London in the mid-2000s indicated that the average occupant 
of a one-bedroom flat had 15sq m of ‘habitable’ area compared with 
10sq m for members of other kinds of dwellings, apartments with more 
household members clearly had comparatively more shared space, goods, 
services, skills and knowledge.3 Certainly even two-member households, 
compared with single households, occupying a similar space halves the 
per capita environmental cost of an apartment built of concrete and 
steel and high in ‘embodied’ energy and, similarly, significantly reduces 
operating costs for energy, maintenance and replacements.
During the twentieth century, technological advances diminished 
hard household labour, focusing such work overwhelmingly on 
women.4 Cleanliness, including tidiness, became a core value as rela-
tionships between germs, dirt, mould and health became apparent. 
Even as equipment and appliances supplanted the paid servant and were 
promoted as saving time as well as effort, housework still tended to fill a 
housewife’s day; perversely, washing machines and dishwashers actually 
had residents washing themselves, their houses and everything in them 
more as the century wore on. Studies suggest that by the start of the 
Second World War ‘middle-class housewives equipped with the latest in 
labour-saving technologies actually spent more time on housework than 
their mothers had at the turn of the century’.5
These kinds of studies only confirmed pre-existing suspicions and 
active resistance to mechanising homely duties on the basis of cost, 
and questions around whether ‘mod-cons’ really saved time, were well 
designed for everyday use and were of sufficient quality. Awareness 
of environmental limits in the last few decades has heightened such 
cynicism of technology. 
Holistic analyses of urban lifestyles: culture, consciousness and income
Critiques of research and rating tools that concentrate on making 
buildings more sustainable suggest that household members’ practices 
and their consumption of clothing and food, and waste generation, must 
be included in sustainability assessments (as discussed in Chapter 3). 
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Holistic consumption analyses take a broad approach to householders’ 
consumption. Excessive carbon-emitting travel in large powerful cars 
or air flights must be accounted for alongside the environmental costs 
of dwellings. Life outside home uses resources and energy so, if we are 
to better evaluate, understand and improve householders’ practices, the 
focus must be lifestyles rather than simply housing or household practices. 
Significant demographic studies have explored the sources and 
cultures of residential sustainability practices. One found that household 
practices of Australian migrants from non-Anglo-Saxon backgrounds 
were more sustainable than the daily lifestyles of either those born 
in Australia or migrants from the United Kingdom (UK) and North 
West Europe. The former, compared with the latter, shared more and 
consumed less, lived in smaller spaces, were characterised by a higher 
proportion of apartment dwellers, and used and owned fewer cars. The 
same study revealed that women, lower income earners and seniors 
were more likely to engage in sustainable practices than men, affluent 
households and young people.6
Most interestingly, a high consciousness of and concern about the 
significance of environmental challenges and climate change did not 
necessarily translate into more sustainable practices:
In the survey of 1,465 Illawarra households, 426 reported having a 
rainwater tank. These households were more likely to have solar 
power, compost, use grey water, and regularly grow their own fruit 
and vegetables. Contrary to this engagement in pro-environmental 
behaviours, this group was also more likely to own four-wheel 
drives, clothes dryers, dishwashers, computers, separate freezers, air 
conditioning and heaters. The results showed no statistical difference 
in the way household water was used. Tank households were not more 
likely than others to undertake water saving practices.7
Choices decide how urban services and buildings are used in everyday 
practices. Apartment dwellers might have no option but to use mains 
water and pubic sewerage systems – rather than collect, store and use 
water on site and have water- and energy-efficient grey-water systems – 
but they can follow sustainable household practices, such as flushing the 
toilet only as necessary. Apartment dwellers might be able to use more 
public transport and walk and cycle more, but flying in planes proves 
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seriously negative for energy budgets and is commonplace amongst 
urban dwellers. 
A study of residents of inner and outer areas of Detroit showed that 
higher-income households tended to have bigger and more powerful 
cars that consumed more fuel than lighter small cars, and that those on 
higher incomes tended to live in low-density suburbs, travelling much 
more frequently than households in compact inner areas of the city. In 
short, higher income households tended to contribute more carbon – 
and other pollutant – emissions than lower-income households.8
small
Regardless of the impacts of income and lifestyle, a seemingly simple, 
immediate and easy way to limit consumption is to live in a smaller 
space, which automatically reduces space for ‘stuff ’. However, reducing 
consumption involves more than space. Taking clothing as an example, 
it’s true that a small apartment will mean limiting purchases. Still, it 
is best if clothes are made of natural materials, grown sustainably not 
too far away, and can be laundered at low temperatures. Second-hand 
clothing is ideal. Using air and the sun to dry clothes is preferable to 
a drying machine. Where councils or apartment associations ban 
clotheslines, inviting unsustainable practices, clothes horses can be still 
be used discreetly.9 
Unfortunately, in terms of apartments, ‘small’ still tends to be 
associated with poor quality and poor environmental sustainability. A 
City of Melbourne review of apartments constructed between 2006 and 
2012 – more than half with just one bedroom and rental stock – found 
that all those in residential towers 16–41 storeys high ranked either ‘poor’ 
or merely ‘average’ in terms of adequate private and community space, 
storage and utilities, ventilation, light and layout, whereas 60 per cent of 
low-rise (buildings of five or fewer storeys) rated as ‘good’. The review 
showed that car spaces had greater priority than residents’ pedestrian 
and diverse life cycle needs! This was mainly due to council regulations 
and market drivers.10
The City of Melbourne review found that apartments were generally 
constructed with high embodied energy materials, such as concrete and 
glass, failed to observe good passive solar design principles to appropri-
ately capture sunlight and adequately protect against the sun’s heat, and 
neglected to install appliances for collecting solar energy and water for 
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residents to use.11 Given that Melbourne has won awards as the world’s 
most liveable city, such trends gave city planners reason to pause.
If faults in such buildings are due to ‘poor design’, studies in both 
Australia and the UK show that ‘good design’ does not refer to any 
widely agreed upon criteria or values, let alone an established language 
for broad public discourse.12 Meanwhile, surveys and interviews with 
apartment residents in the Melbourne study confirmed the need for 
more attention to accessing daylight, space design, natural ventilation, 
noise minimisation, and improvements to energy and resource efficiency 
performance.13 
Digging into the detail of the growth in the average size of new 
dwellings in Australia, the City of Melbourne review referred to research 
indicating that, between 2008 and 2010, one-bedroom apartments 
had diminished in floor size by more than 15 per cent to an average 
of 44sq m and, similarly, two-bedroom apartments by 13 per cent to 
67sq m. This size is below comparable recommended minimum sizes in 
cities such as London and Sydney. Furthermore, the City of Melbourne 
found that investors had bought 85 per cent of the apartments studied; 
in short most apartment dwellers had next-to-no say not only in how 
their dwellings were built but also in how they might make sustainability 
improvements.14
A UK study has shown a similar trend in London and, moreover, how 
averages conceal great discrepancies: despite the average internal size of 
a one-bedroom flat being 47sq m, a London bed-sit (studio) of 22sq m 
and one-bedroom apartment of 38sq m represented almost one-quarter 
of apartments in their respective buildings, which researchers estimated 
could ‘form a very significant portion of overall output’, especially given 
that prices per square metre were more cost effective for smaller than for 
larger abodes.15 In global cities, commercial fare is highly conditioned by 
investors’ rental prospects rather than residents’ needs. Although I argue 
for small-footprint living in a small space, it is a fact that tiny, poorly 
designed apartments put residents off and tend to prove socially unsus-
tainable; cramped residents in dingy apartments often rent extra space 
for storage and to work and determinedly aspire to ‘bigger and better’ in 
their next abode.
Before discussing well-designed small apartments, we pause to look 
at some key rooms that comprise floor plans and how styles in interior 
design assist and hinder in developing environmentally sustainable 
practices within apartments.
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floor plans and room fashions
Floor plans spatially organise distinct activities room by room. Household 
practices naturally succumb to fashions adopted by commercial 
developers, such as the growth in rooms for leisure, and unnecessary 
duplication, as in the en-suite bathroom for each and every bedroom, 
and small kitchen spaces that encourage eating out or take-away food. 
How rooms are clustered following certain styles, also limit practices 
within apartments.
The bathroom
Those rooms that we associate most with nudity and privacy – bedrooms 
and bathrooms – are relatively recent developments for what were quite 
public activities just a few centuries ago. Gradually, curtains were used to 
secrete sleepers and bathers, and enclosed toilets were erected.16 Only the 
spread of piped water in the twentieth century enabled a congregation of 
appliances related to personal washing in the bathroom.17 Even then, the 
toilet was always prone to separation from the bath, shower and, later, 
the wasteful spa bath.
Finally, bedrooms and bathrooms have become private spaces from 
shared use including use one at a time, to belonging to one person, and 
often remaining vacant. The growth of the en-suite meant bathrooms 
and bedrooms joined in personal luxury, and many two-bedroom flats 
with two bathrooms readily duplicate not only appliances, plumbing, 
electricity and other built components but items such as shower curtains, 
toothpastes and shampoos. Today a field of study of everyday practices, 
situating sustainability practices such as bathing and showering in a 
social context, has evolved from the work of researchers such as Elizabeth 
Shove and the UK Sustainable Practices Research Group. However, by 
the mid-2010s there still seemed to be few substantial studies specifically 
on apartment practices.18
The kitchen
Government and commercial pressures focused on the kitchen which, 
by the nineteenth century and at least in middle-class homes, had 
become a clearly demarcated room for cooking and for which specially 
designed furniture and fittings and manuals evolved.19 At the end of the 
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First World War, the Weimar Republic gave local councils the respon-
sibility for creating affordable, social (public) housing. Subsequently, 
German cities featured standard apartments with minimum standard 
building regulations for size, windows and ventilation, which would 
prompt standard designs not only for dining and living rooms but 
also for kitchens – such as the innovative compact Egri-Küche and 
Frankfurt kitchens.20 Such innovations spread and especially influenced 
other apartment developments worldwide – in Europe, the UK, North 
America, Australia and New Zealand.
Indeed, the ‘rational’ kitchen in the city apartment typified the 
modernist characteristics of manufacture, standardisation, masculinity, 
professionalism and functionality:
The introduction of labour-saving devices made the kitchen more of 
a laboratory or a workshop than a social centre and its size – at least 
in Europe – was correspondingly reduced. In America, though, the 
battery of new kitchen equipment – giant iceboxes, huge dishwashers, 
waste-disposal units, food mixers, automatic washing machines – was 
considered a matter of national pride.21
If washing, toileting and sleeping spaces have grown to unnecessarily 
generous proportions in many contemporary apartments, as a rule of 
thumb minimisation of kitchen spaces and maximisation of kitchen 
devices work against sustainability practices. Devices such as the electric 
kettle and toaster are notoriously high energy users. The most holistically 
sustainable practices centre on preparing meals simply, from fresh 
and local ingredients, and composting food waste, demanding more 
than the short kitchen wall in many apartments which, instead, seems 
to assume that most food eaten in an apartment will be purchased at 
least semi-prepared and simply microwaved. In short, many apartment 
kitchens have shrunk to a simple appendage of nearby hospitality 
services and supermarkets. 
Floor plans and apartment styles
The ‘upstairs–downstairs’ stereotype of separated public and private 
spaces in eighteenth and nineteenth century dwellings endures yet 
Flanders suggests that many British homes had diverse floor plans and 
variously inhabited their residential spaces. Thus classes, genders and 
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ages might either intensely cohabit and engage, or stand their distance 
as a segregated, and internally contradictory, unity.22 Today, the typical 
layout of contemporary double-storey dwellings places private bed and 
bathroom spaces upstairs and public entry, living and eating spaces on the 
lower floor – even when the reverse would be more functional, provide 
better views and privacy, and result in better sustainability practices. 
Furthermore, built-in fittings and furniture mean little flexibility and 
adaptability in space use.
By the 1950s, ‘open plan’ became a convention that endures today. 
Open plan created a sense of space, light and airiness, allowing for 
flexibility and personalisation, and was often complemented by higher 
ceilings. Double-height ceilings, made fashionable by Corbusier, became 
especially functional in loft or studio apartments where mezzanines with 
beds and studies would proliferate. Through simultaneous rather than 
connected developments, the centrality of the fireplace gave way to the 
television. While the television altered the arrangement of living areas, it 
could easily dominate a small apartment and showed up certain failings 
of open plan. At the same time, television shows exposed viewers to 
diverse influences of how they might live differently – especially raising 
expectations of affluence.23 
Meanwhile, modern apartments became environmentally expensive 
in embodied energy; the taller the building, the greater need for multiple 
lifts and massive energy expended in construction. Although steel 
and glass overtook concrete and wood as materials of function and 
style, a diversity of past styles and futuristic designs can co-exist in any 
apartment. Furthermore, fashions and new technologies have prompted 
more regular renovations, gutting and complete refits. Curtains, floor 
coverings and furniture became plasticised in various ways along with 
screen printing and glues in wood products. Plastic, in particular, has 
become a ubiquitous environmental hazard just as inks and glues have 
become pollutants endangering health, with all impacts likely to be 
exaggerated by warmer conditions driven by climate change.
Finally, in the last few decades, the green apartment became a niche 
fashion, often more in form than substance – unless the floor plan 
was modest, the apartment oriented and insulated appropriately, and 
complemented by minimal adequate sustainability technology. Instead, 
the commercial ‘green’ apartment tended to evolve within a conventional, 
environmentally unfriendly, spacious style with technology as the major 
add-on, and was often more expensive than the norm. One view of 
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‘smart’ automations such as ‘intelligent blinds’ is that they not only save, 
but even rob, residents of consciously and conscientiously managing 
their homes to perform more sustainably. Being aware of the weather and 
having an apartment designed and amenable to screening out unwanted 
sun, blocking out cold, ventilating through opening windows and vents 
– through active rather than automated means – not only enhances an 
appreciation of seasons, weather and nature more generally, but also forces 
the resident to think about and act responsibly over sustainable practices.
Contemporary spacious layouts reflect the fact that, as apartments 
(and dwellings more generally) have assumed the significance of an asset, 
the gravity of decision-making on style, size and ‘mod-cons’ centres on 
market ability advice in a system that aims for capital growth and gives 
status to luxury. Despite purchasers’ personal preferences, they are apt 
to buy what is commonly considered most re-saleable, a perspective 
supported by often critical valuations made by mortgage providers. 
Sustainability researchers have found that developers tend to assume 
‘space and place’ are what ‘the market wants’ even as post-occupancy 
evaluations and user-driven processes point more in the directions of 
functionality, affordability and sustainability.24 Investors often follow 
developers’ leads. London residents record most dissatisfaction with lack 
of kitchen space, areas for children or youth to play and socialise, and 
to fit in all their ‘stuff ’.25 Once space is restricted, only clever design and 
diverse, affordable market options can address such complaints. Small 
spaces must be beautifully designed.
cleverly designed small spaces: examples
With respect to small spaces, internationally renowned designer Terence 
Conran insists on planning for flexibility, creatively considering many 
possibilities, addressing limits associated with the inherited structure 
and, most importantly, the imperative of holistic design.26 Illustrating 
his arguments with plans of small apartments – three included here 
– Conran indicates the importance of storage space even as ‘stuff ’ is 
minimised. Accordingly, the external walls of the Hong Kong apartment 
shown in Figure 4.1 are used for storage, releasing most of the interior 
for activities and functions. The Paris apartment (Figure 4.2) optimises 
high ceilings to create storage holes and recesses. All three apartments 
minimise on bed space, in distinctive ways, and can be readily heated 
and cooled.
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The 93sq m Hong Kong apartment offers economies of scale, a homely 
feel and intriguing features for a household of five (parents, two children 
and a maid). Each resident benefits from privacy in recessed bed spaces, 
just as the entire apartment offers distinct spaces for various activities 
by different members. Such recesses can contain personalised shelving, 
decorations, pictures and posters. The curved bathroom walls offer 
softness, associations with nature and economise on space. Tatami mats 
are strong cultural symbols in a minimalist setting of modernist features, 
such as stainless steel. All windows are covered with panes of acid etched 
glass to allow in light and block out depressing urban views.27
According to Conran, the redesigned nineteenth-century London 
basement apartment of 49sq m (Figure 4.3) benefited from gutting the 
previous kitchen to create a bedroom, placing a kitchen along a wall in 
the open-plan living and eating room, removing a bath for storage and 
wardrobe space, and opening the office–library in two directions for 
light and circulation. Note the flexibility here: the bedroom and study 
could be reversed for other needs. Great environmental efficiencies lie in 
Figure 4.1 Floor plan Hong Kong apartment, 93sq m
Source: Terrance Conran, Small Spaces: Inspiring Ideas and Creative Solutions, London: 
Conran Octopus, 2001, p. 67
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its thick walls: apparently, it can all be kept warm by a bathroom heater! 
It has a tiny terrace for views, light and use as an outdoor room.28
The odd external shape of the 36sq m Paris apartment, a small open 
mezzanine area with a mattress for guests, and removal of certain doors 
have all allowed for views throughout resulting in a deceptive sense of 
spaciousness. As in many studio apartments efficiencies have been made 
by allowing the open living area to revert to the main sleeping space 
at night while a tiny basement area offers wardrobe space. In this case, 
downsizing space radically cut down the possessions the owner had 
expected to keep. Critically, taking out wall dividers allowed natural light 
to flow in from the double-height entrance.29
These are designs of small dwelling spaces to accommodate everyday 
activities. The Hong Kong apartment has separate spaces for adults 
and children to eat but common meals can be had Japanese-style on 
Figure 4.2 Floor plan Paris apartment, 36sq m
Source: Terrance Conran, Small Spaces: Inspiring Ideas and Creative Solutions, London: 
Conran Octopus, 2001, p. 142
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the tatami mat. With flexible plans, such apartments can be inhabited 
differently for a diversity of purposes, minimising needs for environ-
mentally expensive renovation when new tenants or owners move in or 
occupants grow up or grow old.
cleverly designed small dwellings: principles
Ideally, residential dwellings need to either accommodate or be located 
so they offer access to spaces for sleeping, dressing, cooking and eating, 
washing, relaxing, studying or working, socialising and playing. Such 
activities require various external services to the dwelling and easily 
accessible fittings, furniture and equipment, storage and external space. 
Doors and windows allow for fresh air and sunlight. Construction 
materials, layout and ceiling height all impact on flexibility and 
liveability. As such, space and spaciousness rely on good design for the 
Figure 4.3 Floor plan London basement apartment, 49sq m
Source: Terrance Conran, Small Spaces: Inspiring Ideas and Creative Solutions, London: 
Conran Octopus, 2001, p. 93
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basic and special needs, techniques and practices of householders to 
occupy their space.30
Architect Sarah Susanka, born in the UK but based in the United 
States (US), has written numbers of books on ‘not so big’ houses that 
explore and offer hints on living in smaller spaces. They include ideas 
such as creating a wide window seat to function as a sofa, daybed or 
overnight guest-bed with roomy drawers underneath and shelving in 
the side walls: ‘The window seat is treated as a little room.’ She explores 
opening spaces by replacing walls with waist-height counters and, 
conversely, dividing rooms with two-metre high furniture or fittings; 
under-stair and other handy storage areas; small circulation spaces 
opening to other rooms that also function as serious storage areas, say 
with recessed cabinets. Susanka emphasises natural materials and the 
importance of aspect or views inside and out.31
Max Jacobson and his colleagues have identified 10 principles for 
‘patterning’ a home. These principles are most useful to employ as a 
dwelling is designed rather than as an existing dwelling is re-inhabited. 
Even so, they can guide thinking about and creating solutions for 
retrofitting, renovating or forming additions to existing apartments. 
The 10 principles have been adapted and rephrased as questions as 
follows:
 1. Could the natural and artificially built environments be more 
reflected, expressed or integrated into the dwelling?
 2. What roles do, or could, each room – including balconies, courtyards 
and adjacent gardens – play for everyday activities, both spatially 
and functionally?
 3. Do the roof and ceilings provide a feeling of shelter, protection and 
comfort?
 4. Are the rooms open enough to light yet shielded from the sun’s 
cycles?
 5. Is there harmony in comparative proportions of rooms, furniture, 
windows, walls, floor space and doors?
 6. Does the composite structure welcome and draw you through the 
house?
 7. Is there an appropriate mix of private and common spaces; for 
privacy and quietness; for enjoying others company, say for eating 
and preparing meals?
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 8. Does it feel safe and secure observing external environments from 
protected spots?
 9. How many places, say a bay or porthole window, or an external 
sliding floor-to-ceiling window-door, allow you to look over and 
enjoy the immediate environment?
10. How do the dwelling’s materials affect residents: giving the hand 
texture, the eye colour, the heart space and comfort, and the head 
confidence that the home is secure and will endure?32
Most significantly these design guidelines do not require over-
consumption, technology for technology’s sake, the reproduction of 
fashions, or apathetic and uncritical acceptance of commercial fare. 
Moreover, they complement environmental efficiency while human 
needs remain central.
Such principles reveal the significance of home as a haven. Humans 
are central within a seamless stretch of contexts, from a womb-like 
bed(room), to apartment, to block, to public greenspace, other accessible 
and servicing buildings and infrastructure, that is, from the immediately 
personal to the intimacy of the household, from encouraging activity in 
public spaces to welcoming visitors and household members home, all 
the while being completely reliant on the external world as any unborn 
child is within its mother. This sense of the real connections in our daily 
activities reflect recent urban planning and architectural sustainability 
efforts in apartment buildings which see the block as a community and 
its neighbourhood as a reservoir of services. 
sustainability, market and affordability
Once residential sustainability techniques were disseminated and 
demonstrated, as a plethora of ‘sustainable’ materials and technologies 
were produced, and as energy costs and concerns about the level of 
carbon emissions increased, theoretical life-cycle analyses and other 
research on sustainability-focused new builds and retrofits have come 
to show economic benefits.33 Thus, added to co-benefits in the areas of 
health and comfort, environmentally sustainable residential building 
seems to be the way of the future.34 But, is this how industry players, 
such as developers and builders, see it? Is this how it appears to house 
purchasers? Will these built sustainability advances be decisive for sus-
tainability practices by householders? 
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Commercial fare and householder practices
The construction of an environmentally sustainable apartment building 
relies on the level of expertise of a developer and project manager 
orchestrating many different contributors in a complicated collabora-
tion on a well-designed project abiding by government regulations and 
succumbing to commercial limitations centring on cost. The array of 
professional tasks include: cleverly locating and siting the block, and 
each apartment within it; sensible interior, exterior and landscape design; 
using sustainably sourced materials with appropriate construction 
methods; sustainability advice and close supervision by profession-
als and tradespeople, such as engineers, builders, carpenters, tilers, 
plumbers and electricians. Many regulatory requirements incorporate 
sustainability tools that rate qualities such as thermal performance and 
energy efficiencies of materials and appliances.
The independent US Green Building Council developed a building 
rating system, Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design 
(LEED), accrediting professionals accordingly with industry buy-in 
creating LEED as the primary reference point for the sustainability of 
buildings. This rating system has been taken up right across the world, in 
Europe, Asia and Latin America. However, a 2011 review noted specific 
challenges in the apartment sector, where:
owners and operators opt instead for a minimum threshold of sus-
tainability necessary to obtain LEED certification, ostensibly for 
marketing purposes. In addition, the siting decisions and capital 
expenditures associated with green apartment living suggest that 
this particular type of niche housing is more suited to upper-income 
households. This particular inequity sparks outcries of social injustice, 
especially as the populations that could most benefit from the savings 
inherent within green housing are low-income.35
Moreover, another US study points out that LEED for Neighbourhood 
Development ratings relegate only a few percentage points to affordabil-
ity and most accredited professionals suspect that developers decide not 
to risk losing profits or tarnishing such projects by highlighting accessi-
bility to low-income earners.36 Furthermore, green building codes pay 
relatively little attention to size even though smaller apartments are key 
to householders practising sustainability.
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Generally, apartments are built to economise on premium land at a 
high cost and in short supply. Moreover, as double-glazed windows, solar 
panels and hot water services, materials with high insulation properties, 
renewable or used materials, and energy efficient white goods now 
attract wider than niche markets, they are less expensive inclusions. Still, 
they often remain costlier than conventional options, and tradespeople 
can level hefty extra charges for working with unconventional choices. 
Savings could be made by minimising apartment sizes, through clever 
design, integrating collective infrastructure and storage, and by bulk 
purchases. However, sustainability features increase the time profession-
als spend on the job and collaboration takes time, both translating into 
greater costs. In short, despite the growing affordability of sustainable 
housing, commercial barriers remain considerable.
Both commercial and financial barriers include adversity to innovation 
or alternatives (see Chapter 9). For instance, many Australian mortgage 
lenders have tended to baulk at studio apartments less than 40sq m, 
especially if considered superfluous to market demand.37 A specific 
challenge relates to residential and industry cultures putting a premium 
on offering greater space, or following fashions, say in conventional 
eave-less building styles even where such eaves are essential to protect 
walls and windows from harsh sun.
The knowledge, skills, needs and practices of householders can 
optimise, or make a mockery of, the ideal sustainability functions of 
their apartment. For instance, a clothes line might exist in the ceiling 
of their laundry, or the balcony might easily hide a clothes horse for 
drying, but, instead, new owner-occupiers, landlords or tenants might 
install an energy-guzzling clothes dryer. A fan might offer basic cooling 
and opening windows make for natural ventilation but both options 
are neglected and an energy-guzzling air conditioner installed. The 
next owner or renter inherits such superfluity. Professional advice on 
energy- and water-efficient practices are more freely available today than 
yesterday, but cultural and personal habits can be as significant barriers 
to change as lack of sustainability knowledge and skills.
Sustainability: flexibility and adaptability
Built-in, or even accidental, ‘flexibility’ and ‘adaptability’ of apartments 
enhances sustainability practices and dwelling performance. Ideally, 
apartments cater for the needs of inhabitants, and their visitors, transi-
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tioning through life’s cycle from babies to seniors. Indeed, many building 
standards for new dwellings in global cities now include door and hall 
space for mobility aids, sloping bathroom floors without lips and edges 
for easy and safe movement, at least one bedroom on the ground floor of 
duplexes, and lifts and ramps instead of, or alongside, stairs. Apartment 
blocks can offer adaptability through diverse floor plans within and 
between units. Common spaces, too, need to accommodate all ages and 
stages to make everyday practices more sustainable.
Similarly, environmental sustainability criteria with respect to ideal 
heating and cooling ranges for maintaining internal temperatures, and 
ventilation, need to take account of levels of comfort necessary for 
maintaining good health. Air conditioning and heating have attracted 
special attention, with the focus on minimising use of both. Apartment 
dwellers can draw on traditional techniques to minimise the effects 
of heat waves, such as heading for the coolest place in the dwelling to 
retreat to and sleep in. Householders need to prioritise such space for 
those members especially sensitive, and vulnerable, to the impacts of 
heat stress.
Density in compact cities maximises opportunities for working 
at home or proximity to work. While work at home rarely parallels 
pre-industrial work–home spaces, during the twenty-first century we 
have seen increases in households with at least one member working 
from home. Work spaces can be provided by tidy cabinets opened and 
closed at will or located in mid-floor dens or lofts. Coworking in an 
apartment block space is a very useful option. Indeed, a range of options 
for working, gardening, child-minding, meeting and eating together can 
complement small apartment living in major ways. Because common 
facilities are used by multiple people in multiple ways up to, say 18 
hours a day, they economise on space and equipment and optimise on 
neighbourly communal contact. Thus, attached dwellings in well-ser-
viced precincts could become a natural home for cohousing, as discussed 
in Chapter 5.
Following the twenty-first century wave of suburban estates based 
on a cynical master-planned ‘community’ model,38 and a tradition of 
certain shared spaces and facilities in apartment blocks, a small number 
of contemporary architects and developers have been exploring ways 
to satisfy market demand for both sustainability and community in 
apartments. Constructing and selling eco-communities is the main topic 
of Chapter 8. It suffices to point out here that mainstream developments 
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promoted as high in sustainability and community features can be low 
performers due to overconsumption and relative cost, even commanding 
an above-average price on resale due to undersupply.
How sustainable?
Jaded by ‘the poor quality of housing stock in Britain ... plonked down 
with no regard for place or any kind of context’ and by ‘the dinosaur 
attitude of developers who were more interested in getting a return for 
investment in land than in making neighbourhoods that are decent 
places to live’, presenter of BBC Channel 4 program Grand Designs Kevin 
McCloud ventured into green social housing. Significantly, after several 
years’ experience as a developer, he concluded that while it was ‘easy to 
build an eco house’: ‘What is really hard is to convince people to change 
their lives and live more sustainably.’39 Everyday lives are constrained 
not only by costs but compulsion to live in a general merry-go-round of 
unsustainable practices – well-illustrated in a study of the Beddington 
Zero Energy Development (BedZED).
BedZED (2002) is 100 mainly apartment dwellings with 100 
workspaces, communal facilities and amenities, built in south London by 
a well-established affordable housing association. Although a top-down 
market-oriented development, developer knowledge and skills gained 
in BedZED have been transferred to social housing more generally, 
contributing to the initial UK policy goal of zero carbon new homes 
by 2016 and the 2007 UK Code for Sustainable Homes (a standard for 
rating and certifying the sustainability performance of new dwellings). 
BedZED won the Royal Institute of British Architects 2001 Housing 
Design Award for sustainability and informed the One Planet Living 
approach of its initiator and collaborator BioRegional.
A 2009 evaluation of BedZED referred to the Global Footprint 
Network calculation that, if equity ruled, each and every inhabitant 
of Earth would need to live off 1.8 global hectares (gha) of productive 
land – thus equating to a ‘one planet’ lifestyle (likely to shrink to 1.2 
gha by 2050). Applying this approach, BedZED residents had an average 
ecological footprint of 2.6 planets and, even a highly motivated BedZED 
resident in the ideal circumstances would live a 1.7 planet lifestyle. The 
study pointed out that ‘residents cannot lead one planet lifestyles in a 
relatively small demonstration project like BedZED’ mainly ‘because 
the minute they step off site they are participating in the “three planet” 
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higher impact world and using the facilities we all share, such as the 
health service, roads, shops and government services’.40 
Such post-occupancy monitoring of sustainable housing developments 
is often neglected or ad hoc. Meanwhile, residents’ practices and 
collective or organisational management varies, to produce different 
outcomes than the optimums indicated by ideal sustainability forecasts 
pre-occupancy. In practice, monitoring has many technical and practical 
difficulties, such as ‘monitoring fatigue’. Furthermore, while monitoring 
can have a positive social effect, pressuring sustainable behaviour, there 
is the risk that residents slacken off good practices when not observed 
or subject to reporting. Interestingly, a thesis examining data from 16 
international sustainable community settlements revealed that European 
cases tended to be more studious, and followed up on poor sustainability 
performance, while it was characteristic of US examples to gloss over any 
weaknesses exposed.41 Many other questions can be raised, such as how 
much a greater occupancy rate might alter sustainability performance. 
The 100 BedZED dwellings were occupied by just 220 residents in 2014.42
How affordable?
Two other cases illustrate points associated with affordability. The 
designers of a block of 24 one- and two-bedroom apartments, The 
Commons, located 6km from Melbourne’s central business district 
(CBD), incorporated small dwelling size as a sustainability criterion 
along with several key goals to achieve zero carbon through: both efficient 
energy use and solar energy generation in situ; sustainable construction 
and material use, including zero waste in demolition and construction 
through reuse and recycling; sustainable transport through public 
transit proximity, accommodating bikes, and not providing car parks to 
encourage walking and car sharing; sustainable water use through water 
collection, storage and onsite-use, and gardens and landscape designed 
to absorb and slow run-off with minimal householder water use through 
efficiency-based practices and devices; and – given that two-thirds of the 
average Victorian’s ecological footprint derives from their food and other 
goods and services consumed – a rooftop garden was created with 46 
raised vegetable garden boxes, bee hives and green purchasing facilitated 
by bulk green contracts and composting. Other community amenity 
included a cafe and artist studios.
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While a two-bedroom The Commons apartment of 72sq m sold 
mid-2014 for A$605,000 when the median comparable unit price was 
A$485,000,43 its developers stated that they intended to make subsequent 
projects ‘affordable’. In 2016, significantly ‘more spacious’ apartments 
in their neighbouring development integrated a caveat on each title to 
require owners to limit resale prices to equal (or less than) their purchase 
price plus the average growth in house prices for the suburb, for the 
initial twenty years of the apartment’s life.44 The developer economised 
by limiting apartments to one bathroom and no laundry (centralising 
shared access to laundry facilities on the rooftop). Moreover, given that 
promotion of The Commons resulted in a long waiting list of interested 
customers, financing, real estate and advertising costs were markedly 
reduced. Nevertheless, these apartments, and those in another more 
expansive development planned in a suburb several kilometres distant, 
were expected to sell for a similar price to those at The Commons. 
Affordability remains questionable in these developments partly 
because the model, arguably, makes first owners bear the costs of the 
affordability caveat. Only post-occupancy evaluations will prove real 
sustainability gains.45
A final example shows similar sustainability and affordability 
challenges in a development in Issaqhah, a suburb east of Seattle in 
Washington State (US). The 10-townhouse transit-oriented zHome 
project was initiated to achieve zero-net energy use, ‘at least cost’ and 
specifically as a model for similar market initiatives. An interdisciplinary 
professional design process incorporated principles such as durability, 
maintainability and flexibility, minimising noise and maximising 
healthy conditions, such as sunlight and natural ventilation in dwellings. 
Because the design process did not include them, residents became the 
‘wild card’; various assumptions about lifestyle preferences were made on 
their behalf and technologies installed for them to monitor and modify 
their behaviour.
A ground source heat pump system feeds in under concrete slab and 
bamboo floors. Separate solar panels provide energy for each townhouse 
and for shared community facilities. Water and waste systems are 
similarly environmentally sensitive and ‘equally’ shared. Cars are housed 
on the margins, with extra parking and electric charging facilities in an 
adjacent street. The ‘solar courtyard’ and other communal green spaces, 
edible gardens and green walls (soil-free vertical gardens often watered 
by automatic drip irrigation) are maximised. The development has 
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functioned as an education centre. Despite its sustainability features, the 
project cost over US$3 million, relied on free land, and was developed 
without resident input, which risked jeopardising compliance.46
If conventional fare and innovative market players face massive 
challenges in meeting ideal levels of sustainability and breach afford-
ability targets, another layer of complexity is in city and environmental 
planning where, interestingly, grassroots activity is becoming vibrant. 
neighbourhood planning matters
Neighbourhood has been, and always will be, a significant factor 
in living sustainably, especially if human practices come to mimic 
ecological diversity in unity, layers, niches and ecotones. First, I discuss 
global cities moving to address environmental and social sustainabil-
ity by de-prioritising the car, increasing green and open spaces and 
planning for connectedness in neighbourhood precincts. Second, I show 
how planning encouraged sustainable practices in Edo (Japan), which 
urbanised in the seventeenth century on a compact model of multiple 
easily replicated cell-like districts with waterways and bridges used for 
transport and travel.
Car space, open space and green space
Many council planning guidelines fly in the face of sustainability 
principles, say by insisting on space for cars but not for storing bikes in 
apartment blocks and public spaces. Planning application and approval 
processes often prove unfriendly and unwieldy for individual applicants 
while at a general level appearing too lax, as in the case of the City of 
Melbourne, where the population is expected to rise from 4.3m (2014) 
to 7.7m in 2051.47 A 2015 study of six global cities with high-density, 
high-rise inner-city dwellings showed that – in contrast to Hong Kong, 
New York City (NYC), Seoul, Tokyo and Vancouver – apartment block 
developments in Melbourne were proceeding without effective controls 
to density, height or proximity to other towers and little regulation 
of apartment quality, such as light (windows) and air. Furthermore, 
Melburnian developers did not pay bonuses used by other city councils 
to establish, improve and maintain open space facilities for residents. 
Instead Melbourne’s apartment dwellers enjoyed a fraction of such space 
available in the comparison cities.48
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To illustrate the implications of planning guidelines, the 2015 study 
proposed a hypothetical set of apartment developments centring on a 
dense CBD block, to reveal that Melbourne’s policies demanded four 
to nine times the amount of space for cars than Vancouver, NYC or 
Hong Kong. Meanwhile, hypothetical residents in the Melbournian 
block would have to make do with a tiny 0.1sq m green or open space 
per capita compared with the World Health Organisation (WHO) 
9sq m standard for green space per capita. While those in the other 
three cities would get 11 to 30 times the Melbourne average, they too fell 
far short of the WHO minimum standard.49 In contrast, London boasts 
27sq m and Amsterdam 87.5sq m green and open space per capita. As 
city populations rise, the pressures on competing uses for space increase, 
so planning skills and power are crucial to create and maintain quality 
amenity for residents.
To address these challenges, one mid-2016 plan for the polluted 
and noisy Catalan capital Barcelona – currently offering an average of 
6.6sq m green and open space per capita (centrally located Eixample 
residents must make do with 1.85sq m) – envisaged slicing the city 
into superblocks (superilles) impenetrable by vehicular traffic unless 
travelling slowly and specifically for local purposes. Thus, locally, 
pedestrians, bicyclists and public transport would become dominant, 
bike paths would be extended to three times their current length, with 
more than half of the streets now monopolised by mechanical vehicles 
re-appropriated for environmentally friendly mobility and green and 
open spaces. Such superblocks would become stronger internally 
networked neighbourhood communities.50
A similar set of strategies recommended by Arup, to ban cars from the 
centre and greatly expand greenery on top of, among and around city 
buildings, has been adopted as urban policy in Spain’s capital Madrid. 
These policies were developed to counteract the impacts of pollution, 
the growing numbers and intensity of heat waves, generalised drought 
and flash flooding resulting from climate change. Greenery absorbs 
and retains rain while preventing buildings, and their inhabitants, 
from heating up so much.51 In 2009, Toronto authorities introduced 
regulations to ensure that all future industrial and residential buildings 
had green roofs and, in 2015, Paris authorities passed legislation 
requiring all new construction in the commercial zone to install green 
roofs and/or solar panels.52
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From Edo to Tokyo
The superblocks proposed for Barcelona hark back to traditional 
planning in cities such as Edo, where Tokyo now stands. Furthermore, 
some traditional Japanese cultural mores continue to enhance urban 
living today. Centuries ago, crowded lower Edo had 1700 districts, each 
housing around 300 residents, and some 69,000 inhabitants per sq km. 
Each square district had a central main road, secured main gates at 
each end and, internally, were administered by five upper-class families 
selected from around one-quarter of the residents who were small 
property-owning artisans and merchants. Many districts were character-
ised by an industry, such as shoe-making or carpentry, and its associated 
culture. Property-less artisans and merchants rented overcrowded row 
houses from upper-class landlords – accessing shared toilets, baths and 
a well on an adjacent street. Japan’s modernisation in the second half of 
the nineteenth century more or less eradicated these communities and 
their homes, a task completed by the 1923 earthquake and Second World 
War bombing.53
Multi-storey apartment buildings typified reconstruction in the centre 
and suburban areas of Tokyo, the world’s most populous city. Yet Evelyn 
Schultz refers to numerous ‘small neighbourhoods in which the elements 
and structures of the pre-modern era have survived’, having parallels with 
intentionally mixed-use revitalisation and privately owned public spaces 
integrating residential, commercial and green spaces in North America. 
A recent longing for prioritising the ‘slow life’ – walking, eating local food, 
sustainability, cultural traditions, community and neighbourhood – are 
building blocks of what Schulz calls the ‘collective living’ of small-scale 
mixed-use urban redevelopments.54 Similarly, Hildner points to sustain-
ability benefits of Japanese culture: adept at living in small spaces and 
nurturing traditional concepts, such as likening a ‘short useful life’ with 
‘wood construction and ideas of religious purity and renovation’, both 
reducing embodied and operating energy and materials.55
Planning for dense settlements
A ‘compact city’ means more than developing density through apartment 
building encompassing proximity to essential services, daily work and 
infrastructure. Improving designs for density and green spaces, many 
contemporary planning proposals focus on ‘new urbanist’ principles of 
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transit-oriented development, where evenly spread infrastructure and 
services support neighbourhood precincts and local economies, as in 
Edo. A ‘smart city’, using multiple innovations in information and com-
munication technology for systemic efficiencies, is often considered 
complementary to the development of a compact city.
However, the greening of our cities is far from a high-tech top-down 
story as guerrilla gardening and other forms of occupying public spaces, 
such as hand-knits for poles and seats, and hospitality and eco-tourist 
ventures promote green spaces and activities. The recent growth in 
participatory planning offers models for greater residential input into 
decisions made by local authorities, who are increasingly responsible 
for complex urban developments. Nurturing neighbourhoods and 
their communities, implementing mixed-use buildings and zones, 
and encouraging socio-cultural diversity and mix are key aspects of 
operationalising and assessing appropriate models for future cities, 
incorporating the best of planning in the past with greater democracy 
for the future.
Social media offers means for residents to access all kinds of 
information about activities, goods and services available locally. While 
claims of sharing economy and platform cooperativism advocates often 
exaggerate the potential of novel technology, provided they remain 
accessible to all, digital technologies can enhance the knowledge and 
skills of many individual and collective activities. For instance, supported 
by universities and others – for the purpose of collective resistance – 
the San Francisco Bay anti-eviction online mapping project collects and 
presents visual and narrative data recording residential dispossession 
through gentrification, homelessness and eviction and the privatisation 
of public spaces as a result of contemporary capitalist developments.56 
conclusion
This chapter discussed challenges relating to the demand and supply 
of smaller apartments if living in smaller spaces is to prove genuinely, 
holistically, environmentally sustainable. A small apartment needs to be 
well-designed for flexibility and adaptability and to either provide for 
two or more occupants, or nest in a building where householders can 
share, say, laundry, social and work facilities, and garden and other green 
spaces. Could not a community of apartment-block neighbours recreate 
the household sharing of yesteryear? Multi-unit apartment blocks can 
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include shared space by economising on individual dwelling sizes, and 
shared facilities with equipment offer more than any small dwelling 
can hold while saving on purchase, energy and other running costs. If 
cars are marginalised, the block needs to be well-located to infrastruc-
ture with residents close to transport, parks and other open space with 
opportunities for community gardening, play, walking and bike riding.
In many cities, so few mainstream commercial developers offer 
community-based sustainable apartment options that such innovative 
developments often end up being unaffordable simply as a function of 
niche market forces. However, Part II discusses a range of community-
based sustainable developments that offer, often more affordable, 
alternatives, such as: sustainability-focused cohousing settlements, 
ecovillages, cooperative housing, joint households and collectives of 
tiny houses. These developments have been characterised by their 
non-commercial and innovative nature, their victorious struggles with 
planners and other regulators, and their discreet disregard of authorities 
as they bent or broke rules that might otherwise shackle their efforts to 







From Sharing a House  
to Eco-cohousing
Part II of Small Is Necessary discusses efforts towards creating 
eco-communities, neighbourhoods of dwellings of the kind that might 
allow and encourage practices that are sufficiently sustainable to enable 
us to live within Earth’s regenerative limits. This chapter moves through 
a range of collaborative housing arrangements from sharing houses 
and land to cohousing, specifically eco-cohousing. Chapter 6 examines 
ecovillages. Part II examines the functioning of eco-communities as 
collectives of households and as spaces for nurturing, caring, socialising 
and sharing, along with their environmental attributes and limitations.
This chapter aims to convey the lived experience of co-habiting in 
eco-sustainable ways by intentional sharing, and introduces themes in 
activist and scholarly discourse on cohousing. Held over for Part III are 
discussions of specific characteristics, potential, enablers and drivers of 
eco-cohousing and ecovillages that suggest further ways of achieving 
more sustainable futures through community-supported agriculture, 
community-based energy distribution and localised sharing economies. 
We start with small changes, namely co-owning houses or the land on 
which houses stand with a few unrelated people, and move on through 
increasingly significant changes to living circumstances pointing towards 
full eco-communities.
sharing houses and small land parcels
Avail. 1 July. One big bedroom and one small bedroom in share 
household of 20-something creatives (two females, one male). Big room, 
lots of light, okay for couple. Bond = one month’s rent. Split bills. No 
smoking. Vegetarian. Tiny permaculture-inspired garden. 3 km to uni 
and arts college. Close to train station. Text Wendy – 0356 894 352
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There is an unsettled temporariness about shared rental housing, 
especially when joining various strangers in an established household 
for an indeterminate period and without much formality beyond 
defining what one will pay and general protocol associated with storing, 
preparing and eating food, having guests and noise. Most of us have had 
this experience, typically as a tertiary student, working away from home, 
or between more permanent living arrangements. While some report 
great group household experiences – including meeting a life-long friend 
or partner, or fun parties and conversations – joint households can be 
insecure, frustrating and lonely experiences, putting up with unkept 
rules and irritating habits.
When people hear that you live in collective living, experiences of 
joint households are often alluded to: What about conflicts? How do 
you share the housework? There is even greater suspicion when you 
admit that you have bought into such an arrangement, especially if you 
mention the term ‘intentional community’, often interpreted as ‘cult’. 
In fact, ‘intentional’ relates to the aspirational nature of the ideals and 
purposes of a collective living arrangement, one that involves a level of 
commitment and clarity unseen in more casual joint households.1 Here, 
a transparent and responsible approach aims to shield householders 
from arbitrariness, impermanence and neurotic behaviour. Expectations 
are spelled out and agreed to, there are clear processes for resolving 
conflicts, and clearly drawn boundaries between personal and collective 
space and decisions – strong advances on conventional living with 
relatives where negative family cultures can be deeply entrenched and 
psychologically hazardous.
Co-owning a house
Many of the challenges found in more expansive and intensive forms of 
collective living are raised in a handbook by three middle-aged women 
who bought a house under a ‘tenancy in common’ arrangement in 
Pittsburgh (Pennsylvania) and contentedly lived together in it for more 
than ten years. My House Our House: Living Far Better for Far Less in a 
Cooperative Household describes how Karen, Louise and Jean decided 
that this might be a good option, found their house, entered co-financing 
and legal co-ownership arrangements, and worked out which rooms 
were for personal space and for whom.
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My House Our House spells out successful approaches for tolerance 
and flexibility, ‘drawing lines’ and interdependence more generally. 
‘We’ve had more fun doing household tasks than we ever did before,’ 
they write. From the start, ‘if something needed doing, it got done ... 
by someone’. Their legally binding cooperative household general 
partnership agreement defines their partnership and its term (‘until 
dissolved by mutual agreement’); details responsibilities related to 
mortgage, maintenance and operating expenses; outlines conditions 
of withdrawal, and options for the death of one of the partners; and 
summarises processes for addressing failures to fulfil obligations, and 
irresolvable differences more generally.2
In another example, media consultant Carmel Shute bought a large 
apartment with two others in an inner suburb of Melbourne (Victoria) 
when she was in her mid-30s, sharing it for 21 years with her co-owners 
and, when they were elsewhere, with tenants.3 She has described it as ‘one 
of the best decisions of my life’. Interestingly, the history of her apartment 
block, Summerland Mansions (Figure 5.1), dovetails with characteristics 
of the early history of cohousing in Denmark, which essentially started 
as serviced apartments.
Figure 5.1 Summerland Mansions, St Kilda (Melbourne, Australia)
Source: Heritage Victoria
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In the early 1920s, Summerland Mansions replaced a stately home 
built in the early 1850s on the first Crown Land sold in an inner suburb 
named after the purchaser’s schooner (St Kilda). Built for gentry – the rent 
was around double the basic wage at the time – Summerland Mansions 
was the first European-style apartment block built in an inner suburb 
now renowned for high-density apartment living. The front wall abutted 
the street, with shops on the ground floor and servants’ quarters at the 
back, with separate access. Each apartment was roomy (175–200sq m) 
with remarkable urban and seaside views, a screened porch, a glazed 
and fly-screened sleep-out and balcony. Residents only had kitchenettes 
because they were expected to dine downstairs in the public dining room 
cum restaurant, ‘a terribly progressive idea for the 1920s in Australia’. 
The communally shared rooftop was for leisure and drying clothes.
However, by the early 1940s, Summerland Mansions featured in 
a Melbourne University student study of slum living conditions. Still, 
by the late 1980s – when Shute and her two co-owners bought their 
apartment – the building had been sensitively renovated even if left 
bereft of shared facilities and services. Over the next two decades, some 
of Shute’s co-owners sold their share to another person or arranged for 
a mutually agreed-on tenant as they moved for work or relationships. 
The apartment was an attractive gathering place for political and creative 
meetings. St Kilda was perfectly located, with parks, the sea and proximity 
to Melbourne’s central business district (CBD) and local facilities.
These details on Summerland Mansions highlight widespread urban 
characteristics and trends that prompted the cohousing movement. 
Through the first half of the twentieth century, singles had found 
affordable rental accommodation by informally sharing or submitting 
to management in boarding houses, serviced apartments or owners 
of houses who rented out one or two rooms. While broadly seen as 
‘non-traditional’ (the increasingly nuclear family was the norm, or 
ideal, owner-occupier) sharing space, facilities or dining together was 
commonplace. Urban market forces impacted on such arrangements, 
with rents going up when house prices and demand was high. Yet living 
close to secure work and places to socialise was a big drawcard and 
sharing made this option more affordable.
These co-owning cases were not driven by environmental rationale 
but by their affordability, and various reasons associated with sociality 
and support. Still they had flow-on effects in terms of economising on 
space and other household resources. Much of Karen, Louise and Jean’s 
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chapter on moving in together centres on cutting all the ‘stuff ’ from 
three households – including five vacuum cleaners and eight couches – 
into one co-owned space.
Sharing a ‘single-dwelling’ lot
Concerns to be more environmentally sustainable, increasingly 
unaffordable housing, reduced social housing and limited residential land 
have contributed to a rise in both secondary dwellings – aka accessory 
dwelling units (ADU), illegal in certain places, such as Toronto – and 
three-or-four dwelling developments where connectedness is celebrated 
along with privacy. This trend, characteristic of the twenty-first century, 
is another step towards cohousing.
Well before contemporary environmentalists and urban planners 
recognised the benefits of dual occupancy and infill developments for 
compact and sustainable cities, renowned United States (US) ecologist 
Howard T. Odum established an ADU alongside his house in Gainsville 
(Florida) for future use by his adult children or carers for him and his 
wife. Similarly seeking ‘resilience’, Odum’s daughter Mary and husband 
Dugan subsequently met building requirements for a dwelling of 
more than 2200sq ft (204sq m) on their 1.25acre lot by constructing a 
two-storey building for a household on each level.
Moreover, Mary and Dugan approached co-habitation along 
permaculture, adaptability and environmental principles. Although 
renting out the other floor, they intentionally developed ‘symbiosis’ 
between their households. Intergenerational households provide com-
plementary caring services and supplementary sharing opportunities, 
including eating together, passing on food, security, social networks and, 
of course, economic benefits in shared utility and water bills. One of the 
strongest reasons Mary gave for compact collective living was resisting 
pressures for economic growth built in by mortgage debts.4
Even though infill development is applauded in planning circles, 
and progressive cities have paid attention to planning and building 
regulations to permit the division of existing buildings into two dwellings 
or building again on initially single-dwelling sites, such proposals face 
many hurdles. Commercial construction sectors tend to divide into firms 
focusing on a building type, such as detached buildings in suburban 
estates or medium-rise apartment blocks. Supply dictates demand. 
Legal and financial structures conform to commercial practices. Few 
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builders develop a name in niche markets, such as two to three dwellings 
co-located for easy co-habitation with both linkages and privacy taken 
into account. As a result, small multi-household developments for 
interested kin and friends are ‘under-catered for’ despite demographic 
changes in cities that make such developments sensible and in demand.5
Reviews of Sydney and the Australian state of New South Wales more 
generally suggest that approvals for multi-dwelling sites are more likely 
in suburbs than the inner city. Even so, careful design is necessary to 
account for the National Construction Code and state and local planning 
regulations, which cover sizes of building envelopes, proportions of lots 
used for buildings, requisite car spaces, distances of buildings from 
boundaries, limits on sizes of secondary dwellings, and prohibition of 
triple occupancy. McGee and Wynne (2015) suggest that municipal 
planners should create particular permits with limits associated with ‘a 
precinct-scale assessment of needs’, giving apartments first priority and 
second preference to what they refer to as ‘small-scale cohousing’ (really 
just a few collocated residences) over single dwellings on one title. They 
point out that simple subdivision producing two titles has led to perverse 
outcomes: inflating house prices and inappropriate, profit-driven, 
developments that do not deliver savings for either the environment, 
home buyers or tenants.6
A holistically successful example of the type of development proposed 
has centred on adding two dwellings to a quarter-acre (1011sq m) rural 
town block with a pre-established 1970s brick veneer. Initially, the new 
owner improved the sustainability of her ideally situated north-facing 
house in Castlemaine (Central Victoria) by fully insulating wall and 
roof cavities, adding double glazing, and solar electricity and hot water. 
Through simple redesign involving a few walls, she maximised occupancy 
to three active residents. She established an edible front garden and, to 
collect rain off the roof, water tanks sheltered from the sun by the house.
The first addition, ‘done on a shoestring budget’ of A$70,000, was for 
the owner’s adult son. This 50sq m detached self-contained dwelling 
with a mezzanine bed space was constructed mainly from recycled 
and upcycled materials, with power, water and sewerage connected 
to the original house. Its cost was covered by subdividing the block 
further – for one of Australia’s first hyper-insulated, triple-glazed 
PassivHaus-accredited residential buildings. Airtight and ventilated 
through a healthy heat-recovery system, this 40sq m dwelling has been 
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designed for comfortable internal temperatures, rarely requiring extra 
heating or cooling.
This homely cluster now shares common use of a chicken pen, and 
driveway. Good neighbourliness is achieved by incidental contact, mutual 
support when required and maintaining the privacy of householders. 
Not only is this development in accord with best-practice urban consol-
idation but also incorporates sustainability features with affordability.7
Another example in Melbourne’s outer suburbs is a ‘micro’ farm – 
winner of neighbouring Darebin and Banyule Councils’ Sustainability 
Awards (2012) – where families and friends took down fences between 
their houses to grow a non-commercial sustainability hub: orchards, 
some fruit of which is preserved; goats whose milk is turned into yoghurt 
and cheese; vegetable gardens irrigated from roof-water-storage tanks; 
egg-producing chooks and ducks; and bees for honey. Produce made on 
site has included beer, soap, bread, chocolate, tomato sauce and conserves. 
Participants only work for money part-time so they can be rostered on 
activities at Hibi Farm, doing childcare, and preparing collective meals. 
In one month in 2012 they produced 90kg of vegetables. Excess is shared 
locally with friends and family. In 2012, ‘the hood’ comprised five houses 
with various households – two couples and one child, a single adult and a 
couple, a couple with a baby, and two households with a couple and two 
children – and a network of involved friends in the immediate locale.8
Sharing homes, land and work
Having attended a Quaker cooperative farm school, and happily living at 
Pioneer Valley Cohousing Community in Amherst (Massachusetts) that 
she had co-founded, in mid-2012 Rebecca Reid and her husband Michael 
made a brave decision for a couple in their 60s. They and a younger family 
left cohousing for condominium ownership of a ‘two-family house with 
nine acres and two barns’ in Leverett (Massachusetts). It took 18 months 
for ‘kindred spirits’ (another young family) to purchase a small property 
over the road with whom they established a successful partnership to 
progress their farm in a permaculture direction.
Six adults and three children now live and work together. They share 
food and meals, respectfully maintain houses with open doors, perform 
caring services and optimise bulk buys. They are financially independent 
households but their farm is effectively a collective enterprise. They aim 
for collective sufficiency, self-provisioning as much as possible within 
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their intergenerational farm community, then bartering and sharing 
equipment, labour and materials with neighbouring farms and local 
businesses. In these ways they ‘hope to create a web of interconnections 
that will be resilient in what may be difficult times to come’.9
Another case shows the importance of demonstration projects of envi-
ronmental sustainability as a way of life, rather than simply technologies 
and techniques that can be purchased and retrofitted to mainstream 
capitalist society. Aprovecho, near Cottage Grove (Oregon), is a 
residential community which runs a non-profit sustainability educational 
organisation from a 16-hectare property bought in 1981 and owned as 
a land trust. In 2016, they taught courses such as organic gardening and 
permaculture, appropriate technology (simple efficient technologies for 
home or farming work), ecoforestry, watershed restoration, bee-keeping, 
ecological stewardship, food preserving, natural building and green 
design. Their community education was open to all, offered within a gift 
economy. They offered small grants matched to an Oregonian’s personal 
savings to start a career based on Aprovecho’s sustainability principles. 
Living where they train, Aprovecho attracted well-networked permanent 
residents, adding vibrancy to the Cottage Grove and South Willamette 
Valley communities, and maintaining strong relationships, including 
with local schools and two Oregon universities.10 
In 2010, when Rosie Kirincic had been at Aprovecho for three years, 
sharing the space with several other trainers, she developed six guidelines 
to collective, consensus-based living (with examples), as follows. ‘Create 
shareable spaces’: Aprovecho trainers held meetings and shared some 
meals in an area below accommodation for course participants and some 
coworkers (an area regularly used as storage) and cooked together over 
summer in an outdoor kitchen. ‘Value privacy’: most full-timers had 
a personal cabin while those sharing space made sure they got private 
time by, and for, themselves. ‘Define your mission’: a clear vision helps 
distinguish priorities, values and clarifies differences. ‘Meet face-to-face’: 
a dedicated weekly meeting to listen and decide. ‘Expect disagreements’: 
non-violent communication techniques assist in processing and solving 
conflicts. ‘Choose new members wisely’: fresh enthusiasts can fizzle out 
fast leaving the collective with unfinished business.11
The growth of collective living
Greater access to universities encouraging youth from family homes, 
the rise of feminist and environmental movements, and a drift to 
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experimentation and non-conventional lifestyles in the late 1960s 
and 1970s, made the emergence of house sharing and other kinds of 
collective living more visible. Developing non-hierarchical cooperative 
governance, such households differed from conventional ones, 
just as intentional communities developed various formal forms of 
co-ownership of collective property.
The principles of such governance developed on a long history of 
popular resistance, mutual support and solidarity later embedded, say, 
in the Occupy movement, through consensual decision-making, sharing 
and free exchange, inclusiveness and commoning.12 This progressive 
political culture of collective living attracted many (and repelled others). 
Even though formal legal models of collective ownership have developed, 
they flout certain accepted norms of capitalist societies, namely private 
property ownership and management.
cohousing
‘Cohousing’ is purposively co-located and connected neighbour-
hoods of multiple households, each household with a private dwelling 
but sharing, with their neighbours, specific common spaces, typically 
a common kitchen and dining area; resources, such as laundries and 
gardens; and activities, such as preparing and eating meals collectively. 
Cohousing developed in the late 1960s in Scandinavia, especially with 
the Danish movement of bofœllskab or ‘living communities’, the Swedish 
kollectivhaus and, a little later in the Netherlands, Centraal Wonen. Such 
models inspired projects in Northern Europe, such as Germany (nach-
barschaftliches wohnen). During the late 1980s, cohousing emerged in 
North America and Australia, appearing a few years later in the United 
Kingdom (UK), New Zealand and Japan.13 Cohousing settlements have 
formal, legal, community governance arrangements covering rules for 
entry and exit, shared access, maintenance, fees and other sets of mutual 
obligations and expectations. Many US projects were based on home 
ownership whereas, right from their beginnings, European projects 
tended to incorporate social-housing tenants.
Invisible scope of ‘cohousing’
Worldwide there are difficulties with collecting reliable data on cohousing 
and collective living more generally because national housing statistics 
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have not been ‘grainy’ enough, and policymakers not interested enough, 
to include them. Another problem with counting cases of collective living 
is lack of consistency in defining distinct types. For instance, certain 
cohousing projects in the UK Cohousing Network directory appear 
in the Confederation of Co-operative Housing directory of over 1000 
projects in England and Wales with a ‘cooperative’ legal status. However, 
cooperative housing covers a large range of styles and types of housing 
and tenancy arrangements, such as student and social housing where 
residents exercise more control than in the past over the management, 
if not administration, of their housing block. However, the vast majority 
are not as intentional or communal as cohousing proper. Conversely, not 
all cohousing is formalised as a legal cooperative. 
We know that, in the 2010s, around 1.5 per cent of Danish stock 
was cohousing – the highest national percentage.14 In contrast, just 
20 established projects appeared in the online directory of the UK 
Cohousing Network in mid-2016, with 50 more listed as on the 
drawing board, demonstrating the upsurge of interest in cohousing this 
decade. The established-project list indicated diversity, many retrofitted 
self-contained units within a mansion or similar large building, along 
with the first UK new-build (Springhill Cohousing in Stroud), initiated 
in the early 2000s. The UK network defined cohousing loosely as a 
community comprised of 8–40 households, noting a recent trend away 
from privately owned cohousing to rental, social and affordable housing 
– such as the first cross-tenure project, Threshold Centre in Dorset – and 
even the option of collective ownership.15
Diggers and Dreamers Publishers have produced a range of reviews 
and directories of UK collective living over several decades, with an 
historical and radical emphasis, recently highlighting cohousing as a 
small and special type. In contrast, European cohousing researchers, 
such as the Chairman of Kollectivhus NU, Dick Urban Vestbro, 
tend to incorporate a range of collective living models into the term 
‘cohousing’, though they carefully begin each work with definitional 
boundaries appropriate to its context and audience.16 Lidewij Tummers, 
for instance, introduces a special issue of Urban Research and Practice 
on ‘self-managed collaborative housing initiatives’, which are regularly 
referred to as ‘co-housing’ throughout and loosely defined as ‘initiatives 
where groups of residents collectively create living arrangements that 
are not easily available in the (local) housing market’.17 In another work, 
Tummers points to the similarity of residents’ attraction to cohousing 
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despite cultural, policy and legal housing distinctions, so they seek ‘col-
laboration during building and management’ and desire ‘to create a 
“nonanonymous” neighbourhood; nonspeculative, affordable housing; 
energy-efficiency buildings and a reduced ecological footprint’.18
In 2004, a German expert commission recommended enhancing and 
encouraging ‘cooperative tenure’, meaning arrangements such as buying 
a share to enable the perpetual lease of a cooperative dwelling. A few 
years later, following evidence that around 200,000 over-50-year-old 
Berliners were seriously attracted to ‘independent community-oriented 
living’, the government funded Stadtbau as an information clearing 
house on practical options and possibilities.19 In the first half of the 
2010s, Ache and Fedrowitz identified around 500 cohousing projects in 
Germany, half of them comprised of fewer than 30 residents and more 
than half constructed 2000–2010; still that figure included communes 
and ecovillages.20 A similarly all-encompassing definition of German 
cohousing resulted in a calculation of ‘1000’ by Droste.21 The German 
case illustrates the difficulties, encountered worldwide, in collecting 
reliable data on cohousing, and collective living more generally.
To confuse a chequered history in which collective living mushroomed 
organically, underground, and in ad hoc ways in all kinds of places and 
styles, this century European (and UK) ‘cooperative housing’ is the new 
face of social (public) and affordable housing. It has become an example 
of co-production policies in state welfare and housing provision, and has 
attracted support from not-for-profit private organisations. Moreover, 
William-Olsson points out that most contemporary new rental stock 
in Sweden has been state-subsidised to some extent.22 Such cooperative 
housing does not need to be intentionally designed or redesigned for 
neighbourhood interaction, nor does it highlight shared facilities. 
Indeed, often, ‘private life is basically untouched’.23
For these reasons, such types of cooperative housing are ignored 
here, where concerted collective management of numerous households 
who share resources and activities is our main concern. Confusingly, 
certain projects – even radical income-sharing communes such as 
Commonground (Central Victoria, Australia) – adopt a cooperative 
legal form. In short, legal forms do not necessarily indicate the type or 
content of a community. This example shows why it is difficult to collect 
detailed data on various types of collaborative housing projects even 
though it is critical that such statistics are assembled.
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Cohousing as a type of collective living
As a subset of collective living more generally, cohousing models stand at 
the mainstream end of a radical–conventional pole. Despite distinctions 
between national cultural, governmental and housing systems, cohousing 
models have commonly developed formal legal and planning status, 
fitted into conventional real estate markets and tenancy arrangements, 
and focused on physical design and construction as a neighbourhood 
community. As a Toronto cohousing group pointedly wrote: ‘One thing 
Canopy wants to make clear is this is not some form of commune.’24 
Settled in contemporary, often urban, environments where residents 
live very much like other citizens in private dwellings, except that they 
share use of and responsibilities for additional collective facilities, many 
cohousing models do not overtly challenge capitalism.
In whatever form, as private owner-occupiers, private or social 
housing tenants, on leased or privately owned land, in leased or privately 
owned buildings, cohousing models tend to simply ameliorate the social 
alienation, gendered roles, economic inequities and affordability crises 
of contemporary society. Kim Stanley Robinson rejects cohousing 
projects as ‘pocket utopias’. Lucy Sargisson has concluded that the US 
model, in particular, has been ‘anti-radical’ at source – enabling residents 
to ‘live a new life without dropping out ... comfortable with the values of 
mainstream culture but seeking a better way of life for their members’.25
Nevertheless, discussions of income, house size and value need to be 
tempered by an appreciation of the extent of differences between, and 
sometimes within, cohousing communities. For instance, in a study of 
three US cohousing communities, Shedd reports that an ‘average resident’ 
was approaching retirement, had ‘considerable disposable income’ and ‘a 
large and expensive home’. However, the composite averages that Shedd 
calculated obscured significant differences between each community; 
the smallest community’s average income was 40 per cent of the richest. 
The average size of houses in the middle-sized community was around 
42 per cent of the richest and 37 per cent of the richest in value.26
Moreover, it is hard to ignore the self-empowerment and collective 
empowerment that is central to most cohousing. Surely a commitment 
to and experience of sharing collective facilities and spaces, equipment 
and activities – preparing and eating meals collectively and community 
gardening – enhance grassroots governance skills in ways that that could 
be applied for genuinely radical purposes? Furthermore, Australian 
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Graham Meltzer, who lives in the Findhorn (Scotland) community, has 
emphasised the benefits of more easily mainstreamed and up-scaled 
cohousing models – compared with informal and often hidden 
communes under the planning radar and even illegal under regular 
building regulations.27 
Similarly, Kadriu has explained the evolution of ‘co-housing’ as an 
example of ‘self-help’ approaches that reappeared as a broader movement 
in the latter half of the 1960s – referred to by Harms as ‘small-scale, 
self-sufficient, non-hierarchical and autonomous actions of free and 
independent self-governing people’. In an associated way, Knorr Siedow 
has described 1970s Berlin as ‘self-help city’. Facing high rents and eager 
to break away from conventional suburban lifestyles, many younger 
people who had been living in shared households, some in squats, others 
in squalor, not only in European countries, but also throughout settler 
societies, decided on co-living in more permanent and affordable ways.28 
Tummers (2015) makes a parallel observation, that the recent 
resurgence in Europe of ‘co-housing’ (in a broader meaning than our 
‘cohousing’ is used here) was self-styled do it yourself (DIY). Perhaps 
doing it ourselves (DIO) would be more appropriate when talking 
about collaborative or collective ventures? Still, compared with other 
types of resident-led community and sustainability-seeking projects, 
like communes or ecovillages, cohousing has been more, on the one 
hand, subject to initiation, leadership and guidance by experts – 
such as architects, interior and landscape designers, and developers 
– in North America and, on the other hand, subject to support and 
even supervision by government agencies and not-for-profit organ-
isations in European models. Certainly cohousing is an expression of 
mainstream ‘sustainability citizenship’, with discussions of sustainabil-
ity within cohousing discourse centring on conventional light green 
triple-bottom-line approaches rather than dark green environmental or 
red solidarity criteria.29
Defining ‘cohousing’: cultural models
The formula developed by architects and cohousing developers Kathryn 
McCamant and Charles Durrett (2011) has had a strong influence on 
the major North American cohousing model, typical projects averaging 
15–35 attached dwellings with a common house or clearly defined 
common space in one (or more) multi-unit building/s. McCamant and 
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Durrett list six key distinguishing characteristics of cohousing: partic-
ipatory planning and design within a residential management model; 
building and site design for residential interaction; private dwellings 
alongside common shared facilities; resident management of social 
and physical aspects of shared resources; non-hierarchical residential 
management; non-income sharing, residents pay fees and dues to a 
homeowner association (following a condominium arrangement).30 
This narrow and culturally specific definition has certain limitations, for 
instance, only the initial residents actually participate in built design.
Levels of participation and power-sharing between residents, pro-
fessionals and developers vary considerably from project to project, as 
do approaches to non-hierarchical governance. Architects have been 
prominent in cohousing, just as sustainability experts and consultants 
have been influential in designing and creating eco-cohousing. The roles 
of such experts in cohousing is somewhat controversial. Many cohousing 
communities benefit from their advice and skills but at other times such 
experts seem to assume leadership and advocacy roles at odds with a 
non-hierarchical approach (as detailed in Chapter 8).
Despite Charles Durrett protesting that, having coined ‘co-housing’, 
he would like to retain control of its meaning and models, the term – 
including minor spelling variations – has been used in much broader 
and even ad hoc ways by activists, journalists and researchers. The 2015 
definition of the Cohousing Association of the US accentuated social rela-
tionships, such as collective governance and shared values, the privacy 
of dwellings and independent incomes. This is the ‘social architecture’ or 
‘social infrastructure’ that Jarvis draws attention to, cohousing as ‘a living 
arrangement’, which seems even closer to the Danish bofœllskab (living 
communities) than Durrett’s translation, and the definition he gives to, 
‘cohousing’.31
Referring in a negative way to ‘intentional communities’, McCamant 
and Durrett have argued that cohousing is ‘a “new” approach to housing 
rather than a new way of life’.32 However, the US association actually 
classifies cohousing as a form of ‘intentional community’ and neither 
refers to participatory design nor to a specific common house but, 
instead, to ‘shared space’.33 Indeed, European cohousing researcher Dick 
Urban Vestbro has pointed out that Swedish housing companies have 
tended to create cohousing (‘well functioning collaborative housing 
development’) without the participation of future residents and centres 
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his description on collective participation and shared spaces and facilities 
as core principles.34 
Here, I adopt a more inclusive approach than Durrett, without 
dispensing with the need to work towards a clear definition. This 
enables us to cluster many social housing and not-for-profit initiatives 
in European models alongside the private-homeownership-based 
commercial North American model. Scandinavian examples are 
illustrative. The Danish cohousing model developed as a typically 
low-rise medium-density socially oriented model with a detached 
common house. In contrast, the Dutch model was very urbane and 
intimate, with several households sharing a kitchen and dining area. 
Despite its radical beginnings, government provision on this low-rise 
model was forthcoming and pragmatic. The Swedes went for substantial 
medium- to high-rise cohousing developments where common facilities 
might take up an entire floor connected to all levels and included profes-
sionalised services.35
One way to throw ‘cohousing’ into sharper relief is to compare it with 
other forms of collaborative living. For instance, cohousing appears 
essentially as a housing arrangement between neighbouring households 
when contrasted with more holistic ecovillages and communes that 
attend, to varying extents and in varying ways, to fulfilling basic needs 
(as discussed in later chapters).
Five contextual characteristics of cohousing
Before focusing on eco-co-housing, I make five observations about 
cohousing more generally. First, cohousing has drawn inspiration from 
collective models associated with the growth of capitalism and its critics, 
such as progressive utopian, feminist and worker projects. For instance, 
Chris Coates points to the sentiments, aims and models of cooperative 
housekeeping in the latter half of the nineteenth century, the Garden 
City movement of the early twentieth century and the Reilly Plan of 1945 
as precursors of cohousing in the UK.36 Similarly, Vestbro and Horelli 
highlight the evolution of cohousing to facilitate gender equality.37
Second, cohousing has gained support from municipal authorities 
in some regions and philanthropic organisations in others, with both 
government and not-for-profits increasingly attracted to the mutual care, 
welfare and affordability benefits of such housing, especially for seniors. 
If governments are to address the environmental, social and economic 
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unsustainability of growing numbers of single-occupancy dwellings 
and the challenge of caring for seniors, then models such as cohousing 
offer numerous advantages. It is clear why policymakers, politicians and 
planners are now attracted to the model for its capacity to advance such 
state welfare concerns (as detailed in Chapter 7).38 
Third, even without specific environmental aims, cohousing tends 
to have environmental co-benefits compared with stand-alone housing 
and households of a comparable price in a similar location. This is simply 
due to space, resources, services and amenities being shared, and the 
obvious potential to easily install off-grid, or efficient grid-connected, 
neighbourhood-based water and renewable energy systems.39 Cohousing 
dwellings are generally compact because price and housing design take 
account of common areas to which all households have access. Cars are 
marginalised to boundaries, public transport and carpooling encouraged, 
and facilities for bicycles abound. Furthermore, there is room for 
productive community gardens to thrive in cohousing projects. The latter 
points are very relevant when one remembers that UK householders’ food 
and travel produce more carbon emissions than the energy costs of their 
homes.40 More environmentally sound design, materials and equipment 
can be purchased in bulk, potentially making a cohousing unit cheaper 
than a one-off house.
Fourth, affordability of cohousing is a vexed question. Meltzer’s study, 
which spanned the mid-1990s to the mid-2000s, found that cohousing 
seemed ‘no more affordable than regular housing, possibly less so’.41 
However, a third of his small sample were ‘genuinely’ affordable. Still, 
project affordability often relies on philanthropic or governmental 
assistance and work contributed by resident (and non-resident) 
volunteers, which is hard to cost or ignore in budgetary analyses. 
Many cohousing projects cost more because they are more complex 
and time-consuming, and deliver more benefits than living in separate 
dwellings. Moreover, in as much as costs derive from their niche market 
status, costs would fall if cohousing was in greater demand and supply. 
Indeed, since Meltzer’s study there has been an improvement in afford-
ability, reported in case studies below and, for instance, Mühlenviertel 
(Tübingen, Germany) where environmental building costs were reported 
as ‘comparable to other projects’ with the conclusion that ‘a zero energy 
house can be affordably built’.42
Fifth, in the 2010s, ‘cohousing’ was flexibly used by media and 
residents to refer to a plethora of arrangements which, in reality, 
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are distinct in terms of tenure, legal forms and building styles and 
designs. A series of terms emerged for the type I refer to as cohousing: 
‘co-housing’, ‘CoHousing’ and ‘collaborative housing’.43 Consequently, 
UK activist-researcher Martin Field’s characterisation seems most 
useful, inclusive as it is of the growing diversity of arrangements.44 He 
refers to ‘intentional neighbourhoods’, a neat segue from the contro-
versial nomination of cohousing as ‘intentional communities’, pointing, 
instead, to the built nature of cohousing.
Furthermore, Field’s definition focuses on private dwellings and 
common facilities, especially for sharing meals, gardening and other 
outdoor activities; design and social concerns with balancing privacy 
and community related to the number of households and adults in 
each cohousing project; and, the significant level of autonomous 
collective initiative and management by residents, requiring formal 
rules between members and the development of legal partnerships. This 
level of resident participation in a sector traditionally dominated by 
commercial and state housing provision has resulted in both subversive 
and submissive responses, in short a dynamic struggle by residents to set 
reasonable terms as a collective client negotiating in their own interests 
with housing professionals, planners and financiers.
European diversity
The Institute for Creative Sustainability in Berlin (Germany) has 
produced a useful handbook on European ‘CoHousing’, its term for a 
range of multi-dwelling housing types where residents variously play 
roles as co-developers, co-designers and/or co-builders in projects 
where residential and garden spaces are shared and residents participate 
in the everyday ongoing management of their collective housing. The 
handbook refers to such projects as ‘significant field research labs’ 
– illustrative of innovative partnerships and collaborations between 
citizen–activist associations, housing professionals, not-for-profit 
organisations, and politicians and bureaucrats (planners and community 
development agencies) – and influential to the extent that they are nodes 
in data collection and advocacy networks that attract media and public 
interest. The authors emphasise that collective housing has gained 
greater traction from governments and not-for-profit welfare bodies 
to solve multiple challenges, from addressing housing and care needs 
of an aging population to responding in creative ways to increasingly 
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unaffordable urban housing through harnessing the economies of scale 
obtained by constructing environmentally sustainable dwellings at a 
substantial building, or street block, scale.45
Furthermore, CoHousing Cultures presents case studies showing how 
the cultural, legal, governmental and financial structures distinguish-
ing European countries has created a diversity of models relating to 
tenure, demographics, building style, size, purpose and outcome. Berlin 
has had a diminishing advantage, say over Vienna, due to accessible 
land and buildings and a culture of self-help and government housing 
policies; recently Vienna has developed collaborations involving housing 
associations, the construction sector and residents. The Swedish history 
of rental cohousing has spawned a ‘second half of life’ (from middle-age 
onwards) rather than a ‘seniors’ model. Meanwhile, Stockholm and 
Vienna are integrating cohousing models into social and public housing 
policies and programs.46
Indeed, across the board, local authorities seem most effective 
in advancing cohousing and are uniquely positioned to encourage 
and support integrated neighbourhood housing and community 
developments in co-located and complementary ways. The 250-metre 
length of Basel’s Bärenfelserstrasse is an example, with more than 70 per 
cent of its multi-dwelling buildings under collective management, and 
a collectively managed neighbourhood meeting space enhancing local 
activities amongst a socially mixed residential community and multi-
cultural street life. Here, and elsewhere in Basel, changes started during 
the 1970s, as the policies and finances of this particular Swiss canton 
government and private philanthropic bodies both supported grassroots 
pressure for open, accessible projects preserving old buildings, providing 
affordable collective housing and neighbourhood associations.47
the eco-edge of cohousing
Cohousing, and collaborative housing more generally, always had the 
potential to offer environments that encouraged and enabled household 
and community sustainability. Yet the turn to eco-sustainability concerns 
has been a recent, and not always evident, development in cohousing so 
it is necessary to point out that the focus from here on is what I refer to 
as ‘eco-cohousing’, cohousing dedicated to environmentally sustainable 
aims and achievements. However, sometimes I drop the ‘eco’ prefix if, for 
instance, the communities or analysts in question do not use it.
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Sharing by multiple households
Meltzer completed one of the first detailed studies of the environmental 
implications and efficiencies of a range of cohousing communities in the 
mid-2000s, examining 12 cases in detail – eight North American, one 
Japanese, two Australian and one in New Zealand. His study showed that 
‘the consumerist imperative that seems endemic in the West is signifi-
cantly diffused in cohousing’, especially in terms of sharing or gifting 
everyday goods, such as food, clothing and books, and small household 
devices. Items shed by residents included 75 per cent of lawnmowers, 
while the number of freezers, dryers and washers was reduced by 22, 29 
and 26 per cent respectively. Yet, there was a growth, even if negligible 
(1–3 per cent), in resident dishwashers, televisions and refrigera-
tors. However, he found variable savings for white goods.48 Meltzer’s 
study did not mention use of white goods, which, if modified, would 
impact on relative energy use and durability. Moreover, a report from 
a more recent eco-cohousing development in New Zealand, Earthsong 
Eco-Neighbourhood, had their 32 households successfully sharing just 
four washing machines and two lawnmowers. 
Further research might usefully compare the quality, size and age of 
specific white goods in a set of cohousing communities with the average 
in their neighbourhood and account for the fact that most models 
of white goods are made for small householders’ use, deteriorating 
quicker and causing maintenance costs when used by a lot of people. 
This concern was raised in a 2012 study of Ganas (Staten Island, New 
York City), an intentional community like a commune, sharing more 
than the cohousing norm: around 10 people inhabit each of seven 
Ganas households, compared, say, with Earthsong’s average household 
of just over two people. The small household private dwelling formula 
of cohousing constrains the level of sharing of white goods in more 
communal models. Ganas often procures relatively high-quality white 
goods second-hand. (Use of hospitality equipment is expensive and 
rarified for communal households.) Ganas offers more opportunities 
to economise on space, amenity, goods, services and other resources 
than in Durrett’s stereotype of the North American cohousing model. 
However, such a level of sharing presents distinctive requirements unmet 
by the market.49
Other contextual questions include comparing the level of cohousing 
residents’ environmental practices compared with a national or local 
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average. Based on residents’ self-reported before-and-after practices, 
Meltzer’s study suggested energy efficiency was enhanced broadly by 
5–6 per cent and water conservation by an average 9 per cent yet, signifi-
cantly, showed variable results between communities. Perhaps the most 
interesting finding in Meltzer’s analysis was indications of a substantial 
growth in environmental practices related to air polluting toxic 
materials, general waste, and water and energy conservation after four 
years’ residence compared with the first year of residency. This strongly 
suggests development of more environmentally friendly and efficient 
practices from conscious and unconscious collective behaviour change.50
In terms of built environments, the 12 Meltzer cases showed a density 
more than double that in the average suburb in Australia and United 
States at the time, consistent with a cohousing dwelling size around half 
the average size of new-builds in both countries. Similarly, cohousing 
was typified by attached dwellings when detached dwellings prevailed. 
When Meltzer conducted his study few cohousing neighbourhoods 
incorporated energy, water and waste technologies that were envi-
ronmentally economic for multiple household use. Since then, the 
accessibility of such technologies and eco-cohousing have both spread.51
Following Meltzer’s study, comparative work has tended to subject 
specific projects to rating schemes, such as ‘one planet’ approaches, all 
constrained by imposed assumptions, select proxies, foci and boundaries. 
This makes meta-comparative work very difficult. Similarly, Tummers 
points to a general problem in comparing cohousing and conventional 
households; national environmental ratings schemes are designed to 
evaluate single dwellings rather than multi-household complexes.52 On 
their websites, many communities record, or include, results of environ-
mental studies that are time and community specific and, therefore, not 
easily comparable across projects. Furthermore, certain studies question 
the highly variable environmental benefits of cohousing indicated by 
household comparisons, criticising general overconsumption typically 
associated with travel, and embodied and operating energy use related 
to unnecessary space in residences.53
Nevertheless, it is generally acknowledged that eco-cohousing has 
the potential for substantial eco-savings as a result of conscious envi-
ronmental design, communal encouragement of sustainable habits, and 
as co-benefits flowing from wider social and community functions. 
Co-benefits include child-care and entertainment on-site rather than 
a drive away. Descriptions of a small suite of eco-cohousing projects 
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successful in such ways follow. Many more, equally eligible, similarly 
impressive and multi-dimensional cohousing projects exist. Selection 
was based on diversity, complementarity and geographic representation. 
Hockerton Housing Project 54
Eco-cohousing has evolved from two drivers. First and most recently, 
broad trends in building standards to improve environmental sus-
tainability. Second, longstanding and specific concerns of a minority 
of homeowners, tenants and building professionals in building 
construction and associated sectors to show that environmental sus-
tainability can be enhanced by living in residential communities. An 
example of the latter is the tiny Hockerton Housing Project (HHP) in 
Nottinghamshire (UK), occupied since 1998. HHP is distinctive because 
of its use of earth-sheltering for biodiversity and aesthetic functions, 
which facilitated municipal authority permission to build outside the 
residential town zone. This self-built project mixes private dwellings and 
gardens with communal spaces and resources. 
The mission of HHP is to ‘bring sustainability to life’. Legally it is a 
cooperative with a constitution incorporating terms and conditions of 
planning agreements and land leases from municipal authorities. They 
have a 999-year lease on land on which dwellings and associated facilities 
stand, and a farm tenancy lease for the remaining property. Lease 
regulations and a series of other ‘common sense’ rules bind all members. 
They report that the cost of each dwelling was in the range of a similarly 
sized house built in the UK at the time. Their tour, event and consultancy 
firm is a not-for-profit trading cooperative that allows for non-resident 
membership and pays wages for non-voluntary work. The consultancy 
services self-builders, housing developers, professionals, researchers and 
planners on sustainable housing systems.
Each household works very part-time for the HHP firm and helps to 
co-maintain joint services, facilities and amenities. The five-household 
domestic arrangement centres on food self-provisioning; maintenance 
of collective services, including two wind turbines producing 11 kW and 
13.6 kW solar photovoltaic (PV) panels; and land conservation and use. 
They have an orchard, vegetable gardens, an apiary, and keep chickens 
and sheep that assist in land management. They maintain a woodland, 
other vegetation and a large wildlife lake, where they fish carp.
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Each household contributes to organic gardening and other tasks 
– such as running tours, events or acting as consultants – for around 
600 recorded hours per year, averaging two hours per day in a six-day 
week. They gain no wage or community currency credit for this contri-
bution but an in-kind benefit of an estimated 60 per cent of their food 
requirements; they also have considerable water and energy require-
ments met renewably and collectively, and remain fit! Like many other 
cohousing projects, they gain from shallow environmental efficiencies, 
such as carpooling. Unlike the sometimes onerous governance of eco-
villages (discussed in Chapter 6), five households easily communicate 
and make joint decisions at meetings, often weekly, on a Friday about 
who will do what, and when. After 15 years – the UK average length of 
tenure – three households had changed hands without great challenges to 
governance processes. 
HHP housing is ultra-durable clay brick outside and concrete 
internally, contributing to high thermal mass but without extraordinarily 
high embodied energy, has passive solar design and super-insulation of 
buildings and hot water tanks. Householders have efficient energy use 
practices. Compared with the national average, in the mid-2010s, energy 
costs were around 16 per cent (£1000p.a.) and material energy 25 per cent 
– despite dwellings being larger than the national average three-bedroom 
house (80sq m) and the energy costs of working onsite. They are water 
self-sufficient with a septic-pond system to deal with grey and black water 
waste, so effective that the water quality allows for bathing. Additionally, 
they pioneered use of wind energy locally and, after overcoming 
substantial initial opposition, installed a 255kW wind turbine to export 
power. The project has been independently assessed and, not surprisingly, 
has featured in showcase examples of low carbon housing.
Low impact living affordable community55
Inspired by HHP, Lancaster CoHousing and Findhorn communities, 
the Low Impact Living Affordable Community (‘Lilac’) in Bramley 
(Leeds, UK), stands out as accessible for those on low incomes and a 
model for affordability. In the first half of 2013, residents moved into 
this eco-cohousing project comprising 12 apartments, eight houses and 
a two-storey common house on a 1.5-acre (0.6-hectare), L-shaped lot. 
Efficient renewable energy sources included grid-connected solar PV 
panels, currently cross-subsiding communal energy and water bills, 
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a mechanical ventilation and heat recovery system to complement 
the solar passive dwelling design, and highly efficient gas boilers. The 
dwellings and common house – with its food cooperative, guest quarters, 
shared laundry (no private washing machines), kitchen and dining 
facilities, multi-purpose room and workshop – were constructed out of a 
lime-rendered, locally made straw bale and timber sheeting. Over time, 
straw bale absorbs rather than emits carbon dioxide so, in comparison 
to the average UK home, Lilac homes make considerable savings in 
carbon emission.
‘UK’s first affordable, low impact cohousing neighbourhood’ benefited 
financially from municipal authority and UK government agencies for 
their land purchase, experimentation with building materials, and decon-
tamination. Nevertheless, Lilac has been a solidly grass-roots initiative 
aiming to contribute to post-carbon urban solutions. As indicated 
in the term ‘low impact living’, the founders took a holistic approach, 
the collective governance and management of a cohousing model and 
community agreements appropriately complementing physical details 
such as environmentally sound building features. In 2015, they had 10 
car spaces, room for 40 bicycles and a neighbourhood of 35 adults and 
12 children.
Transport is just one area where Lilac community agreements guide 
resident practices and relationships in accessing and maintaining shared 
resources. Lilac’s pioneering shared-ownership equity-based leaseholder 
Mutual Home Ownership Society model, which achieves affordability 
for members into the future, would seem a carrot for compliance on sus-
tainability restraints (see Chapter 7). Paul Chatterton has emphasised 
that holism works against the grain of conventional society; Lilac 
has counteracted this by focusing, in a glocal way, on ‘post-carbon 
value change, mutualism and economic justice, and cooperative 
self-governance’.
Pioneer Valley Cohousing56
Quite a few architects and sustainability professionals have co-initiated, 
and become resident-members, in eco-cohousing projects. Mary Kraus 
and Laura Fitch (Kraus Fitch Architects) have consulted for a few dozen 
cohousing projects, with special foci on conservation, sustainability and 
environmental design, and reside in the appropriately named Pioneer 
Valley Cohousing (1994), an early North American East Coast neighbour-
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hood established in Amherst (Massachusetts). This is a 32-household 
neighbourhood clustered on 25 per cent of a 23-acre site, leaving the 
remainder for nature conservation. The buildings are super-insulated 
and oriented to maximise passive solar benefits. The building materials 
were chosen on the basis of producing healthy interiors and ecological 
sustainability.
Kraus and Fitch see environmental features as evolving from built 
and communal characteristics, so process and interdisciplinary holism 
are central to their approach. Fundamental questions include choice 
of site and weighing up the social potential and limits of infill and 
renovation. They facilitate participatory design workshops, including 
one on ‘eco-programming’, to identify goals, values and parameters 
(including cost limitations) and the functionality and amenity required. 
Working from this big picture, they drill down to realise requirements in 
room-by-room details, fixtures and appliances. They consider a staged 
approach to maximise meeting needs and cost limitations.
They aim for a customised design centring on a ‘cosy’ and ‘homely’ 
common house and ‘pedestrian neighbourhoods’ (Figure 5.2). They 
advocate for ‘small’ dwellings and centralising heating and cooling, 
Figure 5.2 Early schematic design rendering for Jamaica Plain Cohousing
Source: Laura Fitch, architect (Amherst, Massachusetts)
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provided they are the most efficient options. Among other examples 
of sharing at Pioneer Valley, Mary Kraus cites the ‘frugal luxury’ of 
neighbours co-owning an old red Porsche. Car sharing, car borrowing, 
offering lifts, purchasing on behalf of others and community-based 
activities all economise on transport. The monetary savings made by 
the Kraus household dispensing with one car was equivalent to the cost 
of their solar PV system. Some residents of Pioneer Valley Cohousing 
co-own a coworking building, with office equipment, that they share 
with the rest of the community.
Mary Kraus advocates for Community Supported Agriculture (CSA) 
either on site, as with the Ithaca Eco-village (New York) and Cobb Hill 
Cohousing (Hartland, Vermont), or through bulk subscription between 
local organic farmers and the community in question, as has occurred 
with urban Cambridge Cohousing (Massachusetts). By the early 
2000s, Pioneer Valley Cohousing had an arrangement with Northeast 
Cooperatives that included wholesale prices and delivery of food for 
common house meals and two-thirds of all households. A dairy farmer 
delivered bulk fresh milk. Local organic beef, cut to order, was bought in 
bulk. Pioneer Valley has facilitated sharing of all kinds of second-hand 
goods and equipment using a ‘Take it or Leave it’ area. Similarly, Kraus 
suggests ‘convenient facilities for recycling and composting’. Common 
spaces are designed to be accessible and fully functional for public events, 
not just residents, so sharing extends beyond the cohousing community.
Christie Walk57
Few cohousing, let alone eco-cohousing, projects exist in a city centre. 
Christie Walk did so purposively, as ‘a practical prototype for the 
ecological development of our cities’, a cell of an eco-city. Construction 
in central Adelaide, the capital of South Australia, was completed late 
2006 on 2 hectares of infill land. The 27 dwellings are: four townhouses 
and a block of six apartments, both three storeys high; four detached 
cottages; and a five-storey block of 13 apartments with a communal space 
for meeting, dining, a library and toilets. The cohousing project started 
with 15 housing cooperative members, then used different legal entities 
to fulfil various functions, and benefited from one member making the 
deposit on an urban land lot that was relatively cheap at the time. With 
low-interest loans and some sweat equity, the end cost was comparable 
with that for the median Adelaide house at the time.
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The sustainability features of Christie Walk include: passive solar 
design; no active heating or cooling infrastructure; building with 
sustainable materials, including straw bale and aerated concrete; paving 
with demolition materials; solar hot water systems and a communal 
array of solar PV; rainwater collection, storage and onsite use (but not for 
drinking or bathing); and, a small productive food garden. The dwellings 
are projected to last a century, four times the life-span of the average 
Australian dwelling. As a transport-oriented purposively sustainable 
development, the council permitted a 50 per cent reduction in car space 
on the margins. It is widely reported that the communal atmosphere and 
eco-cohousing objectives inspire a strong ethic of sustainability practices 
amongst residents.
L’Espoir, Brussels58
Many European models benefit from government grants because they 
improve the environmental sustainability of neighbourhoods – and the 
city more generally – through integrating residents who have disabilities, 
economic or social disadvantages, offering work opportunities or spaces, 
some even co-developing or embedding themselves in innovative 
districts. Some models are equally socially and environmentally 
progressive, such as L’Espoir, a subsidised multicultural eco-cohousing 
project in Brussels for 14 low-income families, or approximately 80 
residents. L’Espoir has numerous environmental features, with passive 
design and thermal solar energy, a green roof and wood construction. 
Residents organise street activities and open their community garden to 
neighbours outside L’Espoir. While it has been observed that it stands 
out like a jewel in low-quality public housing – with as much potential 
to inspire jealousy as constructive aspiration – a valid rebuttal is that 
this circumstance says more about the context than substance of this 
eco-cohousing project.
Munksøgård, Denmark59
In the cradle of cohousing – in the mid 2000s, Lietaert estimated 
that 50,000 Danes resided in cohousing – the case of Munksøgård 
(Trekroner, near Roskilde, 35km from Copenhagen) illustrates a turn 
to smaller dwellings and larger common spaces than earlier models. 
Completed in 2001, around 240 residents live in 100 dwellings, in five 
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clusters, supported by four work teams. An intergenerational settlement, 
the clusters support distinct tenancy arrangements and management: 
20 owner-occupier apartments, 20 apartments comprise a private 
cooperative, 20 apartments are rented to families, 20 apartments are 
rented to youth and 20 rented to seniors. The resulting demographic 
is balanced into one-third young families, one-third middle-aged 
(45–60-year-olds) and one-third over 60 years of age.
Constructed by a commercial developer and contractor, sustainability 
features include a permaculture design site; a community grey and black 
water system; a community wood-heating system; solar hot water; car 
sharing, including electric and hybrid cars using renewable energy; farm 
buildings refurbished as workshops; certain buildings insulated by green 
and locally supplied mussel shell roofs that slow rain run-off; re-use of 
organic materials and recycling systems; composting toilets and urine 
separated, collected, cleaned and stored for use in a large irrigated 
organic garden onsite, managed by resident elders.
conclusion
Cohousing is neighbourhood-based collective living where each 
household occupies a private domain, often a discrete apartment or 
house, while using and managing shared space – and a range of other 
resources – and engaging in collective activities, such as preparing and 
eating meals together. Internationally, cohousing comprises a variety of 
cultural characteristics, tenancy arrangements, housing and planning 
styles. There has been a strong emphasis on grassroots initiatives, 
autonomy and collective management. However, professions such as 
architects, and more recently sustainability experts, have been influential 
in inspiring and supporting cohousing groups, some selecting them as 
ideal living arrangements for themselves and using them as demonstra-
tion projects.
In an uneven way across national borders, governments – especially 
municipal authorities and state agencies responsible for housing, sus-
tainability and welfare – have been active stakeholders in, not just 
regulators of, cohousing. Such authorities and agencies have funded 
or given in-kind (land or building) grants and played roles in selecting 
residents and administering rental tenancies. Philanthropic bodies 
and commercial interests have been engaged in various and numerous 
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ways in cohousing developments, again sometimes active in overall 
management and administration. While such partnerships can limit 
the autonomy of a cohousing project, they can make them more readily 
achievable, visible and open. Needless to say, no government agency or 
not-for-profit organisation can make cohousing a success. The driving 
force remains residents. Bresson and Denèfle emphasise ‘three core 
concepts: sharing, environmental awareness and citizen participation’.60
Sometimes ‘cohousing’ has been used to refer to comparatively small 
projects, such as three or four collocated private dwellings with some 
interdependence, sharing and collective sufficiency between their 
households, including common space. Even though, in this chapter, 
I referred to the tiny (five-household) HHP, I would prefer to limit 
‘cohousing’ to upwards of, say eight, discrete and connected households. 
HHP is exceptional due to its environmental features and capacity 
for extension, its unusual level of integration and variety of mutually 
supportive activities for such a small project. Moreover, account needs 
to be taken of the sizes of households and their capacity to comprise a 
‘living community’ (bofaelleskab). The terms ‘community’ or ‘neighbour-
hood’ remain defining characteristics of collaborative housing. Meltzer 
suggests a range of 20–40 households or 50–100 household members. 
There are references by residents and authors to cohousing as an 
element of ecovillages, the topic of the next chapter. Instead, I argue that 
cohousing proper is no more (or less) a building block for ecovillages in 
general than a step is for a stairway, or a curated ‘pocket neighbourhood’ 
is for cohousing.61 Indeed, Vestbro defines cohousing and ecovillages 
as ‘separate phenomenon’.62 Cohousing can be created relatively easily 
within current planning, financial and residential structures and need 
have no higher level of environmental characteristics than building 
and planning codes require. This is not to understate the massive effort 
and frustrations of pioneering residents in achieving certain cohousing 
developments. However, cohousing is collaborative living within private 
property and market norms, with residents relying on their own incomes 
and able to purchase and sell relatively easily out of this housing form 
through the real estate market.
As such, many run-of-the-mill cohousing projects do not reflect the 
level of interest in sustainability in this book, which is why the focus of 
this chapter became eco-cohousing. In contrast, the ecovillage movement 
explored in the next chapter has had very strong grassroots sources and 
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a level of idealism and intentionality absent from cohousing proper. 
It suffices here to suggest that, in a politico-sustainability context, 
cohousing as a generic concept and practice might be described as 
‘shallow’ or ‘light green’ and ecovillages ‘deep green’. The sustainabil-
ity of Earth has been a central concern for ecovillagers who have often 
experimented with breaking down private property and income barriers 
to achieve equality and communality.
6
Ecovillages:  
Sustainability and System Change
The ecovillage movement has been driven by a grassroots urge to address 
environmental crises across the planet in very immediate, practical and 
everyday ways. Typical pioneers of ecovillages have decided that we need 
to completely change our lifestyles and our relationship with nature to 
live sustainably in the twenty-first century. Paul Wimbush, co-founder 
of Lammas ecovillage in Wales, insists that ‘there’s a basic underlying 
problem in the capitalist system that we’ve got at the moment in that 
it is based on infinite growth of a finite resource’ and, with respect to 
climate change, ‘no amount of tweaking corporate capitalism is going to 
create a solution’.1 As the name suggests, the idea of an ‘ecovillage’ joins 
select characteristics of traditional villages as connected place-based 
communities and highly localised economies, with strong environmen-
tally concerned practices to heal, and adapt to the limits of, Earth.
Two chapters comprise Part II, the previous chapter on cohousing 
and associated models, and this one on ecovillages. Although recent 
eco-cohousing projects have incorporated environmental features, 
generically cohousing simply focuses on clusters of housing with 
householders intentionally connected by sharing certain spaces and 
facilities for everyday living. Ecovillages extend beyond these concerns 
to involve more onsite production, collective sufficiency and educational 
outreach to non-members. Ecovillages have always been broader 
in scope and idealistic in their mission than cohousing. Cohousing 
essentially transforms the built and socio-cultural nature of housing. In 
contrast, ecovillages are characterised by holistic – collective, material, 
bioregional and personal – transformations integrated variously and to 
differing extents.
As a result of their holistic and transformative aims, ecovillages are very 
much works-in-progress that tend to be more experimental, diverse and 
ambitious than cohousing. The international Global Ecovillage Network 
(GEN) has promoted various definitions of an ‘ecovillage’ since GEN 
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formed, in 1995, in distinctively regional ways to encompass pre-existing 
ecovillages and encourage more. Today, the network defines ecovillages 
as ‘intentional or traditional communities, consciously designed through 
participatory processes to regenerate their environments’, commonly 
characterised by ‘low-impact, high-quality lifestyles’ and ‘a holistic 
regenerative development model that is adapted to local contexts’.2 
Many outstanding ecovillages and associated themes are held over for 
analysis in later chapters. Beyond geographic and cultural distinctions, 
many forms of collaborative housing, including ecovillages, have had 
particular drivers and potential trajectories that prove significant in 
imagining housing and settlement futures, the focus of Part III. Part III 
is structured by the drivers-cum-strategic foci for collaborative housing: 
government, market and grassroots communities. Developments 
associated with government intervention with financial and in-kind 
support are discussed in Chapter 7. Those analysed in Chapter 8 have 
been market- and private-property-driven. Chapter 9 examines envi-
ronmentally focused communities that aimed for autonomy from state 
and market. 
Meanwhile, this chapter describes and analyses some of the typical 
internal workings and environmental aims and achievements of 
ecovillages by detailing four cases. I aim to show how and why ecovillages 
might transform housing production and distribution to address afford-
ability, accessibility and environmental challenges in one stroke. These 
analyses are bookended by a brief introduction to the scope of ecovillages 
worldwide and summary remarks regarding significant themes on the 
ecovillage as a concept, in theory, and practice.
scope of ecovillages
Here I make a general distinction between ecovillages and cohousing, 
framing ecovillages as broader, deeper, larger and more radical experi-
ments than cohousing models. Similarly, for analytical clarity, I deal with 
cohousing and ecovillages in separate chapters, by imposing a distinct 
terminology. In the field, inconsistent nomenclature by communities, 
legal, planning and political authorities leads to confusion. There are 
examples of what I term ‘cohousing’ that are called ‘ecovillages’ by their 
own residents, such as Westwyck in Melbourne (Australia) and BedZED 
in London (UK).3 Vagaries multiply because the intentions and visions 
that drive many projects take years to fulfil; the GEN website includes 
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planned or starting, as well as tried-true-and-tested, communities and 
even educational projects promoting and supporting ecovillage life.4 
Litfin explains this apparent distraction with education by arguing that 
more ecovillages have morphed out of existing sympathetic and energetic 
communities influenced by advocates and opportunistic learning than 
have grown like oases in deserts or lights on hills.5 Examples of the former 
include Indigenous and permaculture-inspired communities.
Besides autochthonous development of ecovillages, the umbrella GEN 
body has made concerted efforts to spread the model. There are thousands 
of ecovillages and associated learning centres as works-in-progress 
across the world; GEN coordinates the activities of six regional networks 
to claim around 10,000 ecovillages in its orbit. While some ecovillages 
or ecovillage-type developments prefer to grow organically without 
formal connections to the network, GEN includes some 2000 Sarvodaya 
villages in Sri Lanka transforming towards an international ecovillage 
model, an active Senegalese network of ecovillages and a Pan-African 
Ecovillage Development Programme, representatives of which led the 
GEN contingent to a United Nations Framework Convention on Climate 
Change COP22 (22nd Conference of the Parties) event in Marrakech.6 
However, the focus here is on the United Kingdom (UK), North America, 
Europe, Australia and New Zealand. 
In terms of size, a few ecovillages in the Global North have thousands 
of members, though many support fewer than one hundred. Some aspire 
to greater numbers of members, others imagine scaling up through 
inspiring multiple developments of various sizes. Indeed, ecovillages 
such as Twin Oaks (Virginia, Washington) seem to reach an optimum 
size and readily spawn smaller offshoot communities – such as Acorn 
(of course) – with whom the originators maintain economic and cultural 
relationships.
Viennese researcher Iris Kunze emphasises that ecovillages have 
had a much greater influence than their number in the Global North 
suggests, because such models are innovative and creative by nature, 
due to the ways that they address collective sufficiency. Moreover, many 
residents stay for only several years but continue ecovillage practices 
and advocacy. Furthermore, most ecovillages are open to visitors, many 
formally functioning as educational centres with thousands of visitors 
per annum. Andreas and Wagner point out that the German Advisory 
Council on Global Change is just one example of observers and analysts 
who acknowledge that ecovillages are ‘pioneers of change’.7
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Internally, ecovillages naturally subdivide into affinity and 
interest-based groups, and their governance models often incorporate 
small, semi-autonomous working groups enabling a level of delegation 
and specialisation. At the same time everyone is encouraged to 
participate in as many different types of activities as they can, so skills 
and knowledge can be widely shared. Consequently, the governance 
and everyday working of many ecovillages departs from hierarchical 
traditional village life. Sieben Linden ‘has no police’, writes one of its 
residents, ‘neither is it a typical village with a church, influential farmers, 
or an elite group of local personalities’. Furthermore, an expert on 
intentional communities, Bill Metcalf, points out that, during the 2010s, 
ecovillages have been ‘rapidly increasing’ and, while some are religious, 
‘the vast majority are secular’.8
Ecovillage residents select, settle into, and rotate, roles within task- 
focused groups and more administrative or managerial positions, 
operationalising decisions made in consensual forums similar to general 
assemblies in Occupy and other such movements. Those most relevant 
to our study, which concentrates on outward-looking ecovillages of the 
Global North, have readily accessible and informative websites with detail 
on legal, governance and ecological arrangements and practices and 
contacts with whom to follow-up. They are transparent, generous and 
inviting to seriously interested visitors and guests, but often streamline 
outreach activities through regular open days and formal public tours.
Ecovillages stand out from other intentional communities in as 
much as they identify with extensive networks of variable and energetic 
projects dedicated to both healing Earth and living more communally 
and, consequently, highlight whole-of-life sustainability. At the same 
time their characteristics and core concerns can be quite distinctive, 
depending on their cultural and ecological contexts, regional planning 
and legal regulations, and the collective skills and material resources of 
members. For this reason, this chapter describes the variety and com-
monalities of four impressive ecovillages before discussing some more 
trends, characteristics and debates in general literature on ecovillages.
lammas: rural low impact living
Lammas’s core group formed ‘around a campfire at a summer 
festival’. Subsequently, they would co-dream a tight community of 
household-based farms and self-built dwellings, incorporating locals 
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and visitors by including common paths through their ‘village’ and a 
dedicated visitor educational centre. Their initial plan for Tir y Gafel in 
Glandwr, Pembrokeshire (West Wales) was for a circle of 20 dwellings 
around a central ecovillage green. In 2009, they gained planning 
permission for a smaller number of households and, by the end of 
2016, had nine dwellings (one shown in Figure 6.1) all with active plots 
fulfilling ambitious targets tied to the Welsh One Planet Development 
policy.9 Thus they became an, albeit small, ecovillage.
Low impact living
Although a grassroots initiative, the growth of Lammas was partly 
determined by the Pembrokeshire County Council’s low impact 
development policy and, subsequently, by the Welsh ‘One Planet 
Development’ policy, both regulating low impact communities today. 
Low impact developments aim to create a relatively seamless inhabitation 
of land and water with as minimal disturbance to the local natural 
landscape as possible, along with practices that minimise both material 
use and activities that lead to carbon emissions. Based on varying levels 
of collective sufficiency, self-management, and environmental and 
Figure 6.1 Exterior of a Lammas dwelling
Source: Simon Dale, photographer
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social values, low impact living is pursued through approaches such as 
permaculture and a do-it-ourselves mutual support. In short, the scope 
of low impact developments moves well beyond housing to embrace 
livelihoods. Low impact developers have become known as ‘lidders’.
In the case of the Tir y Gafel site, regeneration would mean a ‘huge 
transition from pasture to a mosaic of different ecosystems’. The land 
had been heavily degraded through grazing sheep. The complexity 
of processes to achieve a transition, and its heart-warming results, is 
indicated in a quote from just one detail in Lammas’s 2015 monitoring 
report for authorities:
The millpond continues to be managed for biodiversity and wildlife 
through a policy of maintaining water levels, regulating algal 
blooms and cultivating an attitude of appreciation and conservation. 
Earthworks were undertaken … to slow down the rate the millpond 
silts up. Barley straw was used to prevent the build-up of filamentous 
algae. The millpond continues to support a healthy population of trout 
as well as supporting a range of breeding waterfowl. The millpond 
hosts a large population of breeding toads and is a valuable feeding 
ground for bats. Otters have also been sighted using the millpond.10
When coined by Simon Fairlie, in 1996, ‘low impact development’ had 
already emerged as informal, even illegal, ‘low impact communities’ in 
the UK. In contrast, the initiators of Lammas aimed to formalise their 
community and gain planning approval for their model to enable others 
to follow suit. Their engagement with authorities dragged out for more 
than one thousand days, and their proposal amounted to one thousand 
pages, given revisions after repeated consultations and knockbacks. 
Finally, they gained planning approval on appeal, in August 2009, for 
their development on around 31 hectares of degraded south-facing 
pastureland with some woodland and springs.
Fortunately, Lammas had been offered an extended option to 
buy this land, sited in an area long favoured for alternative living 
experiments. Still, neighbours initially reacted with a mix of ire and 
support. Committed members stood the test of time as their detailed 
dwelling and plot plans for 2 hectares were shared, along with planning 
application expenses, including a permaculture consultant. Lammas has 
made detailed reports on lessons from the planning approval process; 
co-founder Wimbush attributed challenges more to ‘politics within the 
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council’ than to planners. However, Jones outlines a complex tango in 
which state authorities and academic studies were influential in shifting 
planning ordinances to cater for low impact developments. Lammas was 
just one of many low impact communities that sustained cat-and-mouse 
struggles with authorities, including standout Brithdir Mawr, also 
in Pembokeshire, and protests against threats of demolition before 
low impact development came into force.11
The cooperative association that Lammas formed followed what has 
become an ecovillage status quo: consensual decision-making with a 
fall-back to voting or some other resolution-based process in the case 
of any stalemate, an elected and accountable executive committee 
of directors, along with small teams working on specific issues. 
Consistent with co-founder Wimbush’s preference for ‘self-reliance’ over 
‘self-sufficiency’ as a descriptor for Lammas’s position in a trade-based 
society, they would decide on a market-oriented model of member entry 
and exit to the community via purchase and sale, a service charge to 
members for areas held in common and an unusually casual approach to 
members’ engagement in governance.12
One Planet Development
During the first half of the 2010s, the Welsh One Planet Development 
policy had limited application, mainly in rural areas, because of stringent 
requirements for associated developments to be substantially supported 
by ‘land-based livelihoods within five years’ (75 per cent sufficiency 
in basic household needs or £3000 per adult); wholly supported by 
renewable energy and water collected onsite; living in zero-carbon 
housing with respect to embodied and operating energy – mainly using 
local, recycled and renewable natural construction materials; all of which 
would contribute to the essential aim of a ‘one planet’ ecological footprint 
of 2.4 hectares per capita, or 1.8 global hectares (gha). Wimbush has 
identified the biggest challenge as generating from their land produce 
worth around £80,000, comparing that to the previous farmer who 
gained around £3000 per annum and neighbouring farmers who gain 
subsidies for farming their land. Adding value to excess produce has 
proved the main means to successfully achieve niche trading outside 
their ecovillage economy.13
The One Planet Development calculations applicable to Lammas 
estimate the household domestic ecological footprints of applicants 
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using a Stockholm Environment Institute tool. While the calculator 
uses much financial data, the results are generated in global hectares per 
capita. A ‘global hectare’ is ‘a biologically productive hectare with world 
average biological productivity for a given year’, the unit of account used 
to measure ecological footprints and biocapacity. Therefore, the global 
hectare is a standard that varies through time to account for different 
levels of production and productivity, and requires modification for 
applications to specific types of productive land. A measure of biologically 
productive land and water, it incorporates impacts of both consumption 
and waste on the regenerative capacity of Earth.14
The ecological footprint covers both carbon and non-carbon footprints. 
Globally, carbon emissions became the greatest, and fastest growing, 
share of total impacts during the 50 years between 1961 and 2011. The 
carbon footprint is incorporated into the ecological footprint through 
the amount of biologically productive area necessary for absorbing 
emitted carbon dioxide (CO2 and other greenhouse gases measured as 
a CO2 equivalent). An initial carbon evaluation (2009) concluded that 
regeneration through permaculture farming and woodland management 
would enable a positive carbon sequestration rate of around 120 tonnes 
CO2 per annum, whereas Lammas’s site had, in its depleted state, emitted 
an estimated negative of seven tonnes of CO2 per annum. At the same 
time, the land would provide substantially for the inhabitants’ basic 
needs and cut carbon emissions attributable to their lifestyles to less than 
one-quarter of those associated with previous practices.15
Lammas: achievements
The Lammas 2015 annual report showed that they were living well 
within a one planet footprint, shrinking to an 0.8 planet footprint from 
a 1.36 planet footprint in 2010.16 In short, through sustainable practices 
in their work, play, homes and travel, residents reduced their impact 
to around one-third of the Welsh average. This achievement required 
neither ‘smart’ technologies nor total retreat from advanced technologies, 
such as the Internet. They simply minimised their use of many things, 
including machinery, water and energy. They car-shared and strove for 
self-reliance in food.
While it is unclear as yet how low impact living will be applied in 
cities such as Cardiff and Aberystwyth, the significance of low impact 
living was strengthened by the end of 2016, when the Welsh government 
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confirmed broader applications of ecological footprint measures to 
monitor achievements under the Well-Being of Future Generations 
Act and with respect to the 2050 target to reduce Welsh people’s 
ecological footprints to a one planet lifestyle.17
Being a lidder sounds like ‘hard work’ but Wimbush casts the 
experience in different terms:
it doesn’t feel like work because … you’re coming from a place of 
freedom with it, so I get up when I want…
… it doesn’t feel like work coz we play hard and … it’s not like we work 
for a number of hours for money.
You’re playing for the love of the land and the love of growing food 
and then you’re going to reap the rewards.18
Compared with other British residents who are subject to power 
blackouts or water supply being cut off, Wimbush has pointed out that 
off-grid living empowers lidders:
here, in the house, I know exactly where the electricity comes from 
when I turn on the light, and exactly where the water goes when I pull 
the plug out of the sink, and so all the kind of solutions, all the support 
systems, are micro. They’re kind of homemade and I can tweak them 
and mend them.19
Furthermore, the cost of establishing a dwelling (Figure 6.2) and plot at 
Tir y Gafel ecovillage has been estimated at around £40,000 to £65,000, 
with resale values expected to remain low because of the responsibili-
ties and challenges attendant to the associated lifestyle. By comparison, a 
local town house plot of just 0.1 acre was marketed in 2009 for £130,000, 
whereas a 5-acre lot and share in Lammas woodland cost only £35,000. 
In short, entering into and living at this ecovillage is highly affordable.20 
los angeles eco-village:  
urban, diverse and working class
Los Angeles Eco-Village (LAEV) began on New Year’s Day 1993 after 
civil unrest, urban fires and riots subsequent to the Rodney King 
verdict (1992). These protests redirected the attention of a group of 20 
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visionaries set on building a US$25m ‘state-of-the-art eco-development 
that might have taken decades to develop’ on 11 acres of city-owned 
landfill several miles away. Instead, as co-founder Lois Arkin recounts, 
the unrest prompted them to retrofit environmental sustainability and 
ground cooperation and community in the diverse, disrupted and 
damaged working-class neighbourhood that had been her home for 
more than a decade.
This leap of faith was economically rational: damage from several 
earthquakes during 1992 as well as the civil unrest had sent real-estate 
prices down, making the purchase of degraded apartments in this area 
more feasible than other options they had considered. LAEV activists 
– many of them artists, who would apply artistic skills to spread sustain-
ability practices – began on the street, getting to know their neighbours 
better, in order to inform and lay the groundwork for realising the 
eco-communal housing and neighbourhood activism that has remained 
central to their very urban ecovillage ever since.
By the mid-2010s, LAEV intentional community had around 40 
committed members and a similar number of active participants 
assisting in a range of ecovillage activities. Managing 50 apartment 
dwellings, they were immediately accessible to 500 neighbourhood 
Figure 6.2 Interior of a Lammas dwelling
Source: Simon Dale, photographer
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residents, predominantly on low incomes and from around 15 ethnic 
backgrounds. In short, LAEV acted as an outreach hub, for locals 
especially, to learn about urban community-oriented sustainability as 
a way of the future:
The space includes cooperative affordable housing, native landscape, 
on-site food growth, micro social enterprises, a community land trust, 
pedestrian-friendly streetscape, bike-friendly amenities, and a host of 
democratic community-building activities. To visit is to not only feel 
the history of community transformation, but also be inspired about 
what a more liveable L.A. can exemplify.21
Formal LAEV structure: networked institutions
As is typical of many ecovillages, the complex activities, scope and 
range of responsibilities that comprise LAEV are managed through an 
integrated web of legally distinct institutions, each with specific aims 
and organisers. In the 1990s, the Cooperative Resources and Services 
Project (CRSP) – established in 1980 as a not-for-profit community 
development organisation and the seedbed for LAEV – bought two 
apartment buildings. In 2011, the Beverly-Vermont Community 
Land Trust (BVCLT) and the CRSP purchased yet another apartment 
building. Existing renters were offered the option of remaining in their 
homes irrespective of whether they decided to become active in LAEV 
or not.22
Instead of conventional banking, funds from CRSP’s Ecological 
Community Revolving Loan Fund – supported by US$2m credit from 
friends and other donors, most of whom had been repaid by 2014 
– enabled the property purchases and rehabilitation of dilapidated, 
damaged apartments and environmental retrofits. By the mid-2010s, 
most LAEV members lived in one of two adjacent apartment buildings 
on land owned by the BVCLT – donated to the CLT by the CRSP in 2012 
– with the buildings owned and governed by another not-for-profit, 
limited-equity housing cooperative Urban Soil/Tierra Urbana (USTA). 
Members of the CRSP, the BVCLP and the USTA comprised the LAEV 
Intentional Community. Renters’ payments covered building costs and 
the ownership models were designed to protect the land and buildings 
from re-entering the speculative real-estate market.23
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Urban dwellers: transport and food
While conveniently located to public transport, LAEV operates over 
two blocks in East Hollywood close to ‘one of Los Angeles most auto 
congested traffic corridors, Vermont Avenue’. LAEV members have 
driven a movement away from automobiles in their neighbourhood 
and beyond by encouraging reduced car usage, offering a discount 
of hundreds of dollars per annum to renters without cars, renovating 
garages into work and business spaces, promoting and supporting 
bike use (such as through the LA County Bicycle Coalition), a LAEV 
member establishing a vibrant repairing Bicycle Kitchen, installing arty 
SLOW DOWN signs on street posts and campaigning to eradicate all 
through traffic in their neighbourhood. As such, they lay groundwork 
for Mayor Villaraigosa (2005–2013) to champion a 2011 Los Angeles’ 
Bicycle Master Plan to establish 1680 miles of interconnected bikeways 
(40 miles per annum) and advise all agencies to promote bike programs 
and education.24
Encouraging walking and cycling is significant to reduce car and air 
travel to reverse climate change. For instance, a 2006 environmental 
audit of the well-established Scottish Findhorn ecovillage community 
and business showed that even though both the total travel and the 
overall ecological footprint of Findhorn residents were half the Scottish 
average, alarmingly, Findhorn residents’ air travel was around double the 
average Scottish level per capita. Findhorn residents made significant 
savings in terms of car, but not air, travel. A study of the well-known 
Beddington Zero Energy Development (BedZED) in London showed 
similar results and advised guilty residents to reduce or eliminate air 
travel. To avoid regular commuting, many LAEV members have found 
work close to home.25
Furthermore, such studies indicate considerable environmental 
savings from self-provisioning in food, a tall order in a global city. LAEV 
have established a food cooperative in their main apartment lobby 
where residents and locals can order fresh organic vegetable and fruit 
boxes delivered from local farms on a weekly basis. Locals can join the 
cooperative to buy cheap bulk dry foods by paying a nonmonetary fee 
working in the cooperative around 20 hours per annum. The LAEV blog 
is replete with news on the dozens of small garden beds and fruit trees 
that they co-developed throughout their neighbourhood with the aim 
of greater locally produced food sufficiency. Many LAEV members and 
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their neighbours belong to the Arroyo Seco Network of Time Banks 
where they contribute work by the hour credited by another kind of 
work done by another member for an hour – a system that can facilitate 
sharing the product of growing, preparing and cooking food locally and 
collectively.26
The ecovillage has implemented programs to improve the environmen-
tal efficiency of apartments through water and energy saving appliances, 
use of solar energy, drought-resistant landscaping and rain gardens, 
and by connecting pipes to divert grey water to community gardens 
(requiring householders to watch what goes into their waste water, such 
as keeping to biodegradable detergents). Erstwhile waste, along with 
material mined from local landfill, is reused as construction materials, 
recycled or composted in bins or holes in LAEV food-producing gardens, 
of which there were 24, along with 100 fruit trees, in 2011.27
Core values
After an international tour of ecovillages, Litfin suggested using a four- 
pronged approach to their analysis, combining ecology and economics, 
and community and consciousness (‘E2C2’).28 Litfin associates spirituality 
and religiosity, through ‘consciousness’, to environmental respect. But, 
is there a necessary and straightforward link between either spirituality 
and sustainability, or consciousness and commitment? For instance, 
as discussed in previous chapters, studies show that consciousness of 
environmental imperatives for change does not necessarily inform more 
sustainable behaviour in practice.
Furthermore, from her E2C2 perspective, Litfin was surprised that 
the determinedly secular LAEV ‘was also the most religiously diverse 
community I visited’. By highlighting ‘consciousness’ and weighing 
its definition down as the driver of practices, Litfin assumed that the 
secularity of LAEV would lead to the ‘lowest common denominator’. 
If, instead, one acknowledges that secular environments are tolerant 
and protect diversity – giving no particular set of beliefs privilege in 
communal rituals and decision-making – LAEV’s religious diversity 
is understandable.29 Sustainability motivation and commitment in 
practice can be driven by simple scientific understandings and strong 
socio-environmental values and are, arguably, easier to apply collectively 
than in an individual household.30 This point is made by LAEV core 
values, listed in Box 6.1, that members have committed to since 2001.
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In terms of cultural diversity, impressed by the community’s self-reliant 
‘DIY ethic’, a Chicana who lived there from 2008 to 2011 recalled LAEV 
as ‘an important site where a racially integrated group experiments with 
life beyond the usual story for many of us who grew up in marginalized 
communities’. She described LAEV’s approach as a complete reversal 
of mainstream aspirations – ‘rising above poverty, we are expected to 
embrace status-oriented consumerism’ – while LAEV taught voluntary 
collective simplicity instead.31
cloughjordan ecovillage: smart and slow 
Cloughjordan Ecovillage (Tipperary, Ireland) has a distinctly twenty-first 
century, eco-smart and market-oriented character: ‘We have over 100 
residents living in high-performance green homes, over 20,000 newly 
planted trees and Ireland’s largest renewable energy district heating 
system.’ The heating system was partly funded by a European Union (EU) 
sustainable energy program. Infrastructure, such as fibre-optic cabling 
for high-speed broadband, was completed in 2008 and construction of 
permanent dwellings in 2009, a decade after the ecovillage’s initiators 
had started discussing their ambitions for it.32
Ninety minutes from Dublin by car – train services are limited – the 
ecovillage has been lauded for revitalising a rural settlement. Drawing 
on two twenty-first-century movements associated with sustainability, 
Box 6.1 Los Angeles Eco-Village Core Values
1. Celebrate & include joy in all our endeavors
2. Take responsibility for each other & the planet through local environ-
mental & social action
3. Learn from nature and live ecologically
4. Build a dynamic community through diversity & cooperation, giving & 
forgiving
5. Inspire compassionate, nurturing, & respectful relationships
6. Create balanced opportunities for individual participation & collective 
stewardship
7. Engage our neighbors and broader community in mutual dialog to learn, 
act and teach
Source: Los Angeles Eco-Village, ‘About’, 2015 – http://laecovillage.org/home/
about-2/
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Cloughjordan Ecovillage seems like a subtle mix of ‘smart’ and ‘slow’. 
According to the metrics of environmental consultant Vince Carragher, 
by late 2015 the average resident was already achieving an ecological 
footprint of 2gha (one-third of the Irish average of 5.5gha) and heading 
for a one planet lifestyle of 1.7gha. Framed as low carbon lifestyles as 
much as low impact living, Cloughjordan member-residents had already 
built more than 55 of an expected 130 dwellings (including 16 work–live 
units) by 2016.33
Establishment34
As with Lammas, the founders of Cloughjordan Ecovillage advertised 
successfully for appropriate land. Consequently, a 27-hectare greenfield 
site spreading from just north of the main town street out into the 
countryside was purchased in 2005. Six years beforehand, they had 
established a company, Sustainable Projects Ireland Limited (SPIL), 
registered as an educational charity. SPIL became a vehicle to establish 
the ecovillage, certain associated organisations, and has operated as a 
not-for-profit cooperative.
Especially given that many members had come from Dublin, once they 
identified an appropriate site in 2002, it was imperative that community 
member-cum-developers first worked on becoming part of the existing 
social and geographic environment of the prospective Cloughjordan 
Ecovillage. They invited considerable input from the around 500 
pre-existing village residents of Cloughjordan (Cloghjordan), a town 
established in the mid-seventeenth century in an area inhabited by 
humans for several millennia. A year-long consultation included school-
children creatively involved in modelling the ecovillage.
Planning permission from the local authorities took another few years 
to accomplish, in stages, starting with the master plan before the land 
purchase was completed. The ultimate plan included a relatively dense 
residential area, woodlands to be augmented with tree plantings by 
residents, 12 acres reserved for community-based farming, along with 
individual plots meaning that food production and biodiversity were 
twin principles (see Figure 6.3 for the masterplan for their land use). 
Even though local authorities rejected the community’s bid for a reed 
bed and wetland system for black and grey water, subsequently their 
drainage system successfully dealt with precipitation that caused local 
flooding outside the ecovillage.
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Residential obligations
Each member has to abide by standards set out in a long Village 
Ecological Charter with environmental rating targets and approved 
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Figure 6.3 Masterplan sketch of Cloughjordan Ecovillage
Source: Sustainable Projects Ireland 
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and management of natural zones. For instance, water-use targets are 60 
per cent of the national average per capita. Technical specifications for 
buildings – energy use, air-tightness, passive solar design, ventilation and 
insulation – are more stringent than with current building standards. In 
2013, even though amounting to just 0.0015 per cent of all dwellings in 
Ireland, Cloughjordan Ecovillage dwellings represented 6.25 per cent of 
all A-rated dwellings and 2.5 per cent of B-rated ones, and scored very 
strongly in building energy ratings compared with other Irish homes.35 
However, sustainable practices rely on much more than a green 
eco-smart home. Carragher’s calculations show that common transport 
accounts for one-third of the average residents’ ecological footprint – car 
travel (19 per cent) and air travel (15 per cent). In this study, indicator 
scores varied by a factor of 10 ‘for all consumption categories’, which 
proves just how important personal practices are over and above the 
eco-standards of homes. In addition to travel, food transport and 
packaging burdens ecological footprints. In the mid-2010s, beyond 
individual efforts and access to Cloughjordan Community Farm produce, 
adult residents of Cloughjordan Ecovillage would sign on to an average of 
two hours per week voluntary community work (meitheal) on communal 
ecovillage spaces, such as community gardens producing vegetables and 
fruits – generally attending to gardens adjacent to their homes.36
Community-supported agriculture
Residents of the ecovillage can elect to join others, including non-
ecovillage locals, as members, of the Cloughjordan Community 
Farm. Horses plough the member-owned and operated biodynamic 
Cloughjordan Community Farm (Figure 6.4), which traverses 5 
hectares of ecovillage and a further 12 hectares located 2km away. This 
community-supported agriculture (CSA) farm started in the latter half 
of 2008, with members becoming guarantors for an €80,000 loan from a 
German ethical bank. Fifty members pay a regular subscription to ensure 
wages for farm workers and to cover lease of the land. Low-income 
members pay less and gain more while children are free. Members 
have input into the management of the CSA and associated activities, 
volunteering as coordinators and workers, especially for planting 
and harvesting. The farm benefits from work by Willing Workers on 
Organic Farms (WWOOFers) and, in 2016, was calling for applications 
for one-year EU-funded youth volunteers. In return, live-in volunteers 
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are accommodated by members – or at CSA expense at the inexpensive 
ecovillage eco-hostel, which has more than 30 beds – and are often fed 
by rostered members.
CSA members pick up produce such as vegetables, milk, eggs, honey, 
apple juice and grains on the basis of their needs, and can dry, freeze or 
preserve surplus. Meat produce is accessed independently. Some grain 
goes to the local bakery and farm animals, and milk is distributed to 
cheese-makers. One study of the CSA during 2010–2011 reported on 
a governance and management restructure in response to disappoint-
ing levels of produce on the farm and financial straits; appropriately 
redesigned, roles and responsibilities showed a capacity to analyse and 
creatively revise this CSA to more appropriately satisfy members’ aims.37
Cloughjordan Village, governance and affordability
Alongside environmental sustainability learning initiatives using the 
ecovillage as a demonstration site and space, members have developed 
many local businesses beyond the farm, including a wood-fired 
bakery, a book café, several sustainability consultancy services, the 
first community-operated FabLab in Ireland, and have attracted 
Figure 6.4 Cloughjordan Community Farm: Hard at work ploughing
Source: Davie Philip, photographer
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national offices of relevant sustainability organisations to relocate to 
Cloughjordan town. 
Much has been made by certain authors about the specialness of the 
Cloughjordan Ecovillage governance structure, but it replicates many 
features found in other ecovillages. In short, non-hierarchical work 
planning and monitoring teams develop on permanent (or temporary) 
bases to address specific continuous (or one-off) responsibilities yet 
remain answerable to the whole body, which is coordinated by elected 
representatives with regular meetings for all members. This is the 
most common ecovillage model, where a modified form of consensual 
decision-making operates, that is, consensus is sought through a process 
of proposal, discussion involving deep listening and engagement, scoping 
and reframing the issues at hand, and proceeding at the point when there 
is an outcome formed that all can live with.38 
In contrast to Lammas and LAEV, Cloughjordan Ecovillage presents 
definite hurdles in terms of affordability. In October 2016, estimates of 
building costs were €800–1500 per sq m. Prices ranged from €32,340 to 
€38,340 for apartment sites (on a 999-year lease), and €50,620 to €94,340 
for detached house sites inclusive of a Community Development Charge 
for the benefit of a fully serviced site (including a cheap heating source). 
Sites are owned outright with the caveat that re-sale is limited to a member 
of SPIL.39 In late 2016 there was a 170sq m semi-detached four-bedroom, 
two-bathroom ecovillage house that had been completed in 2012 for sale 
for €195,000.40 Hemp seems to have been used extensively, and timber 
framing, self-building, owner-building, and cooperative building all 
deliver some economies but Cloughjordan Ecovillage is certainly not as 
affordable as others considered in this chapter.
live, work and play: dancing rabbit  
ecovillage, missouri 
In 1993, some Stanford University students in California set their 
sights on establishing a post-petroleum off-grid ‘eco-town’ of some 
500–1000 residents. Subsequently, they met regularly to discuss the 
realisation of an ecovillage of individuals and fluid self-organising 
smaller communities. By 1995, many had joined a shared household 
within a multi-house community, which enabled greater interaction 
and progress. It became apparent that Californian planning laws and 
land prices effectively prohibited establishing the ecovillage there, so a 
desktop search for a promised land ensued. In August 1996, those still 
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keen rode off to physically search for, and finally settle, temporarily, at 
an established community already known to them, Sandhill in Scotland 
County (north-east Missouri).
Community land trust
Using a community land trust (CLT) model, early in October 1997, the 
community now known as Dancing Rabbit Ecovillage (DRE) finalised 
the purchase of a US$190,000 property in the vicinity of Sandhill 
– 113 hectares of depleted farmland with a couple of farm buildings. 
Subsequently, they reserved around 5 per cent for dwellings, a common 
house and other facilities, 36 hectares are reserved for food production 
and sustainable forestry and 65 hectares has become part of a funded 
US Conservation Reserve Program. Their mission is deeply ecological 
– as indicated by an aerial view of their ecovillage in Figure 6.5 – their 
approach experimental and their sustainability practices broadly 
community-based. In 2014 its population was around 75 mainly adult 
member-residents, a dozen or so children and several non-member 
residents (such as those on work-exchange).41
The CLT model enables every member to lease plots, but they must 
seek ecovillage approval to build a dwelling, develop gardens or farm. 
These plots can be sold on to any prospective buyers who, however, must 
be pre-approved members. By the mid-2010s, there were around 25 
Figure 6.5 Dancing Rabbit Ecovillage: An aerial view
Source: Jim Barmore, photographer 
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small, mainly self-built, dwellings and further community buildings and 
other facilities. Members have no buy-in charge, low leasing rates (circa 
US$300 per annum in 2016 for dwelling plots) and memberships are a 
progressive 2 per cent of any level of income.42
DRE has an outward focus through their educational Centre for 
Sustainable and Cooperative Culture, which has been attracting some 
1000 visitors per annum, many staying for weeks at a time. They produce 
webinars, on ‘low carbon, high quality’ lifestyles, that are easily accessible 
worldwide. Furthermore, partly due to their proximity to Sandhill and 
Red Earth Farms, they have administered the international Fellowship of 
Intentional Community and its publishing arm.43
Governance and culture
Members are expected to be active on committees and the structure 
includes a board of directors and village council featuring consensus 
decision-making. Two distinctive foci of DRE are an explicit stand on 
encouraging population degrowth and a determinedly feminist ethos. 
Sustainability guidelines include voluntary population control and 
shared responsibilities for children, which fulfil feminist approaches. 
Many secular sustainability-oriented ecovillages make a concerted 
effort to open all roles, learning opportunities and responsibilities to 
every member irrespective of gender or other characteristics. Sharing 
skills and empowerment for women are explicitly advocated. A feminist 
ethos and practice is seen to be of strong benefit, releasing males from 
stereotypical limitations and expectations as much as women, as males 
participate in childcare and nurturing roles.44
Perhaps the achievements in these directions are best expressed in the 
words of one DRE resident – they call themselves ‘Rabbits’ – contemplat-
ing impending parenthood:
Whether it’s a boy or a girl (or however they choose to identify later in 
life), we will teach them the basic necessities that our education system 
does not (in addition to going to school, of course). They’ll know how 
to grow organic fruits, vegetables, and herbs; how to navigate without 
GPS; how to source and filter water; how to craft basic shelters; and 
how to limit their personal impact on both the environment and other 
people and cultures by recycling, repairing, and reusing as much as 
possible. They’ll know how to defend themselves as well, without the 
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gaudy pride and trendiness that has become synonymous with guns 
and violence nowadays.45
Strict sustainability practices
Several covenants bind all Rabbits to sustainable practices along specific 
sustainability guidelines focusing on renewable energy and material use. 
No personal motorised vehicles can be used or kept there; the ecovillage 
has a car cooperative using energy-efficient vehicles, biodiesel and solar 
energy, and car-pooling with member contributions covering costs 
proportional to use. Fossil fuels cannot be used either in vehicles or for 
heating or cooling spaces or water, or for refrigeration. Only sustainable 
energy is generated onsite and any imports of energy must be offset by 
communal energy exports.
Many DRE households do not have a kitchen in their dwelling; instead 
they share preparation and eating of meals in a food cooperative and 
common house kitchen. Similarly, a Rabbit is likely to launder in one of 
just a few washing machines in a general cooperative. Besides an assembly 
room, the community’s common house has offices and a library, showers 
and sinks, and a room for children to play in.46 Organic standards are 
observed, organic materials are composted onsite from household waste, 
and humanure is used. Recycled materials are reclaimed, timber must be 
second-hand and locally grown or certified as sustainably harvested, and 
paper must be made from re-used materials or sustainably regenerating 
resources. Purchase of necessary goods and services is limited to 
non-exploitative or ‘the most socially progressive source’.
There is minimal husbanding of domesticated ruminant animals 
producing methane.47
As mentioned, Rabbits live on a fraction of their land, leaving the 
rest for farming, including orchards and gardens, woodland under 
ecoforestry and 65 hectares under a remunerative federal Conservation 
Reserve Program contract to control erosion and conserve wildlife. 
They have regenerated the land with local indigenous plants, such as 8 
hectares of native prairie grasses and thousands of trees, to encourage 
wildlife habitat and restore the landscape to its precolonial eco-diversity. 
No mean feat, this continuous work-in-progress requires sharing 
and developing special knowledge and skills. In February 2017, for 
instance, the Rutledge Fire Department assisted in managing a burn of 
approximately 25 hectares of grasslands to encourage local ecological 
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regeneration. The fire brigade brought crucial equipment and tools vital 
to managing a fire subject to windy conditions.48 
Carbon footprint
DRE uses the US average as a yardstick for assessing the progress of 
its socio-material structure and culture for environmental sustainabil-
ity. In 2013, the average US emission per capita per annum was around 
20 metric tons of CO2-e (Table 6.1). An average Rabbit’s energy use 
within the home was less than 20 per cent the US average. Moreover, 
the community wholly relied on generating its own renewable (solar and 
wind) energy and exports through a community-wide solar electricity 
cooperative. So, even with the embodied energy of its energy-generating 
equipment included, the ecovillage had an almost zero electricity 
footprint in 2013. Food sustainability is notoriously hard to measure, but 
DRE residents calculate that their consumption generates only 50–70 per 
cent of the carbon emissions of an average US resident. By minimising 
car usage, in 2013, the average DRE resident used around 11 per cent 
of the US average for local transport. Harking back to the discussion 
regarding Findhorn and BedZED in the LAEV section, where DRE 
members fell down was long-distance travel – consuming 90 per cent 
of the US average level of emissions due to long car trips and air travel.49
Table 6.1 DRE average carbon footprint compared with the US average 
(CO2-e metric tonnes)
Sector Rabbit average US resident average
Electricity 0.02 2.87
Transport, local 0.31 2.90







TOTAL 9.43 19.98 
Source: Data drawn from Tony Sirna, ‘How Dancing Rabbit Ecovillage’s footprint compares 
to America’s footprint’ in Cutting Our Carbon Footprint at DRE site, accessed 28 June 2017
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Four Rabbits have summarised their approach in the following inter-
connected points:
Basically we do as much as we can to reduce our impact on the earth.
We do this, not only by making serious changes in our daily lives but 
also by working together to create a new culture.
A culture that supports and encourages its members to live more 
consciously…
… that encourages experimentation and that offers lots of opportuni-
ties for creativity, compassion and connection.50
on the ‘ecovillage’
The four ecovillages sketched here have received acclaim in independent 
environmental sustainability analyses and evaluations. The Lammas 
ecovillage made the 2014 ‘Top 10’ Guardian list of eco-homes – selected 
with specialist advice from authorities such as the UK Green Building 
Council and the BREEAM building development standard agency. 
Furthermore, Lammas attracted a £346,935 award from the Department 
of Energy and Climate Change (late 2009) to build their Community 
Hub. Besides fame throughout Ireland – winning the National Green 
Award for Ireland’s greenest community every year from 2012 to 2014 
– Cloughjordan Ecovillage was a gold medal winner at the 2013 Interna-
tional Awards for Liveable Communities (the ‘Green Oscars’) supported 
by the UN Environmental Program. Ecovillage researcher Litfin has 
referred to LAEV as ‘Eden’, behind the ‘unremarkable’ façades of its 
urban apartment blocks, and lauds its ‘huge ripple effect’. Furthermore, 
DRE featured in a 2005 episode of a US reality TV show, ‘30 Days’, which 
aired internationally and followed ordinary people learning how to live 
at DRE.51
Nevertheless, all of these ecovillages faltered at some time or another. 
The decisive move interstate saw several participants withdraw from 
DRE and, soon after their land purchase, conflicts and departures shrank 
the group to just four members in 1998. Yet, by 1999, its population 
started a long upward swing to 75 in 2014.52 Perhaps the Sandhill 
connection was crucial to its survival. It is hard not to remark, too, that 
DRE remains far from having the great number of members anticipated 
by its founders. Lammas endured a lengthy and tortuous planning 
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process, and had to overcome an uncomfortable anti-Lammas campaign 
by certain locals.53 LAEV is not the type of urban environment that many 
people feel comfortable about raising children in, but the ecovillage has 
lived with and accepted this detraction while continuing to work with 
numbers of families in the local area.54 In 2007, Cloughjordan found it 
critically necessary to substantially revise its governance system.55 In 
reality, challenges are endemic even to successful, complex and novel 
collaborative communities.
Size
There are many well-known ecovillages that are larger or smaller than 
those presented here. Populations rise and fall as different residents enter 
and exit. In the more substantial range, Crystal Waters (Australia) had a 
population of more than 200 residents in 2016; Sieben Linden (Germany) 
had 140 in 2017 (aiming for around 300); Ecovillage at Ithaca (New York) 
had more than 175 in 2016; Svanholm (Denmark) had 150 in 2015; and 
Findhorn (Scotland) had more than 210 members, 120 coworkers (many 
living onsite) with 200 local residents regularly involved in mid-June 
2017. Most ecovillages’ informative websites include legal and historical 
detail on their formal association, planning, finances and governance. 
This detail is often sufficient, for those interested, to shortlist ones with 
attractive features for the purposes of a tour.56 
Diversity
Ecovillages in general have been criticised for not being sufficiently 
diverse and, contradictorily, for not representing their immediate locality 
enough, in terms of age, culture, and educational and income levels.57 
That certain ecovillages are primarily made up of migrants, a greater 
proportion of professionals, or speakers of one particular language is 
hardly surprising. Do such characteristics make these experimental 
socio-material laboratories failures? How far do any such characteristics 
invalidate what their participants set out to do which, most commonly, 
is to show that other, more environmentally sustainable and socially 
satisfying, ways of living are possible?
All the ecovillages considered here were started by tiny groups of 
people, many who met as activists. Three of the four ecovillages were 
established in ‘new lands’ by non-locals and even LAEV members already 
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living in Los Angeles started by spending time and effort engaging 
directly with their immediate neighbours so both felt informed and 
comfortable as they established their collaborative living experiment. All 
these communities are not just locally, but also globally, active, especially 
in educational work. Equally they have striven to root themselves in their 
built and natural environments by applying ecologically sound principles.
Sustainability
The ecovillages discussed here were selected for examination partly on 
the basis of their post-occupancy results, what environmental savings 
householders are really making, not merely the potential pre-occupancy 
building standard potential of dwellings that regular ratings systems 
measure, or prospective targets made when communities form. In a 
review of studies of the carbon footprints per capita of residents in 16 
intentional communities, Daley found that, on average, their impact was 
one-third of local, regional or national comparison averages, with Sieben 
Linden around one-quarter of the German average.58
Using a life-cycle assessment of energy used in three US ecovillages 
– Ecovillage at Ithaca (New York), Earthaven (Black Mountain, North 
Carolina) and Sirius (Shutesbury, Massachusetts) – Jesse Sherry has 
calculated that, if all US households reduced their energy consumption 
to the average level of those ecovillages, it would save the US more than 
one billion tons of CO2 emissions per annum. Based on results from all 
three ecovillages, the average resident wasted much less than the average 
US resident, as the following proportions show: paper (16 per cent); 
glass (13 per cent); metals (15 per cent); plastics (11 per cent); rubber, 
leather and textiles (57 per cent); wood (4 per cent); yard trimmings 
(5 per cent); food scraps (3 per cent); other (25 per cent). Sherry 
attributes the ecovillages’ achievements to both ‘fostering community 
and restoring nature’.59 
Real-world living laboratories
Ecovillages are not micro-societies, nor is a sustainable planet likely 
to evolve simply from scaling up ecovillages. Many ecovillages have 
put into practice ideas for doing all kinds of things differently and are 
accurately described as experimental socio-material ‘living laboratories’ 
for sustainable futures.60 They are, in effect, laboratories of participatory 
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action research and, as such, have even been referred to as ‘communities 
of practice’.61 They have led innovations in techniques, technologies 
and relationships for sustainable living. Most importantly, they provide 
experiential opportunities for a range of short and long-term visitors to 
observe and engage and live with their residents – to learn what it really 
feels like to live in alternative ways. The significance of offering such 
opportunities cannot be underestimated: unless vast numbers of people 
reduce their ecological footprints, we will experience rising global 
climate temperatures and natural re-balancing dynamics that might well 
pose conditions that make human life on Earth impossible.
To nest themselves in their environments, ecovillages have challenged 
planning and legal options, policy directions and regulations, and many 
have successfully co-developed models that are readily transferrable for 
adoption elsewhere. DRE highlights the planning barriers negatively, its 
founders simply moving interstate to specifically avoid planning limits. 
LAEV took on the urban planning authority status quo by deterring 
and tempering the behaviour of car drivers in their area, campaigning 
for bicycles to be taken seriously as a transport mode in Los Angeles 
more generally as well as successfully protesting against an inappropriate 
school development that was proposed opposite their buildings by con-
structively finding a better alternative local site. Lammas and other such 
communities have proactively acted as constructive test cases bringing 
planners, advocates and proposers of such eco-communities together 
either to change or create additional legislation and provide profession-
als with models to more easily incorporate, zone and create standards 
for such communities. These kinds of topics are discussed further in the 
next chapter. 
Many ecovillagers are bent on creating a seemingly impossible 
synergy between market and ecological dynamics. This is a trapeze 
act that guidelines such as the Welsh ‘One Planet Development’ policy 
might seem to avoid – through an orientation around self-provisioning 
and material ecological footprint metrics – but the calculations on which 
the land per capita use are based incorporate simply indicative monetary 
(price-oriented) units.62 Still, the Lammas approach is clearly based on 
‘use values’ (qualities and measures that are quality-specific), rather 
than ‘exchange values’, where the price is the only or predominant value 
considered – so many decisions by ecovillage practitioners are relatively 
free of a market framework.
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Cloughjordan is the most market-oriented of the four ecovillages 
discussed and the least affordable. The implications of integration with 
mainstream markets is the main theme in Chapter 8 whereas Chapter 9 
centres on groups, such as squatters, who have continued to challenge 
the deep structures of ownership and private property rights as cultural, 
political, and economic barriers to achieving collective sustainability and 
stewardship of nature. In the following three chapters, coursing our way 
through this maelstrom of powerful and energetic community-based, 
state and market actors, we weave three distinct future directions for col-
laborative and sustainable housing, such as ecovillages.

part iii




‘Will You Dance with Us?’ 
Governments and Collaborative 
Housing
Three drivers and trajectories characterise the future of collabora-
tive housing, such as eco-cohousing, ecovillages, collectively managed 
(‘self-managed’) social housing and self-build collectives. The state, 
the market and grassroots communities play together in complex 
partnerships that tend to be dominated by a particular actor, especially 
at distinct stages of their development.
This initial chapter of Part III is concerned with government 
interventions that provide crucial financial or in-kind support for 
collaborative housing with shallow environmental benefits that arise 
coincidentally with sharing and for deeper environmentally oriented 
collaborative housing, ‘eco-collaborative housing’. Chapter 8 will analyse 
a suite of substantially pre-planned market- and private-property-driven 
community-oriented eco-cohousing projects into which householders 
buy. In contrast, grassroots eco-collaborative communities examined in 
Chapter 9 have developed with substantial autonomy from governments 
and the market, with the community housing group firmly in the 
driving seat.
overtures between citizen groups  
and governments
For cynical and logical reasons, governments and their housing, 
planning and welfare agencies have become interested in collaborative 
housing. Ironically, from a neoliberal perspective where individuals are 
expected to cater as much as possible for themselves, the solidarity and 
sharing of community-driven models offer social welfare solutions to 
meet mundane needs. Community initiatives save government money 
by supplying inexpensive ways to address numerous contemporary 
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challenges, such as improving the sustainability of the built environment; 
enhancing sustainability practices of householders; creating more liveable 
neighbourhoods; embedding climate-responsive design; providing 
affordable private and social housing options; supporting ‘aging-in-place’ 
and offering community-based low-level care by volunteers for those 
with any kinds of special needs; and fulfilling neighbourhood mix, 
inclusion and integration policies.1 Today state policy interest in senior 
cohousing is a worldwide trend.
Such policy agendas refer to models developed well before neoliberal 
approaches were applied in the 1980s. Since the 1960s and 1970s, 
community-driven initiatives in a range of cities and rural areas have 
sought government planning, financial or in-kind support for housing 
and household types that are co-produced by prospective residents and 
relevant experts, and subsequently co-managed by their community of 
residents who share amenities, facilities and spaces.2 However, as in the 
case of certain low impact communities in the United Kingdom (UK), 
more socially and environmentally radical initiatives have existed ‘under 
the radar’ or neglected by authorities, their exposure risking forced 
abandonment or deconstruction. 
Citizen groups wanting to pursue collaborative housing have faced 
considerable planning, building and financial barriers, even in countries 
such as Germany where government support is long-established. Col-
laborative housing models integrate a plethora of players, and their 
plans and proposals are complex and multidimensional. Falling outside 
the eligibility criteria and principles of both planning and financial 
models for houses and households, many collaborative housing projects 
have relied on state financial agencies or state-guaranteed financing in 
the early years of their development. Projects with multiple dwellings 
require massive investments up-front, well before residents move in, 
which complicates financial arrangements for lenders and borrowers. 
Thus, groups look to governments to guarantee, partly fund or otherwise 
support such arrangements.
Furthermore, issues of scale in governmental responsibility and 
power can frustrate progress; while community-based projects face 
local authorities to plead their case, many planning, zoning and building 
regulations are based on national and provincial standards or guidelines. 
Local authorities might make case-by-case exceptions for, or supplemen-
tary planning and building regulations to embrace, more collaborative 
housing options but, frequently, financial institutions of national or inter-
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national scale remain resistant to applications that, from a market-based 
perspective, appear marginal, with additional and hard to quantify levels 
of risk.
Until specific schemes were set up in certain regions, garnering 
government support often required strong advocacy skills, specialist 
knowledge, time and effort so only activists driven by passion and 
conviction won the day. Other citizens squatted disused public sites 
or private buildings of historic significance, protesting for both their 
preservation and affordable housing. Without occupation, other citizens 
have stridently argued for keeping public property for social purposes and 
environmental benefits rather than watch its sale to private developers, 
destroying public heritage for private profits. Ideally, negotiated 
settlements ensued, involving, for example, government permission 
to use land for socially advantageous housing for a peppercorn rental, 
the granting of land, or land sales considerably below market rates and 
allowing time for communities to arrange finance.
European governments, in particular, rationalised sponsorship 
to communities for performing conservation, cultural and outreach 
services, and providing facilities and spaces open to the wider public. 
Most recently, collaborative housing projects have been identified 
as ways for governments to fulfil affordable eco-housing policies. In 
short, governments responding to community-driven demands have 
led to government-enabled, government-supported and, finally, even 
government-driven projects. Thus, this chapter examines a range of 
initiatives that recognise citizens’ rights to affordable, sustainable and 
community-based housing and to environmentally sustainable districts 
and neighbourhoods developed in public–private partnerships incorpo-
rating affordable eco-cohousing.
First, I discuss how governments started supporting intentional 
communities and Scandinavian governments assisted the development 
of cohousing types of collaborative housing from the 1980s. Second, I 
outline the kinds of collaborative housing that current structures prohibit 
or make difficult to achieve, as such delaying – often completely putting 
off – groups realising such visions. Third, I identify certain building 
and planning breakthroughs, as well as financial models suitable for 
international uptake in locally, regionally and nationally modified and 
adapted forms. Fourth, focusing on the present, I refer to supportive 
networks and umbrella organisations for collaborative housing that 
governments would do well to finance for a range of public benefits. A 
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short conclusion features a table indicating typical drivers of collabora-
tive housing efforts that, among other functions, makes sense of the way 
Part III is structured.
cradles of collaborative housing
For millennia intentional communities evolved to pursue philosophical, 
religious and political aims and to avoid persecution. Many coinciden-
tally integrated sustainability principles in the form of simple living 
and collective sufficiency, either for doctrinal or pragmatic reasons 
because, despite private institutional and voluntary donations, many 
were essentially self-supporting. However, with the revolutionary 
ferment of the second half of the nineteenth century and cooperative 
ventures in a range of sectors, certain governments began to support 
utopian settlements. Historian Bill Metcalf refers to efforts by the state 
‘in Australia in the 1890s, New Zealand in the 1970s, and Palestine/Israel 
for much of this century’.3
Indeed, up to 2 per cent of Israel’s population still live in kibbutzim, 
collective communities typically based on agriculture, although only 
around one-third are still income-sharing. After a decline, since the 
1980s kibbutzim have experienced a range of reforms, adaptations 
and resurgence of interest from young parents wishing to live in more 
affordable, rural and community-oriented ways. Kibbutzim are not 
dealt with here due to their religious and state specificity, which hinders 
transference and, therefore, relevance to this study. In contrast, Metcalf 
contends that intentional communities flourishing in the last half 
century have tended to be secular, even if utopian to the extent that 
they frequently pursue environmental sustainability in their everyday 
practices.4
Given that this chapter refers to a range of models in various regions, it 
is important to iterate that certain legal terms for distinct kinds of collab-
orative housing, ownership and sharing arrangements have developed 
in particular municipal and national contexts, sometimes confusingly 
bearing similar names across jurisdictions where regulations, practices 
and technicalities differ markedly. As discussed in Chapter 5 regarding 
the scope of cohousing, ‘housing cooperative’ refers to many different 
kinds of relationships and housing tenures. Indeed, in one article 
Vestbro understandably rules ‘cooperative housing’ out of discussions of 
‘alternative ways of living and building with shared facilities’ altogether. 
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Yet, a cooperative legal form has been used for diverse projects stretching 
from state- and market-oriented models of governance, and from social 
housing and cohousing through to communes, including the intentional 
community Commonground that, in the mid-1990s, Bill Metcalf 
nominated as the most radical case presented in his classic Australian 
collection.5
Irrespective of distinct legal terms, this book aims to be specific 
regarding essential types of housing and households (see glossary). 
Furthermore, for reasons of space, generic legal models, along with 
differences and complexities between jurisdictions, are ignored because 
the primary barriers to collaborative housing involve planning and 
financing. Appendix 1 includes a select list of legal references and links 
for interested readers.
Short descriptions of outstanding state support in three co-located 
countries follow. They indicate how social movements informed the 
demand for cohousing and how important government support has 
been to enable, and impede or deter, interested citizens to realise their 
dreams for collaborative housing. 
Denmark: the cradle of cohousing
The initial development of government-supported ‘cohousing’ in 
Denmark during the 1980s was secular and social in its orientation 
and purposes. Many proponents were attracted by its emancipatory 
opportunities, especially for gender roles and collective organisation 
of households. Rather than wrangle privately with a partner over 
household duties, a formal and collaborative approach to domestic 
chores and caring tasks promised greater responsibility and account-
ability. Furthermore, sharing child-care and playing spaces had potential 
for more efficient co-parenting, and parental support for singles, sole 
parents and couples alike.
Thus, architect-crafted collaborative living of the cohousing type 
found today in North America evolved through discussions in Denmark 
in the 1960s and took root there in the 1970s. By 1982, 22 Danish 
owner-occupied cohousing projects had been established. Professional 
support from the ‘live together’ (SAMBO) association (1978–) and 
national Cooperative Housing Association Law (1981) facilitated 
financial backing through state-sponsored loans. Banks perceived 
pre-sales an advantage. In recent decades, cohousing complexes show 
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reduced household dwelling sizes in favour of increases in collective 
facilities – making them more compact, sustainable and affordable.6
Estimates of the proportion of Danes living in such housing settle 
around 5 per cent, the greatest proportion in any country in the 
mid-2010s. Danish seniors’ ‘collective housing’ accommodates just over 1 
per cent of Danes more than 50 years old. In 2010, there were around 350 
units with 5–156 dwellings (15–30 dwellings on average) supplemented 
by 140 or so similar units of intergenerational communities that consci-
entiously integrated seniors.
Kähler has referred to the eco-cohousing of Munksøgård (Roskilde) 
as a ‘very good compromise’ between these two models. There seniors 
are housed together in one 20-dwelling cluster of an intergenerational 
settlement of five distinct clusters, each with their own common house. 
Munksøgård owner-occupiers, cooperative members and renters 
integrate activities across their separate neighbourhoods, and all support 
an organic farm.7 Such well-established seniors’ models are attractive to 
other governments in as much as they successfully address welfare and 
housing challenges associated with aging populations.
Sweden8
Vestbro’s short history of Swedish collaborative housing starts in 1935, in 
Stockholm, with a privately developed, multi-storey block of 54 serviced 
apartments that he describes as a ‘modernist collective’ or ‘functionalist 
cohousing’. A radical 1970s development with a similar ‘cohouse’ 
(Hässelby Family Hotel) had collective self-provisioning taking over 
services once supplied by workers. Later, a ground-breaking ‘self-work 
model’ in a renovated municipal housing company building in Stacken 
(Gothburg, 1979) was inspired by the Bo I Gemenskap (BiG, ‘Live in 
Community’, 1977–) ‘working-together’ model which, as in Denmark, 
responded to household re-organisation as more women worked outside 
home.
A spate of cohousing followed in Stockholm because, in 1980, the city 
started to take a serious interest in it – soliciting three public municipal 
housing companies to develop distinct models. Consequently, Kärnekull 
reports that between 1983 and 1993 more than 1000 apartments 
concentrated in 19 building complexes were characterised by affordabil-
ity, central kitchen and dining areas, a range of rooms for working and 
playing, and municipal kindergartens. (Similarly, a Dutch cohousing 
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agency facilitated partnerships with housing companies for tenanted 
cohousing during the 1980s though, after 2000, support diminished 
just to financing assistance.) Then, in the 1990s, the municipal housing 
company Färdknäppen became a prominent builder and owner of a 
Swedish version of seniors cohousing, the ‘second half of life model’ for 
those 40 years and over without dependent children.
Although a 2009 survey indicated that around 10 per cent of Swedes 
were attracted to cohousing, at that time, there were only about 45 
cases on the self-work model and two-thirds were owned by municipal 
authorities. Vestbro identifies this kind of government backing as ‘almost 
unique’ to Sweden, in sharp contrast to the almost exclusively private 
cohousing model in North America. He explains the universally low 
uptake of cohousing, based as it is on equality, as mainly attributable to a 
patriarchal culture. Indeed, around 20 per cent of the self-work cohousing 
projects developed in the 1980s were, at a later date, ‘de-collectivised’.
Despite the neoliberal trend for cash-strapped councils to pass housing 
provision more to market-based companies, public companies remain 
attractive to Swedish cohousing groups because, even though such 
companies need to make a profit, they are subject to political directives. 
Of course, housing companies such as Familjebostäder (Stockholm) 
offer assistance only where an incipient cohousing community is already 
proactive. Thus, government is best described as ‘responsive’. Even so, 
Kärnekull reports that smaller groups have difficulty attracting support 
because larger groups are preferred by the housing companies, which 
have no competition given that private housing firms ‘show no interest 
in collective buildings’ and land is a prohibitive cost without financial 
support.
Typically, Swedish state-owned cohousing was vertical stacks in 
urban centres. By way of an example, Lietaert pointed to Stoplyckan 
(Linköping), with 184 apartments in 13 tall buildings housing more 
than 400 residents, and its efficient arrangement with public healthcare 
companies that co-rented shared spaces to work in, the residents enjoying 
them outside business hours. This critical mass enabled a multiplicity 
of group activities and legitimised the establishment of two adjacent 
childcare centres.
Germany
Especially due to the leadership of city municipalities such as Berlin, 
Tübingen, Freiburg and Hamburg, Germany has been a leader in practical 
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legislative, financial and policy models for enabling a range of types of 
collaborative housing in response to strong community-based pressure. 
So much so that Droste has argued that the scale of realised projects 
and ‘the emergence of entire co-housing neighbourhoods’ indicates that 
municipalities need to consider mainstreaming this approach rather 
than leaving it a niche development. In fact, more progressive cities offer 
substantial pathways for collaborative housing models: Hamburg will sell 
land to groups at market prices but is prepared to delay the sale for up 
to, say, one year; Freiburg reserves 20 per cent of land for such housing.9
German state support for collaborative living has been seen as an 
affordable housing strategy. Yet, left-wing criticism pivots on rearguard 
action to expand as well as protect further incursions on low-income 
social housing. The associated criticism that collaborative housing is 
a gentrifying force is shallow given that gentrification is a function of 
market forces10; gentrification is a function of unmet demand, which 
would disappear if the demand were satiated. A more reasonable 
argument combines cohousing with demands for social housing as a 
matter of choice and in recognition of its various co-benefits.
Indeed, Droste confirms many co-benefits of collaborative housing, 
including that, as ‘a part of strategic housing policies, it contributes to 
relieving some of the burdens of social-welfare provision’. The Chair of 
the German community housing association Forum Gemeinschaftliches 
Wohnen, Albrecht Göschel, has distinguished collaborative housing 
from family-based and service-based public approaches to seniors. As 
a form of self-help and mutual management, collaborative housing is 
essentially a case of ‘alternative production of personal services’ that 
offers a third, cooperative, way. Caring is not specific to cohousing for 
seniors and other philanthropic and government-assisted collaborative 
housing; many wholly self-funded cohousing projects are intentionally 
inclusive across abilities, ages and income, and share responsibilities for 
those with special needs. They also offer local, public, facilities as part 
of the vibrancy and space advantages of community-based settlement.11
Despite such benefits, German state progress has been patchy and 
inadequate – especially in collaborating with groups as co-generators. 
Tummers explains this in terms of the failure of the planning profession 
worldwide to include genuine processes of engagement in their suite 
of learned and applied skills: ‘the position of inhabitants is often weak, 
despite legal consultation requirements’ and, as such, the kinds of 
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co-creation required by collaborative housing projects ‘presents a serious 
challenge to the current top-down planning cultures’.12
Berlin’s lead has been partly due to authorities building on a tradition 
of housing cooperatives since the nineteenth century, and the revital-
isation of the 10 per cent of cooperatively owned housing stock by a 
twenty-first century model of active resident participation. Furthermore, 
between the mid-1980s and 2000, Berlin ran a Wohnungspolitische 
Selbsthilfe (self-build housing) program offering financial and insti-
tutional assistance to hundreds of self-managing groups, formalising 
and integrating squats and bottom-up collective housing initiatives 
that appeared aplenty with re-unification. As LaFond has said, ‘the city 
became a fantastic field of play for alternative projects, which cemented 
the local Co-Housing culture’.13 
planning frustrations
Today, many observe how rigid planning forces United States (US) 
residents to conform to a single house or apartment structure, and how 
legal contracts and state policies make ‘families’ and ‘family households’ 
central, despite the fact that they are no longer the standard unit. Orsi et 
al. offer a shortlist of shared housing proposals in need, and receipt, of 
US government municipal authority support, confirming that ‘density 
restrictions, minimum lot and home size requirements, outmoded 
permitting and fee structures, parking space requirements, and other 
zoning barriers prevent cities from benefiting from the range of shared 
housing models citizens may want to pursue’.14 These statements apply to 
many other cities in Canada, Australia, the UK and New Zealand, even if 
the detail on hurdles vary from case to case.
Policies for Sharable Cities urged a relaxing of restrictions to developing 
accessory dwelling units (self-contained spaces within a dwelling or on 
a lot in addition to the main dwelling) and rental arrangements with 
nonrelated people that would allow more households or householders to 
jointly share space and other facilities and services. Similarly, allowing 
for the consolidation in clusters of micro-apartments, tiny houses, 
small alternative dwellings (such as container abodes) might create 
opportunities to maximise access to shared amenities contributing to 
environmental sustainability and affordability. Congratulating Amherst 
(Massachusetts) zoning ordinance allowing for collaborative housing 
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as a model, and Canadian examples of approvals for ecovillages (both 
described further below), the report argued for city authorities to 
‘require or incentivize clustering housing around central courtyards’ and 
‘the inclusion of common areas and common houses designed for shared 
activities’ – as in the case of a development associated with the University 
of Minnesota.15
Other examples of frustrations to, and recommendations for, col-
laborative living abound. An Australian study of boarding houses and 
residential parks (where caravans and manufactured mobile homes are 
semi-permanently parked through rental or ownership of a lot) revealed 
that many, especially seniors, enjoyed living in such communities 
provided rules and management were fair, even-handed and responsive 
to residents’ input. The study revealed younger residents supporting 
older ones, not just individual garden lots but also community gardens, 
and that a simple life could prove comfortable and enjoyable. Many 
interviewees mentioned the co-benefits of living as a community: 
‘Everyone sort of helps each other … the lifestyle is absolutely fantastic’; 
‘so many of my neighbours have stepped in to help give me a hand’. Still, 
in other cases, exploitation and social and physical risks prevailed. A 
general insecurity related to the fact that many privately, and publicly, 
owned parks are eventually sold.16 Significantly, one set of residents in a 
coastal New South Wales park threatened with closure commissioned an 
independent feasibility report for government to show how they might 
collectively buy and own, or lease, the park in a self-managed way. While 
unsuccessful in gaining necessary state support, they revealed unmet 
demand and social capacity.17
Squatters, those living on barges or other kinds of houseboats, and 
residents of all kinds of mobile dwellings on sites that regulators have 
allowed to be available for ‘temporary use’ or ‘meanwhile use’ (where 
land is vacant due to a long resale or pre-development process) could 
be catered for by legislation that would protect all parties. The rarely 
enacted British Empty Dwelling Management Order has potential use 
in this way, especially given that by the mid-2010s more than 240,000 
households were living in overcrowded conditions while 600,000 
dwellings were vacant.18 The UK Commission for Architecture and 
the Built Environment, dissolved early in 2012, had campaigned for 
new, shorter, simpler and clearer sets of home-building and planning 
regulations, with separate processes for assessment.19 Certainly new, 
complementary or supplementary codes are required to account for 
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current needs, as in the short set of exemplary planning and financial 
breakthroughs that follow.
european progress
This section aims to show how government agencies have engaged in 
various ways with community groups to support the realisation of col-
laborative housing projects.
Germany
Privately owned dwellings and collective ownership of shared 
spaces characterise many baugemeinschaften (‘community building 
partnerships’ or ‘building communities’) in Germany and collective 
self-builds in the Netherlands. Some baugemeinschaften only operate 
collaboratively up until the build ends and have few common facilities. 
Baugruppen are self-administering building groups of owner-occupiers, 
who collectively buy land and collaboratively design, and sometimes 
labour on, a multi-household build (baugruppe), the architect being 
pivotal and saving the usual profit-margin. Levels of sharing are 
determined by each group, including sharing gardens that are accessible 
to the neighbourhood. Hamiduddin and Gallent suggest that the level of 
collective self-build activity in Germany is associated with the compara-
tively high proportion of small building firms and cooperative housing. 
Moreover, ‘the power of speculative providers (especially over the land 
market) is curtained and group-build is given a chance to flourish’.20
Significantly, collaborative housing in Germany has been supported 
for decades by the federal German Development Bank (Kreditanstalt 
für Wiederaufbau, KfW) that not only finances collaborative housing 
ventures as a matter of course but also, in 2016, was offering hefty 
interest discounts of up to €75,000 per household for sustainability 
features.21 These types of schemes have been used to assist projects such 
as the Klima Solar Haus (2009) the original multi-household passive 
house in Berlin, where an environmentally friendly communal lifestyle 
meets high environmental construction and energy-use standards.22 
There are other banks and foundations that support such ventures, such 
as Nürnberg’s green UmweltBank, so financial constraints are limited to 
eligibility criteria and amounts available for borrowing.
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Berlin
Since 1975, around 1000 developments collectively demonstrate that 
Berlin is the most active collaborative housing urban node in the 
world. The Wohnungspolitische Selbsthilfe program alone seems to have 
accounted for up to one-third of these initiatives. As such, Droste has 
referred to Berlin as a ‘socio-spatial lab of urban development’, replete 
with different kinds of collaborations that include architects as drivers, 
proactive government policies, and self-building community groups as 
developers – all with significant heterogeneity.23
Berlin’s government has supported the Institute for Creative Sus-
tainability (id22) (2002–), a not-for-profit organisation promoting 
‘CoHousing’ cultures and post-growth initiatives such as community 
gardening, offering learning opportunities and an interactive website 
for promotion of projects, networking and sharing data.24 CoHousing is 
id22’s generic term for collaboratively designed and built housing spaces 
for multiple households that develop ‘self-managed social architectures’ 
to share activities and experiences, not just spaces and resources.25
Despite achievements in choice and access to collaborative housing 
models, the scramble for available land and support remains; generally 
municipal governments use ‘design-based competitive bidding’ and 
evidence of financial feasibility to decide sales of public land to citizen 
groups. Selfmade City presents various progressive collaborative housing 
and sustainable self-initiated projects in Berlin to identify key aspects 
as criteria for evaluating proposals to receive government support. 
Such criteria are useful indicators of sound CoHousing characteristics: 
neighbourhood and urban interaction; shared space, community and 
social foci; long-term affordability; open and green spaces; re-use and 
reactivation; hybrids; quality (re)densification; customised solutions for 
each generation; investment in ecological building; and future-oriented 
solutions and experimental models.26
Spreefeld, Berlin
The baugruppe cooperative housing model of Spreefeld (2011) on 
the River Spree in Berlin (Figure 7.1) has low- and middle-income 
resident-members who are, in effect, permanent tenants paying affordable 
staggered rent, say for 20 years, or until they leave and sell their share 
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(estimated at around 50 per cent equity). They were actively involved in 
some construction, which focused on simple, straightforward, multi-use 
interior design. Three apartment blocks with 64 cohousing dwellings 
(25–150sq m) accommodate around 140 inhabitants, who benefit from 
sustainable energy-saving features of a passive house standard, generate 
renewable energy, electric-car-share and enjoy private and community 
spaces, such as a children’s day-care centre; music, guest and carpentry 
rooms; and dozens of workspaces. At ground level, multi-functional 
rooms and outdoor spaces are accessible to the public. Communal living 
is an option in six cluster-apartments with 6–21 residents.27
Despite the success of Spreefeld, Michael LaFond – architect 
and Spreefeld resident, and director of id22 – has made a generic 
complaint that ‘local government is fairly slow, and not that creative’.28 
Droste agrees that the skills, concerns and programs for encouraging 
collaborative housing at a municipal level in Germany are patchy, discon-
tinuous and questionable, especially regarding effective and streamlined 
inter-departmental collaboration.29 In Berlin, the average dwelling price 
increased around 55 per cent between 2009 and 2015. Instead of simply 
selling public land off ‘to the highest bidder’, municipal readiness and 
Figure 7.1 Spreefeld: Three blocks of collaborative housing on the River Spree, 
Berlin
Source: Ute Zscharnt (Berlin), photographer
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prioritisation of collaborative endeavours in land-use decision-making 
could support more affordable housing.30 However, as Tummers points 
out, engagement skills are not the planning profession’s strong suit and 
groups complain of bureaucratic red tape and patronising, rather than 
co-generative, approaches.31
Tübingen: Mühlenviertel
Governments have a unique capacity to lease or sell public land at 
reasonable rates for collaborative housing purposes, and their agencies 
can orchestrate multi-stakeholder partnerships and give projects a 
formality to reassure financiers. Droste identifies Hamburg and North-
Rhine Westphalia, along with Berlin, as proactive state governments. 
Moreover, Freiburg and Tübingen, both in Baden-Württemberg, have 
encouraged collective self-development for decades. Building on prior 
experience of encouraging innovative re-use in small-scale neighbour-
hood complexes, in 2003 Tübingen authorities developed an urban 
planning agency responsible for the conversion of the Mill District, 
Mühlenviertel (2007–2010), pitched as a model for replication elsewhere. 
Eliason points out that Tübingen housing had become prohibitively 
expensive by the mid-1990s, whereas the recent collaborative housing 
model achieved affordability and, despite taking longer, ‘a quality of 
sustainable urbanism very difficult to come by’ in mainstream develop-
er-led processes. Tübingen’s supervisory agency demonstrated a range of 
skills, orchestrating multiple actors to fulfil numerous social and sustain-
ability objectives.32
The planning agency held a competition among citizens to name 
the district, encouraging variety and mixed uses. The agency led and 
arranged multiple baugemeinschaften for 250 apartments in 25 clusters 
with shared community spaces. Future residents, including seniors, 
participated in designing their dwellings. Baugemeinschaften offer 
experiential opportunities for residents to build skills in community 
and neighbourhood-making. It is a reliable model: ‘banks gladly lend 
to them’. A set of ten zero-energy and ‘energy plus’ dwellings established 
by one baugemeinschaft surpassed a proposed 93 per cent coverage of 
primary energy needs to 103 per cent without high-tech or expensive 
options. Using wood construction materials, cellulose insulation and 
natural linoleum on floors, passive house dwellings were designed for 
energy efficiency using renewable wood, and geothermal and solar 
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photovoltaic energy sources. Homeowners saved on construction costs, 
which were a reasonable €2000–2800 per square metre.33
Vrijburcht, Amsterdam
The Dutch government has had a history of funding and renting 
large Centraal Wonen (cohousing developments) since the 1970s. 
Many subdivide into clusters of 5–10 dwelling units, with substantial 
governance over membership and shared facilities, and access to larger 
spaces held in common for the whole development.34 Owning 80 per 
cent of land in its jurisdiction, the City of Amsterdam is a powerful 
landlord, typically leasing tracts from one to 50 years. This unusual level 
of control over land use prevents a highly speculative market arising. 
Annual ground lease is paid but the leasehold is negotiable and can 
secure a mortgage, expanding opportunities for supporting collaborative 
living. For instance, in 2002, a site was leased for 50 years to a successful 
competing group proposing affordable housing with live-cum-work 
spaces. Designed in a participatory way with prospective residents, they 
worked with radical architect Hein de Haan (CASA Architects), who 
was already highly experienced in designing public and social housing. 
Subsequently, Vrijburcht became a collective self-build model of pride to 
Amsterdam authorities because of its size (52 dwellings) and location in 
a diverse mixed neighbourhood that features other, if smaller, collabora-
tive housing projects.35
global–local: one planet and low impact 
developments
Low impact communities and low impact developments (LIDs) aim to 
create laudable whole-of-life equilibrium with their productively used 
natural surrounds yet they face considerable planning and financial 
challenges.
Planning for low impact developments
As outlined in Chapter 6, Lammas ecovillage struggled with planners 
and planning legislation contributing to the evolution of the ground-
breaking Welsh ‘One Planet Development’ (OPD) policy. By way of an 
example, the Undercroft house ‘largely constructed from sustainable 
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timber, stone and earth on the land and placed to maximise natural 
energy flows, such as solar gain’ exemplifies a plethora of hurdles in the 
Lammas – and similar – applications. Despite the fact that its embodied 
energy exceeded government targets ‘both in its construction and 
future-proofing possible effects and disruptions of climate change’, Dale 
reports that ‘the materials and construction techniques met considerable 
resistance from building regulations which operate under the strictures 
of industrial, global standardisation’.36
The OPD policy was instituted in 2011. Just 23 applications (including 
the nine from Lammas residents) had been successful by mid-2016, 
with five in process at 22 May 2017.37 Moreover, in October 2016, a 
three-bedroom Lammas home featured on Kevin McCloud’s Channel 
4 series Grand Designs. A massive collective effort, the straw bale and 
timber home used only £27,000 worth of materials but cost an extra 
£5,000 to feed the 277 volunteers assisting in its build. McCloud endorsed 
it as ‘how we could and should live’ and referred to their accomplishment 
as ‘a clarion call’.38
Indeed, the introductory context statement of the OPD practice notes, 
published alongside an ecological footprint template, spreadsheet and 
further advice for local authorities and applicants, reads:
The Welsh Government’s Sustainable Development Scheme, ‘One 
Wales: One Planet’ has an objective that, within the lifetime of a 
generation, Wales should use only its fair share of the earth’s resources, 
with its ecological footprint reduced to the global average availability 
of resources of 1.88 global hectares per person (the global availability 
of resources in 2007). This is a very challenging but necessary target.39
Similarly, Paragraph 4.15.1 of the relevant technical advice note (2010) 
refers to the OPD as an application of LID, ‘zero carbon in both 
construction and use’ and a ‘potentially exemplar type of sustainable 
development’. The notes outline requirements for ‘robust evidence’ 
and justification that a formally constituted community could 
collectively provision for its basic needs within five years of approval. 
Consent is conditional on a legally binding agreement focusing on a 
development-specific management plan, that includes several elements:
•  Business and Improvement plan to identify whether there is a 
need to live on the site and establish the level of the inhabitants’ 
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requirements in terms of income, food energy and waste 
assimilation that can be obtained directly from the site
•  Ecological footprint analysis of the development
•  Carbon analysis of the development 
•  Biodiversity and landscape assessment
•  Community impact assessment to identify potential impacts on the 
host community (both positive and negative) and provide a basis 
to identify and implement any mitigation measures that may be 
necessary
• Transport assessment and travel plan to identify the transport needs 
of the inhabitants and propose sustainable travel solutions.40
The practice notes duly spell out expectations in addressing each 
element, referring to OPD as beyond ‘a physical development’, ‘a way of 
living differently’, and laying out best practice for planners to effectively 
engage with and advise future applicants and assist in fostering ‘under-
standing and trust’. Permaculture is identified as ‘intrinsically site-based 
and focused on low environmental impacts’. There is due concern 
with assessments of the land as capable of supporting its prospective 
inhabitants and acceptance that mobile and canvas structures such as 
caravans and tents are, ecologically speaking, light-footed.41
In short, this legislation shows remarkable conceptual and practical 
advances in understanding the needs of future sustainability and the 
appropriate kinds of skills and approaches planners need to adopt. 
While a Welsh OPD does not need to be collaborative, unusually for 
planning codes, the policy acknowledges and accounts for them: three 
of five defined OPD types are majorly collaborative. Beyond singular 
self-sufficient households and agriculture-oriented enterprises that are 
self-provisioning, they identify small clusters of dwellings with a modicum 
of shared activities and facilities through to either small or large planned 
communities with ‘economies of scale and cooperation’ that involve 
substantial collaborative activities and facilities. All are self-provisioning 
but in more collective ways than the simpler stand-alone types. At 
the same time, a further category of ‘loose networks’ is recognised –
associations between OPDs, say for cooperatively value-adding, sharing 
equipment or distribution. Inclusion of such a category is indicative of 
the policymakers’ big-picture and long-term view and expectation that 
OPDs are outward-looking and inclusive.42
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Simon Fairlie, who coined ‘low impact development’, has criticised 
the OPD policy for being ‘so prescriptive’, suggesting it ‘actually makes it 
harder rather than easier for land-based LIDs to get permission’. Still, the 
OPD only applies in Wales. While Fairlie reports that ‘most competent 
low impact smallholdings manage to acquire permission’ even if on 
appeal, he suggests building a LID in England and, later, applying for 
permission. Indeed, Pickering has pointed out that Lammas was the 
exception, the ‘first eco-village in Britain to be built legally, rather than 
requiring retrospective planning permission’. Fairlie explains the barriers 
to many attracted, but ultimately deterred, groups as first, the necessity 
of a loyal driver with boundless energy; second, that the mainstream 
application process is so arduous that ‘it is hard to find people who 
will stay the course’ (say, sitting it out for five years); third, the costs 
of conforming to bureaucratic details blows out the budget; fourth, in 
reality, the LID method is to make it up as you go, such as by obtaining 
at-hand, local, reusable material that might depart from the original plan 
but is appropriate.43
Financing low impact communities
A significant disadvantage of illegal and ad hoc construction is the 
inability to gain financing. Financial assistance is less necessary with the 
level of sweat equity common to LIDs, but obtaining fertile land in an 
increasingly expensive market and necessary processing of agricultural 
produce make funding a useful, even critically needed, option. Today, 
a few financial institutions operate in the UK that are prepared to 
assist with funding collaborative housing projects, such as the Dutch 
Triodos bank, the Ecology Building Society and the Co-operative Bank. 
Moreover, there are more financing models, such as communal fund 
rotating loans or individual private loans guaranteed by the community.
A community housing association or philanthropic organisation 
might grant funds or advance finance for land, say on the basis that 
they will own rental properties in the final development for low-income 
social housing. Half of the 14 dwellings of the eco-cohousing Threshold 
Centre in Gillingham (UK) – legally a company limited by shares – 
are owned by a local housing association under such an arrangement. 
Radical Routes, a secondary or umbrella cooperative of British housing 
cooperatives, functions to finance cooperative housing that is infused 
with social and environmental values.44
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The not-for-profit Leeds housing cooperative Lilac (low impact living 
affordable community) (discussed in Chapter 5) adopted an equity-based 
share/leaseholder Mutual Home Ownership Society (MHOS) legal 
structure. The MHOS owns the property and structures via a long-term 
mortgage provided by Triodos. Every member-resident pays the MHOS 
a 10 per cent deposit based on the total of equity shares proportionate to 
income and built dwelling cost:
Members of Lilac pay their housing costs through the purchase of 
equity units. Every member pays around 35% of their monthly net 
income, and the income from these payments pays off the mortgage 
that financed the land and development costs. In addition, Lilac has 
chosen to detach the value of the equity units from the property 
value, removing the possibility of speculative investment. Instead, the 
value of Lilac equity units is linked to earnings ensuring they remain 
affordable in perpetuity.
This model has similarities with community land trust (CLT) models, 
many of which operate in North America. CLTs tend to use a collective 
financing model and try to insulate subsequent member purchases 
from increases in market value. Lilac bought its site from the Leeds 
City Council at a market price but half the cost was deferred and they 
received significant funding to decontaminate the site and for a trial 
straw construction (from the UK Homes and Communities Agency). 
Significantly, Leeds had councillors proactive in promoting self-build 
and cohousing.45
from environmental living zones to 
twenty-first century ecovillages
A number of collaborative housing initiatives have prompted specific 
planning legislation or new ways of engaging with citizens by planners 
that serve as models for transference or adaption. Certain exemplary 
initiatives follow.
Environmental Living Zone
Round the Bend Conservation Co-operative (RBCC) in Christmas Hills, 
Victoria (Australia), started in 1971. Thirty-two shareholders jointly 
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purchased 326 acres (132 hectares) of land – in what has become the 
peri-urban fringe of the state capital, Melbourne – for the purpose of 
protecting and conserving its indigenous Box Ironbark woodland ecology 
by living there with minimal impact. RBCC states that conservation is 
‘what we do’, cooperation is ‘how we do it’ and governance refers to the 
structure and process for achieving their land-management objectives. 
Some examples follow. No pets, such as dogs and cats, are allowed. Any 
planting outside a carefully defined kitchen garden associated with 
each house site must be indigenous plants of local provenance. When 
tree branches, leaves, bark and trunks fall they must be left to function 
variously, for instance, as native animal habitat, compost, and to create 
shadow for delicate indigenous plants to grow and flower. There are no 
fences. All dwellings (sited on the upper slopes of three ridges) must 
be built out of materials that minimise ecological and visual impact 
on the landscape. Resident full members perform many collaborative 
activities such as weed control and bushfire prevention. Furthermore, 
purchasing a site is comparatively cheap and self-built houses are 
especially affordable.46
In the 1960s, local environmental activists – some of whom would 
found RBCC – formed the Bend of Islands Conservation Association 
(BICA) to protect the area from flooding for a dam. Later, they 
campaigned for an environmental living zone with more than 100 
properties, double the size of RBCC and including it, based on similar 
conservation principles. After a great deal of political lobbying their 
proposal was sanctioned, in 1976, under an interim development order 
(IDO) of the local planning authority. It took until 1982 for its formalisa-
tion as the Bend of Islands Environmental Living Zone (ELZ) when the 
Victorian Government Gazette proclaimed incorporating the IDO within 
its planning ordinances. These special, low impact, planning provisions 
were reinstated and superseded by Schedule 2 to the Special Use Zone 
2 Environmental Living: Bend of Islands in 1999. While state and local 
planning bureaucracy took ages to formalise the ELZ model, BICA and 
RBCC instituted environmental practices in the neighbourhood. Due to 
weak monitoring by local council and inadequate resourcing to follow 
up on contraventions to ELZ requirements, the bottom-up vigilance 
of BICA has been essential. This case suggests that many, especially 
peri-urban, local communities could work towards turning their areas 
into ELZs of various types but without bottom-up pressure there is 
unlikely to be either any formal or effective change.47
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Eco-neighbourhood
A driver of the permaculture co-housing community Earthsong 
Eco-Neighbourhood (New Zealand), architect-resident Robin Allison 
has had a mission to see its principles extended and its learning applied 
in the local suburban township of Ranui (20km west of Auckland’s central 
business district) and beyond.48 Thus, Earthsong Stage 2 (2008) completed 
the total of 32 dwellings (including eco-apartments) and established a 
common house open to the public. Writing in 2004, just after Stage 1 was 
completed, Graham Meltzer referred to the 17 relatively small dwellings 
(averaging 92sq m) made from mudbrick excavated from the site and 
other materials with high sustainability and health qualities, as ‘beautiful’ 
in design, pleasurably ‘organic’ in character and judged the eco-technology 
applied to saving water, energy and waste as ‘amongst the most compre-
hensive in cohousing and undoubtedly the best documented’.49 An action 
research approach to reporting, reflection and action, and appreciation 
of being a community eco-neighbourhood shows the potential of such 
projects to contribute to creating sustainable settlements on Earth.
The Stage 1 development cost NZ$4.2m, with just over NZ$1m con-
tributed by members, and 70 per cent by the private National Bank of 
New Zealand. A permaculture design for Earthsong Eco-Neighbourhood 
was retrofitted to the already sensitively designed Stage 1 development. 
Half of the land was reserved for communal gardening space with 
productive food plants, including orchards, and native bush subse-
quently under ‘guardian’ management by body corporate members. 
The Earthsong Common House built in Stage 2 functions as the 
Earthsong Centre, run by a charitable trust drawn from unit owners 
of the Earthsong Body Corporate and the broader community, with an 
extensive sustainability-oriented educational program centred on the 
eco-neighbourhood as a demonstration site.
Because the centre would progress the council’s eco-city policy, its 
construction was supported by a NZ$300,000 interest-free loan from 
the Waitakere City Council in 2004 (repaid in 2009), and a grant worth 
over NZ$200,000 from the ASB Community Trust (now Foundation 
North). Another key financier was the not-for-profit developer firm 
‘Cohousing New Zealand Limited’. Shareholders are all full members 
of the eco-neighbourhood. These overlapping but distinct legal entities 
perform clear functions in delegating and sharing power, responsibil-
ities and financial arrangements relating to the eco-neighbourhood 
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and the wider community, including local government and other 
government agencies.
Twenty-first-century ecovillages: against, and with, government
Certain ecovillages have developed as appendages to, or in the womb 
of, traditional villages – revitalising the existing village and co-creating 
twenty-first-century ecovillages. As described in Chapter 6, Clough-
jordan Ecovillage carried the village proper and planning authorities 
along with them. In contrast, developed under the radar of planning 
authorities, was the restoration of the abandoned Italian Torri Superiore 
village, close to the French Riviera, by an intentional community. While 
unimpeded by regulators and successful, its informality constrained 
financial opportunities.50
Another example of robust self-organisation, that defied the Italian 
government authorities’ post-disaster plan after L’Aquila earthquake 
(2009), was Pescomaggiore ecovillage, initiated by residents who rejected 
relocation several kilometres away. Finding half of their town’s buildings 
rendered ‘unfit for use’ – and the town’s historic centre closed by the state 
– they spontaneously they set up their own temporary tent camp and 
set about developing their very own ‘community resilience initiative’, an 
autonomous ecovillage in the proximity of their severely damaged town. 
There, using horizontal governance, they created earthquake-proof 
straw and wood buildings with a mind to localising their economy.51 
Such initiatives are very difficult without government support.
British Columbian (Canadian) municipality authorities rezoned rural 
and agricultural areas to accommodate Yarrow Ecovillage and O.U.R. 
Ecovillage. Chilliwack City Council approved the first official ‘ecovillage 
zone’ in 2004, to permit development of 40 dwellings, a multi-purpose 
community building, organic farm, cottage industry, open public and 
commercial spaces, and an educational centre. The year before, planning 
authorities managing Shawnigan Lake (Vancouver Island) had rezoned 
land into a Comprehensive Development Zone for multiple dwellings, 
an organic farm, food production, ecological restoration and provision 
of education services. These kinds of zoning changes and developments 
take time.
Planning authorities often wince at collaborative housing applications 
because of a lack of precedents or special conditions attached each time. 
In contrast, Orsi et al. (2013) point to provisions in a zoning ordinance of 
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Amherst (Massachusetts, US) to accommodate cohousing communities, 
with their diverse mixes of individual and collective ownership, through 
an explicitly flexible ‘Open Space Community Development’ model that 
also permits complementary non-residential uses and encourages the 
inclusion of affordable dwellings through density bonuses. Such models 
enable planners to streamline processes using clear criteria for applicants 
to address.52
As with Cloughjordan, the advantage of such developments is that 
they revitalise small rural towns or city neighbourhoods. Thus, local 
authorities – and higher levels of government – avoid having to fund 
other revitalisation efforts, and infrastructural expenses in such areas 
benefit a greater population than was the case prior to the collaborative 
living and working developments. 
One remarkable recent development has been the Schloss Templehof 
ecovillage in Germany. This community purchased an abandoned village 
in 2010, after zoning issues had been resolved with planning authorities 
to allow mixed-use developments, including farming, commercial and 
other working uses, re-use, renovation and extension of buildings. 
The 27 hectares of farmable land and 4 hectares of buildings could 
accommodate up to 200 residents – around 150 lived there in mid-late 
2016 – developing a self-managed solidarity economy with many 
employed locally. Since mid-2014, with the first civil society assembly 
and a representative on the Kressberg village council, their progressive 
principles for governance are having wider influence. Later in 2014, a 
new state law allowed experimental buildings, so Templehof started by 
experimenting with an Earth Ship building.53
An example of an enclave urban post-industrial village is Westbeth 
Artists Housing and Community in New York City, which would not exist 
were it not for philanthropic support and funding from the US National 
Council for the Arts (now National Endowment for the Arts). An 
industrial conversion of 13 historical buildings in Manhattan’s Far West 
Village – once the site of the famous Bell Laboratories (1898–1966) – since 
1970, the complex has provided housing and workspaces for just under 
400 artists of various kinds, and accommodates a variety of prominent 
art spaces and organisations. This integrated public-cum-private space 
has a years-long waiting list for eligible low-income applicants who 
pay an affordable rent way below market rates for the local area. In this 
instance, environmentally beneficial building conservation, artistic and 
urban equity and justice principles co-support one another in one of the 
world’s best-known cities.54
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Small steps
Finally, I suggest that planners start by making small steps towards more 
holistic collaborative developments. ‘Pocket neighbourhood’ approaches 
might be retrofitted to suburbs where residents want to enhance joint, 
or even public, use of spaces between dwellings. Pocket neighbourhoods 
include nineteenth-century pebble and stone rights of way for cars 
between streets of terraces which, if all stakeholders are in agreement, 
can be re-used by pedestrians, for children to play and for adults’ leisure 
through bolsters or end gates fitted to eliminate car entry excepting, say, 
emergency vehicles.
Initiatives designed to satisfy an immediate neighbourhood purpose 
and, simultaneously, a model for broader planning changes have been 
called ‘tactical urbanism’, which applies a classic action-research method 
and result in a suite of initiatives such as road calming, intersection 
repair, quirky block improvements and popup spaces (including cafés, 
benches, parklets and park-mobiles).55 If communities already work 
together, it is more feasible to apply other communal approaches, such 
as retrofitting a neighbourhood renewable-energy generation system, 
for which technical possibilities have evolved and seem set to expand. 
In countries such as Australia, the construction sector and certain 
urban politicians argue for an ample supply of land to deliver more 
affordable housing. Even if cheaper to purchase than in urban centres, 
housing on the distant urban green fringes is typically bereft of infra-
structure when house building starts and can remain so for years. Instead, 
cohousing developments can be prioritised in compact inner-urban infill 
or brownfield sites. Neighbourhood plans and evaluations might include 
a checklist including various forms of collaborative living. Moreover, 
eco-collaborative living offers a beneficial form of land use on boundaries 
of urban parklands, such as the Can Masdeu squat in Collserolla Natural 
Park (Barcelona) and the ELZ model (described above) enhancing state 
conservation goals.56
networks: knowledge transfer and engagement
As governments come to acknowledge that various forms of collab-
orative housing are legitimate and advantageous practices, public 
financing of community-managed umbrella organisations is a relatively 
inexpensive form of support with numerous co-benefits for citizens 
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and state agencies. Zsófia and Komlósi have identified awareness of 
collaborative housing, research and knowledge transfer of how to do col-
laborative housing as key steps to expanding cohousing options both in 
Hungary, where there doesn’t seem to be any, and in Switzerland where 5 
per cent of housing stock is in some form of collaborative housing. They 
identify ‘the slow planning process, the complex maintenance structure 
and the unorthodox financial model’, and dearth of skilled and confident 
initiators, as major barriers.57
While many projects have websites, giving them global visibility, 
face-to-face knowledge and skills-sharing and experiences are crucial for 
learning. National, regional and international networks can offer spaces 
for community, industry and government to learn and share information 
about collaborative housing at every level. They can be a key contact 
point at every stage of a project’s development, offering options and 
contacts for inexperienced players. Habsburg has gone as far as to offer 
a government agency to provide such services.58 Moreover, representa-
tive and open networks are visible and accessible points for engagement, 
consultation and negotiation by state authorities, especially for creating 
appropriate collaborative housing and neighbourhood planning policies, 
legislation and regulation.
German examples are the Forum for Collaborative Housing (Forum 
Gemeinschaftliches Wohnen), and the Institute for Creative Sustain-
ability (id22) (2002–) directed by architect and cohousing resident, 
professor and activist, Michael LaFond, instrumental in co-founding the 
associated Co-Housing Berlin platform. id22 has 10-day ‘Experiment 
Days’ housing fairs that act like a dating pool of stakeholders in search 
of a collaborative team or groups wanting more residents. id22 has 
initiated ‘experimentcity europe’ with the same brief, but a larger canvas 
and possibilities for transferring effective policies, models and strategies 
for collaborative housing and urban life, including realising policies for 
inclusion and rights to the city and housing. Partners in the European 
platform include nationally representative organisations from Austria, 
Belgium, Finland, France, Italy, Poland, Romania, Sweden and the UK.59
Most other countries have national cohousing and intentional 
community organisations that promote collaborative housing initiatives 
through online directories and ‘how to’ guides, such as Kollectivhus 
NU, the Swedish National CoHousing Association NOW, established 
in 1981. As discussed in Chapter 6, the Global Ecovillage Network acts 
to advocate for and promote ecovillage developments to governments, 
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and has engaged with United Nations agencies for some time.60 (See 
Appendix 1: list of websites.) Communities acting as educative models 
for sustainable and socially progressive community-oriented living have 
very informative sites often detailing their constitutions, histories, and 
governance and financial structures.
During 2014–2015, a UK university ESRC-funded seminar series 
‘Collaborative Housing and Community Resilience’, critically involving 
the UK Cohousing Network, brought together international and national 
advocates with personal experience, academics and other experts to 
share their understanding and analyses of collaborative housing along 
a series of key themes.61 Such interactions are crucial if collaborative 
housing is to become a recognised area of intellectual discourse and 
policy relevance, to facilitate data-gathering and advance understand-
ings of the rich but hidden culture of collaborative housing. As in an 
earlier cohousing conference in Stockholm (2010), the seminar series 
demonstrated a ‘general consensus concerning the need to mobilise 
robust comparable data for particular projects, models and the sector 
as a whole’.62 
As analysts of negative trends in carbon emissions urge policymakers 
to deal with affluence (overconsumption), creating policies, processes, 
legislation and regulation to facilitate eco-collaborative living is 
appropriate and, even, critical.63 Daley’s literature review of case studies 
of 30 ecovillage and cohousing ecological footprints concludes not 
only that ‘there is evidence globally to suggest these communities are 
achieving significant reductions in environmental impact’ but also 
that cohousing, as a ‘community level innovative niche, or grassroots 
innovation’, demands examination specifically because of its ‘diversity 
of innovations and sustainable practices that may (or may not) be 
usefully transferred to mainstream systems’.64 Lovell has pointed out 
that ‘it is because eco-communities are composed of unfamiliar, radical 
innovations that demonstrating their work becomes so critical to any 
strategy aimed at encouraging further action towards sustainable 
development’.65
Similarly, Von Lüpke refers to ecovillagers as ‘pioneers for cultural 
transformation’, their practical and creative experimentation with 
potential futures proving that they ‘walk their talk’. He emphasises that 
they have become a ‘low-tech technology developer for the rest of society’ 
and in the ‘avant-garde in leading value-based ecological lifestyles, 
demonstrating to the rest of society that a reduced use of resources and 
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energy can be combined with an actual growth in quality of life’.66 In the 
same vein, Joubert has referred to ecovillages as ‘precious playgrounds’, 
inspirational demonstrations spaces for sustainable futures.67 Thus, their 
learnings and demonstrations are significant in fields way beyond those 
citizens interested in establishing eco-collaborative housing and the pro-
fessionals tasked with supporting them.
conclusion
Clearly policies and legislation could, indeed should, be altered and 
developed to allow and enhance eco-collaborative housing. This would 
allow not only numerous erstwhile frustrated and demoralised groups to 
flourish, but also existing groups, such as housing cooperatives, might 
have the option to transform in collaborative directions, with alternative 
forms of governance to mainstream hierarchies and silo-specialisation, 
enabling greater powers of collective organisation.
This final part of Small is Necessary focuses on three distinct drivers 
and directions for eco-community housing and living: ‘government’, 
‘market’ and ‘community’. As most cases show, projects and communities 
are rarely the result of just one type of driver. Still, many can be categorised 
as dominantly of a particular type, or their histories characterised by a 
change in main driver or direction. For example, a government initiative 
might devolve all ownership and management to the housing community 
once the project is established. Table 7.1 shows how the interests of 
drivers are likely to influence models, characteristics and directions. 
The typology in Table 7.1 is useful to frame futures for eco-collaborative 
housing. For instance, if governments fail to support such housing 
and, especially if land supply and prices remain under pressure and 
financing of projects is difficult for housing groups, then the generic 
direction of eco-collaborative housing might well end up relying more 
on market-based provision, as explored in Chapter 8.
The short history of government-facilitated, government-supported 
and even government-driven collaborative housing shows a change 
in agendas of governments after the devastation of the Second World 
War, when many European governments proactively supported public 
housing, a priority swept aside by neoliberal currents. Simultaneously 
driven to accommodate a grassroots demand, and acknowledging their 
complementarity with urban sustainability principles, contemporary city 
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governments such as Berlin have proactively included eco-collaborative 
housing and neighbourhoods as legitimate urban forms. Yet German 
collaborative housing activists and researchers have been quick to point 
out that progress would be facilitated by more government attention. 
As other governments follow suit and pressures from interested citizens 
remain strong, a summary statement here can do little more than 
acknowledge the current state of flux and potential of governments as 
drivers, not simply facilitators or regulators, of eco-collaborative housing 
in the future.
8
‘To Market, to Market’:  
Eco-collaborative Housing for Sale
Architects, sustainability experts, developers and building industry 
entrepreneurs have stepped in to support, lead and even substitute 
for, resident-based initiatives to create more community-oriented and 
sustainability-based housing projects. Challenging definitions of col-
laborative housing as self-organised and community-led housing, 
market-based interventions present limits and benefits associated with 
financial arrangements, commercial interests, community values and 
grassroots control.
This chapter considers certain ways that professional-cum-commercial 
interests have supported, partnered and led ostensibly community-
oriented and environmentally-efficient housing, by focusing on an 
ecovillage, several cohousing projects and self-build groups. Next, forms 
of ‘marginal’ housing are discussed within a wider critique of the market 
focus of sharing movement notions of a ‘sharing city’ and ‘sharing 
economy’. Concluding observations introduce themes of genuinely 
community-led collaborative housing (Chapter 9).
expert-led ‘collaborative’ housing:  
ecovillage at currumbin
From the mid-1980s, Australian and United States (US) planners and 
developers formed a standard approach to growing suburbs, centring 
on the formation of master planned estates. Gwyther refers to their 
‘neo-communitarian’ marketing strategy as centring on ‘the promise 
of “community”’, including through so-called ‘community compacts’ 
(covenants) committing neighbours to conform to certain standards in 
the presentation and upkeep of their homes. The Ecovillage in Currumbin 
(Queensland, Australia) replicates this conventional commercial model 
albeit with a niche green and smart sustainability content.1
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Developer-led by Land Matters Currumbin Valley, Ecovillage at 
Currumbin has appeared in the online Fellowship of Intentional 
Communities directory as a sustainability-oriented housing settlement 
in the south-eastern section of the Gold Coast region. Half of the 110 
hectares under ‘community title’ is forest regrowth and planted hoop 
pine reserve while 147 lots with freehold title (450–8000sq m) take up 
20 per cent, and the remainder is used for horticulture and recreation. 
The first house was built in 2006; there were 450 residents a decade later. 
Plans for the village benefited from detailed advice from a sympathetic 
council and, in its first decade, the Ecovillage at Currumbin attracted 
more than 30 international, national and local government and industry 
awards for sustainability and design, including from the United Nations 
Association of Australia.2 
The aim was to establish a sustainable estate by setting a series of 
conditions on purchasers of lots: air conditioners and pets were banned, 
heating appliances discouraged, permaculture techniques advised 
for food gardening, passive thermal building standards, roof water 
collection for household and onsite use, waste (including sewerage) 
management onsite, solar and gas energy, and smart metre monitoring 
for household management. Beyond attracting residents with sustain-
ability values, household practices were modified by such infrastructure. 
Research conducted after the first few years showed that householders 
had deliberated over house design and become knowledgeable, skilled 
and efficient regarding use of water, energy and manual ventilation. 
Strengers concluded that ‘co-management’ of environmental resources 
and services showed resident adaptation to achieve levels of comfort 
with which they had become ‘highly satisfied’.3
However, this settlement is 5km from major shopping and commercial 
centres; without public transport and concerted car-pooling or 
car-sharing, residents cannot claim strong sustainability achievements 
in terms of travel. Moreover, unlike genuine eco-cohousing projects, the 
settlement is spacious and dwellings are large, replete with bathrooms 
and cars. Houses are neither modest in size nor value.
In 2015, the average house had just 2.7 bedrooms for 2.7 occupants 
but was 194sq m in size and occupied a lot of 1000sq m. Moreover, 
in the September quarter 2016, when the mean price of an Australian 
residential dwelling was around A$610,000, the asking price for one 
four-bedroom, two-bathroom and two-car garage ecovillage house on 
a block of 1272sq m in the Ecovillage in Currumbin was A$985,000 
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(mid-December 2016). Similarly, the owner of another four-bedroom, 
three-bathroom home with parking for three cars on a 1196sq m 
ecovillage block was asking A$790,000. Seemingly more modest, was a 
two-bedroom, one-bathroom and two-car house available on a 475sq m 
lot for A$599,000. Furthermore, a block of 746sq m with two dwellings 
– a two-bedroom home and one-bedroom self-contained studio – 
had sold for A$696,000 in October. A study of the first 64 ecovillage 
households reported that most fell into the mid- to high-income range; 
the ecovillage is in an area where median house prices are significantly 
above the Australian average.4
Research data published in 2012 indicated that the average ecovillage 
household still used 50 per cent (10kWh) of the state average household 
energy daily consumption (20kWh), although half was sourced from 
onsite generation. Embodied house energy costs, ecological footprints 
and broader household consumption data were unavailable. However, 
householders clearly fell short of the One Planet Living target for 
limiting energy use followed, say in Westwyck (Melbourne, Australia), 
another developer-led urban ‘ecovillage’ (more accurately described as 
‘eco-cohousing’) where a reported 75 per cent savings had been made 
and all energy used was renewable. Although collected and stored onsite, 
water use of the average resident of Ecovillage at Currumbin was similar 
to the state average, indicating few consumption efficiencies.5 
More than A$30m worth of ecovillage lots had been sold by 2009 
when it was being described as a ‘model for commercial viability’ for 
building in sustainability into housing developments. The level of 
developer control and market-orientation was indicated when the 
Planning Institute of Australia pointed out that, even if they received 
gratis in-kind support in terms of local planners’ attention to the project, 
Land Matters Currumbin Valley ‘deliberately did not seek the financial 
involvement of government of any level due to a belief that relying on a 
subsidy would have put the development at the mercy of government’.6
One of its developers referred to Ecovillage at Currumbin as ‘the 
future’ of the building industry – ‘essentially just a very well designed 
land estate with [a] major emphasis on community living’.7 Yet, its 
operation and governance appears closer to an ordinary body corporate 
structure than the typical cohousing model, residents complying with 
the developers’ environmental directives and guidance. Co-developer 
O’Callaghan suggests a trivial level of community participation distin-
guishing it from:
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a pure cohousing model which suggests residents should make all the 
decisions, typically using a consensus decision making approach. Our 
experience suggests such models can be taxing on volunteers who 
struggle to deal with critical items in a timely manner.8
 
Control held by the developer in establishment continued via ongoing 
specialist advice and management: ‘We design, build and help manage 
each community – so unlike traditional developers – we’re community 
partners for the long-term.’ Perhaps it is not surprising that when this 
particular developer was a co-researcher evaluating the ecovillage, they 
used a Quality of Life approach to find that the sustainability features of 
the houses were a more likely source of sustainability practices than the 
characteristics of householders.9 
In short, in contrast to community-driven and deeply environmen-
tally concerned ecovillage models discussed in Chapter 6, management 
of this highly acclaimed commercial project seems both patronising 
and contradictory. Sustainability is positioned in the built and natural 
environments rather than the community which, in fact, is managed 
rather than self-organising. The intentionality is received and accepted 
rather than a living, beating, participatory cooperative model. Finally, 
the websites of this and similar developments seem closer to housing 
estate marketing models, with invitations to buy sustainability advisory 
services rather than engage in the relatively free sharing that is more 
common amongst genuinely collaborative, self-organising models.
architect-led cohousing
In the latter decades of the twentieth century, government-facilitated 
collaborative housing in northern European countries often arose 
with the support of semi-public housing associations or housing firms 
subject to government policies. In contrast, in North America, the 
delayed development of cohousing was promoted, if not spearheaded, 
by architectural and construction project management enterprises. In 
Europe, collaborative developments were influenced by architects and 
householders with a social and solidarity tradition of cooperatives, 
and a social housing (even if middle-class owner-occupier) welfare 
rationale. In North America, the slant was market-oriented, with entry 
and exit to cohousing on relatively conventional market terms and a 
bias towards private ownership and traditional housing styles. In both 
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European and North American cases eco-collaborative housing came 
later, with a practical community-orientation characterising most 
environmentally-concerned groups and projects.
Architects’ interest in collaborative housing models has been 
inquisitive and natural in terms of their disciplinary concern with 
changing forms of the ‘household’ and residential design of space and 
form. Moreover, certain architects were attracted to living in collaborative 
housing. Many collaborative housing projects have been designed, if not 
project-managed, by architects. Both the sheer size of the developments 
and council requirements have necessitated architectural and associated 
professional advice. Dealing with a group, rather than an individual or 
couple as the client, has demanded the development of a specific set of 
skills, often learned and streamlined on the job and, thereon in, offered 
as a niche service. Architects can exercise two avenues of leadership, 
first, in terms of design and workshopping the design process; second, 
in extending oversight of construction to project management proper, 
including financing details and even directly contributing to financing. 
Architects’ models range from a managerial style of assessing a group’s 
requirements to a more genuinely action-research participatory collab-
orative approach.
The fact that many collaborative housing projects are architecturally 
designed almost certainly means better design than mainstream housing 
although a comparison is not straightforward due to other differences. A 
more straightforward claim, in terms of clear evidence, is the impact on 
collaborative housing literature of architects’ involvement in cohousing, 
particularly in North America, which has seen a discourse dominated by 
elements of design, by the participatory design process and re-iterations 
of the significance of design for the success of collaborative housing. 
In contrast, literature on intentional communities more broadly has 
frequently focused on aspects of community, spirituality, governance 
and, only more recently, sustainability.10
Architects can take a market-based approach, using a competitive 
and managerial style: ‘We are the choice for clientele seeking to build 
elite cohousing communities’ states the introductory page of the United 
States (US) McCamant and Durrett Architects website. The site promotes 
Charles Durrett, and publications highlighting his approach and style. 
The sister ‘Cohousing Solutions’ website shows Kathryn McCamant as 
a leading cohousing architect-developer, offering a one-year course for 
‘sustainable development entrepreneurs’, aiming to make cohousing ‘the 
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new normal’. A leading quote claims: ‘If we are to “save the world,” we must 
strive for more sustainable market-driven models that are attractive to the 
American middle class’ (italics in original). Engineer-developer Jim Leach, 
founder and president of Wonderland Hill Development Company, has 
been McCamant’s business partner, first in Cohousing Partners and 
later in Cohousing Solutions, ‘pioneering structures for developers to 
partner with cohousing groups’. This entrepreneurial approach clashes 
with the cooperative, self-organising and self-directed character of col-
laborative housing processes that emphasise listening and consensual 
decision-making. This commercial tendency, owner-occupier and 
market-orientation of US developments is less evident, or at least more 
subtle, in Europe.11 
The rural-cum-greenfield development Ecovillage at Currumbin and 
a more recent coastal development with higher sustainability standards 
with respect to homes and infrastructure, The Cape at Cape Patterson, 
are sustainability-expert-cum-design-led housing projects. Located a 
100-minute drive from Melbourne, the capital of Victoria (Australia), 
The Cape is a small estate. Its entrepreneur Brendan Condon iterates 
O’Callaghan’s refrain that ‘we’ve really set out to prove the whole industry 
can adopt what we’re doing at Cape Paterson’.12 While laudable compared 
with regular construction and developer practice, these models are 
best described as eco-housing developments rather than cohousing or 
ecovillages. 
In contrast to sustainability-expert led eco-constructions, architects 
such as Zanderroth Architekten have created responsive contemporary 
models of collaborative housing since the 1990s in Berlin. Adjusting 
designs for affordability, floor plans for flexibility, enhancing energy 
efficiency and optimising spatial layout, they have overcome financial 
hurdles by forward deposit agreements with purchasers to buy cheap 
lots.13 Long after these developments multiplied in Europe (see Chapter 
7), alternatives are evolving in the Australian capitals of Melbourne and 
Sydney. They allow for self-organising amongst prospective householders, 
who become a group client made up of individuals responding to a call 
out by architect-developers interested in establishing community- and 
sustainability-oriented living.
As with Baugruppen, they hold certain characteristics in common, yet 
each project differs in its specific financial arrangement, design features, 
the group’s social mix and level of affordability. For instance, one of the 
projects detailed below (Nightingale 3.0) is to be built on land that the 
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vendor was prepared to release on the basis of his mortgage being paid 
off and the promise of a three-bedroom apartment and shop space in 
the proposed development.14 Similar to certain Baugruppen operations, 
Northcote (Melbourne) co-investment firm Property Collectives is 
a property syndicate that includes users and offers support to free-
wheeling communities of prospective household-developers, from land 
purchase through to joint design and development processes, with legal 
(including tax) and financial advice.15
Architect-led rhizome in inner-suburban Melbourne
Melbourne has seen one specific rhizome spread of architect-cum-
developer-led urban community- and sustainability-oriented single 
apartment block developments. The ‘rhizome’ metaphor refers to the 
interconnected character of the network of architects in question. The 
impact-investment firm Small Giants is involved in both The Cape at 
Cape Paterson and Melbourne developments. The latter initiatives have 
similarities with Beddington Zero Energy Development (BedZED) in 
Hackbridge (London), focusing on a compact urban development with 
dozens of dwellings rather than a suburban estate or urban eco-district. 
An apartment block is a familiar scale for an architect and, therefore, 
an easy step to trial moving to extensive project management. Indeed, 
these cases show architects collaborating financially, as developers, and 
finding financial partners.16
Back in 2013 – when interviewed about developments such as the 
Murundaka Cohousing Community in the Melbourne suburb of 
Heidelberg Heights – managing director of placemaking consultancy 
Village Well, Gilbert Rochecouste argued: ‘We need new models.’ ‘To be 
blunt,’ he added, ‘there’s money to be made here.’ His advice was: ‘make it 
savvy and about lifestyle, make it funky and use all the best technology, 
and make it fun’.17 That year, The Commons evolved in Brunswick 
(Melbourne) as a prototype with architect participants and umpteen 
architects, and other investors, in tow.
Originated by Jeremy McLeod, this community-oriented 
sustainability-styled block of apartments, with studios and a café, was 
completed by Small Giants. Subsequently, in 2014, The Commons 
gained 13 professional and industry, national and state awards. It 
attracted so much interest that, by December 2016, ‘Nightingale 1.0’ was 
in construction opposite The Commons in Brunswick, again driven by 
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McLeod’s Breathe Architecture firm. Moreover, Nightingale 2.0, a bit 
further from the central business district (CBD) in Fairfield, was in late 
development managed by architectural firm Six Degrees. Furthermore, 
Nightingale 3.0, led by Austin Maynard Architects, was on the drawing 
board with a site in Brunswick, closer to the CBD than the other three 
developments. Finally, Nightingale 4.0 was in very early development 
by Clare Cousins Architecture and licences were out for tender for 
Nightingale versions in Sydney.18
Each Nightingale has 20–25 ‘angel investors’, a significant proportion 
of them architects prepared to accept the ‘minimum profit allowed by 
banks’ (15 per cent), established on a Baugruppen architect-led self-build 
model, subsequently referred to by Sharam et al. as a designer-led 
‘deliberative development model’ in a ‘sharing economy’ framing.19 While 
prompted by McLeod, the Nightingale model has involved not only 
various other construction-related professionals but also, each iteration 
met local council planning and state appeal mechanism hurdles, such as 
resistance to no or few car parking spaces per development.20
The developers’ aim for the Nightingale model to deliver ‘quality’ 
housing design to satisfy social health, connectivity and neighbourly 
needs and environmental sustainability criteria. Additionally, while 
bearing transparent cost prices, for the first 20 years, purchasers will 
be constrained by a caveat on the title to limit on-selling prices to the 
original purchase price plus the average price increase for the suburb. 
Still, Nightingale 1.0 prices for one- and two-bedroom apartments 
(50–75sq m plus and average balcony space of 8sq m) were A$400,000 
and A$645,000 respectively in a suburb where, by December 2016, 
the average one- and two-bedroom apartment selling prices were 
A$355,000–475,000 and the average apartment was realising an annual 
growth of more than 5.5 per cent (2013–2016). In short, the model is 
neither inexpensive nor likely to avoid inner-urban and local gentrifica-
tion price pressures because average price growth is inbuilt in the caveat 
cap. Still, the caveat prevents a particular form of gentrification or price 
hike attached to these specific developments.21
The Nightingale model covers the costs of sustainability features – 
high thermal standards using insulation and double-glazing, passive 
design, solar panels, hydronic heating, vertical gardens and natural 
ventilation techniques contributing to coolth from the summer sun 
– by avoiding conventional marketing. The developer has lengthy 
waiting lists of seriously interested owner-purchasers, ideally able to 
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deposit 20–40 per cent of the expected cost. Further savings are made 
by surveying purchasers on their expectations and preparedness to 
compromise through, say, common laundry and drying spaces, and by 
avoiding car parking spaces, air conditioning and extra bathrooms. The 
Commons and Nightingale 1.0 make environmental economies on travel 
via proximity to public train, tram and bus services and a bike-friendly 
neighbourhood.22
The Commons two-bedroom apartments have 25 per cent of the 
energy footprint of a two-bedroom suburban detached house and their 
overall energy efficiency has potential to reduce heating and cooling to 
10 per cent of a five-star rated dwelling. However, solar panels target 
common areas and Australia’s energy sources are comparatively highly 
carbon polluting so, while three times better than the average Victorian 
apartment, in this respect The Commons is well below achievements 
of the United Kingdom (UK) One Brighton (Bioregional). Still, the 
Commons does very well in rankings on travel, almost as well as the 
model sustainable district Vauban (2000) in Freiburg in terms of short 
trips. The Commons has a perfect score for being totally car-free onsite 
and offering common bike storage. However, some residents do own cars 
and engage in offsite car-sharing arrangements. While domestic water 
use is only fractionally less than the Australian average, landscaping just 
uses water collected onsite.23
In short, these developments customise as much in the way of sus-
tainability features as their niche market can bear but are not generally 
affordable. They are heavily designer-led and only post-occupancy 
audits could confirm what real achievements might be made in terms of 
creating housing communities that cooperate for communal and envi-
ronmental efficiencies. 
commercial self-build group
‘Self-build’, aka ‘owner-built’, where the owner-occupier is the project 
manager and/or offers sweat-equity by working on the housing project, 
can be an individual or group enterprise. Many get together to group 
self-build with no intention of developing a permanent community 
with communal spaces and facilities. Some self-build groups comprise 
of owner-occupiers of separately located properties but others work on 
attached dwellings, say retrofitting a big building for sustainability, or 
an apartment block. Eco-self-build ventures have certain parallels with 
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fully blown collaborative housing projects although often forgo ongoing 
environmental economies of intentional eco-collaborative living.
This self-build tradition is especially accepted in Germany although 
other governments have offered self-build programs periodically. 
Brought up in Germany, architect Walter Segal pioneered self-build 
council housing in the UK. His system of owner self-build as variously 
applied – including by Lewisham Council (London) and the Hedgehog 
Housing Coop (Hogs Edge, Brighton) – has gained attention for 
innovation in simplicity and self-help.24 An interesting market-based 
case of self-build is ‘On the Rise’, which Froud describes as ‘not an 
“intentional community” of shared values (of the non-pecuniary kind, 
anyway)’. Yet, for its architect, the project presented similar challenges to 
designing collaborative housing.
Here, seven neighbours in Hafer Road, Clapham Junction, Battersea 
(London) formed a limited company as shareholders and operated 
like a cooperative to successfully offer to purchase the freehold from 
Wandsworth Council, demolish the ‘substandard, undersized’ dwellings 
they lived in, rebuild around a courtyard to include more dwellings and, 
then, sold the extra dwellings to finance the whole operation (2011–2016). 
Gaining finance required them to engage a project manager, an expense 
generally forgone as a key saving for self-builders yet they benefitted 
from exemptions from including affordable housing and paying a 
Community Infrastructure Levy. Their new construction complemented 
the terrace-style neighbourhood; all apartments had distinct interiors, 
most just two bedrooms.25 This initiative was bravely out of the norm 
but not particularly community-oriented, sustainability-focused or 
affordable.
In another case, the regular 20 per cent profit gained by a developer 
was saved in the 3xGrun self-build group’s 13-household, five-level 
timber apartment block in Pankow, Berlin. Wood was chosen for its 
carbon-saving properties. The average cost was €307,000 per apartment 
of varying sizes, 100–200sq m. One of its designers (Philip Koch, Atelier 
PK Architekten) resides there. At the end of a shared development 
experience, they co-manage their garden and all enjoy green views. 
Koch attributes their success to financial and organisational structures 
that support these types of Baugruppen in Germany (see Chapter 7).26 
Indeed this German case offers greater sustainability, community and 
affordability outcomes than the previous example, which was a unique 
out-of-the-mainstream UK initiative.
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Just as Baugruppen and, more recently UK collaborative housing 
models, are supported by several financial institutions, late in 2016 
the CommBank (Commonwealth Bank Group, one of Australia’s ‘Big 
Four’ banks) acknowledged that collaborative living and buying models, 
such as cohousing, group loans, communities in common, and ‘crowd 
housing’ might well alter housing lenders’ practices to ‘meet the needs 
of Australian home buyers in the future’.27 However, market-based 
‘collaborative’ models incorporate few of the more generally accepted 
common principles of collaborative housing and living outlined 
in Part II. Furthermore, self-interested, private-property-oriented 
developments tend to have relatively few environmental features. ‘Crowd 
housing’ refers to matches made between developers and prospective 
households through an Internet site, a tool the developer uses to seek 
the specific wants of householders, negotiating packages to fulfil 
stakeholders’ economic constraints through appropriate environmental 
decision-making, and ‘sharing’ opportunities. This Internet-facilitated 
process posits such developments in a broader market-based paradigm 
of ‘sharing economies’ and ‘sharing cities’, a topic to which we now turn. 
from shared housing to a sharing movement: 
sharing cities
So-called ‘sharing economies’ refer to participants sharing products and 
services by means of digital technology in variously formal or informal, 
temporary and expanding, commercial or nonmonetary networks. 
High-profile sharing economy enterprises include the car service Uber 
and accommodation service Airbnb. Underground examples include 
pop-up swap meets promoted via email networks, and on dedicated 
Facebook pages, for nonmonetary gift exchange of, say, second-hand 
clothes and home grown or surplus food through to market and 
profit-centred businesses. As shown in Part II, collaborative housing 
offers a perfect social context and built environment for localised sharing. 
However, ‘sharing cities’ is a major focus of sharing economy advocates.
The sharing economy
In practice, holistic sharing economies do not exist; the notion of a ‘sharing 
economy’ evolves from ideas of scaling up and integrating networks of 
practices of sharing within consumption, (re)distributive networks and 
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collaborative production. A sharing economy would connect initiatives 
centring on sharing the use of goods and services (aka collaborative 
consumption), and equipment and production processes (a pottery kiln 
or 3D printer). Associated notions of a ‘peer-to-peer (P2P) economy’ 
and ‘on-demand economy’ are both simply techniques for producing 
rather than structures for either relations or means of production. A 
sister paradigm is the ‘social and solidarity economy’ that focuses on a 
mutual aid tradition of cooperatives, a ‘fair price’, democratic workplaces, 
reasonable remuneration for work, and balancing the skewed relations of 
capitalist trade between economies of the Global South and North.
Sharing practices typically entail joint use and re-use of products, as 
well as cooperative or client-focused service provision in peer-based 
digital technology networks. As such these networks have been touted as 
offering new forms of environmental and social resource efficiency, waste 
reduction and, sometimes contradictorily, wider access to resources. 
These supposed characteristics parallel similar assumptions made for 
collaborative housing initiatives. Yet, well-known commercial sharing 
initiatives promoted as global and disruptive have been in the news for 
adverse impacts on workers’ rights (Uber) and for disturbing neigh-
bourhoods, including through commercialisation, unwanted tourism 
and gentrification (Airbnb). While car-share networks more broadly 
have been hailed for economising on car and petrol use, US research by 
Schor and others shows that, in fact, their very cheapness can encourage 
increased trips by riders and detract from environmentally better public 
transport options. In short, direct efficiencies, say not travelling so much 
by car, trumps sharing practices for absolute environmental savings.28
If practical results do not auger well for sharing economies, what 
about the allied notion of a ‘sharing city’?
Sharing cities
Despite presenting and tempering their arguments with values of 
inclusivity, ‘just sustainabilities’ and social justice, McLaren and Agyeman 
express the triumphal urbanist and smart ecomodernist spirit of the 
early twenty-first century in Sharing Cities: A Case for Truly Smart and 
Sustainable Cities. Ignoring the vast ecological footprints that cities cast 
as dark shadows on the rest of the planet, they argue that ‘well-planned 
and -governed cities are potentially the form of human organization 
that could keep us within environmental limits while simultaneously 
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building the social foundations prescribed by human rights, dignity, and 
a decent quality of life’.29
Although McLaren and Agyeman distinguish between communal 
and commercial approaches, and criticise ‘monetizing and monetized’ 
collaborative consumption, their politico-cultural conceptualisation of 
the ‘sharing paradigm’ covers individual, collective and public sharing 
of goods, services and activities, and essentially blurs non-market and 
market interaction. Even while they recognise that certain forms of the 
sharing economy ‘can deepen inequalities and deliver injustice’, they 
epitomise social and solidarity economy currents that see the market 
as an institution that can be contained, better driven or redesigned to 
work for the interests of the majority, specifically through the prolifera-
tion of cooperative models. Within this paradigm, they laud cohousing, 
squatting, self-build and social housing as housing activities with char-
acteristics that mirror a broader sharing mentality.30
Similarly, the San Francisco-based Shareable online hub for sharing 
initiatives and sharing cities, which is supported mainly by millennials 
and their successors, highlights collaborative housing. This hub promoted 
a Shareable & Sustainable Economies Law Centre report that encourages 
planners to remove or relax restrictions hampering or disallowing col-
laborative housing and to create appropriate zones and codes allowing 
for cooperative housing, accessory dwelling units (ADUs), tiny house 
clusters, short-term visitors, cohousing and ecovillages. Frequently 
prohibited due to density standards, parking requirements and even US 
local government ordinances that ‘limit the number of unrelated people 
who may live in a housing unit’, the report recommends ‘that cities 
promote development of smaller homes including micro-apartments, 
tiny houses, yurts, container homes, and other humble abodes, which 
produce more affordable and sustainable housing options, and promote 
sharing’.31 Micro-apartments, ADUs, cohousing and ecovillages are dealt 
with elsewhere. In this section, I briefly discuss examples of cooperative 
housing, tiny house clusters and alternative habitations that fail to fulfil 
standards set out in regular building and planning codes and, as such, are 
seen by authorities as ‘marginal housing’.
Cooperative housing as collaborative housing
The cooperative housing sector is very heterogeneous, extending 
from radical, independent income-sharing collaborative living models 
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through to the more typical, highly managed not-for-profit philan-
thropic and state-owned subsidised rental models. As already discussed, 
only certain types with specific characteristics are of interest in this 
book; housing cooperatives deserve attention here in as much as they 
are an outcome of market-based activities and potentially influenced by 
more community- and sustainability-based models.
Many countries have seen the rise of a ‘new cooperativism’ in the 
housing cooperative sector in recent decades. This new wave shares 
with the old cooperativist sector primary characteristics of solidarity 
and catering for low-incomes, but is differentiated by greater emphasis 
on a decentralised bottom-up, rather than top-down, decision-making 
structure and more market-oriented operating principles. The new 
cooperative sector reflects wider concerns for the environmental sus-
tainability of housing and household practices, and has a greater 
capacity to implement environmentally friendly developments than the 
old cooperative sector. As Kadriu and Wendorf argue with respect to 
German developments, a community- and household-based eco-centric 
approach is likely to be more effective than a simply techno-centric one.32
Despite shared responsibilities for ownership and/or management of 
cooperative dwellings, only an indeterminate fraction of the housing 
cooperative sector is collaborative housing as defined here. Some have 
few or no communal spaces and facilities; ‘in most, life is still focused 
on individual dwellings’. Moreover, Clapham points out that most shares 
exchange on market-based value, as with UK commonhold and leasehold 
ownerships; only some owner-occupier cooperatives have par-value 
shares where, on exiting, member-residents only receive the amount paid 
on entering. Tenant management cooperatives characteristic of social 
housing in the US, UK and Scandinavia show various arrangements with 
respect to the delineation of management and administrative responsi-
bilities between landlord and tenants.33
Even while attracting some government support, Clapham explains 
that the cooperative sector evolved with similar market-associated ideals 
to the current sharing economy, and social and solidarity economy, 
movements – prioritising self-governing, mutually supportive, small and 
simple market-integrated models for self-help and criticising big capital, 
big government and neoliberalism. Writing in 2012, Silver emphasised 
neoliberal pressures to privatise state-supported cooperative housing 
and to trade shares and dwellings at market rates.34 
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By the mid-2010s, German housing cooperatives numbered around 
2000, with three million members and five million residents in around 
two million apartments equating to 10 per cent of German housing 
stock. More than two in five housing cooperatives in East Berlin, and one 
in five in West Berlin, originated relatively recently, in the 1990s. Rental 
cooperatives are characteristic of North Germany and owner-occupied 
housing cooperatives characterise the South. Regulated rents make 
cooperative tenancies secure. Housing cooperatives are foci of local 
government social welfare and sustainability policies, with a national 
target for all dwellings to be ‘climate neutral’ by 2050, and offering a 
distinctive model avoiding the classic ‘landlord–tenant dilemma’. To 
maintain their attraction to residents, cooperatives offer environmen-
tal features and access government energy-efficiency programs. Some 
remarkable examples include the private citizen-initiated Möckernkiez 
Genossenschaft (Berlin). With 1400 members, this ‘cooperative for 
self-governed, social and ecological living’ began construction in 
mid-2016 on a well-located carpark-free neighbourhood site, with plans 
for 471 dwellings (27–150sq m) at a Passivhaus plus standard, and most 
with a balcony, in 14 apartment blocks.35
Murundaka cohousing community (2011) in Heidelberg Heights, 
an established outer suburb of Melbourne, offers an example of an 
affordable, community-managed and environmentally concerned 
rental cooperative – in a country where the cooperative housing sector 
is considerably less than 0.1 per cent of housing stock. A tenants-only 
cooperative, eligibility requires a low income of which rental is set at 
25 per cent. There are 18 apartments in the complex with multiple 
common areas inside and outside, including productive gardens and 
bike storage. The buildings were designed with sustainability in mind, 
with solar hot water systems and tanks with a capacity for 80,000l of 
roof-collected water. Numbers of residents do not own a car but, instead, 
car-share. Residents elected to limit the number of bins collected by the 
council as a waste management strategy. Their community laundry, of 
just three washing machines, has an ‘open closet exchange space’ for 
re-using clothes.
Murundaka is owned, and the asset is managed, by a community 
not-for-profit housing association. The project benefited from a 
federal government stimulus package after the Global Financial Crisis. 
Combined private and shared dwelling space amounts to circa 165sq m 
per household which, when built, cost around A$410,000. All residents 
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are low-income and asset-poor tenants paying affordable rents. Resident 
management is extensive, choosing new member-residents, collecting 
rent, administering finances, organising dwelling maintenance and 
maintaining records. These and other community-based activities, 
including more than a dozen working-groups, demand from each 
member around two to three hours per week.36
Another type of eco-cooperative rental housing is represented by 
Sunwise Coop (Davis, California), owned by the Solar Community 
Housing Association, a case of mini-coliving in a large shared household 
of eight low-income members in one house.37 Somewhat similar are 
the eco-houses purchased and environmentally renovated by the UK 
Co-operative Living Freehold Society, Cordata Housing Co-operative 
Ltd (Withington, South Manchester), a fully mutual housing cooperative. 
A dual structure allows for sharing skills, knowledge and effort between 
households; members benefit from moving into an already established 
eco-retrofitted house on the expectation that, once sufficiently 
established, they will put time into renovating a future cooperative 
house. Beyond belonging to a household and living in a house over 
which they have almost total control, members have a mutually 
beneficial arrangement within a cooperative of cooperatives, inculcating 
outward-looking solidarity. The main point of including this atypical 
cooperative is to demonstrate fleet-of-foot market cooperative agents 
taking ecological concerns seriously and approaching them affordably. 
However, this specific model does not seem to have rapidly expanded 
in the UK.38 
In contrast, the Mietshäuser Syndikat (Germany) has attracted a good 
deal of interest and is growing. An umbrella housing organisation that 
aims to ‘neutralise’ property or remove it from speculation, this limited 
liability company – with much lower maintenance and governance 
costs than a cooperative – operates alongside a decentralised structure 
of autonomous housing projects where mature, independent housing 
communities assist in financing new entrants. The independent legal 
status of the organisations gives the housing community relative 
autonomy yet sale of the community house (re-privatisation) is highly 
unlikely because both relevant bodies would need to agree to it. Unlike 
a foundation, the Syndikat, can lend money to housing projects directly, 
at little or no interest.
A similar network of housing (and worker) cooperatives is the UK 
Radical Routes (1992–), which restricts membership to fully mutual 
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cooperative groups substantially working for ‘positive social change’, 
who can demonstrate that they are ‘committed to a low impact lifestyle’. 
Pre-empting themes in Chapter 9, Radical Routes has a strong position:
We want to see a world based on equality and co-operation, where 
people give according to their ability and receive according to their 
needs, where work is fulfilling and useful and creativity is encouraged, 
where decision making is open to everyone with no hierarchies, where 
the environment is valued and respected in its own right rather than 
exploited.
We want to take control over all aspects of our lives. However, as we 
are not all in a position of control we are forced to compromise in 
order to exist.39
In short, a cooperative structure is being used across the spectrum of 
collaborative housing organisations; a legal cooperative, in and of itself, 
is no guarantee of values and processes that are socially just or envi-
ronmentally sustainable. Indeed, generally, market-based cooperatives 
advance capitalism. The minority of dissident cooperatives are painfully 
aware of the inherent deficiencies of market dynamics and pressures.
Clusters of tiny houses and other unusual habitations
Shareable promotes an assortment of alternative shelters that exist 
marginally in the property market and legally, illegally or in tension 
with mainstream dwelling regulations. They include barges and other 
boats used as homes, such as some Boaters in London and along 
Britain’s extensive canal network. Intentionally connected and using 
sustainable practices, a critical number could comprise a low impact 
quasi-community but, in reality, life on a boat can be as individualistic, 
eco-unfriendly and luxurious as a wealthy person’s city-pad.40 Similarly, 
transportable tiny houses – burgeoning as a movement, especially 
of millennials seeking home ownership of a minimal kind – often 
appear alone, only occasionally as ‘ecovillages’.41 Other examples, such 
as ex-shipping container housing-cum-working studios and caravans, 
cabins and manufactured homes in residential villages are generally 
oriented around simply providing affordable accommodation rather 
than eco-collaborative living spaces.42 
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In most countries the definition of a ‘mobile home’ is straight-
forward and similar – a dwelling either on wheels, say a caravan, or 
capable of being moved, such as a transportable manufactured home, 
with regulations, including maximum sizes. In the UK the definition 
covers railway carriages not on tracks but rather re-purposed and 
adapted to a dwelling, ‘dormobiles’, and touring ‘caravanettes’, but not 
tents. Tipi Valley (Llandeilo, Wales) rightly belongs to the themes in 
Chapter 9 – with its anarchic governance and ‘we belong to the Earth’ 
eco-naturalism of the valley’s congregation of ‘light, portable, relatively 
cheap and gentle’ tipis.43 Coates has called clusters of mobile homes in 
park sites ‘co-housing in all but name’ and pointed to the evolution of 
the Findhorn Park (Scotland) intentional community as a prototype. 
He suggests that ‘eco-snobbery’ is probably the main barrier to them 
populating the countryside.44 
A high-profile example of marginal housing is self-built, or 
marketed, tiny houses (Figure 8.1). Developed in a longer history of 
bottom-up innovations in creating cheap housing, tiny house clusters 
are rare although government and not-for-profits are trialling tiny 
house settlements for the homeless. An experimental and educational 
Wurruk’an cluster in rural Victoria (Australia) imitates the communal 
and environmental history of collaborative eco-living on a micro-scale 
and accommodates a tenuous land arrangement. Wurruk’an community 
advocates simple living for degrowth futures.45 Although very few such 
tiny house villages have emerged, demand is demonstrated in media 
reports of group plans that list council planning, other government 
agency regulations and costs as key barriers.46 Meanwhile, entrepreneurs 
have taken up the challenge.
The Las Vegas Airstream park evolved unintentionally from 
a failed hotel plan. The brainchild of – and supervised by – an 
almost-billionaire Tony Hseih, Llamapolis is an ‘experimental’ one-acre 
park of micro-habitations including 30 sleek Airstreams. In early 2016, 
a 240sq ft Airstream trailer cost a not-so-cheap US$1200 per month 
to rent, including Wi-Fi and other utilities.47 Along with more modest 
commercially produced Tumbleweeds (tiny houses), the park has a 
common kitchen (shipping container), pantry and laundry, outdoor 
living space with fire pits and buses to cowork in.48 Luxury Airstreams 
hardly qualify as eco because their signature appearance is polished 
aluminium, the end product of a highly energy-intensive process of 
refining bauxite, a far cry from the off-grid eco-DIO models of tiny 
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houses.49 The average Tumbleweed model tiny house, by comparison, 
has been promoted as ‘made with only 4,800 pounds of building 
materials’ generating a construction waste of ‘less than 100 pounds’ 
and operating environmental cost of ‘less than 4 tons’ of greenhouse 
gas in ‘a typical Minnesota winter’.50 Regarding overall environmental 
impacts, Tumbleweed founder Jay Schaefer highlights the freedom and 
extra spending power tiny house living creates, giving pause for serious 
concerns on extra consumption.51
A study of Australian ‘marginal rental housing’ – primarily boarding 
houses and permanent tenants in residential parks with caravans, cabins 
and/or manufactured houses – noted the tendency to gentrification 
of parks in well-serviced and attractive locations such as the eastern 
coast of New South Wales. Tenants complained of increasing rents that 
threatened to force them to move from their home. Furthermore, in 
2012, certain highly priced homes of owner-renters on rented parkland 
lots were realising more than A$700,000 in the open market.52 The 
sources of gentrification included village sites having been bought 
as long-term investments and only temporarily, strategically, being 
used as income-earning parks while waiting for the right time to sell 
as well as growth in demand from retirees. This study suggested that 
residents might:
increase control of their living arrangements through new co- 
operative ownership and governance arrangements … achieved by 
removing the barriers that restrict the development of public-private 
partnerships and direct investment and guarantor mechanisms that 
hold the potential to establish rights that are closer to those enjoyed 
Figure 8.1 Photo and sketch of tiny house, West Australia
Source: Post- (architectural practice, Perth), West Australia
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by home owners while retaining the collective or community-based 
characteristics that attract residents to buy into residential parks.53
This policy advice could be transferred, or adapted, to other types of 
alternative dwelling clusters allowing for, but not limited to, collabora-
tive housing that was affordable, low impact and self-managed.
Semi-permanent stay-on-inns: coliving
Coworking is occupying a shared space to work in, with Wi-Fi for 
freelancing. Coworking embodies the sharing economy and grew 10 
times by 2016 from just over 1000 spaces in 2011.54 Coworking entrepre-
neurs, such as WeWork (worth around US$15bn in 2016), have spread 
into supplying space for accommodation marketed to millennials who 
work and travel.55 WeLive is sold as coliving but, in reality, it is a monetary 
host–guest or landlord–boarder relationship.56 Despite the protestation 
that ‘coliving is, from the outset, built around an intention to create a 
tight, productive community to accelerate personal and community 
development’, this sharing economy is clearly framed by the market.57
Leo Hollis has analysed the negatives of ‘startup urbanism’ and sharing 
cities using the example of Downtown Las Vegas where Tony Hsieh (owner 
of the aforementioned Llamapolis) aimed to make his 20-block ‘colli-
sionability’ development the international ‘coworking capital’. Referring 
to the famous community-based urbanist Jane Jacobs, Hollis contends 
that developers such as Hsieh speak with a forked-tongue, talking ‘the 
language of community to disguise their plans to make a killing’ and end 
up with old-fashioned gentrification in a city which heightens inequality. 
‘It has become increasingly prevalent to “Jane-wash” a project with the 
promise of bike lanes, placemaking, and walkability.’ Hollis refers to Los 
Angeles Times reports of local opposition and impacts: local stores and 
residents unable to pay increasing rents and rising fees for education and 
day-care. Similarly driven by ‘24/7 capitalism’, Hollis sees London’s Tech 
City showing how the sharing city is one big marketplace, ‘a community 
defined, and dominated, by work’.58 It seems as if coworking and coliving 
might become the apogee of the sharing economy and sharing city, quite 
a different story from the narratives of advocates of the so-called sharing 
economy and sharing city.
Fernández summarises critiques of the sharing cities paradigm, and 
its pretensions to prompt commoning, by distinguishing commons 
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from either private or public property: ‘The “commons,” that which is 
communal, is goods that belong to a community, a group of real people, 
a demos, that manages it jointly and directly.’ Instead, private property 
is preserved in most sharing economy relations: ‘In most municipal 
“biking” or “car-sharing” services, the bikes belong to a company or city 
hall itself.’ Genuine bike-sharing would mean sharing bikes in a network 
committed to managing the bike’s use.59
Eco-collaborative housing and the sharing economy paradigm
Generalisations can be made about eco-collaborative housing in the 
sharing paradigm. First, the emphasis is on housing, rather than living 
or working. Moreover, where living is involved, it is commodified as far 
as possible, traded and managed, and ‘working’ looks like what we are 
used to in capitalism. Furthermore, those kinds of housing suggested by 
Shareable as affordable, and with environmental sustainability benefits, 
share dubious generic characteristics of ‘marginal housing’. Thus, it is 
incumbent for cases such as Radical Routes to explicitly identify with an 
anti-market, anti-state tradition rather than the sharing paradigm.
Second, the sharing economy movement aims to mould market 
structures, if necessary with government support. Residents of 
Shareable’s preferred housing options might participate in wider sharing 
networks that include food, transport, clothing and coworking but, more 
often than not, trade stitches together these apparent aspects of a sharing 
economy in the making. The assumption is that, given the right drivers, 
the market could deliver community, substantive democracy and envi-
ronmental sustainability – despite firms making decisions about what 
and how to produce, and the fact that prices do not (and cannot) reflect 
environmental values, and money arising in production for trade creates 
divisions between people into ‘haves’, ‘have nots’ and those who ‘have 
a bit’.60 The Shareable vision is of class harmonisation and aspiration, 
not deep change: ‘Where the poor are lifted up, the middle class is 
strengthened, and the rich are respected because they all work together 
for the common good.’61
Third, there is a contradiction in the extent to which various sharing 
economy initiatives seek government support yet flout or undermine 
regulation. As with entrepreneurial movements in general, the sharing 
movement argues for government to regulate for their free play, implying 
that the market is an appropriate structure for organising our everyday 
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affairs. At the same time, there is a muted struggle in the sharing 
movement, and vocal criticism outside of it, on the level of monetisation 
that it involves, with conclusions that commercialisation is the defining 
dynamic of the sharing economy. In a brief discussion of this and related 
arguments, the final section serves as a bridge to the next chapter on 
eco-collaborative living models that have been substantially grassroots 
affairs eschewing, or neglected by, the state and market.
conclusion: monetising community  
and sustainability 
Sharing economy initiatives often present their aims in terms of ethical, 
social, environmental, local and community-oriented values yet, as Schor 
points out, there has been little robust research assessing the extent to 
which sharing networks fulfil their professed social and environmental 
aims in practice. Relying on markets for their operation implicitly limits 
sharing, demanding compliance with market dynamics and pressures, 
and generating social tensions and contradictions that, historically, 
played out most visibly in cooperatives producing for trade and, today, as 
shown by critics such as Slee, Hollis and Richardson. A less cynical view 
of market limitations inspires sharing economy proponents who tend 
to explain such anomalies via a critical divide in (un)ethical practices 
between small and large capital, as in Lovell’s view of eco-communities as 
‘organised in either a “top-down” (housing developer or government-led) 
or “bottom-up” (entrepreneurial or community-led) way’.62 
In the types of housing considered in this chapter, market forces of 
supply and demand, competition and profit produce unaffordability 
and gentrification, which impacts on owner-occupiers and tenants alike. 
The market remains the framework within which subsidies, or partially 
income- or asset-sharing arrangements take place in many models of 
collaborative housing. Sharing costs as in certain cooperatives, say 
with par equity shares, and community land trust and mutual home 
ownership models, relies on higher-income residents absorbing costs for 
lower-income residents. Where schemes, such as Nightingale, attempt 
to avoid speculation, an oblique transference of wealth occurs between 
original and later owners that Morris, reasonably, considers unfair.63 In 
these cases there are member benefits and disadvantages but no impact 
on broader market dwelling prices or affordability, even in countries 
where they are most extensive, such as The Netherlands and Germany.
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To the extent that professionals and commercial developers are 
attracted to eco-collaborative living models, they generally receive 
salaries and even profits, just as architects and other construction pro-
fessionals, project managers and property owners earn in market-based 
activities. For instance, being prepared to make a limit of 15 per cent 
profit in comparison to a purported 20 per cent average – as in the 
Nightingale case – is hardly a great sacrifice. Efficiencies are gained 
through cutting out a process or professional altogether, such as the 
developer in the 3xGrun case. Economies of scale are realised along 
with savings because of special treatment from government, including 
with access to land and in planning matters (say fast-tracking or giving 
special consideration to a project), as well as in financial arrangements 
(such as a government-guaranteed loan). This is why such models are 
often criticised as tinkering at the sidelines, and as middle-class welfare 
or gentrifying trends.
With the decrease of public housing and transfer to social housing 
models delivered by not-for-profit housing associations, market-based 
calculations and arrangements typify collaborative rental, say 
cooperative, housing even if affordability is taken into account. Often, a 
chief objective in making habitations more environmentally sustainable 
has been to improve affordability of operating costs. Furthermore, the 
goals of both private and public social welfare agencies can be fulfilled 
in collaborative housing models that are physically safe, economically 
secure and community-supported living arrangements as is visible with 
seniors’ aging in place within intergenerational housing.64
These points are significant because many adherents to the sharing 
paradigm perceive the market as malleable by market players, even 
expecting progressive changes in market values, rules and dynamics. 
Proponents argue that peer-to-peer ‘disruptive technologies’ will 
inevitably introduce a multiplicity of social and environmental values, 
apparently dominating monetary values (prices, monetary calculations 
and profit) even as they simultaneously reproduce markets. Yet, critical 
analysts of market-based eco-collaborative developments of all kinds 
question whether they are really as community-oriented, affordable and 
sustainable as nonmonetary sharing initiatives that avoid or minimise 
interactions with market actors and marketplace activities. Indeed, this 
chapter has tried to show that the market has not delivered collabo-
rative housing or living with beneficial qualities but, rather, has most 
often failed. Sharing economy advocates generally fail to appreciate 
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that the market is a structure and key institution of capitalism, and that 
the market and capitalism structure inequity, competition and private 
property continuously preventing or eroding sharing and commons. 
Although often overlooked in sharing-paradigm analyses, sharing 
networks include freely shared knowledge, seeds, second-hand clothing, 
food and other goods and services. For instance, a multi-university 
research team in Lancaster and Birmingham (UK) found that, whereas 
market and government discourse around sharing cities centred on 
commercial sharing schemes, ‘the kinds of sharing that we found when 
speaking with people, groups and communities as well as our research 
team often took smaller, more local forms’. The latter included free 
sharing networks, and contexts such as collaborative living where there 
are agreements, expectations, responsibilities and benefits to sharing 
freely without money or markets. Arguably, ‘community’ is most con-
vincingly expressed, at least partially, as a gift economy of free exchange.65
In contrast to market-oriented actors – who tend to monetise rela-
tionships, to trade and produce for trade goods and services such 
as knowledge (education, patents and copyright), skills (learning), 
materials and equipment in the growing niche market for sustain-
ability goods and services – the grassroots DIO movement has an 
economy of genuine efficiency, tending to avoid, re-use and hand on 
materials, energy, equipment, knowledge and skills via nonmonetary 
sharing and exchange. Yet, the significant line between market-based 
and non-market or ‘alter-market’ production and exchange (exchange 
occurring without money either changing hands or entering calculations 
related to decision-making) is not well-acknowledged.66
Drivers of cases highlighted in this chapter have associated their 
sense of independence and confidence in the market as a means to 
establish sustainability and community-oriented projects. Instead, the 
next chapter presents developments where the market was primarily 
seen as a necessary evil by communities that arose without critical state 
or market support in a conscious movement of radical, anti-systemic, 
community-based activity.
9
Grassroots Sustainability,  
Sociality and Governance
The grassroots, community-based drivers of collaborative living cases 
discussed in this chapter are representative of communities who 
chose independent strategies – defined by relative autonomy from 
the market and the state – to implement environmental sustainabil-
ity and communally oriented practices. They include income-sharing 
communities that many would refer to as ‘communes’ and precarious 
squats of activists, intent both on challenging capitalism at a basic level of 
private property and instituting social and environmental justice. Each of 
the highly experimental models discussed demonstrate significant levels 
of creativity, will and preparedness to break with fundamental economic 
and political structures within capitalism. Certain observers dismiss 
these types of collaborative housing as inconsequential and marginal. 
Others speculate that such ‘hybrids’ might be prescient forms demon-
strating distinctive directions beyond capitalism whilst compromising in 
certain ways with prevailing governance and economic systems simply 
in order to survive.1 
Scaling up these models certainly implies broadening the practices 
of commoning and the potential for the full flowering of nonmonetary 
sharing in terms of both production and exchange, specifically 
governing for collective sufficiency and ecological regeneration. Is it 
possible that models of horizontal governance, environmentally friendly 
practices and collective sustainability might evolve as nodes and drivers 
of inter-networked locally sufficient neighbourhood settlements and 
communities spread over a relatively peaceful planet? Does such a vision 
promise the establishment of a balance between humans and the rest of 
nature, maintained by holistic practices of dedicated stewardship?
One vision of scaling up might well have various institutions for 
self-governance substituting for the state while compacts based on human 
need, planetary capacity and justly shared effort replace competitive and 
environmentally wasteful production for the market supported by the 
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limited and formal democracies characteristic of market-based states. 
The kinds of arrangements, values and relationships that typify the col-
laborative housing and living discussed in this chapter are more-or-less 
compatible with such a vision. The inter-personal and governance skills 
developed and demonstrated in these cases and their eco-sustainability 
practices – stretching from micro-techniques of growing and preparing 
food through to off-grid neighbourhood renewable energy and water 
systems – could constitute the fibres for the fabric of a new society 
beyond capitalism.2
This chapter begins with a discussion of revolutionary political 
currents and tensions reflected, and embodied, in collaborative housing 
movements and policies in France. I follow with themes of scaling up 
and precarious, antagonistic relationships with state and market that 
characterise radical environmentally sustainable communities, starting 
at the micro-scale with the dozen or so resident-members of Tinkers 
Bubble in the United Kingdom (UK) through to the average-sized 
substantial communities of Twin Oaks in the United States (US) and 
ufaFabrik (Germany), on to the macro-scale of around 900 residents 
of Christiania (Freetown), a veritable quarter of the global city of 
Copenhagen (Denmark), concluding with a discussion of Calafou 
(Catalonia), a node in the multi-various networks of the Catalan Integral 
Cooperative in Barcelona and its surrounds, which involves thousands 
of participants.
‘long live the commune!’
For more than half a century, farmers and locals threatened with expro-
priation – and their national and international supporters – resisted the 
construction of an airport for Nantes that would endanger 4000 acres 
of ecologically rich forests, wetlands and farming land. This Zone À 
Défendre (ZAD) had been occupied, since 1974, by protesters rallying 
around a concept of political autonomy that only strengthened by the 
mid-2010s. The ZAD has been a highly contested space where the 
global and local connection is as strong as an umbilical cord and the 
echo of history a leitmotif. By way of an illustration, referring to the 
location (Le Bourget) of the international climate negotiations known 
as the Conference of Parties 21 (COP21) and their own advance in a 
cavalcade to Paris on 28 November 2015, ZAD defenders rallied: ‘Keep 
the Bourget, we’re taking Versailles. Long live the Commune!’3
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In Communal Luxury: The Political Imaginary of the Paris Commune, 
Kristen Ross explores the basis of this living legacy of those momentous 
ten weeks, mid-March to the end of May 1871, when ‘a worker-led 
insurrection transformed the city of Paris into an autonomous Commune 
and set about improvising the free organization of its social life according 
to the principles of association and cooperation’. Ross elaborates:
The Communal imagination operated on the preferred scale of the 
local autonomous unit within an internationalist horizon. It had little 
room for the nation, or, for that matter, for the market or the state.4
Indeed, both in the radical imagination and for practical political 
purposes, the ZAD has been more than the defence of a space – extending 
to a genuinely democratic practice of politics, a holistic fight against 
management of people and land. Pointing to migrants obscurely evicted 
on a daily basis, a ZAD Communique from early 2016 stated: ‘we want to 
continue to make this place a crossroad for struggles, so we can support, 
create solidarity, and share with each other’.5 Contra mainstream views 
that such spaces as the ZAD are unique and marginal; during the 2010s 
the term ‘habitat participatif ’ (collaborative housing) spread to cover a 
multiplicity of French housing arrangements that pursued ‘a response to 
the housing issue based on mobilizing civil society rather than on State 
intervention or market forces’.6
Habitat participatif
Bresson and Denèfle trace the cultural background to the contemporary 
habitat participatif in state-supported low-income-oriented housing 
cooperatives of the late nineteenth century and the self-management-
oriented post-Second World War housing cooperative movement that 
promoted solidarity and sharing. They identify three, more recent, 
precursors of 2010s habitat participatif in projects begun in the 
1970s, namely the Béalières, Hélix and Les Naïfs projects highlighting 
eco-design, self-management by co-owners and tenants, and common 
activities, spaces and facilities. Subsequently, the twenty-first century 
has seen new push and pull factors among young middle-class French 
citizens facing precarious employment, rising house prices and 
environmentally unsustainable lifestyles. Distinct from former housing 
movements, they are intent on managing ‘aspects previously left to the 
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market’ and demonstrate a ‘broad rejection of institutions’ along with a 
‘wish to resolve their own problems here and now’.7
Grenoble has been a site of significant activity for both radical 
experiments and mainstream council-supported private-ownership 
models. Practising participatory urban planning, Grenoble council has 
proactively supported collaborative housing projects and demonstrated 
agency in national council bodies promoting them. However, such 
support came with expectations and conditions, precipitating differences, 
indeed factions, in and between habitat participatif groups and associated 
organisations. Bresson and Denèfle have identified several positions 
with softer- and harder-line engagements with councils after occupying 
buildings fated for demolition, both lines being ‘criticized by some squat 
activists who reject any compromise with the authorities, while others 
accept the idea of contractual arrangements’. Moreover:
Self-build and restoration housing operations can also be found in 
the Grenoble region, carried out by extreme left-wing activists who 
use social networks to raise funds to gain access to property that they 
then aim to dissociate from private ownership and all capitalist-based 
economic forms.8 
I have observed the same types of groups and conflicts between them in 
Australia, as have analysts of the squatting movement in Europe more 
generally. Political fractures became widespread as neoliberal currents 
made squatting illegal, and increased the monitoring and punishing of 
squatters, especially during the 1980s in Europe. Ultimately, in October 
2010, the Netherlands made squatting illegal after it had been effectively 
permitted by laws established early in the twentieth century. Delgado has 
lauded squats for their capacity to reinvigorate deprived and neglected 
urban neighbourhoods by offering spaces for locals: to work; to hold 
and attend convivial educational and entertainment events; to practise, 
perform and exhibit art; and, to enjoy inexpensive cafés and participate 
in collaborative dining.9 
A range of types of squatters with distinctive political leanings and 
positions have been identified by Hans Pruijt: ‘deprivation-based 
squatting’ is easily co-opted and prone to external leadership of a 
hierarchical nature whereas squatting as an ‘alternative housing strategy’ 
finds resident-members more likely to be self-managing, autonomous 
and politically independent. The latter tend to generate networked 
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cultural, social and political centres and organisations, as demonstrated 
by Christiania and ufaFabrik, discussed below. Similarly, ‘entrepre-
neurial squatting’, ‘conservational squatters’ and ‘political squatting’ 
manifest distinctive characteristics with differing political positions and 
influences.10 As Delgado and Pruijt argue, squatters have the capacity 
to effectively embody or perform a critique of the failures of state and 
market on several levels, such as provisioning, services and governance.
In contrast, referring to a range of collaborative housing, Bresson 
and Denèfle describe French middle-class ‘cohousing’ as replete with 
humanistic and environmental values but reluctant to take a radical stand 
because, ultimately, they simply want more power in the established 
order.11 In short, cases of alternative collaborative housing arise in a 
multitude of contexts and tend to be internally ridden with highly political 
conflicts over strategic directions. The argument that collaborative living 
is marginal is hard to maintain once it is acknowledged that the internal 
dynamics of associated movements are deeply linked to contemporary 
politics and that their socio-cultural and political activities are replete 
with inclusionary and environmentally concerned principles. 
This chapter describes some key examples of the autonomous type to 
demonstrate how – in the face of heightened political, environmental 
and economic tensions – alternative communities and neighbourhoods 
have developed and refined more equitable, income-sharing, financial 
arrangements and horizontal decision-making techniques to support 
their existence to persist, and even blossom, in undoubtedly troubled 
times. 
tinkers bubble: travellers settle near a spring
‘The fire pit is the heart of the community, where we often have 
breakfast or lunch together,’ writes resident-member Pedro Brace: ‘We 
eat together every night, taking turns to cook.’ Most of the food that 
they eat is grown on site or sourced from an ethical wholesaler, just 
as the alcohol and juice they drink has been made on site from apples 
grown there. Practically all their energy comes from renewable sources, 
mainly wood from the 40 acres of fir plantation, woodland and orchards 
that they inhabit and some 12V solar power for lights, computers and 
stereos.12 Water, accessed from a natural spring feeding a stream on the 
property, is only on tap at the community building, readily accessible for 
use in the shared kitchen and bathhouse but carried elsewhere, say to 
their small dwellings which only need sleeping and living spaces, along 
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with waterless compost toilets.13 They take wood for fuel, buildings 
and furniture, and leave the rest to fulfil services for other animals and 
plants. As resident Rosie Lancaster says ‘you ’come so attached to nature, 
you can’t separate yourself out’.14
Low impact community: planning
The original Tinkers Bubble residents were brought together protesting 
against automobile infrastructure, such as the M3 extension at a Twyford 
Down camp. The 1994 land purchase in Somerset (UK) was mainly 
financed by one founder, along with potential residents and ‘interest-
free loans from outside supporters’. Remarkably, no loan contracts 
were entered into: ‘it was all based on trust’. However, they formed a 
cooperative that continues to include non-resident and ex-resident 
shareholders alongside communally held shares and individual resident 
shareholders. The first dwellings were temporary ‘benders’, tarpaulin-
covered hazel wood frames (a kind of Celtic yurt) and tents. Locals 
complained to the council about this planning breach.15
A five-year planning struggle ensued. It was driven, on the Tinkers 
Bubble side, by Simon Fairlie who, as mentioned previously, coined the 
term ‘low impact development’. The original application was knocked 
back, only to be granted on appeal. Then, the Secretary of the Department 
of Environment overturned that outcome. A further application by the 
intransigent Tinkers Bubble was lost in the High Court. Subsequently, 
when a new application was submitted – this time to a Labour, rather 
than Conservative, government – it succeeded. Even then, in 1999, 
‘success’ only meant permission for five years, extended or renewed for 
temporary periods up to a decade at a time.16
In 2016, Tinkers Bubble succeeded in their application for a further 
10-year temporary planning permission provided they fulfil conditions 
similar to the Welsh One Planet Development policy (see Chapter 6), 
which seems limited to ‘hard-core would-be peasants’, in Fairlie’s words. 
He argues that, in reality, ‘there is a huge demand for low impact housing 
which is not tied to agricultural or forestry livelihoods but’, rather, 
‘provides people with access to a modest area of land for food and energy 
production, and for home-based businesses’. Speaking of the ‘allergic 
reaction’ of planners to genuine applications, especially ‘for the sort of 
people who do not aspire to keep goats and burn charcoal on a Welsh 
mountainside’, Fairlie has cogently argued that allowing for appropriate 
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developments simply demands codification by planners. When, in the 
mid-2010s, the slight National Planning Policy Framework succeeded 
the previous massive guidelines, Fairlie duly advised groups wanting to 
start a communal sustainability venture to keep challenging planners, 
who now had more discretionary power to approve them, or resort to 
starting without permission and applying retrospectively.17
Drilling down into the drivers of their autonomy, we find that the 
will and visions of the 11 adult residents of Tinkers Bubble (2016) 
might vary yet unite on achieving sustainable futures. Mike, who had 
been a lead programmer in the video-games industry, wanted to prove 
fossil-fuel-free living was feasible. John Gollie expresses a deep, abiding 
and passionate commitment to low impact living when he says: ‘that I 
hardly leave any trace, that’s really important.’18
Economy
Tinkers Bubble residents are foresters, organic orchardists and gardeners. 
They eat road kill, pigeons and squirrels. Lancaster emphasises their 
‘strong work ethic’. Twenty-eight acres of Douglas fir, larch and mixed 
broadleaf woodland is managed by planting and thinning using horses, 
two-person saws and a sawmill with a wood-fired steam-engine. They 
often use no-dig methods. They keep chickens, pigs and bees, and one 
resident specialises in medicinal herbs. They wash clothes by hand and 
schedule turns to use the bath house.
Beyond collective sufficiency, they produce for local farmers’ markets. 
They press Bramley, and other apple varieties by hand and process 
them through a wood-fired pasteurising station to make juice for sale. 
Their preserves include pickles, chutney and jams, wine and elderflower 
champagne. They sell raw cider vinegar locally, using traditional oak 
barrels for maturation. Yet, most industry is around collective sufficiency; 
in 2012, Brace estimated that each adult might only need £100 per 
month. In other words, compared with mainstream UK households, this 
off-grid community only marginally relies on the market.19
A critical chapter in Jenny Pickerill’s Eco-Homes explores ‘a disturbing 
persistence’ of gendered cultures in eco-communities through notions, 
expectations and practices of ‘embodiment’. Yet, she celebrates that a 
Tinkers’ Bubble woman without much prior experience or training 
and ‘no money’ built here ‘a beautiful, cosy small building out of 
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natural materials’. Pickerill argues that this kind of determination 
and realisation of women’s abilities across the board is necessary to 
establish a socio-cultural environment of free activity beyond external 
and internalised limitations associated with gender, not only in the 
mainstream workforce and social culture but also even in communities 
where there is a conscious effort to enact social change.20
In Tinkers Bubble we see several characteristics common to 
communities examined in this chapter. Residents often have an activist 
background. They do not wait for government or industry to lead a 
transition to a sustainable future. The state has been a strong barrier 
to their development. They substitute activities in capitalist markets as 
consumers and workers with self-provisioning, nonmonetary work and 
exchanges, and trade locally, ethically and informally only as necessary. 
They are instituting environmental sustainability through an, often 
antagonistic, autonomy from both state and market. Without ignoring 
deficiencies – certain building methods fail to fulfil a high thermal 
performance (a weakness minimised due to the small size of dwellings)21 
– Tinkers Bubble residents are achieving environmental goals without 
smart technology or clever design but through the practice of bricolage. 
They are bricoleurs and bricoleuses dancing their way to the revolution 
(Figure 9.1).
Figure 9.1 A Ceilidh at Tinkers Bubble
Source: Katja Testroet (photographer)
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collective sufficiency: twin oaks
Many sizable ecovillages tend to settle around a resident population of 
90–150 – perhaps evidence of Dunbar’s Number, which limits close rela-
tionships for any one person to 150? Illustrations of this tendency are 
the rural Twin Oaks (1967) in Virginia (US) and Sieben Linden (1997, 
Germany), with populations in early 2017 of 105 and 140, respectively. 
Both intentional communities demonstrate strong commitments to, and 
achievements in, environmentally oriented collective sufficiency.22
For reasons of space, the emphasis here is on Twin Oaks. It suffices to 
point out that, unlike Twin Oaks, Sieben Linden is not an income-sharing 
community, but its sub-community Club 99 has income-shared and 
achieved impressive environmental efficiencies. Along with maximum 
house space per capita and strict regulations over building, Sieben 
Linden members had already cut their carbon footprint back to 28 per 
cent of the German average by 2004. Provisional calculations in progress 
as this manuscript was submitted (mid-2017) suggest further savings, 
in terms of consumption, over the decade ending 2014 – one-quarter 
with respect to water, one-third regarding firewood and more than half 
with respect to electricity. In 2014, Litfin recorded members’ per capita 
annual income as less than US$12,000.23
Although it had a rocky start, and was inspired by B.F. Skinner’s 
behaviourist ideas, Twin Oaks endogenously developed a practical and 
feasible set of principles and practices around governance, work, and 
sharing their joint product. Their relationships and values, processes and 
protocol – based on ‘cooperation, sharing, nonviolence, equality, and 
ecology’ – contrast markedly with the dynamics of the market economy, 
which they only operate in marginally and as much on their own terms 
as possible. Similarly, the community’s relationship to the state has been 
carefully crafted. The direct participatory democracy exercised in Twin 
Oaks starkly contrasts with the formal representative democracy of US 
governments at all levels. Valerie Renwick, who has lived at Twin Oaks 
for decades, explains that another world is not only possible: ‘For us, 
another world is happening and we are living it.’ This section sketches 
political and economic aspects of the community and its current 
operation rather than dwelling on its rich 50-year history and culture.24
Today Twin Oaks has 142 contiguous hectares of land, much of it 
woodland, and another 61 hectares of detached forest. There is flat and 
sloping agricultural land, pasture, dairy cattle, acres of vegetable plantings, 
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fruit trees, massive greenhouse and ecological niches, including a lake. 
Solar energy and wood from their land heats most buildings. There are 
many outbuildings and seven large group dwellings, a children’s building, 
Unicorn School, a big community centre with a large hospitality-style 
kitchen, dining spaces inside and out, and industrial buildings. No-one 
owns the property; they enter and remain its stewards. Twin Oaks is 
an incorporated association without capital stock; it has a similar tax 
status to a monastery though there is no common religion. While you 
live at Twin Oaks you cannot earn income from assets you own outside. 
Personal property is confined to what you can fit into your small to 
average-sized bedroom. Equality, incorporating diversity, is a lived 
reality.25 Member Sabrina’s testimonial in Box 9.1 featured on a placard 
for a 2012 Occupy demo.
Twin Oaks Community assumes and demonstrates that sharing 
incomes and resources has a range of benefits beyond expressing equal 
access and justice. There are economies of collectivisation which include 
use rights to more resources. There is greater security and insurance 
in mutual support. Nonmonetary, say domestic, tasks are viewed 
similarly to monetary, business-oriented work; everyone is recognised 
and appreciated for doing Twin-Oaks-defined work. Tighter relation-
ships form due to their deep level of sharing. Twin Oaks has been able 
to construct a far more flexible, robust and successful economy with 
greater inbuilt resilience and relative autonomy from the mainstream 
Box 9.1 An Occupy placard created by Sabrina from Twin Oaks, 2012
I live communally with 100 people in Virginia. We run a miniature society, 
with government and businesses we collectively own, and produce lots of 
our own food. We aren’t tuned into TV/iPhones. We each earn $5000 a year 
(on average) and all of the money goes to the community. By sharing what 
we have – seven big houses, fifteen cars, a variety of talents and skills – 
we get by on very little. We have no leader and there is always plenty of 
food, comfortable shelter and no trouble getting bills paid. We are all lucky 
to be secure and happy with our lives. I choose to live this way because 
corporatism is destroying American government and society, and because 
I am the 99%.
Thank you Occupy Wall St!!
Source: Derived from photo of Sabrina with placard, Leaves of Twin Oaks (Winter 
2011/2012 #111)
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market than any individual or family might attain. Drawing on research 
by Alexis Ziegler (of Living Energy Farm), Paxus reported (late in 2014) 
that, compared with US average consumption of energy and generation 
of solid wastes, Twin Oaks was already achieving the 80 per cent 
reduction in carbon emissions that the UN Intergovernmental Panel on 
Climate Change set as a target for 2050.26
Work
When I spent three weeks on the Twin Oaks visitor program (2012), I 
worked a bit less than the set quota of around 42 hours per week because 
the quota reduces after turning 55 years’ old. The quota includes most 
domestic and non-domestic work chores to compare favourably with 
combined statistics of paid and unpaid work by mainstream workers (the 
average US adult spends around 20 hours per week on unpaid, mainly 
domestic, work).27 Visitors attended numbers of talks and demonstra-
tions on various aspects of living and working at Twin Oaks, many 
counting as hours for our quota. Sometimes we got a ride into town in a 
shared vehicle or simply put in a request for something to be bought or 
collected for us by the person on duty doing such errands that day. On 
site we followed local practice, walking or picking up and using any bike 
lying around and parking it once we’d arrived at our destination for any 
other person wanting it to take. No-one has a personal vehicle. 
Each week managers put in their requirements, and every one indicates 
jobs they want and can do, signalling ideal and impossible times of the day 
and days to work. From this input, managers work out a draft schedule, 
so everyone gets a personal draft timetable for the week. This schedule 
goes out for comment and necessary changes and, then, is re-issued as a 
final draft. Subsequently, changes need to be negotiated, say by swapping 
with someone else or by talking with the area manager concerned. Time 
off for sickness and vacations are catered for in rules that apply equally 
to everyone. You learn on the job guided by a manager or crew member. 
I think that waiving aside the mainstream obsession with qualifica-
tions and experience is a great advantage (although Pickerill shows its 
downsides in a discussion specifically related to building).28
I spent time preparing food, cooking and washing dishes with the 
kitchen crew. At lunch and dinner times a big smorgasbord was available, 
catering for diverse tastes and diets with dishes labelled accordingly. 
I prepared for work in the tofu hut, cutting and packaging tofu, then 
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cleaning down the room. I worked in the vegetable fields where Twin 
Oaks has a major crew weeding, planting, hoeing and harvesting. We 
took what we harvested straight to the kitchen or adjacent pantries. On 
hot days anyone wanting to took off their tops but we didn’t if it was a 
day public visitors were around. (The nudity policy has been one of the 
most controversial Twin Oaks policies.) I worked on making hammocks, 
constructing boxes and filling them.
We went over to Twin Oak’s community offspring Acorn and put 
seeds in packets. We spent time gardening around fruit trees and plants 
at a fellow-traveller’s farm space. I worked on ornamental plants and 
with a member whose book project had been allocated a quota of work. 
I might have worked on laundry duties or child-care, repairing bikes, in 
the dairy or cheese-making, on political activities deemed work – such 
as one of the annual conferences that Twin Oaks hosts – or any number 
of other chores which you can read about at their site.
Most of the tofu and hammocks are sold offsite but most work done is 
not production for trade. There is a strong level of collective sufficiency 
and Twin Oaks swaps and shares human and other resources and 
products with other like-communities. The three-week-visitor brief 
includes the following questions: ‘Consider if all your basic needs are 
met, can you live on $2 a day? Will you be comfortable with lots of public 
and common space and relatively small private space? Can you cooperate 
with people and share goods and responsibilities? What are your needs 
and desires around community?’29 
Governance
Weekly general assemblies are places to make a public statement. There 
are constant personal and group conversations, the circulation of 
proposals, and the posting of opinions on a notice board in the main 
dining space wall. The governance structure certainly reflects, and clearly 
adapts from, Skinner’s Walden Two (1948). There are discrete areas of 
activity coordinated horizontally by managers, including co-managers. 
They include all work areas, businesses, domestic and outdoor tasks, 
events, projects, land care, building and vehicle maintenance, energy 
and water systems. At the broadest scale, three planners work alongside 
one another in 18-month staggered terms to execute community 
decisions, deal with external relations and monitor that Twin Oaks is 
on course. Unless a candidate gains considerable support they do not 
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become a planner and any of the decisions they make can be challenged 
and overturned.
Twin Oaks’ democracy and complementary economy offers a set 
of processes and outcomes that are quite distinctive from mainstream 
standardisation, professional standards and state regulation. As Valerie 
reports:
The key difference, for me, between how we do it and the mainstream 
does it is that, here, we’re the ones making decisions about how of all 
those different aspects are going to look … At Twin Oaks nobody’s 
creating these values and these structures but us. So we have a really 
high degree of choice and we can consciously manifest our own values 
in the world throughout all stages of life.30 
cultural eco-conviviality: ufafabrik, berlin
Anarchist and women’s liberationist Emma Goldman (1869–1940) was 
disgusted by a young boy counselling her not to dance so exuberantly 
because: ‘My frivolity would only hurt the Cause.’ Goldman saw dancing 
as the essence of revolution: ‘I want freedom, the right to self-expression, 
everybody’s right to beautiful, radiant things.’31 This emphasis on holistic 
creative being is the essence of ufaFabrik, an outstanding urban sustain-
ability demonstration centre and performance space in Berlin. There, 
collective solidarity, tolerant diversity in unity, exists as an exuberant and 
creative celebration driving the deep art of collaborative governance, of 
living with, and by, one another. After visiting in the late 2000s, Karen 
Litfin would write, ‘I got the sense that ufaFabrik’s motto was, “If it’s not 
fun, don’t do it.”’32
Occupy
In 1979, more than 100 activists peacefully occupied a deserted film 
factory in Berlin, which had operated 1923–1964 as a subsidiary of 
the famous Universum Film AG (UFA) and was now a contested space 
waiting to be demolished. Some of the occupiers already knew one 
another through the first food cooperative established in Berlin and 
by performing for six weeks in an alternative cultural festival that had 
included demonstrating environmental techniques and technologies. 
With an independent direction, neither capitalist nor socialist but 
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rather based on ‘friendship first’, their vision was to live modestly and 
communally and to ‘create an interdisciplinary, multicultural meeting 
place, and a vibrant people-friendly oasis for creativity, art, and social 
and environmental creative processes’. Consequently, they placed a 
‘Welcome’ banner at the entry of the property they envisaged as ideal for 
collaborative activities.33 
Within a few weeks, the Berlin Senate agreed that they could remain 
on the site they had occupied. After a few months, 45 members of the 
now income-sharing commune were paying rent with an enhanced 
vision of co-creating a sustainable village in the world-famous capital. 
They started by making a combined heat and power (CHP) plant from a 
truck engine they called ‘Mao Diesel’. In the 1980s, they began vegetating 
roofs and facades. Despite violent clashes with police later in 1980, 
further negotiations gave them security as tenants for at least three years; 
they have continued to develop the property for more than 35 years, 
now with a permanent lease through to the 2040s. Moreover, they have 
received regular subsidies from the City of Berlin for fulfilling cultural 
and social functions. The community worked step-by-step, starting in 
an emblematic way with a circus and a bakery, the trading success of 
which meant they could renovate their first theatre. Within a decade, 
however, they had a financial-cum-institutional crisis only resolved by 
introducing more formality and relative autonomy to distinct activities 
all operating under the umbrella ufaFabrik Berlin e.V.34
International Centre for Culture and Ecology
An International Centre for Culture and Ecology spread over 1.85 hectares 
in south Berlin (Templehof), UN Habitat acknowledged ufaFabrik in its 
2004 shortlist of projects demonstrating ‘Best Practice in Improving the 
Living Environment’.35 Indeed, by the mid-1990s, they had: installed an 
expanded CHP; taken central control of ventilation and heating; turned 
over to energy-saving lights and devices; started biologically treating 
integrated rainwater collection to feed lawns and for flushing toilets; 
improved techniques for composting, re-use, recycling and separating 
wastes; insulated their Eco-Exhibition building with recycled paper; 
covered their walls with natural home-made mineral, and casein, paints; 
and, installed a 3m rotor wind turbine and 1000W generator, developing a 
high-efficiency slotted rotor to boot. These were integrated sustainability 
developments: for instance, Werner Wiartalla, an experienced physicist 
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when joining ufaFabrik decades ago, has explained that condensation 
from the green roofs enables the solar panels to produce more energy.36
Further developments had ufaFabrik spreading their activities in 
participatory social change, community development and sustainabil-
ity learning. By 1997, again using innovative techniques, ufaFabrik 
sustainably retrofitted many buildings, installing the largest existing 
array of solar panels in Berlin and creating an organic noise barrier. By 
the turn of the century, the ufaFabrik solar research centre boasted 12 
different solar-related systems, they had initiated the id22 for thematic 
praxis on sustainable development, prepared for the id22 Festival 
for Ecology, Culture and Community, and embarked on a large and 
lengthy urban participatory planning project for their neighbourhood 
Templehof Harbour.37
In the 2010s, ufaFabrik continues to support original, international 
through to local, proposals for activities centring on cultural, social and 
environmental change and integrating ecology and creative arts. Much 
thought has gone into staging performances in eco-friendly ways, such as 
using energy from their in-house solar panels and two basement CHPs. 
Lighting systems use energy-saving lightbulbs, and vegetative insulation 
techniques enhance air quality. Using the Internet for local-cum-global 
transmission, ufaFabrik offers an instructional YouTube video on 
creating bike infrastructure for visiting peddlers to power a cinema.38
Today, a live-in community of 30 residents incorporate five or six 
times their number of workers in onsite multimedia, international and 
local community activities that attract hundreds of thousands of visitors 
every year: Café Olé, the ufaCircus and its children’s circus school, a 
renowned samba band, production services for performative artists and 
activities, a large covered outdoor stage for more than 500 seats and 
multi-functional stages with 90, 180, and 260 seats, production, dance, 
sport and music studios, a bakery, a guesthouse (that I can recommend), 
an animal farmlet, markets and a neighbourhood self-help centre 
offering health and care services and support for all ages and abilities. 
The latter gave birth to an independent not-for-profit organisation with 
its headquarters in ufaFabrik but spreading over Berlin, with more than 
30 facilities and projects and almost 300 employees working alongside 
volunteers. Members live on site, pay rent, work in ufaFabrik businesses 
and self-organise using consensus. ufaFabrik supports youth cultural 
talent and activities, live-in artist residencies and offers spaces for 
workshops, talks, tours and seminars on creative, social and environ-
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mental topics. Cultural diversity and participation is the veritable ‘basis 
for our peaceful coexistence’.39 
In short, decades ago, ufaFabrik established itself as a European 
demonstration space for community, culture and ecology. As municipal 
councils and industry players plan for integrated and off-grid 
neighbourhood-based urban power, water and waste systems as the way 
of the future, ufaFabrik pioneered such systems. Simultaneously, they 
are an innovative and vibrant international, national and local cultural 
centre where you can enjoy ‘not too experimental’ cabaret, vaudeville, 
musicals, puppetry, choirs, musicians with instruments from drums 
and didgeridoos to guitars, film festivals, ‘medi-tainment’, world music, 
poetry slams, singalongs, documentaries, theatre sports, and dancers of 
samba, flamenco and tango. ufaFabrik takes Shakespeare’s ‘all the world’s 
a stage’ to a revolutionary space of assembly, collaborative self-expression, 
creativity, consensual decision-making, diversity, conflict, dramatic 
resolution and celebration. Emma Goldman would be in her element.
freetown christiania (copenhagen, denmark)
Even with around 900 residents Freetown Christiania is not the 
most populous example of collaborative living in the world. Yet, this 
‘autonomous town’, born in 1971 as a squat of the disused 34-hectare 
Bådsmandsstræde Barracks, has been attracting around one million 
tourists every year, certainly making it the most open and well-known 
model. Indeed, through its spontaneous mix of ‘political resistance’ and 
‘playful, resourceful atmosphere’, Wendler has referred to it as ‘one of the 
most influential attempts to create an alternative and self-determined life 
in the middle of, but independent from, mainstream society’.40 Christi-
ania’s culture is radical and it has become ‘a central node in international 
networks of activism and counterculture’, especially significant within 
the European squatting movement.41
Freetown not only attracts tourists but also contributes to the culture 
of Copenhagen, for instance with ‘Christiania bikes’ (cargo tricycles) 
and by offering the only mixed-user bathhouse in the capital, low-cost 
meals, entertainment and cultural opportunities for local residents – see 
Figure 9.2. A complex urban organism that turns 50 years old in 2021, 
Christiania could be analysed from numerous angles. Here, I make a 
simple analysis of housing.
Until mid-2012, when a controversial agreement was signed with the 
Danish government to ‘normalise’ the settlement, allocation of housing 
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had followed particularly progressive protocol and principles based on 
need and capacity to pay, a simple tenure of use right, and build but 
leave, if you go. Then, to ensure its permanency, Christiania agreed to 
come under certain state regulations that limit making decisions on 
resource allocation and use based solely on social and environmental 
values. A brief summary of this rapprochement in terms of housing 
succinctly shows the binding connections between state and market 
forces, and the separation between, on the one hand, private property 
and monetary relations and, on the other hand, the simple and straight-
forward satisfaction of needs through sharing.
When journalist Tom Freston revisited Christiania in 2013 – 40 years 
after an initial foray left him thinking it was too much like a festival to 
have a permanent future – he would reflect:
Christiania has grown up to be a cool, verdant little village in a corner 
of Copenhagen. I had underestimated the work ethic and the diligence 
of the Danes. They have built an entire settlement of spare, humble, 
Hobbit-like homes that surrounds a lake and runs along gravel paths 
and cobblestone roads that wind through woods to the seaside. Older 
buildings have been restored and are often covered in murals. There 
Figure 9.2 Christiania 2011
Source: Kim Wyon, photographer (VisitDenmark)
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are bars, cafés, grocery shops, a huge building-supply store, a museum, 
art galleries, a concert hall, a skateboard park, a recycling center, even a 
recording studio (inside a shipping container). I noticed electric hand 
dryers in a café bathroom. Buildings had satellite dishes. Children rode 
around on multicolored bikes and groups of young tourists wandered 
the streets in short pants, sandals, and black hoodies.42
Residents of this car-free settlement had endogenously formed protocol 
for self-regulation, collective sustainability and horizontally negotiated 
agency that flew in the face of accepted market and state principles 
of private property. Rather than the direct and immediate sufficiency 
of a rural commune, their claims to sustainability relied not only on 
hospitality, cultural entrepreneurship and trade (including in drugs and 
with tourists), but also frugal convivial living and living off the waste 
of a profligate Global North city. Cattaneo argues that such tenuous 
and limited sustainability is an inevitable straightjacket of urban 
twenty-first century squats.43
Christiania has had a series of agreements with Danish state insti-
tutions, including parliament, starting in 1972 when the Defence 
Ministry approved use provided that they pay electricity and water fees. 
In the 1970s, the Social Democrat government referred to Christiania 
legally as ‘a social experiment’. Residents upgraded the 150 buildings 
onsite, adapting and refurbishing them in eco-conservative ways, and 
built further modest structures using salvaged at-hand materials in a 
process that Jarvis remarks amounted to ‘reclaiming from “experts” and 
“commerce” the intimate significance of habitation’.44 By the mid-1970s, 
the settlement had already reached almost the number of residents it 
has today.
The Christiania Law of 1989 concretised their use rights by defining 
their space into building-free rural and building-full urban zones. The 
law was renegotiated, but a firm intent by the state clarified ‘normal-
isation’ of Christiania (2004), ultimately meaning engagement with 
private property, building and urban regulations. By 2011, Christiania 
seemed to face a grim choice: compromise or disappear. Of course, what 
made negotiating controversial was the option of standing firm with 
the ultimate ideal of autonomy in a highly dangerous fight to either live 
the dream or die. They certainly had external support, including from 
Danish urbanists and architects who made their opinions public.45
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The 2012 agreement – only made after the community lost a Supreme 
Court case – sealed the sale of a portion of the land and buildings 
they occupied into collective ownership of the Christiania Foundation 
(which had been formed for the purpose), with remaining land and 
buildings reserved for rent. The payment was well under market rates 
for Copenhagen: almost €14 million, the first half of which was paid 
mid-2012 partly through a loan, the other half due by 2018. Coppola 
and Vanolo argue that city planners had a vested interest in ensuring that 
the space remained a tourist attraction under City of Copenhagen and 
Danish state regulation.46 
Christiania had established fair, resident-managed allocation of 
housing ‘based on values of communality, informality, trust and local 
sovereignty’. This meant familiarity with the housing applicant and 
decisions made by meetings of the appropriate local area – of which 
there were 14 of various sizes. Rooms in houses were allocated in house 
meetings on similar principles of subsidiarity and familiarity. In contrast, 
‘normalisation’ would introduce a right of appeal to a ‘higher authority’, 
a ‘third party’.47 A stay was put on independent house-building, and a 
bureaucratic process enforced whereby proposals needed to be passed by 
four levels of Christiania and city council bureaucracy. Simultaneously, 
bans were put on procuring recycled goods from government recycling 
sites, shrinking ready sources of building materials to the 24-hour site at 
Christiania.48
The effect of these changes to the contexts within which houses 
were built and democratic decision-making exercised over Christian-
ia’s residents’ everyday lives, cannot be underestimated. Wendler, for 
instance, has described Christiania’s self-built ‘incremental, recycled’ 
alternative homes as ‘immediately recognisable’:
… their colourfulness, striking materials and unique architecture is an 
intrinsic expression of Christiania’s spirit and many of them feature on 
postcards and photographs. They are also one of the main Christiania 
‘inventions’ … They reflect the diversity of the autonomous town: they 
are personal, lived alternatives with their own unique trajectories, yet 
they express related ideas about making alternative urban life possible. 
It is in this interplay of tendencies that Christiania’s experimentality 
is rooted.49
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Normalisation has risked gentrification and ‘Disneyfication’ as residents 
unable to afford rents feel like they are selling themselves and their locale 
to keep up with the qualitative and quantitative increase in monetising 
their lives – along with ‘concerns regarding the loss of Christiania’s 
distinctive qualities of social inclusiveness and cultural originality’.50 
Under Christiania’s established system, if someone had been late in 
paying their rent, they would be reminded, there might be discussion on 
addressing the cause or some remedy suggested. As resident Ole Lykke 
told Freston, by 2013, failure to pay rent suddenly meant a threatening 
notice that, after three months, ‘the state can throw everybody out’:
We now pay double for half the freedom, considering the interest cost 
and increased rent. We have moved into a capitalist structure. Money 
talks now. It’s possible for the state to keep turning the wheel on the 
rent and the banks to keep making the interest higher. It will be harder 
and harder for older people, disabled people, to keep a home here.51
In short, the encroachment of state and market threaten to starve and 
stifle essential aspects of residents’ responsibilities and rights to create 
their own living space. Freetown is at risk of becoming an unfree-town.
calafou: from state and market to ‘our-rule’
Just as France has a revolutionary history of struggling for grassroots 
autonomy, so does Catalonia. This has been clear in its century-long 
struggle to gain independence from Spain, heightened by efforts to 
regain autonomy within the Spanish state since it was abolished by 
Franco in 1938. The Catalan language and autonomy are dearly held 
ideals in Catalans’ hearts and their everyday culture and practices. Thus, 
the Spanish anti-austerity pro-democracy 15-M (Indignados) movement 
was particularly vibrant in Barcelona, as thousands of protesters extended 
their 15 May 2011 street demonstration into an occupation of the central 
Plaça de Catalunya that ensued for several weeks, despite police assaults. 
The distinctive ‘real democracy’ politics of Catalan protesters reappeared 
in May 2015, when Ada Colau, a radical housing activist prominent in 
the Platform for Mortgage Victims, became Barcelona’s mayor.52
It is in this context that Calafou, located close to the town of 
Vallbona d’Anoia, around 60km from Barcelona, was reborn. Today it 
is a self-proclaimed ‘eco-industrial post-capitalist colony’, with housing 
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and work spaces for a collective of around 50 residents plus others with 
whom they collaborate. Originally, Calafou had been an industrial textile 
colony innovatively developed more than seven centuries ago. Later a 
paper-manufacturing enterprise, prior to its current function it had 
become a hydroelectric plant. Calafou started in a practical sense in 
July 2011 when around 30 people, mainly ex-squatters from Barcelona, 
pooled their resources and, as a housing cooperative, raised a mortgage 
to buy the abandoned ruins and surrounding land, including a river, for 
circa €500,000.53
Catalan Integral Cooperative
The establishment of Calafou was associated with a growing network, 
the Catalan Integral Cooperative (Cooperativa Integral Catalana, 
CIC). Calafou has become a key node in CIC, which is an alternative 
economic network with its own set of relatively autonomous assemblies 
and interlinked currencies (‘ecos’) that had several thousands of Catalan 
participants by early 2017. CIC started in 2010 after eco-networks 
(ecoxarxes) in Montseny and Tarragona had developed an alternative 
currency (2009) within a community exchange system where accounts 
of members were tracked via an online platform. Later, an endogenous 
IntegralCES platform united many of the Catalan eco-networks into 
horizontally connected politico-economic infrastructures in order to 
co-ordinate, and holistically structure, them. This structure includes 
bioregional assemblies uniting eco-networks within either a north or 
south bioregion.54
As just one (if notable) node, Calafou illustrates the distributed and 
relatively autonomous productive bases of CIC, focusing on producing 
and value-adding food and other basic products and services including 
health, learning and housing. These units are dotted around the region 
emanating from participants’ homes, and self-governing spaces such as 
the well-used Aurea Social space located in the centre of Barcelona, which 
has been a venue for general assemblies. The CIC includes transport, 
warehouse and distribution networks connecting the eco-networks with 
one another. Didac Costa estimates that there could be up to 200 food 
cooperatives, and Carolina Zerpa has referred to CIC food activities 
and relationships as the largest network of farmers, consumers and 
processors across Catalonia. Each eco-network develops its own sets of 
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projects, relationships with other environmental and social movements, 
and activities, including free-sharing and mutual support.55
Calafou56
Calafou offers 2.8 hectares of space for productive, residential, political 
and cultural activities. It has a strong technological, postmodern, focus 
that contrasts with its centuries’ old buildings. Almost 30 apartments 
have been in a process of refurbishment. When I visited, in mid-2012, 
the most organised sections seemed to be the hacklab working on 
hardware and software, and the mechanic’s workshop dealing with all 
kinds of vehicles from motorbikes to trucks. The site had a rather surreal 
feel in places, such as when in sight of a highway pass buttressed by great 
columns jutting out from the surrounding rural green landscape.
By the end of 2016 expanding activities at Calafou included a 
wood workshop repairing and creating furniture, a metal foundry 
and workshop, cloth printing and clothes making, recycling oils into 
detergent, and a biolab. As with CIC, the aim is for individuals and 
groups within, and working alongside, Calafou to generate activities 
with relative autonomy but, nevertheless, effectively interconnected. 
Other productive activities include food production, food preparation 
and food sharing. Although located in a rural area, Calafou suffers 
from soil and water pollution from previous onsite industrial activities, 
and pollution from activities upstream. Thus, food production is con-
strained and challenged but benefits from ecological and permaculture 
approaches and practices (Figure 9.3).
The general assembles and other political processes and principles 
followed at Calafou have great similarities with other collaborative 
housing, living and working cases presented in this chapter. As such, 
there are ‘collective projects’ that Calafou self-manages and gains 
(actually profits) from, an ‘autonomous project’ is the name for an 
enterprise controlled by an individual or collective organised for that 
particular purpose, and there are ‘collective spaces’ for initiating projects 
and conducting members’ everyday affairs, embracing inclusive values 
of outreach. The horizontal politics, production and exchange protocol 
of Calafou and CIC project a post-capitalist mesh of ways of relating and 
values that are works-in-progress and represent experiments in the here 
and now towards up-scaled and future-oriented structures.
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I have raised questions in other work about the superficial radicalism 
of the ‘alternative currencies’ (including digital currencies) that CIC 
employs.57 In this – as in its horizontal politics, collaborative work units 
and approaches to financing – the techniques used are representative of 
a range of practices used in experimental housing, living and working 
models in many other places. Such models share similar environmen-
tal and social values and respectful relationships between members. 
However, CIC incorporates a remarkably high level of committed 
participants and, as such, presents an unusual level of sustained effort 
towards unifying their systems as a direct and holistic alternative to the 
capitalist order. 
The last word is reserved for the caution Calafou makes to visitors, 
that it is ‘not a vacation destination, but a political project for social 
transformation, as well as the home of a community.’
Figure 9.3 Calafou (2012)
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‘from little things big things grow’ 
The context of the early years of CIC is detailed in a general study of 
alternative activities of everyday life in Barcelona since the Global 
Financial Crisis, with a special emphasis on nonmonetary production 
and exchange. The authors of Otra Vida es Posible (‘another life is 
possible’) set up a discourse connecting local projects and individuals’ 
experiences to themes of wholesale social change.58 Indeed, the most 
remarkable cases of eco-communal living are so politically aware and 
connected, so far removed from self-absorbed cults, that they could 
be seen to cast mainstream urban life into a quirky, out-of-date and 
marginal light. 
This chapter has shown how certain collaborative living projects 
have grown from activism and remain deeply connected to broader 
socio-economic and cultural transformation. They operate on political 
principles and processes that highlight autonomy and collective 
sufficiency, horizontal relationships, and approach resources as 
commons and via commoning. Intended and real impacts on local 
through to national environments proceed like ripples from a stone 
thrown into water, ever-growing, ever-moving; upscaling seems organic.
In the early 1990s, Australian singer-songwriter-musicians Kev 
Carmody and Paul Kelly collaborated on a now globally known song 
‘From little things big things grow’. This song celebrated the implicit 
association between the Gurindji strike on a Northern Territory cattle 
station in 1966 and both the Indigenous peoples’ movement to gain 
Native Title of traditional lands and black and white reconciliation 
across Australia. Similarly, cases in this chapter, and this book more 
generally, show that collaborative housing can blossom into alternative 
living, nonmarket economies and grassroots governance, rehearsing 





Small Is Necessary and,  
with Sharing, Feasible
Small is necessary because the ecological footprint of the average human 
occupant of our earth breaches the planet’s regenerative capacity. The 
most severe challenge associated with our future is our environmentally 
unsustainable practices, a challenge linked to the ways we live collectively 
as a species. The greatest threat comes from generic ways of living in 
countries from the Global North, the central focus of this book.
Despite all the conventional emphasis on the environmental features 
of residences – the materials out of which a house is made, its operating 
costs in terms of energy and how renewable its energy sources are – the 
relative size and per capita floor space of our dwellings – is a broad, if 
not always reliable, indicator of the ecological footprint of its inhabitants. 
As elaborated in Part I, this point would not be so significant if, during 
the twentieth century, the average sizes of dwellings in many regions 
and cities of the world had not grown exponentially while the average 
sizes of households shrank. Furthermore, whereas many houses and 
households a few hundred years ago were still units of production, since 
the nineteenth century houses and households have become primary 
units of consumption.
Beyond the physical efficiencies of sharing spaces, infrastructure, and 
resources such as water and energy in various forms of eco-collaborative 
housing, as described in parts II and III, the socio-cultural impacts of 
encouraging, monitoring and regulating for low impact co-living is 
crucial for residents’ everyday practices. Certainly the built environments 
of eco-collaborative housing reflect qualities of durability and light 
ecological footedness, but it is critical that they proactively adopt, adapt 
and develop sharing models that emphasise efficient use of food, clothing 
and vehicular resources along with re-using, recycling and minimising 
waste. Thus, sharing is a critical component of genuinely small footprint, 
or low impact, living.
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Eco-collaborative housing models that incorporate initiatives and 
infrastructure towards collective sufficiency at least in food, water 
and energy not only represent the cutting edge of more sustainable 
lifestyles but also seem to prefigure post-capitalist values and relations 
of production and exchange. Holistic change has co-evolved forms of 
governance that turn the vertical layering of powers within the capitalist 
milieu on their head. Within such communities, horizontal power 
means participatory, delegated and shared responsibilities supported 
by consensual decision-making. Extensive and complex collaborative 
housing offers new forms of both material sustenance and political 
governance.
Perhaps it is this essential radicalism of alternative housing-cum-living 
that accounts for its grindingly slow progress primarily against state and 
market forces, as explored in Part III. The lack of appropriate planning 
codes and financial support remain key barriers for numbers of people 
keen to participate in collaborative models of all kinds.
further research
The transdisciplinary ‘smaller is better’ and ‘sharing is best’ framing of 
this exploration of collaborative housing and living is distinct within 
literatures of this field, which are often discipline-associated if not dis-
ciplinary-based or case-by-case interdisciplinary analyses. While the 
cases, literatures and discourses drawn on here mainly fall in the realms 
of planning, housing, urban architecture, interior design, and environ-
mental and sustainability studies, I have freely referred to and engaged 
with topics related to the implicitly interdisciplinary fields of sociology, 
community development, ecological economics, political activism and 
utopian or futures studies. It is highly likely that most fruitful future 
research will emerge from holistic and transdisciplinary perspectives.
Iterated throughout this work are comments on the paucity of statistics 
on all types of collaborative housing that have been so frequently 
marginalised in mainstream housing policy, residential planning codes 
and building regulations, and by conventional home loans, except in key 
northern European countries and, more recently, further afield. Even 
when accepted within regulation for mainstream housing, the devil 
emerges in the detail as authorities seem more concerned to conform 
to obsolete ideals such as a standard ‘family’ home and household with 
ample parking spaces for cars, than to promote significant sustainability 
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features that, for instance, collaborative housing and their community 
of households offer. It is not surprising, then, that further difficulties 
with quantitative primary research arise because many developments 
are barely visible and conveniently remain off government agencies’ 
radars. While it is probably more feasible, effective and efficient to open 
planning codes and building regulations to eco-collaborative housing 
at a national level, local governments are likely to be the appropriate 
authority to monitor and keep reliable records of existing and prospective 
eco-collaborative housing developments in their territory.
Qualitative studies of co-owners, ecovillagers, cohousers and squatters 
generally take the form of community histories, community-oriented 
sociological studies or autobiographical testimonies. Moreover, there 
are many ‘how-to’ works by residents or professionals involved in 
supporting the built, legal, social and financial development of alternative 
communities. Many of these primary sources are rich in experiential 
detail. Other qualitative research uses ethnographic methods, such 
as analyses of records of participant-observers or of interviews, many 
applying the lenses of social constructionism, grounded or critical 
theories. However, there are large gaps in comparative studies because 
the case-based studies have customised approaches and cannot be easily 
drawn on to create a reliable database for generic reviews. It is incumbent 
on funding bodies to support extensive comparative studies to inform 
various residential, professional, industry and government stakeholders. 
Collaborative housing and living has become so attractive to potential 
members that many communities keen to share their experience and 
encourage interest have very informative websites. Recently, certain 
researchers interested in transformation and social change and acknowl-
edging the critical need for more environmentally sustainable living and 
local economies have focused on such communities and their settlements. 
This is an area of cutting-edge research, which seems to drill down to 
the essence of what eco-collaborative housing can offer with respect to 
developing more sustainable, socially just and democratic futures. 
This potentially rich field of studies on alternative communities and 
collaborative housing demands much more attention than it currently 
receives. Beyond progress in data gathering, especially in terms of 
detailed statistics, there are many questionable assumptions, untested 
hypotheses and methodological queries to challenge researchers. For 
instance, although I have relied on ecological footprints as a method 
of comparison, this measure is neither perfect nor comprehensive (see 
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Chapter 6). In fact, an ecological footprint is not a pure standard at all 
but varies across regions specifically (though ironically) to make it both 
a more accurate and comparable unit of measure. Arguably, it is a more 
accurate measure in the same place across time, rather than compara-
tively at a moment in time. I justify using it here due to its generality and 
relevance to speculating for futures characterised by social justice and 
environmental sustainability.
Comparative levels of collective sufficiency and ecological regener-
ation, the diversity of community management techniques of a whole 
range of ecological resources, buildings, infrastructure and services, as 
well as internal governance of activities and relationships are amongst a 
range of topics that might tempt rigorous researchers.
activism
Beyond citizens curious to know more about collaborative housing, this 
book was written with two audiences in mind: a scholarly, academic 
and student audience mainly interested in thinking about, researching 
and supporting such developments in a range of professional ways; and 
activists keen to know more, and eager for material to assist them in 
advocacy and their personal-is-the-political journeys. Collaborative 
housing reveals models and practices that embody and connect with a 
plethora of social and environmental movements and causes: climate 
justice, degrowth, commoning and sharing, food sovereignty, anti-con-
sumerism, permaculture, solidarity economies, and inclusive and diverse 
neighbourhoods, to name a few.
Collaborative housing and living attracts many more people this 
century than the last for reasons related to affordability, sustainabil-
ity and community. Housing has become increasingly unaffordable, 
especially in the bastions of capitalism, our global cities. Residents are 
seeking cheaper ways to accommodate themselves on a permanent 
basis. They are more aware of the costs of residential services, such as 
water and energy, and of a plethora of unnecessary goods in societies 
that seemingly only grow more consumptive and inequitable. Thus, 
there is an economic imperative to be concerned about environmental 
sustainability. At the same time, housing ourselves more sustainably 
and changing household practices with one or two related others often 
presents as a lonely, challenging and de-spiriting struggle. The power 
of community, of doing it ourselves, has strong potential not only for 
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economic and environmental efficiencies, but also offers various and 
numerous benefits related to a diversity of people experimenting with 
and showcasing improved forms of living.
beyond a conclusion
I have tried to show that many dedicated cases of collaborative housing 
are replete with positive and negative, clear and subtle lessons for our 
uncertain future. Given the environmental and socio-political challenges 
that capitalism presents, that future sometimes seems like a cliff that 
we, like lemmings, are all bent on chasing one another over to end up 
in freefall into an abyss. At the same time, don’t we pride ourselves in 
the human capacities of consciousness, will, cooperation and freedom 
of action?
I have structured this book to show current, dynamic and interrelated 
forces at play: the state, the market and citizens as a collective. I have 
intervened in a discordant set of discourses in provocative ways, but set 
my course with a singular intention in mind. Certainly I wanted to reveal 
the various potentials of too-readily hidden and dismissed realities. But, 
more than that, my intention has been to contribute to debates and 
action that might cut loose imaginations straightjacketed by mainstream 
forms of living, working and governing. At a point of seeming collapse, 
not only of the systems that dominate how we cooperate but also of our 
response, I wanted to show that the personal is the political, and that 
infectious change can start by adopting sustainable practices as members 
of collective households and genuine communities in heartfelt neigh-
bourhoods. What the world needs now is a spectacular reawakening of 
human creativity, collectivity, solidarity and localism in practice.

Appendix
Key Sources and Links
This set of key and representative English sources and links for topics 
raised in this book was current for mid-2017 and selective along the 
themes and topics considered significant here. It is a simple guide to 
searching for more information. One of my selection criteria was that 
the source included links and other leads to even more data and relevant 
topics. As iterated throughout the book, you will find that practically 
all communities discussed in it – and many more such communities – 
have elaborate and living websites replete with information on associated 
topics. I have left them out; you only need your search engine to identify 
them. Of course, the endnotes include many of them and offer a lot more 
in the way of sources.
generic collaborative housing organisations
Since 2002, the Institute for Creative Sustainability (id22) has been a not-
for-profit organisation based in Berlin promoting sustainable cohousing 
cultures (‘cohousing’ used here in the widest sense of the term, similar to 
how ‘collaborative housing’ is defined in this book). id22 coordinates an 
‘experimentcity’ initiative, offers events such as guided tours and manages 
an interactive website for housing groups to promote their projects, to 
network and to share data – http://id22.net/en/themen/#cohousing
Michael LaFond and Thomas Honeck (eds), CoHousing Cultures: 
Handbuch für Selbstorganisiertes, Gemeinschaftliches Und Nachhalti-
ges Wohnen/Handbook for Self-Organized, Community Oriented and 
Sustainable Housing, Berlin: jovis, 2012. The CoHousing Cultures 
book website includes links to all national contact points – http://
cohousing-cultures.net/cohousing-platform/
The most recent publication in English and German is Michael 
LaFond and Larisa Tsvetkova (eds) CoHousing Inclusive: Self-organized, 
Community-led Housing for All, Berlin: jovis, 2017 – www.jovis.de/en/
books/details/product/cohousing_inclusive.html 
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The Fellowship for Intentional Communities (FIC) is a not-for-profit 
body promoting a wide range of intentional communities and a sharing, 
cooperative culture. Based in the US, the body has an international 
online directory, a journal and other resources – www.ic.org/
The not-for-profit collective Diggers and Dreamers (‘The Guide to 
Communal Living in Britain’), which started in 1989, offers numerous 
printed, audio-visual and online resources to a range of alternative living 
events, options and topics, including a directory to alternative housing 
across Britain. Look out for their publications on cohousing, low impact 
living, communes and more – www.diggersanddreamers.org.uk/
The UK National Custom and Self Build Association (NaCSBA) 
has a site ‘endorsed by the Government’, which includes a page on 
‘Independent community collaboration’ – www.selfbuildportal.org.uk/
independent-community-collaboration
cohousing associations
The Cohousing Association of the United States website has a directory 
of cohousing projects and offers resources on governance and seniors’ 
cohousing – www.cohousing.org/
Similarly, the Canadian Cohousing Network, established in 1992, 
offers a directory of communities on its website, along with a range of 
other resources – http://cohousing.ca/
The UK counterpart is UK Cohousing – https://cohousing.org.uk/
community governance
Glen Ochre, Getting Our Act Together: How to Harness the Power of 
Groups, Melbourne: Groupwork Press, 2013.
Seeds for Change Lancaster Cooperative has published (2013) A 
Consensus Handbook: Cooperative Decision-Making for Activists, Co-Ops 
and Communities – www.seedsforchange.org.uk/handbook
Sociocracy is a popular approach offering useful techniques – http://
thesociocracygroup.com/
cooperative housing
The Co-operative Housing International (CHI), under the umbrella 
International Co-operative Alliance organisation, aims to represent and 
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promote the international cooperative housing movement. Its website 
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squatting
Claudio Cattaneo and Miguel A. Martínez (eds) for the Squatting Europe 
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tiny houses
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